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Wright s ARABIC GRAMMAR

Generation after generation of English-speaking students of Arabic
have found Wright’s Grammaran indispensable stand-by. Its popularity
is well-deserved and likely to endure yet longer, for it is a very practical
work of reference. It does not concern itself much with the disputations of
the theorists, but it does state clearly, and illustrate sufficiently, all the
working rules of classical Arabic. It manages to do so within its modest
bulk, not by ignoring fine distinctions, but by dint of very careful
organization.

The new “Addenda et Corrigenda” in this edition are not the result of a
systematic revision of the text, but havegrown out of marginal notes made
during nearly half a lifetime of constant reference to it. TTiat they are so
few is a tribute to the accuracy and comprehensiveness of the original.

Not the least of the virtues of the Grammar are its indexes. A useful
adjunct to them is P. Cachia's The Monitor, A Dictionary of Arabic
Grammatical TermsfLongman-Librairiedul.iban, 1973), whichrumulaies
the terminologies adopted bv Wright and by M.S. Howell in his much
more extensive Grammar of the Classical Arabic Language.

Pierre Cachia

Printed in Lebanon by A . j



ADDENDA ET CORRIGENDA

VOL. I

5 A read: , the liquids j
, which are pronounced with the

extremity of the tongue ( j&i ). The term is sometimes, although
dubiously, made synonymous with or or
jtiii

,

Which include not only the three liquids above but also
three of the labials . They appear to be so called by
association not with any part of a vocal organ, but with the meaning
of s* , chastness or profuseness of speech, in that every
quadriliteralorquinquiliteral root ofgenuinely Arabicderivation is

said to contain at least one of these six letters. All letters that are
not av* are called Wr made silent, mute, or speechless.

For other groupings of letters based on varying criteria, see
Howell’s Grammar, iv. 1725 ff.

191 C add: REM. j. On w and its fern. 4"
, both, a pair - which

have similarities with the dual - see Vol. ii § 83 (p. 212 D). REM.
k. 4- is generally taken to be the dual of > equal, like.There are
indications, however, that it has sometimes been regarded as an
indeclinable word. Most MSS of Bfcidawl’s Commentaryon Kor’an
iii. v. 31 read jl. . A line ascribed to ’Abu Du’eib is

quoted as

And they were two like cases that they should not send forth cattle to

pasture or send him forth with them when the tracts were very dusty
(Lane, p. 1480, col. 2, following the Muhkam of Ibn Sida); but the

Lisan has S- instead of , and the verse most closely

resembling it in Hell’s edition of the poet’s Diwan has . It is not
without significance that in the colloquial, which generally gives
currency only to the oblique form of all duals, the word occurs
as is not used in the Kor'an, nor - so far as has been
ascertained - in the hadith.

255 C add to § 320: They are diptote, however, when used as abstract

numbers [Comp. Vol. i. § 309 (E), p. 241 D],

VOL. II

316 B add before REM. a.: It follows that V is never interrogative
when it is the accusative of a verb preceding it. The
interrogative 'J may, on the other hand, be the direct object of a
subsequent verb; e.g. a.; V-L. Which, then, ofthe signs ofGod
wilt ye deny (Kor’an XL. v.81). If, however, the verb has a

pronominal suffix which falls back upon ( or ) the
interrogative pronoun, the latter is either nominative absolute or
accusative, as being the direct object of a suppressed verb.

PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION.

THE Second Edition of Wright’s Grammar of the Arabic

language had been out of print long before the death of its

author, but he was never able to find the leisure necessary for

preparing a New Edition. The demand for it having become

more and more pressing, Prof. W. Robertson Smith, who well

deserved the honour of succeeding to Wright’s chair, resolved to

undertake this task. He began it with his usual ardour, but the

illness which cut short his invaluable life soon interrupted the

work. At his death 56 pages had been printed, whilst the

revision had extended over 30 pages more. Robertson Smith had

made use of some notes of mine, which he had marked with

my initials, and it was for this reason among others that the

Syndics of the Cambridge University Press invited me, through

Prof. Bevan, to continue the revision. After earnest deliberation

I consented, influenced chiefly by my respect for the excellent

work of one of my dearest friends and by a desire to complete

that which another dear friend had begun. Moreover Prof. Bevan

promised his assistance in correcting the English style and in

seeing the book through the press.

I have of course adhered to the method followed by Robertson

Smith in that part of the Grammar which he revised. Trifling

corrections and additions and such suggestions as had already

been made by A. Mttller, Fleischer and other scholars, are given

in square brackets. Only in those cases where it seemed necessary

to take all the responsibility upon myself, have I added my

initials. Besides the printed list of additions and corrections at

the end of the Second Volume, WT
right had noted here and there

Pierre Cachia
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on the margin of his own copy some new examples (chiefly from

the NaJcatd) which have been inserted, unless they seemed quite

superfluous, without any distinctive sign. I have found but very

few notes by Robertson Smith on the portion which he had not

definitely revised
; almost all of these have been marked with his

initials. Wright’s own text has been altered in a comparatively

small number of passages (for instance § 252, § 353), where I felt

sure that he would have done it himself. Once or twice Wright

has noted on the margin “ wants revision.’’

The notes bearing upon the Comparative Grammar of the

Semitic languages have for the most part been replaced by

references to Wright’s Comparative Grammar, published after his

death by Robertson Smith (1890).

I have to acknowledge my obligations to Mr Du Pr6 Thornton,

who drew my attention to several omissions. But my warmest

thanks must be given to my dear friend and colleague Prof. Bevan,

who has not only taken upon himself all the trouble of seeing this

revised edition through the press, but by many judicious remarks

has contributed much to the improving of it.

The Second Volume is now in the printers' hands.

Lktdkn,

February, 1896.

M. J. de GOEJE.

PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION.

A SECOND Edition of my revised and enlarged translation of

Caspari’s Arabic Grammar having been called for, I have

thought it my duty not simply to reprint the book, but to subject

it again to a thorough revision. In fact, the present is almost a

new work
;
for there is hardly a section which has not undergone

alteration, and much additional matter has been given, as the very

size of this volume (351 pages instead of 257) shows.

In revising the book I have availed myself of the labours of

Arab Grammarians, both ancient and modern. Of the former I
jS if i#

may mention in particular the
’

Alfiya (itAJ’bll) of ’Ibn Malik, with

the Commentary of ’Ibn ‘Akll (ed. Dieterici, 1851, and the Beirut

edition of 1872); the Mu/assal (JLoijf) of ’el-Zamahfaii (ed.

Broch, 1859) ;
and the Lamlyaiu 'l-’Afdl (JUi^l i$W) of ’Ibn

Malik, with the Commentary of his son Badru ’d-din (ed. Volck,

1866). Of recent native works I have diligently used the Misbdhu

'1-TcUib fi Bahti ’l-Matalib LJ wJlLjl

that is, the Bahtu ’l-Mafdlib of the Maronite Gabriel Far^at, with

the notes of Bu(rus ’el-Bistani (Beirut, 1854); 'el-Bistani’s smaller

Grammar, founded upon the above, entitled Mi/taku ’l-Misbdh

second edition, Beirut, 1867); and Na$if ’el-

Yazigis Faflu ’l-Hifab (^lk*Jt JLol, second edition, Beirut,

1866).

Among European Grammarians I have made constant use of

the works of S. de Sacy (Grammaire Arabe, 2de 6d., 1831), Ewald

(Grammatica Critica Linguae Arabic®, 1831-33), and Lumsden

(A Grammar of the Arabic Language, vol. i., 1813); which last,

r



X PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION.

however, is based on the system of the Arab Grammarians, and

therefore but ill-adapted, apart from its bulk and rarity, for the

use of beginners. I have also consulted with advantage the

grammar of Professor Lagus of Helsingfors (Larokurs i Arabiska

Spr&ket, 1869). But I am indebted above all to the labours of

Professor Fleischer of Leipzig, whose notes on the first volume of

De Sacy’s Grammar (as far as p. 359) have appeared from time

to time in the Berichte der Konigl. Sdchsischen Oesellschaft der

Wis8enschaften (1863-64-66-70), in which periodical the student

will also find the treatises of the same scholar Ueber einige Arten

der Nominalapposition im Arabischen (1862) and Ueber das

Verhdltnis8 und die Construction der Sack- und Stoffworter im

Arabischen (1856).

In the notes which touch upon the comparative grammar of

the Semitic languages, I have not found much to alter, except in

matters of detail. I have 'read, I believe, nearly everything that

has been published of late years upon this subject—the fanciful

lucubrations of Von Raumer and Raabe, as well as the learned

and scholarly treatises of Noldeke, Philippi, and Tegn6r. My

standpoint remains, however, nearly the same as it formerly was.

The ancient Semitic languages—Arabic and ASthiopic, Assyrian,

Canaanitic (Phoenician and Hebrew), and Aramaic (so-called

Chaldee and Syriac)—are as closely connected with each other

as the Romance languages—Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, Pro-

vencal, and French : they are all daughters of a deceased mother,

standing to them in the relation of Latin to the other European

languages just specified. In some points the north Semitic

tongues, particularly the Hebrew, may bear the greatest re-

semblance to this parent speech; but, on the whole, the south

Semitic dialects, Arabic and iEthiopic,-but especially the former,

have, I still think, preserved a higher degree of likeness to the

original Semitic language. The Hebrew of the Pentateuch, and

the Assyrian*, as it appears in even the oldest inscriptions, seem

* As regards Assyrian, I rely chiefly upon the well-known works

of Oppert, Sayce, and Schrader.

PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION. xi

to me to have already attained nearly the same stage of gram-

matical development (or decay) as the post-classical Arabic, the

spoken language of mediaeval and modern times.

I have to thank the Home Government of India for con-

tributing the sum of fifty pounds towards defraying the expenses

of printing this work; and some of the local Governments for

subscribing for a certain number of copies
;
namely, the Govern-

ment of Bengal, twenty, and the Home Department (Fort William),

twenty-five ; the Government of Bombay, ten
;
of Madras, ten

;

and of the Punjab, sixty copies. My friend and former school-

fellow, Mr D. Murray (of Adelaide, S. Australia), has also given

pecuniary aid to the same extent as the India Office, and thereby

laid me, and I hope I may say other Orientalists, under a fresh

obligation.

Professor Fleischer of Leipzig will, I trust, look upon the

dedication as a mark of respect for the Oriental scholarship of

Germany, whereof he is one of the worthiest representatives
;
and

as a slight acknowledgment of much kindness and help, extending

over a period of more than twenty years, from" the publication of

my first work in 1852 down to the present year, in which, amid

the congratulations of numerous pupils and friends, he has cele-

brated the fiftieth anniversary of his doctorate.

Cahbridoe,

1st July, 1874.

W. WRIGHT.
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PART FIRST.

ORTHOGRAPHY AND ORTHOEPY.

I. THE LETTERS AS CONSONANTS.

1. Arabic, like Hebrew and Syriac, is written and read from A
right to left. The letters of the alphabet (tL^I

vJjy.aJI, or sSjjj*-) are twenty-eight in
+ +• *

number, and are all consonants, though three of them are also used

as vowels (see § 3). They vary in form, according as they are con-

nected with a preceding or following letter, and, for the most part,

terminate in a bold stroke, when they stand alone or at the end of

a word. The following Table gives the letters in their usual order,

along with their names and numerical values.

1
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t\j R&.

^ \
Zay.

i>«-» Sin.
+

Sin.
*

jLo §ftd.

B \\1 Dad.

:Lii Ta.

:Ci ?a.

‘Ain.

,>£ Gain.

ili Fa.

C Jli Kftf.

Jl*> Kftf.

• /

j>*) Lftm.

Mim.

,jy Nun.

ill Ha

jlJ Wftw.

Vi, Ya.

|

FIGURE.

Unoon-
nested.

Connected

.

With a pre-

ceding
letter.

With a fol-

lowing
letter.

With both.

NUMERICAL
VALUE.

§1] I. The Letters as Consonants.

Rem. a. I in connection with a preceding J forms the figures A
V, y*. This combination is called and is generally

reckoned a twenty-ninth letter of the alphabet, and inserted before

l>j. The object of it is merely to distinguish elif as the long vowel

a, § 3, from elif as the spiritus lenis (elif with h&mza, I, § 15).

Rem. b. The order of the letters » and j is sometimes inverted.

The Arabs of Northern Africa arrange the letters in a different

sequence; viz.

They distinguish from J by giving the former a single point

below, and the latter one above, thus : s a /, but h k k*. At the

end of a word these points are usually omitted, w*,

Rem. c. In manuscripts and elegantly printed books many of

the letters are interwoven with one another, and form ligatures, of

which the following are examples.

£ sh. j/y-

^ tA (lh. L l9- c

gh. s? l
9- Imh.

j?m jjfh. £ vh-

[These ligatures, in which one letter stands above another, are

very inconvenient to printers, especially when, as in this book,

English and Arabic are intermingled; and most founts have some

device to bring the letters into line. Thus^ appears as »

or, in the fount used for this grammar, as £-*«••• The latter

method is a recent innovation, first introduced by Lane in his D
Arabic Lexicon, and its extreme simplicity and convenience have

caused it to be largely adopted in modern founts, not only in

Europe but in the East. But in writing Arabic the student ought

to use the old ligatures as they are shewn in Mss. or in the more

elegant Eastern founts.]

* This is not confined, in the earliest times, to African Mss. In

some old Mss., on the other hand, k has the point below, s, a, or even

f, A-
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Orthography and Orthoepy.

Rem. d. Those letters which are identical in form, and distin-

guished from one another in writing only by the aid of the small

dots usually called diacritical points (AJaju
,
plur. £Ju), are divided

by the grammarians into the loose or free, i.e.

unpointed, letters, and the bolted or fastened, i. e.

pointed, letters. To the former class belong 3 , j, J>

and £ ;
to the latter >, j, \ji, v* >

and The letters

O, and ^ are generally distinguished as follows :

J * £ * J 9t0 !»/•/

g is called f llJI, the j with one point (j)

;

+ • / • • j tS/iW ^<5 /

O „ lyiy SUJUJi Iu)t, r/te j un<A two points above (1)

;

+ +

/ I ^ I 1 fi/

<Ae > uni/t two points below (j)*;

itilf, r/te j with three points (J).

The unpointed letters are sometimes still further distinguished

from the pointed by various contrivances, such as writing the letter

in a smaller size below the line, placing a point below, or an angular

mark above, and the like; so that we find in carefully written

q
manuscripts ^ ^ ; * •? > J jf Ut* is* iJ3 > UP ug > V £ >

£
i etc. Also f or ^ by way of distinction from S. In some

old Mss. (jl has only one point above, and then ^ takes a point

below.

Rem. e. The letters are also divided into the following classes,

which take their names from the particular part of the vocal organs

that is chiefly instrumental in producing their sounds.
iS / fi ^ J i i JiS < S <• 9 / •*

iyUJI sJjjj-JI or the labials (<Uw a lip), o j.
r

j j j 1/

the gingivals, i i>, in uttering which the

J + <M +

jj
tongue is pressed against the gum (&UJI).

JS * t9* J * J 9* m
"

the sibilants, J ^ which are pronounced
J + + f> 9*

with the tip of the tongue (AJLw*v)l).

* [With final ^ the use of the two points below is optional.

Some modern prints, especially those issued at Bairut, always insert

them except when the ^ represents elif maksura {§ 7, rem. b)\ thus

lt^ > \J> \J*X]

§ 2] I. The Letters as Consonants. 5

i

| Oljjf or the liquids ; J j, which are pro- A
nounced with the extremity of the tongue (Jjjji or ipjjdl).

J £ 9 £ * j j j 9,
S

the letters
^ ,

which are uttered

through the open orifice of the lips (j^ AH ),

4
s "• ‘ ’ >s ^

or Agxkdl, the letters C> > J», which are uttered* " + +

by pressing the tongue against the rough or corrugated portion of

the palate (^JaUM or

/5 •+ +9*9*
yJJI the letters J and j)

,

in uttering which the JJ

uvula (S^Xjl) is brought into play.

or the gutturals, I ^ ^ £ £
t.

The letters 1 _j ^ are called &Ji\ J\^L or the

soft letters
,
and aXxJI the weak letters.

2. The correct pronunciation of some of these letters, for ex-

ample £ and £, it is scarcely possible for a European to acquire,

except by long intercourse with natives. The following hints will, C
however, enable the learner to approximate to their sounds.

I with himza (I, see § 15) is the spiritus lenis of the Greeks,

the M of the Hebrews (as in TDK, SKT, S|Wl). It may be com-

pared with the h in the French word homme or English hour.

is our b.

0 is the Italian dental, softer than our t.

«£» is pronounced like the Greek 0, or th in thing. The Turks
and Persians usually convert it into the surd s, as in sing. [In Egypt
it is commonly confounded with O, less often with ^.] jj

jr corresponds to our g in gem. In Egypt and some parts of

Arabia, however, it has the sound of the Heb. j|, or our g in get.

£, the Heb. p|, is a very sharp but smooth guttural aspirate,

stronger than «, but not rough like £. Europeans, as well as Turks

and Persians, rarely attain the correct pronunciation of it.

£ lias the sound of ch in the Scotch word loch, or the German Rache.

1 is the Italian dental, softer than our d.

h bears the same relation to 3 that w> does to O. It is sounded
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A like the 8 of the modem Greeks, or th in that, with. The Turks and

Persians usually convert it into z. [In Egypt it is sometimes z but

oftener d.)

j is in all positions a distinctly articulated lingual r, as in run.

j is the English z.

^ is the surd s in sit, mist; u-, sh in shut.

vo, the Heb. j», is a strongly articulated s, somewhat like ss in

hiss.

B ia an aspirated d, strongly articulated between the front part

of the side of the tongue and the molar teeth (somewhat like th in

this). The Turks and Persians usually pronounce it like z. [In Egypt

it is an emphatic d, without aspiration, more difficult to an English

tongue than the true Bedouin ^.]
L, the Heb. tD, is a strongly articulated palatal t.

bears, strictly speaking, the same relation to J* that «i» and i

do to and >. It is usually pronounced like a strongly articulated

palatal z, though many of* the Arabs give it the same sound as u*

C [with which it is often confounded in Mss.]. The Turks and Persians

change it into a common z. To distinguish it from yjo
,

lb is some-

times spoken of as iJl***JI iliiJI. The \jo is then called

£, the Heb. y, is a strong (but to [most] Europeans, as well as

Turks and Persians, unpronounceable) guttural, related in its nature

to £, with which it is sometimes confounded. It is described as

produced by a smart compression of the upper part of the windpipe

and forcible emission of the breath. It is wrong to treat it, in any

of the Semitic languages, as a mere vowel-letter, or (worse still) as

D a nasal n or ng.

^
is a guttural g, accompanied by a grating or rattling sound, as

in gargling, of which we have no example in English. The y of the

modem Greeks, the Northumbrian r, and the French r grasseye, are

approximations to it*.

»_# is our/

J, the Heb. p, is a strongly articulated guttural k; but in parts

of Arabia, and throughout Northern Africa, it is pronounced as a

* [Hence
£

is sometimes replaced by j as in the Yemenite

for Hamdanled. Muller 193, 17 etc., and often in Mss.—De G.]

S3, 4] II. The Vowels and Diphthongs. 7

hard g; whilst in [Cairo and some parts of] Syria it is vulgarly con- A
founded with felif hfemzatum, as ’ultu, ya'ulu, for jcuUu, yakulu.

j), J, jt, and £)< are exactly our k, l, m, n. When immediately

followed by the letter without any vowel coming between them,

(j takes the sound of m : as gimb, ‘ambar, lUi- timba u,

not gbnb, ‘anbar, sbnba'u.

* is our h. It is distinctly aspirated at the end, as well as at

the beginning, of a syllable; e.g. hum, iUal ’ahlaka. In the

grammatical termination » — , the dotted » [called lus] is pro-

nounced like O, I)*. B

_5 and are precisely our w and y. The Turks and Persians

usually give j the sound of v.

II. THE VOWELS AND DIPHTHONGS.

3 . The Arabs had originally no signs for the short vowels. To

indicate the long vowels and diphthongs they made use of the three

consonants that come nearest to them in sound: viz. 1 (without Kbrnza,

see § 1, rem. a, and § 15) for d, {J for * and ai, _j for u and au. E. g., C
*9 la, ^ fi, kai, yi du, yl lau.

4 . At a later period the following signs were invented to express

the short vowels.

(a) Lfbth (Zzi) or f&tha (bjLsi), a, 3 (as in pet), e (nearly the

French e must)
; eg. JUU. halaka, sbnsun, jtijSa kerxmun.

*

(b) — Icbsr (JL&) or hfara (ij~£t), i (as in join), t (a dull, obscure i,

resembling the Welsh y, or the i in bird)
; e.g. a/ bihi, Ijl dkitun. D

•
" * 0

S / a A /

(c) — famm (Jt-e) or damma (t#-e), u (as in bull), o, o (nearly as

the German o in Mortel, or the French eu in jeune)
;

e.g. aJ lahu,

• fi J 1*4
hog tun, j-»f- ‘omrun.

* In point of fact, this figure 5 is merely a compromise between

the ancient O L (Heb. —), the old pausal * — (ah), and the

modem » — (Heb. —), in which last the « is Bilent.
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A Rem. a. The distinction between the names feth, kisr, damm,

and fitha, kisra, damma, is that the former denote the sounds a, i, u,

the latter the marks 1. Compare the Hebrew nH3,

and The terms and £ij, commonly used of the case-

endings a, u, are sometimes applied to L, L in other positions; e.g.

^ [Another name for damm is kabw, yd .

—

DeG.1
J • " * *

.
• * ^

"

Rem. b. A vowel is called a motion, plur. OL=^»-
;

its

f f

mark is termed form orfigure, plur. Jl&l or

Rem. c. In the oldest Mss. of the Kor’an, the vowels are

expressed by dots (usually red), one above for fetlia, one below for

kfisra, and one in the middle, or on the line, for damma. As re-

gards the signs L, _, — the third is a small
_)
and the other two

*

are probably derived from I and ^ or .c- respectively.

5. Rules for the cases in which these vowel-marks retain their

original sounds, a, i, u, and for those in which they are modified,

through the influence of the stronger or weaker consonants, into d, e,

Ct, o, or o, can scarcely be laid down with certainty; for the various

dialects of the spoken Arabic differ from one another in these points

;

and besides, owing to the emphasis with which the consonants are

uttered, the vowels are in general somewhat indistinctly enunciated.

The following rules may, however, be given for the guidance of the

learner*.

(a) When preceded or followed by the strong gutturals ^
or the emphatic consonants Ji J, ffctha is pronounced as a,

though with the emphatic consonants its sound becomes rather obscure,
** * * * *

D approaching to that of the Swedish &

;

e.g. hamrun
,
^+*1 la'bun,

b&kiya, JJL© s&drun. Under the same circumstances k&sra is

* [Learners whose ears and vocal organs are good, and who have

an opportunity of hearing and practising the correct pronunciation of

the consonants, will find that the proper shades of sound in the three

vowels come without effort when the consonants are spoken rightly

and naturally. The approximate rules for pronunciation here given

are mainly useful as a guide towards the right way of holding the

mouth in pronouncing the consonants as well as the vowels.]

§ 6
] II. The Vowels and Diphthongs. 9

If • • « *

pronounced as t, e.g. ‘tlmun, sihrun, yhS InSrun; whilst A
* / /

damma assumes the sound of an obscure o, inclining with the gutturals

(especially £ and
g)

to o
;

e.g. UllJ latofa, uLkJ lotfun, hosnun
Mi • • j

or hosnun
, j ro'bun l omrun.

(b) In shut syllables in which there are neither guttural nor

emphatic consonants,—and in open syllables which neither commence

with, nor immediately precede, one of those letters,—fbtha either has

a weaker, leas clear sound, approaching to that of a in the English
r • r / i / • I

#

words hat
, cap , e.g. katabta

,
akbaru ; or it becomes a B

simple d or e (the latter especially in a short open syllable followed

by a long one), e.g. Jy bil, mbrk'ibun, dhy simikun,
* ' ' . .

'

seminun, medinitun. It retains, however, its pure sound of a
*

before and after r (which partakes of the nature of the emphatics),

when that letter is doubled or follows a long a or u, e. g. Ijy. §arratun,
Ifi/ «/ / 1 / i

iy» marratun, 5jli garatun, »jyo suratun ; and also in general at the

end of a word.

6. The long vowels a, i, u, are indicated by placing the marks C
of the short vowels before the letters 1, (_£, and ,, respectively, e.g.

J13 kola, bVa, sukun; in which case these letters are called

iit J J J

jm., literae productions, ‘‘letters of prolongation. The com-

binations ^ _ and j L must always be pronounced t and u, not S and o;

though after the emphatic consonants j 1 inclines to the sound of 6,

and i to that of the French « or German u, e.g. ^>J*, nearly

torun, tunun.

Rem. a. a was at first more rarely marked than the other
jj

long vowels, and hence it happens that, at a later period, after the

invention of the vowel-points, it was indicated in some very common
42 / J « * 3 / S /• i/I 4 4/

words merely by a ffitha
;

e.g. «JJI, ml,
*

4 / / / •/ 4 // 3 / 4// •/ • / 3 y / / / / /4/ / / / _ _
iCXJI, ZkJUI, or ^llj, IJdk, U6*. More

/ / / / /

exactly, however, the f&tha should be written perpendicularly in
4 Jt/ 4 112/ 4/ [/•/

this case, so as to resemble a small elif
;

e.g. aUI, I, ttSJUJI,

4 / t 2 / 4/| 1/

Olj I^jD I (the resurrection, to be carefully distinguished from

w. 2
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A A^Afl U-fomZtu, price
,
value), L**, JUJ. The words

and are also frequently written defectively

o£S> and occasionally some other vocables, such as #) and

0& \ iljj and J&; O^j, and other proper names

ending in •***• and

other proper names of the forms and JkUlf ;
jiii

;

etc. This

is more common in Magribi Mss. than in others.—The long vowel

i is in a very few instances written defectively at the end of a word,

B e.g.
U-'Asx, t>f ****»•> Ho&fHu ’bnu

’t-Yirndni, for e/UJI, ^UM, ; fW fw C**W'*-

Rkm. 6. The letter •, preceded by damma, is used by the Arabs

of North Africa and Spain to indicate a final o in foreign words ;
e.g.

aJjli, Carlo

;

tJjaj Don Pedro

;

*J? v5>1> the river Guadia.ro.
* * *

Rkm. c. The sound of ts. inclines, in later times and in certain

localities, from a to e, just as that of ffetha does from a to i (see

C § 4
,

a, and § 5, 6). This change is called AlU^I, tl-imdla, the

i« deflection ” of the sound of a and d towards that of i and i. The

Magribi Arabs actually pronounce d in many cases as t. Hence

rikdb, Idkin, *^1/ bdb, lisan, are sounded rikeb,

likin' bib, lUdn

;

and, conversely, the Spanish names Beja, Jaen,

Canties, Lebrtila, are written A4.I4 ,

7. I corresponds to fetha, ^ to kfcsra, and j to damma ;
whence

X) 1 is called A^JaJf C-i-t, the sister offitha, \J,
the sister of

^
<

kisra, and y, A^Adt diJ, the sister of damma. Ffctha before ^ and

j forms the diphthongs ai and au, which retain their original clear

sound after the harder gutturals and the emphatics, e.g. tic* mfun,

* [The omission of final in these cases is hardly a mere ortho-

graphical irregularity, but expresses a variant pronunciation in which

the final I was shortened or dropped. See Noldeke, Oesch. d. Qordn’s,

p. 251.]

II. The Vowels and Diphthongs. 11

j

I

t

I

y-hyL i/aufun; but after the other letters become nearly 8 (Heb. '-) A
and d (Heb. *|—), e.g. uL- s¥fun, mnotun (almost sSfun, motun).

Rem. a. After at the end of a word, both when preceded by

damma and by fetlia, 1 is often written, particularly in the plural of
J / / < >•*

verbs; e.g. 1jy*aj, lyej, Ijjsu. This 1, in itself quite superfluous

(filif otiosum), is intended to guard against the possibility of the

preceding being separated from the body of the word to which it

belongs, and so being mistaken for the conjunction 1 and. It is
/ r M ^ I

t
» ' rfhO J tO +

called uUI, the guarding tlif

\

or XLoUJI the separating

Rem. b. \g at the end of a word after a fetha is pronounced B

like I, e.g. fata, ramd, ’Ud*, and is called, like ! itself

. |
/ / ^

t * J • * J {•/
in the same position (e. g. Behnesd

,
\jJ* gazd), *jycJL*)t

the tlif that can be abbreviated, in contradistinction to the lengthened
J* JlrtM J

elif Sjjji^oJl oU^I (see § 22 and § 23, rem. a), which is protected by

h&mza. It receives this name because, when it comes in contact

with a hcmza conjunctions (see § 19, rem. f), it is shortened in

pronunciation before the following consonant, as are the j and in

yf\ and before (see § 20, 6)f.

Rem. c. If a pronominal suffix be added to a word ending q
in ^1 , the g is sometimes retained according to old custom, as in

or but it is commonly changed into I, as *l«j.

* [But ge. ,
with the mark yezma (see § 10), as in gj*t is

the diphthong ai.] The diphthong ai, when final, is often marked in

old Mss. by the letters A. suprascript
; e.g.

yedax, not yidd.

t [It would seem that the early scribes who fixed the orthographical

usage made a distinction of sound between gC. and 1 .1
,
pronouncing p

the former nearly as e; cf. rem. d. On the other hand many Mss.,

even very ancient ones, write 11. where the received rules require gL

.

According to the grammarians elif maksura is always written ygL in

words of more than three letters unless the penultimate letter is Ya
(as ne unit live

,

Igo world). In words of three letters, the

origin of the final a must be considered
;
a “converted Yd" gives ^gL

,

a “converted Waw” gives II.. See the details below §§ 167, 169, 213

etc.]

re * rj 4. " .
• "

SUa** J£> {jgjut, i.e.
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Rem. d. In some words ending in 511 we often find 5jl instead

• • w « « » «»<••'' • J ' ! 1
: J li

of 111
, ,

as «£.». or or »^S>j or

iy*», and so also l^>j, l^jJI for lyj, WjJt ;
further 3j— tor

111 in the loan-word orW; according to which older mode

of writing we ought to pronounce the 11 nearly as & or e re-

spectively*.

8

.

The marks of the short vowels when doubled are pronounced

with the addition of the sound n, L an, — in, — or — un. This is called

the thiwin or “nunation” (from the name of the letter & nun),
* 4* c

and takes place only at the end of a word
;

e. g. ii» medinstan,

OUy bintin, JU malun. See § 308.
* ' * -

Rem. o. L takes an I after all the consonants except 5 ;
as

ll ,

j but IaJLa.. However, when it precedes a no I is written,

as in ;
nor, according to the older orthography, when it ac-

companies a h&mza, as in for which we more usually find

This Slif in no way affects the quantity of the vowel, which is always

short : babdn, rthdn.

Rem. b. To one word « is added, without in any way affecting

the sound of the tenwin, viz. to the proper name ‘Amr (not

‘Amru), genit. ,
accus. I rarely [or, when the

* i>.
tenwin falls away (§ 315, a, rem. b) in all three cases], so

written to distinguish it from another proper name that has the

same radical letters, viz.
‘Omar

,
genit. and accus. The

3 of yyjt and is, however, often neglected in old manuscripts.

[Cf. the use of ] to represent tenwin in proper names in the

Nabataean inscriptions.]

Rem. c. In old Mss. of the Kor’an, the tenwin is expressed

by doubling the dots which represent the vowels
; — = — ,

_ — — ,

* [The prophet said y*h\ for _}J^ for ilj*-. Zamahsarl, Fade

L 114.—DeG.]

§11] III. Other Orthographic Signs. A. Qtema or Sukiin. 13

III. OTHER ORTHOGRAPHIC SIGNS. A

A. Gizma or Sukun.

' M/ 9^4/

9.

Gizma, or (amputation), -, is written over the final

consonant of all shut syllables, and serves, when another syllable

follows, to separate the two; e.g. bil
f

hum
, katabtum

,

shfshfa, sj\j3 kor-’anun (not ko-rdnun). It corresponds there-

fore to the Skticd quiescens of the Hebrew, with which its other name

rest, coincides.

Rem. a. A letter which has no following vowel is called B
a quiescent letter

,
as opposed to a movent letter.

See § 4, rein. b.

Rem. b. Letters that are assimilated to a following letter, which

receives in consequence the ti'advd or mark of doubling (see § 11

and § 14), are retained in writing, but not marked with a g&zrna;
> t t W / wifi fi J % • wifi 9 fift^ff l

e.g. *0 iJ-*> not

Rem. c. The same distinction exists between the words j/ezm

and gezma, as between Jetli and fetha, etc. (see § 4, rem. a).

Rem. d. Older forms of the g&zma are A and A ,
whence the C

later 1
,
instead of the common — or A . In some old Mss. of the

Kor’an a small horizontal (red) stroke is used, z

.

10. ^ and 3, when they form a diphthong with fetha, are marked

with a gfczma, as J*J, J*y>, but when they stand for Uif

productionis they do not take this sign (see § 7, rem. b, c, d).

Rem. In many manuscripts a g&zrna is placed even over the
Hi/

letters of prolongation, e.g. ^JLS, jy~°, je-tr* j and over the 41if

» t „ » > i j. « j

maksura, e.g. for ^5**.

B. Tisdid or Sidda. D

11 . A consonant that is to be doubled, or, as the Arabs say,
• fi «. j

strengthened without the interposition of a vowel (see rem. a),

is written only once, but marked with the sign which is called
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A the thdid {strengthening)*] e.g. el-kulla, kullan,

jgmS\ te-sbmmi, j*- shmmin, yi\ M-murru,y murrun. It corresponds
* t

therefore to the Daghesh forte of the Hebrew.

Rem. a. The solitary exception to this rule, in the verbal forms

kuwila and JyyiH lukuwila, instead of Jyi and J>i3, admits

of an easy explanation (see § 159).—When a consonant is repeated

in such a manner that a vowel is interposed between its first and

second occurrence, no doubling, properly so called, takes place, and

g consequently the tWdld is not required ;
e.g. 2d pers. sing,

masc. Perf. of JJi ; oJstf, 3d pers. sing. fem. Perf. of the fifth form

of cU.

Rem. b. A consonant can be doubled, and receive t£sdid, only

when a vowel precedes and follows it. The cases treated of in § 14

form no exception to this rule.

Rem. c. All consonants whatsoever, not even Slif hfemzatum

excepted, admit of being doubled and take tfcsdid. Hence we speak

A
^
A

^
fi

and write J*\\j
ra"Osun, JtC sa’’dlun, ^1U na”0.yun.

q Rem. d. * is an abbreviated JH, the first radical of the name

j .jli or the first letter of the name which the African Arabs

use instead of the other. Or it may stand for (from iJ+~»), since

in the oldest and most carefully written manuscripts its form is «<.

| j y j

Its opposite is >-**•
. i. e. yjia. (from lightened, single)

;
e.g.

secretly and openly.

Rem. e. Te4dld, in combination with -, -, is placed be-

tween the consonants and these vowel-marks, as may be seen from

J) the above examples. In combination with — • the Egyptians write

* instead of ? ;
but elsewhere, at least in old manuscripts, * may

stand for t as well as ~. The African Arabs constantly write

5. *> for “» ?» "• In the oldest Mss. of the Kor’an, tbidid is

expressed by <-> or w, which, when accompanied by ktera, is some-

times written, as in African Mss., below the line. In African

Mss. the vowel is not always written with the sedda
; f;

alone may

be = f ,
Ac.

* [The nomen unitatis is —De G.]

§ 14] III. Other Orthographic Signs. B. Tl&did or Sldda. 15

12. T£&did is either necessary or euphonic. A
13. The necessary tbSdid, which always follows a vowel, whether

short (as in Jlc ) or long (as in *U), indicates a doubling upon which

the signification of the word depends. Thus y\ {hmara) means he

commanded, but y I (ammara), he ajysiinted some one commander;
« j

y {murrun) is bitter, but a word y (murun) does not exist in the

language.

Rem. The Arabs do not readily tolerate a syllable containing a

long vowel and terminating in a consonant. Consequently tesdid B

'necessarium scarcely ever follows the long vowels j and ^g, as in

j oS •* £ » » 2 •' 93 *

though it is sometimes found after I, os in jto, SjU,

(see § 25) Nor does it occur after the diphthongs j— and

• • J «£•/ J 4S4/J
(^^..save in rare instances, like <Lcu^-, Aoy

.

and [see § 277].

14. The euphonic tiistiid always follows a vowelless consonant,

which, though expressed in writing, is, to avoid harshness of sound,

passed over in pronunciation and assimilated to a following consonant.

It is used :

—

(ra) With the letters O , J), 3) J) j) j , y0, Jtf,
, 0

J0£

e

J> O* (dentals, sibilants, and liquids,) after the article jl
;
e.g.

I 111/ J llfi * J 6 & e

U-thnru ; ’ar-rahmdmt; es-semsu ; .JJaJI
’

az-zolmu

;

j 0 Zh ' t . 4
J #5/

J*Jul U-thilu, or, in African and Spanish manuscripts, Jell.

jS • 5 «. j lit.
Rem. a. These letters are called 3...^.)l the solar

* * ' " ...
letters, because the word ir***, sun

>
happens to begin with one of

ifi / * j j h-

them; and the other letters of the alphabet ^hyyj\, the
% * e *

^

lunar letters, because the word yi, moon, commences with one of D

Rem. b. This assimilation is extended by some to the J of J*
• / t

* Of3 +

and Jy, especially before j, as J>*.

(6) With the letters j, J, j», y , \J, after n with gfczm, e.g.

£y mir rabbihi, J-J £y, ^1 ; and after the nunation, e.g.

kitdbum mublnun, for kitabun mubinun. The n of the
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A words £>*, O', ifi often not written when they are combined with

U, O'*. $ e g. for otu or O* 0-*>& for ^ ^ for ^

Rkm. a. If to the above letters we add o itself
>
as 'r~SJ O’,

the mnemonic word is Oir*Ji •

Rem. 6. ^ o'

'

s ®qua"y common with ^1, but 0-*^> O-*^' v*^*

tta, are hardly ever written separately; *9 O*. on contrary>

always. Similarly we find for *9o| \tf not\ '••j
f°r W> w 't '1

B redundant U) and occasionally U1 for Uo* (that, wit'‘ redundant U).

(c) With the letter O after O, >, i, yi, b, fe (dentals)^ in

certain parts of the verb; e.g. lebittu for^ libittu;

'aratta for 'aradta ;
'attahattum for^U^JI 'attaha&tum;

jL:/
{ lasattum for basattum. Many grammarians, however,

reject this kind of assimilation altogether, and rightly, because the

absorption of a strong radical consonant, such as y u^orb, by a

C weaker servile letter, like O, is an unnatural mutilation of an essential

part of the word.

Rem. a. Still more to be condemned are such assimilations

as for Jx**. for

Rem. 6. If the verb ends in O, it naturally unites with the

second O in the above cases, so that only one O is written, but the

union of the two is indicated by the tfesdid
;
as for

C. Hhnza or Nibra.

D 15. Elif, when it is not a mere letter of prolongation, but a con-

sonant, pronounced like the spiritus lenis, is distinguished by the

mark - himza (>* or *<£**, compression, viz. of the upper part of^the

windpipe, see § 4, rem. a), which is also sometimes called nebra (iyS,

elevation)-, e.g. Jud, J 1-, w^'j> l/
5
]. •**^*|>

Rem. a. In cases where an Mif conjunctions (see § 19, a, b, c,

and rem. d, e) at the beginning of a word receives its own vowel,

the grammarians omit the hfemza and write merely the vowel ;
e.g.

. ° ^ % o o i»J

^ praise belongs to God> lj3l,

§ 17] III. Other Orthographic Signs. C. Hhnza or Nebra. 17

Rem. b. 1 is probably a small £, and indicates that the Uif is to A
be pronounced almost as ‘ain. In African (and certain other) Mss.

• ** * £

it is sometimes actually written 1
;

e. g. 31, In the oldest
%

Mss. of the Kor’an, hfemza is indicated by doubling the vowel-points;
. .... . j t,t.

e g-, Ob*" = OM»». J - QyUyJl. It is also marked in

such Mss. by a large yellow or green dot, varying in position accord-

ing to the accompanying vowel (see above, § 4, rem. c).

Rem. c. Hhnza is written between the I and the vowel that

accompanies it, or the gt-zina (see the examples given above)
;
but B

we often find for o**-, '^< f~> forj—/
(see § 16), and occa-

ft

ft - / 5 " " / / dft. M $ Si * » * J

sionally IUa. or Lk». for UaA., o' or o' for o'. JJU< for or
* i t

and the like.

Rem. d. The effect of the hfeinza is most sensible to a European

ear at the commencement of a syllable in the middle of a word,
9*t ft /

preceded by a shut syllabic; e.g. 2JL~«, mas-cdatun (not ma-salatun)
J (0 J 0*

O'!/*". U-kor-'dnu (not il-ko-rdnu).

16. and j take hhnza, when they stand in place of an elif C
h&mzatum* (in which case the two points of the letter are com-

.
i • J I o , , 9 t j

monly omitted); e.g. C*I*/for Ol*., for o*'-"1^-, for

• J*
9 Ij 9 It

cr-W, for

ft ft »

17. Hhnza alone (*) is written instead of t, 1, g, in the fol-

lowing cases.

(a) Always at the end of a word, after a letter of prolongation

or a consonant with g&zina, e.g. tU., <jaa, ibj, *bj; ft a, D
*> » 9*0*0 to

> *>“'> sit an i lyo, or more commonly U+b (see § 8,

rein. <t); and in the middle of a word, after an elif productions, pro-

vided the hfcmza lias the vowel fctha, as (but for
O t *• * ot »I «-/«f 0 i ** * Ol 0 i l r* * 0

1

and the Arabs usually write^CIjLtl and

*0 * ft ft

Rem. Accusutivos like and arc often written, though

W.

* [See below, §§131 ncq.
]

3
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A contrary to rule, C&, ’0*
;
and in old Mss. we find such instances

as llij for f

I

ij

.

(b) Frequently in the middle of words, after the letters of pro-

longation j and or after a consonant with gfczma^e.g.

for bj£t, oW*>i for oCV, for J-A* for jCj ;
and also

after kfcsra and damma before the \J and } of prolongation, e.g.

B Jf*-'1 for J^U., for J-jJJ Hfcmza between la, ua, at, it,

art, and tut, is, however, more frequently, though improperly, placed

over the letter of prolongation itself ;
e.g. bj** for a*J^ for

b
t
uL or atgUi.

.
for or which words must always be

pronounced tnukru’tUiui, hatl atun, nt ustin.

Hem. a. After a consonant with gezma, which is connected with

a following letter, heiifza and its vowel may lie placed above the

C connecting line
;
as for

Rem. b. A hem /.a preceded hy u or i, and followed by <t or a,

may be changed into pure j or (j; as for 0>*-> Jv*** tor

L+ for iL, Jg for — If preceded by ft or l, or the

diphthong ai, the hemza may likewise be changed into j or ,J,
* ° i*.

, 2

whatever be the following vowel
;
as ijji* for fronl

for yj, from 1^, Kjri for fron ' ^-0* ; l5* for

D Ci for lllii.—If the hemza has gezma, it may [lose its consonantal

power and] be changed into the letter of prolongation that is homo-

geneous with the preceding vowel, as for ^\j, for

y for^; necessarily so, if the preceding consonant be an Slif with

hemza, as or for 0-*"> [fhis

j, i_ * ; -1

is called

Rem. c. The name jjjlj or Z3«vi<f, is often written ijb,

but must always be pronounced Va'ndn.

§19] III. Other Orthographic Signs. D. Wash. 19

D. Washt.

18 . When the vowels with hfemza (I t 1), at the commencement of A
a word, are absorbed by the final vowel of the preceding word, the

elision of the spiritus lenis is marked by the sign written over the

81if, and called or AJLej, or <Ul* (see § 4, rera. a), i.e. union ;

e.g. .sUlJl ‘abdu ’l-meliki for .iULJI jua ‘abdu el-mUiki; iU^l Col.
* * , ,

* ^**03 its

raeitu 'bnaka for raeitu 'ibnaka .

Rem. a. « seems to be an abbreviation of in or AJU;

or rather, it is the word AJLo itself. In the oldest Mss. of the B
Kor’an the wasl is indicated by a stroke (usually red), which some-

times varies in |>osition, according to the preceding vowpl. In

ancient Magribi Mss. the stroke is used, with a point to indicate the

^ ^

•*

original vowel of the elided £lif; e.g., dbL J**~« ,-i, i.e. ADI;

•*'*'*. t > *-

b:*- lt~, i.e. Hence even in modern African Mss. we find

<•

F T T ‘i- L instead of the usual I.

Hem. b. Though we have written in the above examples -‘LLJI

-

and .iL^I, yet the student must not forget that the more correct C
* . «. ...

orthography is JHJI and .iJUtft. See § 15, retn. a, and § 19, rem. tl.

*. * *

19 . This elision takes place in the following cases.

f 0 * *0+ it * 0* jf

(a) With the I of the article Jl ;
as yl for y£$JI y*>

father of the wizir.

(b) With the I and I of the Imperatives of the first form of the

• * ^ * 0*0 * *
^

03 0t* * *

regular verb; as JU for £*->l JU, he said, listen ; Jill JU for D

jAil JU, he said, kill.

(c) With the I of the Perfect Active, Imperative, and Nomen
actiouis of the seventh and all the following forms of the verb (see

i * * * 0j+ * 3

§ 35), and the I of the Perfect Passive in the same forms
;

e.g. I yk

for he was put to flight; for and he
0*0 0>* ^

was appointed governor; the Iteing able (to do something)
;

* 0 *
*

^IJu^l J| till the downfall or extinction.
* ~ * * t
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A (d) With the 1 of the following eight nouns

:

Jh*. “d j&S or I, a son.
* * *

otiJt ,
two (masc.).

or a man.

ai^t, a daughter.

, tow (fem.).
/ I*

•</ I

Slj^t, a woman.

A, the anus. (rarely^*->1), a name.

Rem. a. With the article and i\j*\ take, in classical

B Arabic, the form ljJ>\ and

Rem. h. The hfemza of oaths

,

is also elided after the

asseverative particle J, and occasionally after the prepositions £-•
is + » » 9+,

and O* (which then takes fetha instead of g^zma); as al)l

by God (lit. by the oaths of God), for which we may also write

JiT omitting the 1 altogether, or, in a contracted form,

iO
q Brm. e. In the above words and forms, the vowel with hfemza

is in part original, but has been weakened through constant use (as

in the article, and in after J); in part merely prosthetic, that

is to say, prefixed for the sake of euphony to words beginning with

a vowelless consonant, and consequently it vanishes as soon as a

vowel precedes it, because it is then no longer necessary. See § 345.

Rem d It is naturally an absurd error to write I at the begin-
I » • * 9+

.

ning of a sentence instead of felif with hfemza, as sSi 0^)1 instead

of s3l Jk i
~-
*

The Arabs themselves never do so, but, to indicate

n that the 81if is an Uif conjunclionis (see rcm. /), they omit the htmza

an<l express only its accompanying vowel, as a0 -*-*»-) t See § 15,

rein, a, and § 18, rem. b.

Rem. e. In more modern Arabic the elision of the tlif con-

junctions (see rem. /) is neglected, especially after the article, as

JljJ-iH, ,>«>$» but the gramma-

* 6

9 *9 9 .

rians brand this as o+i} yi*11 O* '

§ 20] III. Other Orthographic Signs. D. Wasla. 21

Rem. f. The 8lif which takes wasla is called yf+jfl UUt or *>iA

tlif or hfrnza conjunctions, the connective 81if
;
the opposite

* 9 /M » t

being £*JU1 uUI, tlif sejunctionis or separationw, the disjunctive 61if.

20. The filif conjunctionis may be preceded either by a short

vowel, a long vowel, a diphthong, or a consonant with gfezma. To
these different cases the following rules apply.

(a) A short vowel simply absorbs the 81if conjunctionis with its

vowel ; see § 19, b and c. B

(b) A long vowel is shortened in pronunciation, according to
a +

the rule laid down in § 25 ;
e.g. ^Ul ^ fi *n-nasi

t among men;
/M jt

'

’abu 'l-wiztri, the father of the w'bzir, for fi and ‘abu.

This abbreviation of the naturally long vowel is retained even when

the lam of the article no longer closes the syllable containing that

vowel, but begins the next syllable, in consequence of the elision

of a following 81if (either according to § 19 or by poetic license).
»/ • # ...

Hence in the beginning, is pronounced as if written 0

djOJA ; «*/*! (for upon the earth, as jl
/ // * * i» / / /

,9 9+ ,9a
(for subject to change (a weak letter), as J^Wi. In the first

* i * *

of these examples the is an §lif conjunctionis; in the other two

it is an 8lif separationis, but has been changed for the sake of the

metre into an 81if conjunctionis. The suffixes of the 1st pers. sing.,

and may assume before the article the older forms and
/ / / • * , + , 9^;e.g.^l^ my grace which, guide me on the D

i+ *9 * * + + •

way
,
instead of ^>>>> and which latter forms are

equally admissible.

(c

)

A diphthong is resolved into two simple vowels, accord-

ing to the law stated in § 25, viz. ai into at, and au into dii

;

as
*9+ * 9 * v

fi ‘ainai l-miliki, in the eyes of the king, for
* * * *

,9+ 9 ,9, ,9*9+ *9 M

ihs&i ‘l-kauma, fear the people;

JjT yidaua, mustafaii ’lldhi, the elect of God, for -JuT yUbJJ. The

silent 81if (§ 7, rem. a) does not prevent the resolution of the diph-
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A thong, as \y»j ramiiu ’l-hijjidrata, they threw the stones;

\%&fa-lamma ra’du ’n-rihQma, and after they saw the star.

But y and y take kisra, as jl or his name
; £ if he went

to meet.

(d) A consonant with gfczma either takes its original vowel, if

it had one
;
or assumes that which belongs to the Slif conjunctionis

;

or adopts the lightest of the three vowels, which in its nature ap-

proaches nearest to the gfezma, vis. kfesra. Hence the pronouns of the

B 2d and 3d pers. plur. masc.,.^21 you, and they, the pronominal

suffixes of the same pronouns, your, you (accus ), and their,

• »

them, and the verbal termination of the 2d pers. plur. masc. Perfidy,
.•* * ** u«t

take damma (in which they originally ended) ;
as ye are

the liars; sJLil may God curse them ! J)*y I Ve have seen the

man. The same is the case with h», since, from which time forth,

because it is contracted for J-u. The preposition i>«, from, takes

i 5^ <

Cfhtha before the article, but in other cases Bsra

;

as cM> Cm

a4i. All other words ending in a consonant with §£zma take kisra

;

viz. nouns having the tfcnwin, as j * Mohnmmbduni n-n^biyu:

the pronoun CM> ^ mani l-kaddftbu

;

verbal forms like

.-Mr
I ^ 1, as CJUS katalati ’r-Rumu; and particles,

» z » •/ § / • / * »

such as c>®» •**> J“*> etc -

D Rem. a. In certain cases where becomes^ (see § 185,
’ " »

rem. b) the wasl may be made either with damma or kfesra, ^

Rkm. b. If the vowel of a prosthetic felif be (lamma, the wasl is

sometimes effected by throwing it back upon the preceding vowel-

less consonant or tfenwln ;
as J*. for JJ, instead of

se/dmunu ’dhulu.

Rkm. c. The final C) of the second Energetic of verbs (see § 97)

is rejected, so that the wasl is effected by the preceding fetha
;
as

23
§ 21] III. Other Orthographic Signs. D. Wa§la.

iUj \ Id tadriba ’bnaka, and not iLp ^ tadribani A

21. I is altogether omitted in the following cases.
I #<«

(a) In the solemn introductory formula am! >rW, for aUl
V’

in the name of God, dviWi W'i- As a compensation for the

omission of the 1, the copyists of Mss. are accustomed to prolong

the upward stroke of the letter v. thus: jm-J*

(b) In the word son, in a genealogical series, that is to say, B

when the name of the son precedes, and that of his father follows in

the genitive
;
provided always that the said series, as a whole, forms

part either of the subject or the predicate of a sentence. For example,
JtM •/ 0 $ e c • e • e I 0 0 » * * *

aJUI ^ v>j jut-f j Zhdt
the son of Halid t

* * , * f *

struck Sa'd, the s<m of'Auf, the son of 'Abdu ’llah. [Cf. §315, rem. b.]

But if the second noun be not in apposition to the first, but form

part of the predicate, so tliat the two together make a complete sen-

tence, then the I is retained
;
as Zeid (is) the son of G

‘Amr; .iC.^n ‘Omar (is) the son of U-Hattab.

•» • #

Rem. a. Even in the first case the 1 of is retained, if that

word happens to stand at the beginning of a line.

Rem. b. If the name following be that of the mother or

grandfather, the I is retained
;
as Jesus the son of

Mary; ^it ‘Amtudr the (yrand)son of Mansur. Like-

wise, if the following name be not the real name of the father, but a D
surname or nickname

;
as >tjuU, Mikdad the son of

it-’Aswad (the real name of U-’Aswad, “the black,’’ being ‘Amr,

XT**). Or if the series be interrupted iu any way, as by the

interposition of an adjective; e.g. Oy+e* CX'jrtj**' "any

a

the noble
t
the son of Afeimwt ; Ridbd

(pronounced like the word zirbd) the son of Musa.

(c) In the article Jl, wheu it is preceded :

J‘.Z J ml f*

(«) by the preposition J to, as to the man, for y^p’5).
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A If the first letter of the noun be J, then the J of the article is also

omitted, as to the night, for and that for
- ' '

'
,

'
i_

,

{fi) by the affirmative particle J truly, verily, as for

& < M/

(d) In nouns, verbs, and the article when preceded by the

interrogative particle 1 ;
as for iU/H, is thy son—? C>y~£A, for

oJJioH, is it (fem.) broken? I, for^Jui-Jll, have ye received

l

B iU*l, for &J\\, is the water—

?

The Slif of the article may however be

retained, so that il*Jl with the interrogative 1 is often written ib«Jh.

Rem. a. In this last case, according to some, when the second

elif has fitha, the two Slifs may blend into one with niedda (see

^ | j , ^ 4 e +

below)
;
as iljUa ,j

— **, is ebHasan in thy house ? for —»J1I

;

J ' ^ j j ^ / J ^ * <• 4 4*»a
_

1*1
1 ^#1 ^jill, he ofKoreii or he of Taklfl atlt **

l<« J i

<% oatA ‘ by God’? (see § 19, rem. b) for M
"

_
-t ,

Q Rem. b. The prosthetic 6lif of the Imperative of JL«, to ask, is

frequently omitted, in Mss. of the Kor’an, after the conjunction

sj; as JtLi, for Jilt*. [Cf. § 140, rem. a.]

E. Midda or Matta.
t

22. When Slif with hfcmza and a simple vowel or tfcnwin (I, I, etc.)

is preceded by au el if of prolongation (I—), then a mere hiunza is written

instead of the former, and the sign of prolongation, — midda or matta

t) (JL», or i. e. lengthening, extension), is placed over the latter

;

v v

e ,

e.g. sC«- semaun, cU» gd’a, Zj yatasa'aluna, for IU-a, H»-,

/ 4* ' **

Rem. a. As mentioned above (§ 17, «, rem.), we find in old

Mss. such forms as H^., llij, for t'ij.

Rem. b. In the oldest and best Mss., the form of the niedda is

j .. (i.e. jl*). Its opposite is ye* (i.e. ye*, shortening), though

* [Note also the cases, in poetry, cited in § 358, rem. c
;
further the

contracted tribal names forj^xll yg, yg—De G.J

§ 23] III. Other Orthographic Signs. E. Mldda or Matta. 25

this is but rarely written. In some old Msa of the Kor’&n m&dda A
is expressed by a horizontal yellow line ^

.

23. When, at the beginning of a syllable, an filif with hfemza

and fttha (*t) is followed by an felif of prolongation or an Slif with

h&mza and g&zma (I), then the two are commonly represented in writing
J « fl / J « / J i

by a single Slif with rnfcdda
;

e.g. jl~d for >H-»1, f°r 0>~"»

liil for Cull (see § 17, rem. b). In this case it is not usual to write

either the h&mza, or the vowel, along with the m&dda. [But we some- B

times find U, see § 174.]

Rem. a. I is called the lengthened or long elif,

J- 4 • /»•> J (h
in opposition to ijj »» ,** od’^1, the elif that can be abbreviated or

shortened (§ 7, rem. b).

Rem. 6. Occasionally a long Slif at the beginning of a word is

written with h&inza and a perpendicular f&tha, instead of with

id
_

a— a- t

niedda (see § 6, rem. a) ;
e.g. but instead of Cut or lull.

Rem. c. M&dda is sometimes placed over the other letters of C
prolongation, j and when followed by an 6lif hfemzatum, only

» J/ r* ' »•

the hiimza being written (§ 17, a) ;
as ly—>, Also over the

4 44* 4 4 4 4 4 4

final vowels of the pronominal forms » or or^*,
/ * * +

and the verbal termination jfi, when they are used as long in

4 aVt 4 4

poetry; e.g.

Rem. d. The mark -, often written over abbreviations of words,

has nothing in common with mfedda but the form. So *3 for
^ 4 / m ^ ^ y /

He (God) is exalted above all;^ for^»V-JI a^JLc, peace be D

upon him !^-r for aJU *U\ ^jLe, God bless him and grant

him peace ! slAj for ala aXfi may God be well pleased with, or

" 90 J it e0 J * <

gracious to
t
him/ ^ or for 4LUt a may God have mercy

upon him! iJI for tj*5 ,Jl or ^1, to the end of it, i.e. etc.;

^ ^ / j / » ia < aa •
<W for he narrated to us ; Ul or U for he informed us;

L for JJLL»w, then.—The letters are wntten over words or
W ** ^

**
"

verses that have been erroneously transposed in a manuscript, for

w 4
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- to be placed but, and >jJU, to be placed first .—On the margin

of Mss. we often find words with the letters g-, ^j, and ^0 over

them. The first of these indicates a variant, and stands for — >,

a copy, another manuscript

;

the second means that a word has been

indistinctly written in the text, and is repeated more clearly on the

margin, explanation; the third implies that the marginal

reading, and not that of the text, is, in the writer’s opinion, the

£ , * , ,

correct one it is correct, or correction, emendation.

Written over a word in the text, stands for g~o, and denotes

that the word is correct, though there may be something peculiar in

its form or vocalisation.—Again la* (i.e. I*-*, together) is written

over a word with double vocalization to indicate that both vowels

are correct. ala) over a word on the margin implies a conjectural

emendation
,
perhaps it is.

IV* THE SYLLABLE.

C 24. The vowel of a syllable that terminates in a vowel, which

we call an open or simple syllable, may be either long or short
;
as

Jl» kd-la.

25. The vowel of a syllable that terminates in a consonant,

which we call a shut or compound syllable, is almost always short

;

as Ji kul, not Jyi (Heb. ^p). Generally speaking, it is only in

pause, where the final short vowels are suppressed, that the ancient

Arabic admits of such syllables aa in, tin, an, etc.

D Rkm. Before a double consonant « is however not infrequent

(see § 13, rem.). [Such a long d preceding a consonant with {jizma

0 Ay -

sometimes receives a midda, as

26. A syllable cannot begin with two consonants, the first of

which is destitute of a vowel, as or fr. Foreign words, which com-

mence with a syllable of this sort, on passing into the Arabic language,

take an additional vowel, usually before the first consonant
;
as

<nroyyos
; ojW*. nXarwr

;
the Franks {Europeans)-, yt-~> 1,

an elixir, to (npor (medicamentum siccum).

27. A syllable cannot end in two consonants, which are not

either separated or followed by a vowel (except in pause).

§31] V. The Accent. 27

V. THE ACCENT. A

28. The last syllable of a word consisting of two or more syllables

does not take the accent Exceptions are :

(a) The pausal forms of § 29 and § 30, in which the accent

remains unaltered ; as ya ifU, kd-ndn, mu'-mi-ntn, kd-ti-bdt, fi-rind,

'a-kdl, ma-fdx, kv-bfd, bii-ldur, bu-ndi.

£ Si w/ i

Rem. But words ending in
, y—, *1— or ll_, iy—, and ,

throw back the accent as far as possible in their pausal forms

;

Ko-rorki-yun becomes K&ra-si, ni-bi-yun, ne-bl ; 'a-dd-

unin, ‘d-du ; jthil ‘ik-ti-nd-un, ’ik-li-na ; t\ ham-rd-'u, hdm-rd ; B

mak-rd-'un, m&k-rxi ; ba-ti-un, bd-tl.

(/-} Monosyllables in combination with 1, an(^

which retain their original accent ;
as Sll 'a-ld, ^>1 'a-fa-ld, bi-md,

sl} bi-hi, ka-dd, *>! li-mdn, LJ la-nd, ^y tca-ldm, lafii fa-kdt,
0 0 ^

wa-kul.

Rem. The only exception to this rule in old Arabic is the

interrogative enclitic as bi-ma, ^ ll-ma, in contrast with C

bi-md, O li-md. See § 351, rem.

29. The penult takes the accent when it is long by nature, i. e. is

00 M M 0 .

an open syllable containing a long vowel
;
as Jtf kd-la, Jy*t ya-ku-lu,

ili kd-n6-nun, mu'-mi-nl-na, oLJlfe kd-ti-bd-tun.

30. The penult has likewise the accent when it is a shut syllable

and consequently long by position
;

as kal-bun, ch -bun,

bur-’un, 'tg-lis, fi-rtn-dun, J3I 'a-kdl-lu, jh* ma-far- D
** 00 00

^ 4 J

run, O^yhi ya-ku-lan-na, ku-bei-la, jyhf, bil-lau-run, bu-ndi-

yun.

31. When the penult is short, the accent falls upon the ante-

penult, provided that the word has not more than three syllables,

or, if it has four or more syllables, that the antepenult is long by

nature or position ;
as kd-ta-ba, kd-ta-bat, (jjA ka-ta-

bu, kd-ti-bun, i» td-la-bun, 'Si-na-md; t>C(p ta-rd-
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A ta-lu,^hyAi ka-nh-nu-hum

,

!«*.?£> ka-tdb-tu-ma. In other cases the

accent is thrown as far back as possible
;
as ka-ta-ba-td,

mas- a-la-tun, mds-a-la-tu-hd, kd-sa-ba-tu-ku-md.

Rem. On deviations from these principles of accentuation, in

Egypt and among the Bidawln, see Lane in the Journal of the

German Oriental Society, vol. iv., pp. 183-6, and Wallin in the

same journd, voL xii., 679-“ Sp'tta, Gram, des arah. Vul-

gar iialectes von Aegyp* ' t ;
1 880), p 59 sqq.]

B VI THE NUMBERS.

32

.

To express numbers the Arabs use sometimes the letters of

the alphabet, at other times peculiar signs. In the former case, the

numerical value of the letters accords with the more ancient order

of the Hebrew and Aramaic alphabets (see § 1). They are written

from right to left, and usually distinguished from the surrounding

words by a stroke placed over them, as 1874. This arrange-

ment of the alphabet is called the ’Abugid or
’Abgid, and is con-

q tained in the barbarous words

:

jj*

(otherwise pronounced:

£]L,

6

Cwji -**"*')

or, as usual in North Africa

:

t i / • > < *'i • ' ' *;/ 3 " '
’f

JLil* Jeijuo yU
The special numerical figures, ten in number, have been adopted

j) by the Arabs from the Indians, and are therefore called

the Indian notation. They are the same that we Europeans make use

of, calling them Arabian, because we took them from the Arabs.

Their form, however, differs considerably from that which our ciphers

have gradually assumed, as the following table shows.

Indian: \ ^ * 8 * «
* * «-' -

Arabic: » r I* * ,0 $ 1 Y * '

Europ. : 1 2 3 4 5 67890
They are compounded in exactly the same way as our numerals

;

e.g. >av4, 1874.

PART SECOND.

ETYMOLOGY OR THE PARTS OF SPEECH.

I. THE VERB, jiiil. A
**

A. General View.

1 . The Forms of the Triliteral Verb.

33. The great majority of the Arabic verbs are triliteral (u^^0>

that is to say, contain three radical letters, though quadriliteral

j , ,

verbs are by no means rare.

34. From the first or ground-form of the triliteral and quadri- B

literal verbs are derived in different ways several other forms, which

express various modifications of the idea conveyed by the first.

35 . The derived forms of the triliteral verb are usually reckoned

fifteen in number, but the learner may pass over the last four, because

(with the exception of the twelfth) they are of very rare occurrence.

j^l XI. VI. Jii I.

XII. J2J I VII. II.

jjrJl XIII. VIII. HI. C

JJUjJi XIV. IX J** IV -

Jui XV. j&\ X. V.

Rem. a. The 3d pers. sing. masc. Perf., being the simplest form

of the verb, is commonly used as paradigm, but for shortness’ sake

we always render it into English by the infinitive; j& to /ciU,

instead of he has killed.

t
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A Rem. b. The Arab grammarians use the verb J*# (SvS) M

paradigm, whence the first radical of the triliteral verb is called

by them ilii)l the fa, the second ^s)l the ‘ain

,

and the third

the lam.

Rem. c. As the above order and numbering of the conjugations

are those adopted in all the European Lexicons, the learner should

note them carefully.

36. The first or ground-form is generally transitive (*x*£*) or

intransitive (!»£• or J\yf) in signification, according to the vowel
* '

which accompanies its second radical.

37 . The vowel of the second radical is a in most of the transitive,

and not a few of the intransitive verbs ; e.g. ^ to beat
,

to

write, Jil to kill, 4-*j to give; to go away, to go the right

* * *

way, tr-Lj. to sit.

38. The vowel i in the same position has generally an intransitive

signification, u invariably so. The distinction between them is, that i

indicates a temporary state or condition, or a merely accidental quality

in persons or things; whilst w indicates a permanent state, or a

C naturally inherent quality. E.g. or Jj*- to be glad, to be

sorry, or to be proud and insolent,>>1 to become whitish,

to become gray, to be safe and sound, to be sick, to

become old, to be blind

;

but to be beautiful, to be

ugly, Ji3 to be heavy, to be high or noble*, to be low or

mean, to be large, to be small.

D Rkm. a. Many verbs of the form Jed are transitive according

to our way of thinking, and therefore govern the accusative,

e.g. to know (scire), to think,^ to pity or have mercy

upon, to hear.

* [Or, to become noble, for the form with u of the second radical

often means to become what one was not before, Ramil, p. 415. De G.]

§ 41] I. The Verb. A. General View. 1. Forms of Triliteral Verb. 31

Rkm. b. The same three forms occur in Hebrew and Aramaic, A
though the distinction is in these languages no longer so clearly

marked. [See Comp. Gr. p. 165 *ey.]

39. The second form (jii) is formed from the first (Jai) by

doubling the second radical.

40. The signification agrees with the form in respect of being

intensive (iilOj) or extensive Originally it implies that

an act is done with great violence (intensive), or during a long time

(temporally extensive), or to or by a number of individuals (numerically

extensive), or repeatedly (iterative or frequentative). E.g. to B
/ j / + * r * St e **•

beat, *r>j-o to beat violently
; j~-£» to break, to break in pieces

;

to cut, to cut in pieces; ^jh to separate, £fh to disperse;

ee / e e r / e uS r e M /

jiJ to kill, JJ3 to massacre

;

JU. or wiu* to go round, J^. or

i e e ut e

to go round much or often; to weep, to weep much

;

jjl*ll

the cattle died off rapidly or in great numbers (OU to die) ; J)#

the camel kneeled down,jf*£ dyi the (whole drove of) camels

kneeled down.

41. From this original intensive meaning arises the more usual C

causative or factitive signification. Verbs that are intransitive in the
/ / < a "

first form become transitive in the second ; as to be glad, c>
/J - / fi

to gladden

;

ouuo to be weak
,

sJU^ to weaken . Those that are

transitive in the first become doubly transitive or causative in the

second ;
as^JLs to know,* to teach ; to write, to teach to

write ; to carry, to make carry.

Rkm. a. The causative or factitive signification is common to J)

the second and fourth forms, the apparent difference being that it is

original in the latter, but derived in the former.

Rem. 6. The second form is often rather declarative or estimative
+ + + * 3 *

than factitive in the strict sense of the term ;
as to lie,

to think or call one a liar ; Jjjuo to tell the truth, to think that

one tells the truth, to believe him.



32 Part Second.—Etymology or the Parte of Speech. [§ 42

A Rem. c. The second form is frequently denominative, and ex-

presses with various modifications the making or doing of, or being

occupied with, the thing expressed by the noun from which it is

derived
;

e.g. to pitch a tent (UU*), to dwdl in a place, uA*-

to collect an army (JLL), ZJfy to pave with marble (>U.j),

to become bent like a bow t° nurse the sick

to skin an animal, to bind a book (jJ^- the skin, compare our to

stone fruit” and "to stone a person”), iji to clean an animal of

ticks (>$), to take a mote (^ii) out of the eye. Compare in

B Hebrew J&TJ, 33T, *T^
f
SfpD. etc. Similarly, he said to

him JU (may thy nose, or the like, be cut off), »L»- he said to

hint silt A)La- (may God prolong thy life), he said to him

(peace be upon thee),JJ» he shouted the Moslem war-cry,

/J Jjj/l), jZZ- jUii J*o he who enters (the city of) Zufar,

J e>9

must speak Himyaritic (the language of Himyar,^^.). Sometimes,

like the fourth form, it expresses movement towards a place; as

Ait.} to set out in any direction (aa.^), to go to the east -)l),

to go to the west (^jjJd'\) .
he went up

and down the valley.

C Rem. d. Jed corresponds in form, as well as in signification, to

the Heb. Step and Aram. Step, .—[See Comp. Gr. p. 198 seq.~\

42 . The third form (J*li) is formed from the first (Jai) by

lengthening the vowel-sound d after the first radical, as is indicated

by the elifproductionis.

43 . It modifies the signification of the ground-form in the follow-

ing ways.

D («) When denotes an act that immediately affects an object

(direct object or accusative), expresses the effort or attempt to

perform that act upon the object, in which case the idea of reciprocity

(lib/2451) is added when the effort is necessarily or accidentally a

mutual one. E. g. he killed him, aijll he (tried to kill him or)

fought, with him ; he beat him, *jJW he fought with him ; esy*o

§ 43] I. The Verb. A. General View. 1. Forms of Triliteral Verb. 33

he threw him down, he wrestled with him ; ZSk he overcame him, A

he tried to overcome him ; *A-—> he outran him, ssfl* he ran a race

with him ; elfL he surpassed him in rank, iijli he strove to do so

;

tjomh he surpassed him in glory, »j&- he strove, to do so, he vied with

him in rank und ghry ;
*j*h he excelled him in composing poetry,

tys.(ii he competed with him in doing so; he got the better of

him in a lawsuit, he went to law with him.

(b) When the first or fourth form denotes an act, the relation B

of which to an object is expressed by means of a preposition (indirect

object), the third form converts that indirect object into the immediate

or direct object of the act (accusative). The idea of reciprocity is here,

as in the former case, more or less distinctly implied. E.g.

.iUji* he wrote (a letter) to the king, ikM he wrote to the king,

corresponded with him ; <0 he said to him (something), aljli he

conversed with him ;
J1 JCyl he sent (« message) to the sultan, ^

^OJLjT J-dj do.

;

cAV be sat beside th- C,m-

mander of the Faithful, do. ;
he fell up oi

him, attacked him, do.

;

jtiil he advised him, *yjL> he, con-

sulted with him.

(c) When JjU denotes a quality or state, indicates that

one person makes use of that quality towards another and affects him

thereby, or brings him into that state. E.g. be rough or ®
*"

* J * ,
1 " * A

*

harsh, jL&l*. he. treated him harshly

;

y>—^ 1° be good or kind,

he treated him kindly; to be soft or gentle, eie'j he treated him

gently

;

LJ to be hard, *ClJ he hardened himself against him or it

;

or^*5 to lead a comfortable life, he procured him the means

of doing so.

Rem. a. The third form is sometimes denominative, but the

ideas of effort and reciprocity are always more or less clearly

implied. E.g. JUli to double, from Juu> the like or equal

;

JjU»

5



34 Part Second.—Etymology or the Parts of Speech. [§ 44

A to double, fold on fold
;
s&l jJlila may Ood keep thee safe

and well, from 1*IU robust health
;
jl\h to go on a journey (jkr).

Rem. 6. Jell corresponds in form and signification to the Heb.

St3^p (Arab, cl = Heb. 5) ;
see Comp. Or. p. 202 seq.

[Rem. e. In a few verbs the third form is used in the sense of

the fourth. Thus JalL. (01. Oeog. s.v. Zamahsari, Fdik,
**

% * *

i. 197 cites sjs\q, for etc. Also

g Aghdnl xiii. 52.—De G.]

(^44?) The fourth form is formed by prefixing to the root

the syllable t, in consequence of which the first radical loses its vowel.

45 . Its signification is factitive or camative (Jj.**IlJ). If the

verb is intransitive in the first form, it becomes transitive in the

fourth
;

if transitive in the first, it becomes doubly transitive in the

fourth. E.g. to run, (jyl-t to make run; to sit down,

c to bid one sit dottm ; he ate bread, '£ll\ *X£>i he. gave

him bread to eat ; he saw the thing, Uj\ he shewed him

the thing.

Rem. a. When both the second and fourth forms of a verb

are causative (§ 41, rem. a), they have in some cases different

significations, in others the same. E. g. to knotv,^ to teach,

j£s>\ to inform one of a thing ; Lyi to escaj>e, and to set

at liberty, to let go. Comp. j^L and 4,1.

D Rem. b. The fourth form is sometimes declarative or estimative,

like the second
;

as aLLjl he thought him
,

or found him to be,

niggardly; he thought him, or found him to be, cowardly;

jj^.1 he found him, or it, to be praiseworthy or commendable;

he found the district abounding in fresh herbage. *

Rem. c. The fourth form comprises a great number of denomi-

natives, many of which are apparently intransitive, because the

Arabs often regard as an act what we view as a state. Such verbs

combine with the idea of the noun, from which they are derived,

that of a transitive verb, of which it is the direct object. E.g.

* Comp. SjJJI.

§ 45] I. The Verb. A. General View. 1. Forms of Triliteral Verb. 35

• r r tf trr //if
to produce herbage Jjjl to put out leaves (Jjj), j+J I to bear A

/ / #| 4 / / / / tf

fruit (j+3), jV*1 to give or yield rain (jl*c ) ;
y^l to beget a noble

• < / if 0 rrr> 0 riel

son, OjibJI, Cdtil, she bore a male or a female child, C~»13I she

bore twim (compare “to flower,” "to seed,” “ to calve,” “to lamb”);
r rtf r r »t

,

to speak eloquently
,

^cS\ to speak with purity and correctness
,

r tf i» < / r r 0 $ * r$

.Jlfl to give a proof (
%9
y*t) of his prowess m battle; a-I, *L»I,U

t r 0 %

to act well or ill, to commit a sin, Ua4»t to commit a blunder,

fault or error, ^Uot to do or say what is right ; Ik^l to be slow or B
r r 0t r rtf

tardy
; pj~» I to make haste; Ji^ct to run with outstretched neck;

i ,i t. 2 ,

to become fullgrown (from a tooth)
;
js\i\ to dwell or remain

in a place.—Another class of these denominatives indicates move-

ment towards a place (compare "to make for a place”), the entering

upon a period of time (being, doing, or suffering something therein),

getting into a state or condition, acquiring a quality, obtaining or

having something, or becoming something, of a certain kind*.
rrtf r r tf r rtf

E.g. to advance, jj}\ to retire (“ reculer”), j>jJt to go on boldly C
(compare, in Hebrew, pirn, to go to the right, and to

rt t t
t

jl £ r r r tf

go to the left) ;
to go to Syria (>UJI), to go to el- Yemen

Mb, j,.m, .il to go to el-Negd (j^dl). ^j\ to go to Tihdma (Aol^J),

r r tf » fr r r tf
to go to etr'Inlk (,jtjjdl), to enter the haram or sacred

rrtf rrtf rtf
territory ; to enter upon the time of morning

t r it r 10 is r
*

w* r r0r r r f r if

(*-L#fldl), mid-day (jyiaJI), or evening
; witel, to enter

^ J0 St r *r at r r r 0 f

upon the summer (o^-edt) or winter (iUAJI)
;
J^a»l to have many D

camels,
to abound in beasts of prey or to have one's Jlocka

z . i
. 3 -

devoured by them, to abound in lizards (y^) or to be foggy
% r r rr ft r r tf

;
jh3\ to become desert, to suffer from drought (of

/ rtf

people) or to be dry (of a season), to become penniless (to be

* [Hence in a few cases IV. serves (instead of VII. or VIII.)

as the
£

of I. Thus «*£> he threw him on his face, ^Js\ he fell on

t r r r rrtf
hisface, —- he held him back,j^mA he drew back, he retired.]
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A reduced to the last farthing, to be reduced to utter

uxmt ; to become cloudy

,

JiJlA.1 to become worn out (of »

garment) ;
I to become dubious or confused; to become plain

or clear; o&t to become )>ossible.—Another shade of meaning

(
t i l deprivation) may be exemplified by such words as

to break one’s compact with a person ;* to remove one's cause

of complaint; ^jl*£11 he pointed (the text of)
the book, literally!

B took away its 3
\ T obscurity or want of clearness.

Rem. d. J*M corresponds in form and signification to the Heb.

S’tppl, Phcen. SfcDp’ (iktll), Aram. StopX, See Comp.

Gr. p. 204 seq. The Hebrew, it will be observed, has as the

prefix, instead of the feebler Arabic and Aramaic X- Some traces

of the h are still discoverable in Arabic
;
as f°r to give

rest to, to let rest

;

jl^A*for to wish; for Jjljt to pour out

* * * * rl * ^ rt

C (p'TI) •
jC* for jlil to mark a cloth; OtA give, for Ol (rad. ^31,

nm to come) -, 0-***=ptoNp lo believe - Forms like are

treated in Arabic as quadriliterals (see §§ 67, 69, and 118), e.g.

-•* » »i i *«> 2," ‘ 2s"
imperf. Sijrl or Sijri’ O-rcyii noni. patient, or

46 . The fifth form is formed from the second (J*>) by
*

prefixing the syllable O.

D 47. This form annexes to the significations of the second the

reflexive force of the syllable O ;
it is the of the second form,

that is to say, it expresses the state into which the object of the

action denoted by the second form is brought by that action, as its

effect or result. In English it must often be rendered by the passive.

E. g. jIfi to be broken in pieces, jjA3 to be dispersed, to be cut

*> £ + * + £ + + ^ £ r

in pieces, to be moved or agitated; «J to be afraid (oy*. to

terrify), jJUu he girt on his sword (Uu-> *jJi he girt a sword upon
*£** r £ r* r £* * r £r r _

him—another person); pS3, jJom, to be proud; v-eP, to side

* is properly to listen, to give attention to a complaint

§ 47] I. The Verb. A. General View. 1. Forms of Triliteral Verb. 37

with Kais or Nizar, (3jp, to adopt the tenets of the ’Azdrik

a

A

(Aijlj^'f
)

or of the Sia (2*JL)\), vj*3 to oneself an Arab,

>^3 to become a Jew J-» *> to become a fire-worshipper

2 J * + £ 0 *
# #

5 ^ • . »

to become a Christian Ui to give oneself out
" , , it * 4^1

as a prophet to become as bold or fierce as a lion (o-l),

* £"* 4 / ' ? ^ i •

j t
: ~‘ to become as savage as a leopard ( j-#-*) ;

to try to acquire,

or to affect, clemency, Ailii,
\
fiji, to affect courage or manliness, g

to constrain oneself to endure with patience

;

SSsLj, to abstain from, or avoid, sin or crime, to avoid blame.

Rkm. a. The idea of intensiveness may be traced even in cases

where it seems, at first sight, to have wholly disappeared, leaving

the fifth form apparently identical in meaning with the eighth.

Thus ^Uil and ^UJI &*' are both translated the people

* // >

dispersed, but Jjjlil expresses the mere separation, JjJii the separa-

tion into a great many groups or in various directions. 0

Rem. b. The idea of refiexiveness is often not very prominent,

especially in such verbs as govern an accusative
;

e.g. to

pursue step by step (literally, to make oneself or turn oneself into, a

pursuer of something), to seek earnestly
,

to try to

understand, to examine or study a thing carefully

,

so that it

may l>e quite clear, Jit— 1
,

to ascertain a thing for certain,

to investigate thoroughly, to smell leisurely and carefully

,

to look at long or repeatedly, to examine or study, to hear D

or listen to, to speak, J* to have charge of, to discharge the

s £ * + * * " •

duties of, to swallow by mouthfuls, ^ ...^ .7 to sip or sup,

Jyu to milk or suck at intervals, J\jMJ to gnaw, it^U to put or

take under one
y

s arm, to pat under one's head as a pilloxo9

+£ + + ** .

jiJ} to lake as an abode, to adopt as a son*.

* [In some cases the difference between II. and V. entirely disappears.

Thus for (§41, rem. c) we may substitute ^y*3,

without change of sense.]



38 Part Second.—Etymology or the Parte of Speech. [§ 48

A Rem. c. The above examples show that the subject of the fifth

form is sometimes the direct object of the act (accusative), sometimes

the indirect object (dative).

48 . Out of the original reflexive signification arises a second,

which is even more common, namely the effective. It differs from

the passive in this—that the passive indicates that a person is the

object of, or experiences the effect of, the action of another ; whereas

the effective implies that an act is done to a person, or a state pro-

duced in him, whether it be caused by another or by himself. R g.
" . ' 0 vie *S**

to know
,

to teach
,

»J to become learned
, to learn

, quite

different from ĵ .La (passive of ^ I a) to be taught. We can say

i
he was taught (received instruction), but did not learn

(ibecome learned)*. Again, to be separate, distinct, clear, Cttrl to

make clear, explain, to appear clear or certain

;

j to become,

or prove to be, the reality or fact.

Rem. a. Such of these verbs as govern an accusative admit not

Q only of an impersonal, but also of a personal passive; e.g.

s^laJt he learned the art of medicine, the art of medicine

was learned.
***** * St *9

Rkm. b. sometimes assumes the form J*i3l <5 111),

whence we see its identity with the Heb. SlSpJVI or StSpJV!

and the Aram. Sepm, (see § 41, rem. d).

D 4®- The sixth form (J*U3) is formed from the third (Jsli),

likewise by prefixing the syllable O.

50. It is the (see § 47) of the third form, as jktCB e3js-\g,

I kept him aloqf and he kept (or staid) aloof—The idea of effort and
attempt, which is transitive in the third form, becomes reflexive in the

sixth
; e.g. u+jjj to throw oneself down at full length, Jili5 to be off

one's guard, to neglect a thing, iljLJ to draw a good omen from

* Using a Scoticisin, we might say, he was learned (= taug/U), but

did not learn.
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the thing, OjO to pretend to be dead, ^UJ to pretend to be blind, A

jjtij to pretend to squint, to pretend to ory, to feign

sickness, to feign ignorance, to pretend to be deceived.

Further, the possible reciprocity (i%u4>t) of the third form becomes

a necessary reciprocity, inasmuch as the sixth form includes the

object of the third among the subjects that exercise an influence

upon one another ; e.g. aJLiU he fought with him, ^131*3 the two fought

with one another

;

»CJIA> the two spoke to him, they (the three) B

conversed together

;

T egiU. he tried to pull away the garment

from him, WiUL/ the two pulled the garment to and fro between
r * > 1 ** * .

0 0 A * **

them ; JeyOjii he conversed or argued with them, 1>cjU3
* 0

* * 4 * J * *

they conversed together or argued with one another; *UoiJI «LAi he
/ »/'<• * * * *

tried to make him forget the hatred between them, *Ux4JI 4«»C0 the two

forgot their mutual hatred; whence in the passive,

J * * it -*«•<* * "•* * S* n
*j« — o gjyi3, and ^

Rem. «. When used in speaking of God, the assertory (not

optative) perfects jJCi and are examples of the reflexive

signification of this form: /jit ilJCS God has made Himself (is

become of and through Himself) blessed, or perfect, above all;

at ja God has made Himself uplifted, or exalted, above aU;

All JlJ God. (blessed and exalted is He above all)

i»lM 14/ 4/

has said [cf. vol. ii. § 1 f. rem.]. Somewhat similarly, D
the thing made itself (became or too*) too great, or difficult, for him ;

^ &u£ * JX * it is a matter than which nothing makes

itself greater (or more important), with which nothing can vie in

importance.

Rem. b. As the reciprocal signification requires at least two

subjects, the singular of the sixth form is in this case always

collective; e.g. ^-UlT eg £«Uj the people heard of it from one

another, w*a^U3 the rains followed one another closely,
* *

» 0 iff* * * ** t* • fi 441

the tidingsfollowed one another rapidly, C-**w
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A (the tribe of) KoriiS came to him, all of them, following one
another.

Rem. e. The idea of reciprocity may be confined to the parts

of one and the same thing; e. g. JJJ5 “partes habuit inter se

cohserentes,” to be of comjxict and firm build; »ljjt OJyl*5 the

woman became mtddle-aged and corpulent (each part of her body,

as it were, supporting, and so strengthening, the others); JlJj

lUj)1 the building cracked and threatened to fall (as if its parts

B called on one another to do so
;
compare jjjdl e.ic. the

enemy advanced against him from every side, Jjjlly 3 .1^ l l

Ihe cloud lightened and thundered from every quarter).

[Hence this form is appropriate to actions that take place bit by

bit, or by successive (and painful) efforts, as Lillj to fall piece by

piece, to carry oneself with difficulty (^ijl ^4, in walking*).]

C Rem. d. JcUi sometimes assumes the form Ji.Ujl (§ 111), and

is consequently identical with the Heb. ScpipHil (see § 43, rem. b).

51. The seventh form (J*Ail) is formed from the first (Jbii) by

prefixing a 0> before which is added a prosthetic 1 to facilitate the

pronunciation (see § 26).

Rem. For the cases in which this 1 becomes I, and why, see

§§18 and 19, c, with rem. c; and as to the orthography 1 instead of

I, § 19, rem. d.

D 52. The seventh form has also originally, as of the first,

a middle or reflexive signification. It must be remarked, however,

(a) that the reflexive pronoun contained in it is never the indirect

object (dative), to which may be added another direct object (accu-

sative), but always the direct object itself; and (b) that it never
assumes the reciprocal signification. By these two points the seventh
form is distinguished from the eighth, and approaches more nearly

* [See Gl. Geog. s.v. JL»», Hamdsa p. 20 first vs. and comm
DeO.j
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to a passive. At the same time, the effective signification is often A
developed in it out of the reflexive. E. g. JULil to open (of a flower),

lit. to split itsef; & I to break (intrans.), to be broken

;

£JUul to be

cut off, to be ended, to end; to be uncovered, to be made manifest,

to appear

;

Jl to become broken
,
to break into pieces ; JULil to be

uttered or spoken.

53. Sometimes the seventh form implies that a person allows B
an act to be done in reference to him, or an effect to be produced

upon him
; e.g. jtjyj I to let oneself be put to flight, to flee; JtSJt to let

oneself be led, to be docile or submissive;
^

I to let oneself be

* * 0

deceived
;

to let oneself be drawn or dragged.

Rem. a. Hence it is clear that such words as \j

t

— it, from

Jit*-, to be stupid or foolish ; ^ajjuI to be non-existent or missing,

re * r 0 ^ <

not to be found, from not to have; from to sink C
/ '4 < ' r r 0

down
,

to fall; jbu! to be repeated
,
from to return; to

be in straits or distress
,
from JU to be narrow

;

are incorrectly

formed, though in actual use, especially in more recent times.

Rem. b. Sometimes, particularly in modem Arabic, the seventh

form serves as the of the fourth; e.g. to be bolted,

rr O f l,r O
t

f s 0 f

from JU&1 to bolt

;

Uieul to be extinguished
,
from UJ»! to extinguish;

r r r 0 / ^ s{

^
> .oil to be put to rights, from j-UI to put to rights. [Similarly

j)

Jl, JU.Jfc.it, the last in a tradition, and so ancient, Faik

i. 63.—De G.]

Rem. c. Jjiiil corresponds to the Heb. StDpii see Comp. Gr.

p. 215 seq.

54. The eighth form is formed from the first (J*i) by

inserting the syllable O between the first and second radicals. The
first radical in consequence loses its vowel, and it becomes necessary

to prefix the prosthetic I (§51, rem ).

[

w. 6
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A Rim. One would expect O to be placed before the first radical,

as in the fifth and sixth forms, and in the Aramaic reflexive v>

[For a possible explanation of the actual form see Comp. Gr. p. 208.]

f SB. Irhe eighth form is properly the reflexive or middle voice

of the first. The reflex object is either (a) the direct object

or accusative, as Jjji to divide, to go asunder, to part ; vhj* t°

place (something) before one, to put oneself in the way, to oppose

,

to beat, to move oneself to and fro, to be agitated (com-

pare the French battre and se dSbattre) ;
or (b) the indirect object or

* / //

dative, implying for oneself, f°r one’s own advantage, as
,
j*jh to tear

a prey in pieces, do. ;
to touch, to feel about for a

thing, to seek for it

;

and to earn one’s living

;

U*.

and to collect firewood; and to measure corn;

/ / * * •

y£» and ^5 to roast meat.

C 86 . Out of the reflexive arises the reciprocal signification, which
J v' «# /

is common to this form with the sixth
;

as ^1531 the people

fought with one another, = ^pla3
;

the two disputed with

one another, = C*UiJ ;
U&Ud the two tried to outrun one another,

= U/lli
;

they were neighbours, = they met one

another, = t>*J.

D 57 . Occasionally the original reflexive meaning passes into the

passive, especially in verbs which have not got the seventh form (see

§ 113) ;
as JlJ&i l to be overturned (from ilil), to be turned back,

to be helped (by God), to be victorious ; to befull.

Rim. In not a few verbs the first and eighth forms agree,

like the Greek active and middle voices, so closely in their signifi-

8 +

cation, that they may be translated by the same word
;

e. g.

and ^ej\, to follow onds track, to relate; Ui and jjAill, to follow ;

and to snatch away, to carry off by force.
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f 18. JJflio ninth form (jJiil) is formed from the first (^Jai) by A

doubling the third radical
;

the eleventh (
jlail) from the ninth by

lengthening the fhtha of the second syllable.

Rem. As the third radical, when doubled, draws the accent

upon the penult, the first radical, being more rapidly pronounced,

loses its vowel, and therefore requires the prosthetic l (see § 61,

rem.).

58. Neither of these forms is very common, and the eleventh

is the rarer of the two. They serve chiefly to express colours and B

defects, these being qualities that cling very firmly to persons and

things; and hence the doubling of the third radical, to show that
J * * * » 9* 8* 9

the proper signification of both is intensiteness (3AJU+JI). E.g.

to be white; j£*l (from Jjj) to become purple (of a grape);

and jlpl to be crooked; and to be wrymouthed or wry-

necked; J to squint, to become verdant
; jjj l and jljjl to

turn away or retirefrom ; J-tfl to be ash-coloured, tobe stem or gloomy; C

or «£>Wjl to be scattered or disordered

;

jlAjt to become commingled,

confused, or languid; Jiijl to be dispersed, to drop or flow (of tears),

jJ,| to run quickly, to hasten

;

^>l*£l to be dishevelled (of hair)

;

J^jjf Jl^t, the night reached its middle point.

Rem. a. If the third radical of the root is
_j

or the ninth
// r * 9

tmd eleventh forms take the shape and j
as

* * *

(for 860 § l67»
2

> °) Hand or rest on the tips of the toes, I)

and to be blackish brown or blackish green,

to refrain or abstain.

gin, ft. According to some grammarians, the distinction between

the ninth and eleventh forms is, that the ninth indicates permanent

colours or qualities, the eleventh those that are transitory or

mutable ;
as ^*.1 jJO jWi J^., it began to become red

at one time and yellow at another. [Others hold that XI. indicates a
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A higher degree of the quality than IX. : bo most European gram-

marians, and the former editions of this work ;
but this view was

ultimately abandoned by the author. The better view seems to be

that the two forms are indistinguishable in sense : see Hafagi’s

comm, on the Durral aigawtoOf (Const. A. H. 1299) p. 50 ««?]

tenth form is formed by prefixing the letters

Cw to the first (jii). The prosthetic 1 is necessary, according to

§ 26 (compare § 51, rem.), and the fetha of the first radical is thrown

B back upon the O of C—>1.

61

.

The tenth form converts the factitive signification of the

fourth into the reflexive or middle. E. g. to give up, deliver over,

* e * * * k

to give oneself up ; to grieve or distress, y~>\ to

*
,

**

*

*

be grieved or sorry; jit to make ready, prepare, equip, to get

oneself ready, to be ready; to yield up (
something) wholly,

T-. I to claim (something) for oneself, to take entire possession

(of it); to bring to life, to preserve alive, W»-X-d to preserve alive,

C for one’s own advantage
;

He (God) answered, or

accepted, his prayer, <0 i«<l he complied with his desire, or obeyed

him, in doing something.

62

.

The tenth form often indicates that a person thinks that

a certain thing possesses, in reference to himself or for his benefit,

the quality expressed by the first form. E.g. to be lawful,
_ ^ <

Jii-t he thought that it was lawful (for himself to do)

;

to be necessary,
, t ^ he thought it was necessary (for him)

,

D 5-d to think him, or it, good or beautiful; iW-X-d to think

it good or excellent ; to think it light, to think lightly of,

or despise, one; JiHit to find it heavy, oppressive or troublesome,

to think one a bore.

Rem. In this case the factitive is combined with the middle

sense; for as the fourth form (like the second) is frequently not
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strictly factitive, but estimative or declarative (§ 45, rem. b), so A

also the tenth. Hence literally means to make something

* * •• -

necessaryfor oneself, to think it so or say it is so ; but s-**-.*'
maJte

it necessary for others, to think or say that it is so.

63. The tenth form likewise often expresses the taking, seeking,

+ * *

asking for, or demanding, what is meant by the first. E.g. jkt to

e t * 6 * * * J ^ *

pardon, to ask pardon; to give one to drink,

to ask for something to drink, to pray for rain; permit,

to ask permission

;

«£>!£ to help, «£jlAX«d to call for help

;

B
*

j
1.1 to be present, j

r A to require one's presence, to desire that

he should be fetched. /

Rem. This signification is also a combination of the factitive

and middle : to procure a drink, permission, &6.,for oneself.

64. In many verbs the tenth form has apparently a neuter

sense, but in such cases a more minute examination shows that

it was, at least originally, reflexive. E.g. >UX-d to stand upright,

lit. to hold oneself upright; to be humble, lit. to make oneselfC

humble, to conduct oneself humbly ; to be worthy of, to deserve,

lit. to cause something to be due to oneself as a right or desert ((>»•)

;

G- ?- t to be ashamed, lit. to make oneself ashamed to be

ashamed).

65 . The tenth form is frequently denominative, in which case
/* / •

it unites the factitive and reflexive or middle senses. Eg. ^.jXwl

to make oneself master <^Jf) of a thing, to take possession of it; D

tJLuLx-d to appoint one as deputy, successor, or caliph (3±tX±.)
;
jj>X~d,

to appoint one as wizlr (jijy), governor (J*l*),

or judge (^ili).—Further, ^~»-X-d to become like (lit. to make itself

like) stone ~-)
;
JJsSi w-I^XX-d the she-goat became like a he-goat

e *

J>iX-d the he-camel became like a she-camel (iSO)

;
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iAi£f o] the in our country becomes a vulture

(j—j, our geese are all swans).
^ (

Rem. The tenth form is probably the reflexive of a form

which is not in use, corresponding to the Aram. >

and its passive which 8tand in exacfcly the

same relation to one another as the Arabic first and eighth.

Perhaps
(J
ijL to throw down fiat on the back, to dash to tfu!

ground, and Jull to swallow, with one or two more, may be

B regarded as traces of the form Jill, since they are nearly identical

in meaning with ^Si\, and sjal\ (IV. of Jp,
and w**J).

If so, Jiu, which has the same signification as must be a

later triliteral formation.

66 . Of the remaining forms of the triliteral verb it may be

sufficient to give a few examples, so as to exhibit their mode of

formation.—XII. to bear oneself erect ('A»- do )
'»

.*•**•}

to be arched, curved, or humpbacked do.) ;
to be jet

C black (AJUU- do.)
;

to (**• do.) ;
t0 become

very rough (,>£*. to be rough) ;
to become blackish brown

or blackish green (=jd»L\), to become soft or tender (j**. do.)

;

J f.jl.Li to become moist (= to r^de on a horse

without a saddle (C$j* to be naked) -,
to be covered with

luxuriant herbage (^U) ;
60 gathered together

j) to ; 6>J**** 60 9reen and ra”* (of a Plant^’
and

(of the hair).—XIII. to be long or to long, to go quickly

(rad. h>j£.) ;
to last long (rad. «U».) ; >3^ to be heavy (Ska

to be hard)

;

J»>£*< to e/tn? or adtoe to firmly, to mount a camel

(rad. iJt*).—XIV. u
*-**

!- t 1 to be big (rad. u
*
"* ») i

Al&w—d to be

dark, to be obscure (rad. AJU-)
;

to 6e jet black (&L. do.)

;
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fic-U t <0 60 to* thick (°f the hair > ^ ;
*° 90 A

guicWy (rad. ^Aa) ;
to have a hump in front (the reverse of

J^3 do.).—XV. to be stout and strong (Slf to be

hard) ; 'J&'* he swollen or inflated, to be filled with rage

(Lu*. do.).

Rem. All these forms are habitually intransitive, but there are

a few exceptions, as XII. 1ie mourUed ^ W*‘ ;B

he found it sweet (but also jjC\, it was sweet).-XY.

'.I - lljlc Ibn Doraid, Kit. al-Istikdk, p. 227.

2 . The Quadriliteral Verb and its Forms.

67 .
Quadriliteral verbs are formed in the following ways.

(a) A biliteral root, expressing a sound or movement, is repeated,

to indicate the repetition of that sound or movement. Eg- WW to C

say baba (papa), >> to gargle, to whisper, & to sktke
'

j: t0 ne[gh,W to bellow, to shout ,
to make rustle

or rattle.

(b) A fourth letter, generally a liquid or sibilant, is prefixed

or affixed to, or inserted in the middle of, a. triliteral verbal form.

Rg. to be proud to be high)
;

Jo be scattered =

;
j\\

1

to collect (compare and £-*•-) ; <-&*:j to roll along D

(JuLj to advance slowly), to drive back (JL] to withdraw, to retire)
;

J'j:. to hasten (perhaps connected with J^>)\ JLi*. to deceive

with soft words = 4*^; the head =^ ;
#<>

make retire (J*J
»•««*«)} h* 1**7

(c) They are denominatives from nouns of more than three

letters, some of them foreign words. E.g. to put stockings

Pers. 4J,£) on o»*; to put on one the garment called

a aml JjSi to put on one the cap called a »yUkS

;
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A Oj^s3 to pitch, from pitch ; 4
to put on a girdle ;

J^-13 to put on trousers or drawers (Jo'j->. Pers- 5

to wear a Ujju or tunic ; to wipe one's fingers with a napkin

(j*jJu mantile) ;
to affect lowliness or humility, to abase

oneself lowly, humble, poor) ;
to follow a sect

to assimilate oneself (in dress, etc.) to tAe tribe of Ma'add

B(Jii); Sji to become a pupil or disciple (JJb, Heb. ToSri)

;

f j ,1/ / «» t

1 *1» to philosophize (from ^thmn^os) ;
to practise

the veterinary art or farriery (fiSo+i a farrier, Irvlarpos).

(d) They are combinations of the most prominent syllables or

letters in certain very common formulas. E.g. to say awl >r~v

(in tAe name of God)

;

jXi- <0 »<*»/ 4 (pmise 6e/o«grs to

God)

;

and to say 4»W S>> hfi J>*- S) (tAore is no

Q power and no strength save in God) ;
to lip an account ,

saying 1 Iji» JtJUJJ tAis tAen is so anti so wtacA.

68 . The derived forms of the quadriliteral verb are three in

number.

JJUi I.

jLdl IV. jiLiit III. JjUA3 II.

69 . The first form of the quadriliterals corresponds in formation

and conjugation to the second form of the triliterals, and is both

D transitive and intransitive in signification. E.g. JJ-e-i- to gather

ripe dates, also to be active or nimble ; to pluck unripe dates

;

£j~-i to roll; jjaj to /auyA roucA; JjjA to run quickly.

TO. The second form agrees in formation and signification with
/ /I / /

the fifth of the triliteral verb. E.g. to put on or wear a

vCW-; to roll along ;
(jjJLj to make oneself sultan (&U±),

to act as if one were sultan, to lord it over another; to act

like a devil (J,Ual£, Itobo. 5 (>LijL).
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71. The third form of the quadriliteral verb corresponds to A

the seventh of the triliteral, with this difference, that the characteristic

4^ is not prefixed, but inserted between the second and third radicals.

E.g. 4
£ii^*l to open (of a flower), to bloom or flourish ;

to be

gathered together in a mass or crowd ;
to puff out its crop

of a bird) ;
to lie on one’s face, stretched on the

ground; to lie on ones back ;
to flow.

72. The fourth form of the quadriliterals, which answers toB

the ninth of the triliterals, is intransitive, and expresses an extensively

or intensively high degree of an intransitive act, state, or quality.

E.g. Jiyb! to be very dark; to be very high or proud;

to vanish away; to lie stretched out on ones side ;
to

make haste, to be scattered or dispersed; to be scattered or

dispersed; Jliiil and jUil to shudder with horror; 4^0*1 to be at Q

rest (from to lean back); Jlj^-J to rise high; vlP*

tAc Acacf and stretch out the neck; JC«1 to bo wry Aanf.

3. The Voices.

73.

All the verbal forms, both primitive and derivative, have

two voices, the active and the passive ;
with the exception of intran-

sitive verbs of the form ji* (§ 38) and of the 9th, 11th, 12th, 13th,

14th, and 15th forms (cf. § 66, rem.) as well as of those verbs of the D

forms and Jjii, which designate not an act (transitive or intran-

* * +

sitive) but a state or condition (being or becoming), as jdzi. to

become green, nearly ^j^L\ or to be good, right, in

order, = ;
jSj to be bad, wrong, in disorder, = S^-h. The subject

of the active voice is always an agent (person or thing), whose act

may affect an object, or not ;
the subject of the passive voice is either

the object of the former (personal passive), or the abstract idea of the

act (impersonal passive).
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A 74. The passive is especially used in four cases ;
namely (a) when

God, or some higher being, is indicated as the author of the act;

(6) when the author is unknown, or at least not known for certain

;

(c) when the speaker or writer does not wish to name him
;
(d) when

the attention of the hearer or reader is directed more to the person

affected by the act (patiens, the patient), tlian to the doer of it (agens,

the agent).

Rem. The active voice is called by the Arab grammarians

B JaUlT A**-p the mould or form of the agent, ity the build of
> / "

j + 3 0

the agent, ^Ult the category of the agent, J*U)I Jjli the
'

' ,
" '

*0 3 3 *0* & 0 + 0* 3 0 0, + +

action of the agent, and J«Ua) I) JjUJI, or

the action (or verb
)
put into that form of which the agent

3 +

is the subject. The passive voice is in like manner called

3 0 + 0* 2 + 3 0+ + 3 0

JyUJl the mould or form of the patient, etc.
;
also jj L* ,Jjii

c the doing, or being done, of that, whereof the agent has not

33 + 2+3 0 + +

been named
,
or, more shortly, jj U, though this latter

3 3 + 2+3 0+ 2* J 30 + 0+

is, strictly speaking, equivalent to aJUli ^ ^JJI

the patient whereof the agent has not been named, i.e. the passive
3 30 + 0+ 3 3 0 + 0+

subject. The active voice is also shortly called or>yU*JI,

and the passive «)l, elliptical forms of expression for JjUM

the action of which the agent is known,

3 3 + 3 3 10 + 0* 3 0 0+ ,

B and jw J^', the action of which the agent ts unknown

3 3 0 + 0+ 3 3 0 + 0+ 3 3 0 + 0+

These terms, or and are also used to

designate the subjects of the active and passive voices.

75

.

Verbs that express a state or condition, or signify an act

which is, by its very nature, confined to the person of the subject, and
+ +

cannot pass to another individual as its object (as t+6j+ to be sick,

>»U to sleep), are aptly called neuter verbs, since they are neither really

active nor really passive, but something between the two. The Arab

grammarians cannot class them otherwise than among the active verbs,

§78} I. The Verb. A. General View. 3. The Voieee, Ac. 51

.
i .ill.

and they therefore distinguish transitive verbs, from A
I intransitive verbs, or verbs that

are confined to the subject.

76. The idea of the passive voice must not be thought to be

absolutely identical with that of the fifth, seventh, and eighth forma

These are, strictly speaking, effective (see § 48), whilst the other is

purely passive.

4. The States ( Tenses) of the Verb.

77 . The temporal forms of the Arabic verb are but two in B
number, the one expressing a finished act, one that is done and

completed in relation to other acts (the Perfect)
;

the other an

unfinished act, one that is just commencing or in progress (the

Imperfect).

Rem. a. The names Preterite and Future, by which these

forms were often designated in older grammars do not accurately

correspond to the ideas inherent, in them. A Semitic Perfect or

Imperfect has, in and of itself, no reference to the temporal C
relations of the speaker (thinker or writer) and of other actions

which are brought into juxtaposition with it. It is precisely these

relations which determine in what sphere of time (past, present, or

future) a Semitic Perfect or Imperfect lies, and by which of our

tenses it is to be expressed—whether by our Past, Perfect, Plu-

perfect, or Future-perfect; by our Present, Imperfect, or Future.

The Arabian Grammarians themselves have not, however, succeeded

in keeping this important point distinctly in view, but have given

an undue importance to the idea of time, in connection with the
+0+

verbal forms, by their division of it into the past (U-&U1), the

3 + 0+ 3 + 0+ 3 + 0 + 0 30+

present (JUJI or and the future the first of D

which they assign to the Perfect and the other two to the Im-

perfect.

Rem. 6. On the forms of these tenses see § 91 etc. The

Syntax will give more precise information as to their meaning

and use.

5. The Moods.

78. The Arabic verb has five moods
; namely, the Indicative,

Subjunctive, Jussive or Conditional, Imperative, and Energetic.
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A 79. Of these moods the first is common to the perfect and

imperfect states ; the second and third are restricted to the imperfect

;

the fourth, or imperative, is expressed by a special form ;
and the

fifth can be derived not only from the imperfect, but also from the

imperative.

Rem. On the forms of the moods see § 91 etc. The Syntax

treats of their significations and use.

80.

Instead of the Infinitive, the Arabs use nouns expressing the

g action or quality (nomina actionis or verbi). In place of participles,

they have two verbal adjectives, the one denoting the agent (nomen

agentis, active participle), and the other the patient (nomen patientis,

passive participle). [Cf. § 192.]

6. The Numbers, Persons, and Genders.

7 * »<

81

.

There are three numbers, the Singular J/AJI, or

J-wljSi), the Dual (i^3l or J&l), and the Plural (j*»x if,

», £p\-t Ji, or ;
and likewise three persons, the speaker

(first person), the individual spoken to (second person),

and the individual spoken of (third person), (the

j 2 / jo/

absent). The genders are two, namely the masculine (j&j*,Jl) and

the feminine ;
but they are not distinguished from one

another in some of the persons (1st pers. sing., 2d pers. dual, and

1st pers. plur.).

B. The Strong Verb (Verbum Firmum).

82. Verbs are divided into strong (verba firma) and weak (verba

infirma). We include the verba mediae radicalis geminatae (]) "])) in

the former class
;
the verbs which have 1 for one of their radicals, in

the second (see § 128).

83. Strong verbs are those of which all the radical letters are

strong, and consequently neither undergo any change, nor are rejected

in any of the inflexions, but are retained throughout.
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Rem. A verb which contains one of the two letters or ^ is A

called a weak verb, as opposed to ° vefb that

*

is free from, defect, a sound verb. A verb which has 1 for one of

its radicals, or which belongs to the class med. rad. gemin. (])"])), is

designated by the special term ;
but some grammarians

| / 6 /

treat and jJA* as synonyms.

1. The Active Voice of the First Form in the Strong

Verb.— Table I* B

a. THE INFLEXION BY PERSONS.

84. The numbers, persons, and genders of the verb are expressed

by means of personal pronouns, annexed to the various moods and

tenses.

85 . The personal pronoun j-**3-* see g 190, /.] is either

separate [J-aAU], standing by itself, or connected [J-xU], that is C

prefixed or suffixed. The separate pronouns have longer, the con-

nected shorter forms.

86 . The suffixed pronouns are partly verbal, partly nominal

suffixes.

87. The verbal suffixes express partly the nominative, partly the

accusative. The former are much more closely united with the verb

than the latter.

88 . The connected pronouns which express the nominative to D

the verb are also in part prefixes.

Rem. On the verbal suffixes which express the accusative see

§ 185; and on the nominal suffixes, § 317.

89. The following tables give a general view of the separate

personal pronouns, and of those pronominal prefixes and suffixes

which express the nominative to the verb.

* The nomina verbi, agentis, and patientis, are given along with

the strictly verbal forms in all the Tables.
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1.

Masc.

Separate Pronouns.

Singular.

Common Fem.

3 p. yh he. . . • J,A she.

' •*

2 p. C«ll thou. • . . Cull thou.

1 p. ... lit I.

3 p. ...

Dual.

C* they two.

2 p. ...
oil!

1*31 ye two. » . .

1 p. . . .

3 p. they.

Plural.

O* they.

ut*
2 p- j£> 1 ye.

£ j*t

o^i ye•

Rem. a. When yt and are preceded by the conjunctions

and tli, and, the affirmative J, certainly, surely, or the interro-
i

gative 1, the vowel of the may either be dropped or retained
;
as

or yky or^^ or >tJ, ^1 or ^al.

Rem. A. The second syllable of Ul is regarded as short by the

old poets (vsw), except in pause, where we find both Ul (^-) and
t.t

all*. Compare the .JSthiopic And, which, in combination with the

• • • .

enclitic particle sd, becomes dnsd . Ul is, therefore, an example of

scriptio plena, to distinguish the pronoun from the particles o'.
st t S

o'. oi> o'- The scriptio defection is found, for example, in the

inteijectional UJU or tJJ*Ufc here I am
( ,

eccome
), for 13 Ut U.

• <

The form *jt is said also to occur.

* But Ut, out of pause, is occasionally scanned as an iambus even in

old poetry. See Noldeke in ZDMG, xxxviiL 418, note 3.
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»< u ,
..** , . »

Rem. e. Older forms of^A and ^111 are ^*A and^iSt, used in A
poetry, and also in the toasl (§ 20, d, and § 23, rem. c). [Though

written defectively this terminal u is commonly scanned as a long

vowel.]

Rem. d. For a comparison of the pronominal forms of the

Arabic with those of the other Semitic languages see Comp. Or.

p. 95 seq.

2. Suffixed Pronouns, expressing the Nominative. B

Common

3 p. ...

2 p. thou. 1

(i]h~, 15-) thou.

3 p. C (o'-. U) they two. . . .

2 p. . . . W (o'-. *-) Ve two.

U- (o'-. '-) they two.

Plural.

3 p- '> (0>. '>) they.

2 (o>. *>) y*-

O they.

S j +

o3 (o) y»-

1 F- ’ • •

Rem. a. The forms within brackets are those of the Imperfect

and Imperative ;
the others those of the Perfect.

j. The suffix of the 1st pers. plur. is sometimes shortened J)

in poetry (nd) and written defectively, o*

3. Prefixed Pronouns, expressing the Nominative.

Singular.

Masc. Common. Fern.

3 p. ij he. . . • the.

2 p. . . .
Ci thou.

1 p. . . . ' I. • • •
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3 p. they two.

2 p. ...

lp. ...

Dual.

Common.

O ye two.

Plural.

they.

Pem.

they turn.

Rem. a. These forms are restricted to the Imperfect. They

are called by the grammarians and are. comprised

, »,t ' t.

in the mnemonic word C-s^Jl or ^U.

Rem. b. The prefix of the third person plural of the Imperfect

is for both genders. But the grammarians cite some rare cases

where, in the fem., ^ is replaced by O, so that the distinction

between 3 pi. fem. and 2 pi. fem. is lost. Thus in the Kor’an, Sura

xlii. 3, a reading for is recorded. This must be

explained as due to false analogy from the sing. In the Heb.

ruSbpn the false form has become the rule.

90. Of the two ftthas with which the first and third radicals

/// / < / i / ,

of a verb are always pronounced (J-3, the former is

rejected after prefixed pronouns, as ; the latter before

suffixed pronouns beginning with a consonant, as oJii, Ulii. When

the suffix begins with a vowel, that vowel takes the place of the ffitha,

D as cJui
,
lyU.

Rem. a. When the third radical is w>, it unites in pronuncia-

tion with the <Z> in some of the suffixes. In such cases only one O
is written, and the union of the two is denoted by the t&sdld.

Thus from to stand firm,
we get for

See § 14, c, rem. b.

Rem. b. When the third radical is one of the letters <1>, >, J,

y*, b, J>, it may unite in pronunciation with the O of the suffixes,

so as to form a double O, but it is nevertheless retained in writing.

I. The Verb. B. The Strong Verb.

To indicate the assimilation, the O takes t££did, and the ^zma, A
with which the third radical ought properly to be marked, is omitted.

Thus, Oju.fr for Ojufr, I have served; wJtyj for thou hast
O it el 9 t 0 * t # ,. c

bound

;

foi ^jj^I, ye have taken. On this assimilation see

§ 14, c.

Rem. c. When the third radical is ^ it unites with the ^ of
S /w

the suffixes into a single ^ with t££dld
;

os they (women)

believed, U*l toe believed, for and U^«l.

Rem. d. For a view of the Inflexion of the Perfect and

Imperfect Indicative in Hebrew and Aramaic as compared with

Arabic see Comp. Gr. p. 165 seq.

b. FORMS OF THE TENSES AND MOODS.

91 . When the second radical of the Perfect has fitha, it may

take either datnma or iesra in the Imperfect
;
as to kill,

^ * ' *
.

9 ? ' '
%

' *

to write
, ;

w>j*o to strike
, ^ to sit down,

* ' *
j 0 + * * * i i #/

yJLj. Many verbs admit of both forms
;
as to sneeze,

and ;
k^~> to remove the hair by scalding, iv,

—

t or k+...
i

;

/
t t

i i

j£oj to stick upright into the ground, j&ji- 1

Rem. a. Verbs, of which the second or third radical is a

guttural letter, are an exception to the rule, for they commonly

retain in the Imperfect the fitha of the Perfect ;
as f*h to do,

if**
to cut,

; £*« to hinder,
; \pt to create, \j~>

,

JU to ask, Jl~i ;
to go away, ^aJl. ;

kaJ to look at,

to throw, ^ Not a few, however, conform to

the rule, particularly when the second radical is a. or t

;

as jxt,

u t, ... ii*. . ,

to perceive, know, ;
jji to sit, jauu ;

to transpierce, ])

^jxLu ; to say,
;

£lk to ascend, jliau
;

to be sound,

i 1 I r ^ r/
.

* * **
*»

rights good

\

^JLoj
; £1* to attain to9

reach
,

to wow,

to jfow, to retum9 5 £>* to riraw

or away
y >

jA * to bray9
jA Some verbs have two

r
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A forms; as JfjO to croak, ^a £*« to give at a present, >

to many,.cS'c“ to butt, to flay, >

L) to ton, i*js> ; ^ to rfy«i J Aji to be at leisure

,

to

fat* done mtk^ bjk^\ and even three, as to cw or fau>,

• “ r to incline (of a scale of a balance),

J J#/

gush out,

B Rem. b. Verbs of the form Ji* denoting superiority, Ja*

iluK . JU JtjjT (see § 43, o), always have damma (the grammarian
" »+ * *

fel-Kisil alone admitting fltha with a guttural), as ijidu he excelled

» M J * * J* w /> . _

him in composing poetry, he surpassed him tn glory,

IJdJjj ;
unless they be prime rad. y med. rad. or tert. rad. ^g,

J << /

when they take kisra, as «jtSj he outbid him tn promtstng, *Jay

;

*jiM he excelled him in \goodness, ; »Uj he surpassed him in

•/»

shooting with arrows,

q Ren. e. Excessively rare are cases like to incline to, lean

upon, which is probably a combination of the two forms

O&j, and O^J*- 866 § 175
»
rem - b-

93 . When the second radical of the Perf. has kisra, the Imperil

takes fitha; as to know,
; 4*/* to drink, 4 ; cl>*- to

be sorrowful, ; tjbj+ to be sick, v°j-ri to be safe, _/*i—

*

* *

Ren. a. A few verbs may retain in the Imperf. the kisra of

the Perf., as 4—*• to think or suppose, 4»-*‘ j or
;
j^u

* **** * * m • _

,

j)
to be green and flourishing, i u~~t to be tn distress or poverty,

t44i or jXii. See also §§ 142 and 146.
*

t / ^ i i • /

Ren. b. Very rare are cases like jdim. to be present, j*m~t ;

1 i »r

to incline to, lean upon, ; Jil to be in excess, abound,

A, to be effluent, comfortable, to be dear, quit,

59
§ 94] I. Z%« Peri. B. Tie Strong Verb.

or innocent of, or The most common example of this kind A
•

* * •
* * • __ * A

is a verb med. y viz. OU, to die (for 0^4, 1st p. sing. Perf. C*«),

0)4-—Similar cases in Syriac and Hebrew, Comp. Gr. p. 180*.

93. When the second radical of the Perf. has famma, that

vowel is retained in the Imperf. ; as O—*- to be beautiful, o-u-i ;

to be high, noble, \Jjk4 ;
Jiiy to be dull or stupid, jXy-

Ren. With the above forms compare the Heb. 3)0', nS^', B

*TSD'. In Heb., however, verbs in o usually take a in the Imperf.,

‘we*,
Pi?’.,

whereas in Arabic instances like o4-J I became

J «#/ » it rt Art J /I

VH8C. C^4) I became ugly

,

/ became bad, are
£ if ikt ill

very rare. Some authorities admit the forms ^Jt, »l, jAI.

94. The difference between the Perf. and Imperf. in- regard to

their inflexion is, that the marks of the numbers, genders, and persons,

are only suffixed to the Peril; whereas they are both suffixed and

prefixed to the Imperf., more generally the latter. C

Rem. a. In the Perf. the act is placed conspicuously in the

foreground, because completed ;
in the Imperf. the agent, because

still occupied in the act (see § 77, rem. a). If we look upon the

root as primarily conveying the abstract idea of “ killing,” we

may regard cJbl as meaning “ killing-of-me ” (i.e. done by me),

“ my killing,” = “I have killed ;
” and Jiil as meaning “ I-killing,”

= “I am killing."
**

Rem. 6. In the Imperf. the pronominal prefixes mark the state p
or tense, and to some extent the gender

;
whilst the suffixes serve

solely to indicate the gender. Thus, the 2d pers. sing. masc. 44S
» 11/

is sufficiently distinguished from the 3d pers. sing. masc. by

the form of the temporal prefix ;
but to distinguish the 2d pers.

sing. masc. from its fem. a suffix is necessary, and accordingly we

get masc. fern. CxJ&-

* [Anbarl, Nozhat tl-alibbd p. 459 states from personal observation

in YAm&n and llig&z that in some dialects every verb Jjd makes

Juki and —De G.]

"Fleischer, Kl. Schr. i. 368 considers the root as a concrete noun.
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A Rem c. In the active voice of the first form, the prefixes of

the Imperfect are pronounced with fith. But a pronunciation with

khr instead of fith is regarded as admissible and was used by some

of the old Arabs with any of the preformatives except yj, save in

the case where the next consonant has damma (verbs med. j).

That is, one must not say f°r >>*' eto- nor^*i
* ' tit,

for Jjri; ;
but on the other hand the pronunciation and

jj.-*'. in Sftra i. 4, and j£l in Sura xxxvi. 60 are recognized as

B legitimate dialectic variations of the usual etc. In one case,

yjl^l for jJWI, I suppose,
the pronunciation with kesr is generally

preferred. The tribe of Kfelb used klsr even with, the prefix ^
Dialectically, too, the vowel of the prefix might bo

assimilated to a following damtn, as in for

95.

The Indicative of the Imperf. is distinguished by the third

radical having damma ,
the Subjunctive by its liaving fitha

;

as Indie.

C J Subj. The Jussive is denoted by the absence of any

vowel with the third radical, as ;
whence it is

- sometimes called

the apocopated Imperfect.

D

Rem. o. The damma and fetha of the Indicat. and Subjunct.

Imperf. in the verb, correspond to the damma and fetha of the

Nom. and Accus. in the noun (see § 308) ;
for the Imperf. is closely

akin to the noun, and its government in the Subjunct. falls under

the same category with the government of the noun in the Accus.

Hence the technical name of the Imperf., because it

resembles the noun. [The Indicative is called the Subjunc-

tive r V*) and the Jussive

Rem. b. The peculiar meaning of the Jussive has brought

along with it the rejection of the final vowel, which seems originally

to have been i. At least the poets make use of the form jZL in

rhyme. [Of. vol. ii. § 247.]

96

.

The forms of the Indicat. which end in O and o reject these

syllables in the Subjunct. and Jussive, because the genders, numbers,

and persons are distinctly indicated even after their omission. The

§98] I. The Verb. B. The Strong Verb. 61

2d and 3d pers. plur. fem. are exceptions, for in them O is retained, A

because it is absolutely necessary in order to mark the gender. Com-

pare Qyt+Zj

,

!>;*£]! ,
with >

and

with CmA .

* *
t

Sr

97

.

The Energetic is formed by adding the termination O— or

,jl. (called by the grammarians 0>^», or the corroborative n)

5 / • *

to the Jussive. If the Jussive ends in l or u, the ffetha of O— or O—
is elided, and the long vowel of the verbal form shortened, because it

is in a shut syllable : from om
St + *

\£sL>
;
etc. In the dual, the first fetha of o- « absorbed by the 1- B

of the termination, and the second weakened into a k&sra through the

influence of the same long vowel : o4*£h from 420. In

the 2d and 3d pers. plur. fem. the fetha of the verb unites with the

initial fetha of o- into a lon8 “* and in consequence the second fetha

of becomes kfcsra : CO from O-r^i CO-

Rem. a. The syllable O- of the second Energetic is appended

only to those persons which have, in the first Energetic, a short

vowel before ij ;
and not to the dual, because its forms would then C

coincide with those of the singular, nor to the fem. plur., apparently

because the Sound of the syllable was disagreeable to

the ear.

Rem. b. Before an tlifu ’l-wa$l (§ 19) the n of the termination

is rejected (§ 20, rem. c), as j-iijf N, despise not the poor,

for from ^Ul, IV. of (jU.

Rem. c. The syllable is of*®11 written l_, and pronounced D

in pause tl Compare the Hebrew Energetic or Cohortative in Ht.

Comp. Gr. p. 194.

98.

The Imperative (Jl$l the order or command) may be described

as formed from the Jussive by rejecting the prefix of the 2d pers. sing.

Hence it has always the same characteristic vowel as the Jussive
;
but,

since it begins with two consonants, it takes, according to § 26, a short
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A prosthetic vowel. When the second radical is pronounced with fithtt

or kisra, this vowel is kisra

;

when with damma, it is damma. E. g.

» • • 1 • »

J**}, *•

*

Rem. a. Regarding the elision of the prosthetic vowel (I), see

§ 19, 6 ;
and on the orthography 1 and 1, in cases where that elision

does not take place, § 19, rern. d.

Rem. b. Ffctha is never employed as a prosthetic vowel,

g Rem. c. As an Imperative the Arabs also use the indeclinable

form jjtii
;
as jLitm. be present l fiS*- beware ! Jljj alight /

listen! Ji\j3 let alone! creep along

I

*1*3 announce the death

of—! from This corresponds to the Hebrew Infinitive

absolute (5 for a, and the final short vowel dropped), which

is also used in the same way; as remember !* In quadri-

literals this form is very fare, the only examples mentioned being

(j
.ISJj = jij3

,
let thy thunder crash, and jU/t, come and play

the game called ‘ar'ara . Occasionally it seems to take its meaning

from one of the derived conjugations, as ^

I

bring out!

overtake ! Imper. IV.

99.

The same remarks apply to the energetic forms of the Im-

perative as to those of the Imperf. (§ 97).

j) [Rem. The common phrase sJuc. 1 strike off his head, is

sometimes pointed without t&nwin (Wj-ol) and is then explained by

the grammarians as a dual used in an intensive sense

cf. vol. ii. § 35, a, rem. 6) in addressing a single person.
- ' „ ** t , a
Similarly Kor’an 1. 23, 1*5)1 with a various reading ^>*5)1.—De G.]

* [And again the phrase *"»*** Tab. i. 1842, 1. 15 is

parallel to the Hebrew use of the Inf. Abs. with the finite verb.—

DeG.]

5106] I. The Verb. B. The Strong Verb. 68
2.

The Passive Voice qf the First Form in the Strong A
Verb—Table II.

100. The Perf. and Imperf. Passive are distinguished from the

corresponding tenses of the Active by a change of vowels. In the

Perf. Pass, the first radical has damma, and the second radical khsra.

In the Imperf. Pass, the prefixes take damma, and the second radical

fitha.

Rem. The vocalisation of the Passive remains always the

same, whatever be the vowel of the second radical in the Pert

and Imperf. Active.

101 . There is no special form to express the Imperative Passive, B

the Jussive being used instead.

3.

The Derived Forms of the Strong Verb.— Table III.

102 . The second radical of the Perf. Act is pronounced with

fitha in all the derived forms.

103. The second radical of the Imperf. Act. is pronounced with

fitha in the fifth and sixth forms, with kisra in the rest. C

Rem. The Imperfects of the ninth and eleventh forms, jjju

and JUij, are contractions for Jlib and
lwMU5j. This may be

seen from the Jussivcs JilL and and the Imperatives

JjLJI and jjUII. See §§ 106 and 120.
* * * +

104. In the second, third, and fourth forms, the prefixes of the

Imperf. Act. are pronounced with damma, in the rest with fitha.

105. The characteristic dlif of the fourth form disappears when g
J #1 J • J

another letter is prefixed ;
as not from 1.

[Rem. But we find JjJ, a pot set on the fire, and also

SibawAih, i. 9, 1. 21, where the *1 is treated like the * of

JOri< 8 11 rem - fc—De G0

106. The ninth and eleventh forms were originally JkniJ and

JJU41. But, by a rule of the language (see § 120), if the last radical
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A in such words has a vowel, the preceding radical loses its vowel, and

the two are combined into one letter with tfesdid ,
e. g. jl-c

^
or >

1 for J/aV. If the last radical has no vowel, the word remains

uncontracted ;
as

J.

(see §

107 . The formation of the Perf. and Imperf. Passive in the

derived forms is exactly analogous to that in the ground-form.

Rem. a. The Imperfects Pass, of the first and fourth forms are

identical.

B rem . b. The Imperfects Pass, of the fifth and sixth forms are

distinguished from their Imperfects Act. only by the vowel -of the

prefixes, which is damma instead otfetha.

108 . Since the idea of the Perf. Pass, is expressed by pronouncing

the first radical with damma, and the idea of the third form by

lengthening the vowel of the first radical, there results in the Passive

of the third form (in which both ideas are united) the form JV 5
and

/ J J

hence in the Pass, of the sixth, JSyu.

C 109 . In the Perf. Pass, of the fifth and sixth forms, not only is

the fetha of the first radical changed into damma, but also the fetha

of the characteristic i. (which expresses the reflexive idea of these

forms)
;

e.g. J2B, In like manneT >
in the Ferf' PaB8, °f ^

seventh, eighth, and tenth forms, not only is the first radical or the

characteristic O, pronounced with damma, but also the prosthetic Mif

,

e.g. J^-’- C°mPare § 98 and rem - a -

D 110 . The ninth and eleventh [to fifteenth] forms, being neutral

in their signification, have of course no passive (see § 73).

111

.

When the verbal root begins with O, £ , >, ) lt*, wA

i t or 1», the characteristic O of the fifth and sixth forms

occasionally (in the Kor’ftn frequently) loses its vowel, and unites with

the first radical to form a double letter. The forms thus originated

take a prosthetic fflif, when they happen to commence with two

consonants (compare § 54). E.g. J*bk

I. The Verb. B. The Strong Verb. 65
^ 114] A. AfW * w. — - 47

iiui, ^i, $>[, for j3^*, \j\Si, ojp. A

for

j; ;-] J‘Lr. The language in its later stages admits this in all

verbs of the fifth and sixth forms, merely rejecting the vowel of the

preformative O; as for to take breath.

Rem. See § 48, rem. b, and compare such Hebrew forms os

-q'ti, rorn, Tien; comp. Gr. p. ho

112 . The O of the fifth and sixth forms is sometimes omitted B

in those persons of the Imperf. Act. to which O is prefixed (2d pers.

sing. du. and plur. masc. and fem., 3d pers. sing, and du. fem.) ;
e.g.

jUl5, or****’ for •*a^3
>

[and necessarily £.13 for (Fdik i. 130) De G.]. These

shortened forms are sufficiently distinguished by the ffcthas of the

prefixed O and of the second radical from the same persons in the

active voice of the second and third forms
(j~f&,

^W5 ) ;
and by

the fhtha of the prefixed O from the same persons in the passive of C
i w / i i/ <

1

the second and third forms (j—£3>

113 . Verbs of which the first radical is 1, y j, J, or O. kave

no seventh form in classical Arabic, but use the fifth or eighth, or the

passive of the first, instead. In the (so far as we know) solitary

example of the seventh form from a verb beginning with o —namely

I, to lie concealed—the characteristic o » united by tfcSdid to

the first radical.

Rem. a. Some grammarians regard as being of the eighth J)

* * +9

form, by assimilation for

Rem. b. In modem Arabic such forms as .AA-Ut, (Kamil,

p. 569, note i.),
are of common occurrence.

114

.

If the first radical is>, the characteristic O of the seventh

M / / /*

form often unites with it into > ;
as • ’}

or 1 from J*

w.
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or from U~», b*y[ or b*^[ from bai, or

tjJUl from ^Ju, or gjirtl from
* + *

Rm These forms are sometimes assigned to the eighth form ;

for *0r ^°r etC"

115. If the first radical be O or the characteristic O of the

eighth form unites with the initial O into £>, with the initial^ into

O or S. E.g. gJi, for glisi, from g,3 ;
jtjl or jOt. for from

Jtf ; Jj3l or £5] from JJ3 ; Ji3] or >3] from JiJ.

B Rbm. The same assimilation is sometimes extended to the

letter as gill, for from g*-

116. If the first radical be A, J, or j, the characteristic O of the

eighth form is changed into >, which unites with an initial > into 3,

and with an initial J into 3 or J. E.g. for from ;

Jbjl, for >Uj1, from Jlj
;
ilp], for J#], from S}3 ; (JjJiJ,

for Jf>3\

C from fjj3 ;
for J*>\> from U>

;
or J^S], for J^i], from

Ji.> ;
Ji»Jl or Jfejl, for J&i], from

; gj>]
or gjl], for gjsi],

from gji.

Rku. o. Whether the form with j or 1 is to be preferred,

depends upon usage
;
for instance, ^*o] and j£»i[ are preferable to

« / /4

Ja.J1 and J&jl, but Lane gives in his Lexicon only Jji], and

jjJil. The unaseimilated Jisiij is also said to occur, os well as

D <S^\

Rbh. b. Some grammarians extend this assimilation to the

letter j, as for from uli-

Rbm. c. The letter O is sometimes changed into 3 after an

initial ^ ;
e.g. Jj4-]. jj4>I, instead of the usual »-],

from j+, g**>-

§118] I. The Verb. B. The Strong Verb. 67

117

.

If the first radical be i>, 1*. or Is, the characteristic A

£t is changed into b, which unites with initial b into £, with initial

it into £ or £, and occasionally with initial v* into

from U-i,

J^iil, ^ibl, from £^b, j>Jb, 1 -#* or^ihbl,

from fJJn ;
jtbl, or Jthbl, from jU» ;

i>*bj, Jib], jvb]> fr°m t>*b>

Jib,^ ;
vjkil, or vi*. from vi**

;
£*^]- or £*-*!» from

g^-b
;
JjL&l, g&k*], from gb*.

Item. a. The letter yo sometimes assimilates the following b ; B

as J^l, Jui, ^U], >U], for JJal], etc.

Rem. 6. From g*U> the form g^Jal also occurs.

[
117 *. If the second radical be O the characteristic O of the

eighth form may lose its vowel and unite with it. The first radical

then necessarily assumes a vowel, either a or i, and the helping vowel

1 is unnecessary and disappears. Thus for >*—'] we may have jZ~>

or JL ;
Imperf. JLJ or or even J (with a furtive kesra

to the first radical) ;
Part. act. j~~* (see § 202

’
C

rem. a). Similar forms from verbs whose second radical is 3, i, t>> or

b occur (or are recorded as variants) in the Koran (bur. x. 36, ix. 91,

ii. 19, xxxvi. 49).]

4. The Quadriliteral Verb.—Table IV.

118

.

The four forms of the quadriliteral verb follow throughout D

their inflexion the second, fifth, seventh and ninth forms of the

triliteral (see §§ 69—72).

Rbm. a. The •£>, which is prefixed to certain persons in the

Imperf. Act., is omitted in the second form of the quadriliteral

verb, just as in the fifth form of the triliteral (see § 112).

/ # /

Rem. b. As mentioned in § 45, rem. d, words like (for

JlJi), to pour out, and to believe
,
are treated as quadnliterals

:
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The latter is inflected exactly like but the former is irregular:

Imperf. Jiij+i, Imperat. Ji/A, Nom. act. Perf. Pass. Jitj*.

The form J)\fi, Imperf. is also used.—The tenth form of

pUs, viz. elkXwl, to obey, is sometimes shortened into cUa-'l or

C C * #
^ / / •<

£l£Sl, Imperf. j or and then converted into ^Ux-1,

Imperf. [Also, in verse, we find for jlki-t.]

B 5. FiwAs of which the Second and Third Radicals are

Identical.—Table V.

119 . These verbs are usually called verba medico or secundw

radicalis geminates (y"J)).
The Arab grammarians name them

the solid verb, or oLcLA^JI jJjuUt, the doubled verb.

120 . They differ from other strong verbs in two points.

(a) When both the first and third radicals have vowels, the

q second radical rejects its vowel, and unites with the third, so as to

As

form a double letter, which is marked with tbsdid. E.g. to flee,

for '/jh
;
Ji- to split or cleave, for Jib ;

to touch, for ^
+ + 2* * * 1 ' "1

to smell, for
; v**- to become dear (to one), for > t-' to

become wise or intelligent, for

(b) If the third radical has a vowel, but the first is without one,

the second radical throws back its vowel upon the first, and then
i +

j)
combines with the third, so as to form a double letter. E.g.

for S-ii for iJ*4,& for j£*i- But if the third radical has

no vowel, the second retains its vowel, and no contraction takes place

;

as Cyji ,
w%U»4, ^«* ».!

Rkm. a. Transitive verbs of this class, of the form
lJ»i, have

damma in the Imperfect, with the exception of six, which also

admit kfesra
;

viz. to sever or separate entirely, make decisive or

absolute, J»j to repair, Jli to make hard or firm, tie firmly, Je. to

§ 120]
I. The Verb. B. 5. The Qeminate Verb.

water (camels) a second time,> to spread abroad or divulge secretly, A

ti to abhor, detest, Imperf. or etc- 0ne verb has only
A

' * +*

kdara, viz. to love (instead of the common IV. *,*»!), Imperf.

4 ,

9 9 * 9 *

Rkm. b. Uncontracted verbs of the forms J*» and J** some-

times occur ;
as JifLo to be knock-kneed or weak in the hocks,

to leave a swelling [splint] on the pastern (of a horse), JJI to smell badly

,

W -

:
V» to abound in lizards (*r~o), to be sore (of the eye), B

Lus to be curly, JJS^. to have its hoof worn at the edges (of a horse,

etc.); to be wise or intelligent, to be ugly, jjh to be bad,

AfS to be silly, in one's dotage, to leave narrow orifices of the

teats (of a she-camel, ewe, etc.).

Rem. c. Forms like OjJi, C»>jm, C~Uii, are, however, some-

times contracted in different ways.—1. The second radical is

dropped, along with its vowel, or else its vowel is transferred to c
,

' • '
*f

the first radical
;

as, Ojj, for Ojij, iJiij, for

or cJfe for oJULb, oJL* for C • (compare the Aramaic
' ' ,«/ . • . # u

form m for p|T]3) [also for for ]•

2. The third radical is united with the second, and a vowel-sound

inserted before the pronominal suffix. This may be either (a) the

•

.

, - • 'i ' •>':*, . :*'*;*,
diphthong ,

as for for a

form which is not uncommon in the fifth conjugation, as

Osflkj, C'fAi) ,
for wsWJ D

(compare in the Hebrew Imperf. n3'3DFl f°r nJ33pI|l) j
or (6)

the long vowel C, as'oljLi for CojJ* (compare in Hebrew

rrtSD where 5 = a). The form described under 2 a is the usual one
T

in modern Arabic, but in N. Africa at becomes i, as reddU for

cJZfy Such forms as -.«*' for oJL^.1 also occur.—Convp. Gr.

p. 227 seq.

* [See De Goeje, Gloss, to Ibn al-Fakih &v. wij ]
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A 191 . In the Jussive, however, the second radical not unfrequently

throws back its vowel upon the first, and combines with the third, in

which case the doubled letter necessarily takes a supplemental vowel

(§ 27). In verbs that have a or i in the Imperf., this vowel may be

eitherfitha or Bsm; in those that have «, it may be any one of the

« - - - / -
" ^ ^

flu or flU, or f°r '<
ur J**i '

or iji, for

B 192 . Those persons of the Imperative in which the third radical

lias a vowel (sing, fem., dual, and plur. masc.), sometimes do not follow

the rule given in § 120, b, but keep the second radical apart from the

third; as yJjJ', \/jfl\;
When the usual contraction takes

place, the prosthetic Slif is obviously no longer necessary, and therefore

the Arabs say yflfl,
Iji, \jfl—not !/^)> Ii****

in8teftd of

etc. The masc. sing, undergoes exactly the same contraction as the
St *

Jussive (§ 121), rejecting at the same time the prosthetic I
; e.g.

• , • a .
•» S-* • *

for y for for
a / * * *

n Kbu. If the verb has a suffix, the choice of the supplemental
u > 2»» -i

vowel depends to some extent upon that of the suffix
\
say

(aift), but li>J, not u£, In the wafl (§ 20) say

. *1 «• •;«* S*

>j or^.yUI 3j.

193. The same rules that apply to the Active of the first form,

apply also to its Passive, and to the third, fourth, sixth, seventh,

D eighth, and tenth forms. But in the second, fifth, ninth, and eleventh,

the second or third radical cannot be united with the other, because it

is already doubled. Consequently jji, 'JflS, and flflI, undergo no

contraction. [But cf. § 120, rem. c, for Conj. V.]

* [The uncontracted forms are said to belong to the dialect of

Higiz, the contracted to that of TamTm, F&Ht ii. 566.—De G. Cf.

Slbaw&ih ii. 443.]

§128] I. The Verb. C. The Weak Verb. 71

Rem. In the Passive some of the Arabs substituted k&sra for A

damma, as for JtL (contracted from JU-), whilst others gave

the vowel of the first radical a sound between those of kfesra and

damma (technically calledMf, giving the one vowel o scent or

flavour of the other), as% jA, riidda, Hidda (with the German u or

French u), instead of rudda, Sudda.

124 . In the third, sixth, and eleventh forms, a long vowel,

namely a, precedes the double consonant, which is allowed in the

case of fitha alone (§ 25, rem ). However, the uncontracted forms, Bm J C7WIXW wsw.av/ XO , ^ ^ ^ ^ s

such as jjC,

r. ^ not unfrequently occur,

are not contracted.

Forms like jjyi, and

125

.

The Jussive of the derived forms may undergo exactly the

same contraction as the Jussive of the ground-form, by throwing back

the vowel of the second radical upon the first, combining the second

radical with the third, and giving the double letter an auxiliary vowel.

St * St *

form of Ji and Ji.

C. The Weak Verb.

126. Weak Verbs {verba infirma

)

are those in which one of the

radicals is subject, on account of its weakness, to transformation or

rejection ;
and which consequently differ more or less, in some parts

of their inflexion, from strong verbs (see §§ 82 and 83). D

127 . The weak letters are 1, j, and yj.

128 . There are two sorts of weak verbs.

(o) Those that have among their radicals a moveable dlif or hfemza,

the weakest of the gutturals. These are called verba kemzata.

(b) Those that have among their radicals one of the weak con-

sonants i and
yfl,

which approach very nearly in their nature to the

vowel-sounds u and i. These are more particularly called weak verbs.
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A Rem. The Arab grammarians do not reckon the verba hemzata

among the toeak verbs, restricting this appellation to those that

contain a or ^ (§ 83, rem.).

139 . In a root there may be two, or even three weak letters

;

as ij\j, tjf. Verbs that have two weak radicals are said

to be doubly teeak; those that have three, to be trebly weak. These

may be reckoned as forming a third class of weak verbs.

1. Verbs that ham a Himza among their Radicals (Verba

Hemzata).—Tables VI., VII., VIII.

B 130. These are divided into three classes, according as the hfcmza

is the first, second, or third radical (verba primaj, mediae, ultimae radi-

cals h^mzatie). The following sections point out wherein they differ

from the strong verbs.

131 . If the 81if with hfemza and ££zma, at the end of a syllable

(t), be preceded by one of the heterogeneous vowels damma and kfesra,

it is converted, after the damma, into _}
with hfemza (3) >

after the kfesra,

into with hbmza ({£) Hence for 1st pers. sing. Perf.

C Pass, of V^i ; yyt for JjU, 3d pers. sing. masc. Imperf. Pass. I. or IV.

of J5f; and for oUi and OUA, 2d pers. sing. masc. Perf.

Act of and for U» and Ui (see § 133).

133 . The and represent in these cases the sound to which

the hfemza inclines through the influence of the preceding vowel*.

* [This is a convenient formula, and cannot well be improved upon

without reference to the history of the Arabic language and writing, a

D consideration that lay quite beyond the scope of the native systematic

grammarians, to whose method of exposition this work, for good

practical reasons, is closely conformed. But from an historical point

of view, when we consider the cases when h&mza is expressed by 3> $ or

by , alone without a kurn, or supporting letter, we must distinguish

between two pronunciations—that indicated by the consonants alone,

which in the oldest times were written without any supplementary

signs, and that indicated by the later points, such as .. It is known

I. The Verb. Verba Hemzata. 73
§132]

The lifcmza is retained, not only to show their origin from », but also to A

remind us that the syllables ^ and are not to be confounded in

pronunciation with >1
,
u, and l The damma and k*sra remain

short whilst } and ^ are pronounced like 1 itself; that is to say, at

the commencement of a syllable, with the spiritus lenis between the

preceding syllable and the vowel that accompanies the hiimza (as yiy

danu-’a, not danu-wa) ;
at the end of a syllable, with a slight emphasis

and resting of the voice upon the soft breathing (as kani'-ta,

not sani-ta).

Rem. a . In modern Arabic, hiimza in the middle and at the B

end of words has so completely disappeared, that } and when

preceded and followed by vowels, become j and^ ;
except when

the former has damma (j) and the latter kfesra (^), as explained in

$ 133-4. The modern Arab also pronounces and like the

long vowels >1 u and t. Even in the ancient language,

especially among the poets, we find traces of a softer pronunciation,

or total rejection, of the hemza [S&)\ § 17, b, rem. 6]

;

and hence the custom, at the present day, of resolving the verba C

tert. rad. hfemzatee into verba tertim yd, as ^^3 for to read,

yfi £or jjfo, yjfki for \j11 This change has already begun in

Hebrew, and is almost universal in Aramaic.

that the people of the Higiiz in the time of Mohammed gave up the

original guttural sound of hiimza in very many cases where the other

Arabs still preserved it. Now the rules of Arabic orthography were

mainly fixed by the Kor’an, which was originally written down m the D

Hiiaz in accordance with the local pronunciation. This pronunciation

did not ultimately prevail over the Arabic area, but the old ortho-

graphy could not lightly be tampered with, having the ch‘‘™ct
f

1' of ft

sacred tradition. The first scribes wrote ^ because

they said bawusa, yita, faka (or nearly so). The pronunciation that

prevailed, however, was ba’usa, yi'ta, §a'aka and this was expressed,

without touching the old consonants, by writing y-*,

Rules for writing hfemza as 3, £ or . are therefore really rues for

preserving the old guttural \ in cases where it was already lost or

transformed by the first scribes of the Kor’an.j

10
w.

I
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A Rem. b. The lifemza g&zmatuin over and falls away after

an 61if hfemzatum, because of the impossibility of pronouncing it

I f S * * t • W

(§ 17, b, rem. b). Hence j~A, not Imperat. of y \

;

not Imperat. of ^il ;
not Imperat. of ;

j+Z* ), not 3d pers. sing. Perf, Act. VIII. of j*\ ; 0+3y> not

3d pers. sing. Perf. Pass. VIII. of ^>.1, all with filif

B conjunctionis ( I s£#a) >
n0* O-'lh 3d P61

"8- Perf-

Pass. IV. of &J-, OWJ. not jU/l, Infin. IV. of 0-*\ i yj»\, not

Jjjl, 1st pers. sing. Imperf. Act. IV. of y\, all with 61if separation^

(^ifl S^i).—When a word of this sort, beginning with the felif

conjunctionis, comes into the wasl, the 61if conjunctionis falls away

in pronunciation, though it may be retained in writing. In Im-

peratives, when preceded by or «_i, and, it is usually rejected
;
as

, { , , j|, I, .( •> -b
C J.U, oli (from C~»l, Imper. of ^1 to come),

,~.u In other cases it is retained, and the radical hdmza is left

in its altered form (^$, 3) >
as fd’tasaral, wilted ^

ba'dil'tUdfin, C»l tlhiuf/Vtind, ^JdI Jyiu yakulit’dan,

S4T (also written Jj
,^<* ^jiT) MladCtumina. In later times the

pronunciation was softened in some of these cases by rejecting the

h&mza and lengthening the preceding vowel; e. g. elhud/Uina,
/ />•/ •/ J J/ / i *>

yakuludan
,
tlladitumina (as if written U3I^J1, j^)-

D Rem. c. I is always retained after ffetha in the ancient lan-

guage, as yt
;
but in modern Arabic it passes into the Slif of

prolongation, as yC, J&W, for J&b. [And so even of old

in Mecca, Noldeke Oesch. d. Qor&ns, p. 250, 267, whence with
*i» / • » 0

scriptio defectiva (§ 6, rem. a) suck variations m ^Xj tor^O^
4/1

Sara xlix. 14.] Those who used the form j,Aaj (see § 94, rem. c) also

said^4j for from^/l.

I. The Verb. Verba Hemzata. 75

133. In the same way, t passes into 3 or ijf,
when it is pronounced ^

with damma or kfesra and preceded by ffctha, or with fttha and pre-

ceded by damma or ktera; and into {£, when it is pronounced with
^ i/ / 1/

kfesra and preceded by damma (see § 17, b). Kg. for to be

brace ; for >*Sb or Jivij ,
it agrees with, Imperf. III. of ;

1, for agree with, be reconciled to, Imperat. VIII. of>*^
;
yii,

for Uj, to fce mean, worthless; ’yyi, for jjU, an impression is made,

Imperf. Pass. II, of_pl; ./.lidl, for^lUll, Infin. VIII. he B

was asked, for Jbl, Perf. Pass, of JU ;
peace is made {between

them), for JiljJ, Perf. Pass. III. of jt'j.

Rem. At the end of a word, I, pronounced with damma and
2/4/ J// 2/4/

preceded by fetha, is usually left unchanged ;
as \yi from IjJ, Uyj

f „ | f / t
2/#/ 2/*/ 25/4

from ^yjk, \y Imperf. Pass. II. of instead of jyl-

But the latter form is commonly used before the accusative suffixes,

as tjjii.

134. Finally, \ pronounced with damma or kfcsra (I or I), be- C

comes 3 or ^ at the beginning of a syllable which is preceded by

a syllable ending in a consonant. Rg. ,
for Imperf. of

•, for Pass. Particip. of J<-> ; >^tf, for

Imperf. of >0, to ^roa», to twang; for jt'h, he acts stingily

and meanly, Imperf. IV. of ; J
;

«» armour, Imperat.

X. of

Rem. I at the beginning of a word remains unchanged, except
* I t r

in the cases stated in § 135. E.g. >Jl, jOb D

135. At the beginning of a word, if an filif productions follows

the radical 1, the two Slifs are combined into one, which is written

either with mfedda alone, or with m&dda accompanied by a hbmza

to the right of the filif, or sometimes with hfemza and a perpendicular

fbtha (see § 6, rem. o); as y>\, yh*, or yS, for y\\, to consult. III. of
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..i .
• .

1

A to order. The same thing takes place when a radical 1 with g£zma (1)

is preceded by an Slif h&mzatum with ffetha (compare § 132, rem. b)

;

as Jj\, or f»\ for ^5ll, to prefer, IV. of jjl. In old Mss. we often

find fJ\, j3lt.

136 . In a more modern stage of the language, Slif hSmzatum

with fetha passes into j, when preceded by fetha and followed by an
I / /O 9 < t*

B Slif of prolongation (compare § 17, b, rem. b); as for

or they deliberated together, 3d pers. plur. Perf. Act. VI. of

; 4X^3
, for or 4^.0', the two became intimate friends, from

Ud (for $».t).

Rem. The same change sometimes takes place even with the

initial Slif of the third form
;
as to be intimate with,

to be opposite or parallel to, to console, J&lj to eat along with,

q for ^*.1!, etc. It commenced, of course, in the Imperf. and the

Nomina agentis and actionis, where, according to § 17, 6, rein, b,

j took the place of y >
as yj-»!>!> ^y», and SLd^o.

, , t , set
137 . The verbs j^.1 to take, to order, and to eat, reject

09 *9 09
the first radical in the Imperat., making .»•», j-*, and J£>.

* '
.

• 9

138 . When preceded by 3 or o, and, the Imperative^ gene-

0 9 S * 0 9 * 0 9 0 9

rally recovers its radical 8lif, or
;
but not so and ,

j)
which make only jXj, J£*. For the rule as regards other verba

prim. rad. liSmz., see § 132, rem. b ;
and on the Imperative of ,yt, to

come, see also § 175, rem. a.

139 . The first radical of jXl is assimilated in the eighth form

to the cliaracteristic O of that form ;
for ^*^ *1 (§ 132, rem. b),

to take for oneself.

"e

Rem. a. The same assimilation sometimes takes place in
* + * t

t

to put on one the article of dress called jljt, and to give 1cages,

S // y ,2 * r s * * Ml

which makes iJJ^I or j_pl, to put on an ’izdr
,
and jsf,

«

d or to

I. The Verb. Verba Hbnzaia. 77§141]

give alms, to receive wages

;

still more rarely in t>«l, to be safe, A

for to trust or confide in, and yjjkl, to marry, ^431, for

do.—The tenth form of J^t may also lose its Slif and be

/ / / »

written Jkjj^il.

Rem. b. From the above assimilated forms are derived the

secondary radicals J.tL.’i, to lake, and to trade (see § 148,

rem. b). Compare in Syriac r^ZZj, ^2], and with B

if from the rad. jX|.
* is

140

.

Verba med. hSmzatse are occasionally inflected like verba med.

rail, i et yj (§ 149, etc.), and take an Slif of prolongation instead of the

radical liSmza with fttha. This is particularly the case with the verb

jL to ask, which has jC for JC, 2d pers. sing. m. C*L. [not C-X],

JUS for JUj, J-j for JiIj, Ju for JUI (Imperat.), Perf. Pass.

J*-.—Sometimes the Slif hfemzatum is elided, its vowel being trans-
" 9 r + ~

ferred to the preceding (previously vowelless) consonant. Kg. J—

j

0

for JUj, from jL ; yjji for \j\ji, from yj lj to see; iUl to send, for

i$f, whence aJUu, for ihU, an angel (^nSd).

Rem. o. The Imperative makes in the fem. y^->, du ’X,

plur. 1^JL>, not etc. When preceded by j and vi, we may

say jtdj or J-j, IjJUi (§ 21, d, rem. b), or Ijiii.

Rem. b. The elision of the Slif occasionally happens in Hebrew,

and in Syriac it is the rule
;
see Comp. Gr. p. 46, p. 282. D

2. Verbs which are more especially called Weak Verbs

(§ 128, b).

141

.

These likewise fall into three classes, according as the

letter j or ^ is the first, second, or third radical (verba prim®,

secund®, terti® rad. y et yj).
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A A. Verbs of which the First Radical is y or ^ (verba primw

rad. y et tf).—Table IX.

142 . Those verbs prison rad. y, which have kisra as the characte-

ristic vowel of the Imperf. and Imperat., reject the y in these forms. E.g.

& to bear children, Imperf. for jly>, Imper. jl for Ai\ (^y])>

ja) to promise, Imperf. for J*-yi, Imper. o* for
(**f3*)-

/ ^ .

Rum. a. Eight verbs primtc rad. y, of the form have in

g the Imperf. instead of JjU* (contrary to the rule laid down

in § 92), and hence elide their first radical j j to trust or confide

in, fit

;

«i»jy to inherit, to abstain from (what is un-

lawful), cjj : >jy to swell, jtyi J \fiyy
to be firm and hard (of fat),

\£H \
to be in good condition and handsome

, JUj ;
to be

near, to be in charge of, to love, Jl*>- Of these £>y has

also dialectically the form pjyi, and a few more admit both forms

;

^ ^
w / r I r * r r

P e.g. \Ay to be angry with., full of hatred of, j~~t, j^yi >
10 °e

rough and, broken (of ground), j*j, jS-yi > y*y to be hot, angry, Ai>
* * J r Jr 9r

jhyt ;
sly to be stupefied with grief, to be melancholy, sXj, *lyt ;

Jjfcy to be cowardly, to forget, fyi, f*yt

§ * r r 9

Rem. b. The Imperat. in the phrases U-Uo good

morning ! *\ *y1 good evening / seems to come from j&y, but is

in reality from Imperf. to he happy, comfortable. This is

jj
the solitary instance in Arabic of the loss of the initial « in the

Imperat of verbs |"£), which is so common in Heb. and Aram.

143 . But those verbs primrn rad. y, which have ffctha or (Jainina

as the characteristic vowel of the Imperf. and Imperat., retain the y
„ „ „ * Jr 9 * J r 9 r 9 r

in these forms. E.g. j*-y or ,^y to be afraid, y+-y> or J*-yt, yw-ij

ot (formyl or J-^yl); to be in paiu, £*yi; y to stick

79
§ 144] I. The Verb. Verba pr. rad. y et

in the mud, J^yi ; J^y to perish, iftyi ; yiy to be visited by the mur- A
$J9r r J r ,

*j9r t J r

rain, yiyi ; fty to be unwholesome or insalubrious, Jjyt; y-*y to be

clean and fair, yiyi- The same is the case with those verbs which

are at once primse rad. y and media; rad. geminat® ; as Ay (for «y) to

love, *yt for >J>*[ for

Rem. In verbs prim® rad. y, of which the second and third

radicals are strong, and in which the Imperf. has ffetha, some Arabic
J r r i / I*1 e 9 r

dialects change the y into I or E.g. an<* f°r w^>i> "

from Js^y, to be afraid

;

and £*r~si or f°r ^rom

£yy, to be in pain

;

and for j^hyi, from js^y, to make

Jr Jr *'

a mistake. Others even use the forms
y}spni , eJ »

and jryet-

144

.

In a few verbs, of which the eight following are those that

most commonly occur, the initial y is dropped in the Imperf. and

Imperat., notwithstanding that the characteristic vowel of these forms C

is ffetha.

& to let alone,

J r r

t V
r rr

jb to let alone, jjr. A
r rr

v> to restrain,

J rr

t*' l>

hi to be wide or spacious, »

& to put down or place,
J r r O r

to trample upon.
t

.

u.

r r r

to fall,

J rr

£*•
9 r

£
to give,

J r r

+r~rt>

Rem. a. The reason why the y is elided in these verbs probably

is, that the ffetha of the Imperf. and Imperat owes its existence

only to the fact of the second or third radical lwing in each case a

guttural or semiguttural
(f).

Rem. b. cjy and JSy are not used in the Perf.
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A 145 . In those forms in which a kfesra or damma precedes a

vowelless 3, the 3 is changed into ij or 3 productions, according to

the preceding vowel. Hence l°r i33\> lmPerat - >

for jfil. Perf. XI. ; iuA for
fo\, ^y^\, M«-

IV. and X.
;

for X-^y, Imperf. Act. IV.
;

{iy*', for

£>>£-1, Perf. Pass. IV. and X.

Rem. In the Passive of verbs prim® rad. j, the j is sometimes

changed into I, on account of a certain repugnance of the Arabs to

g the sound of the syllable j ;
e.g. 0*51, for 18 fi&d or

determined (of time); ,^1, for ** revealed.

140, Verbs prim® rad. ^ are inflected in almost all their forms

like the strong verbs ; e.g. to play at hazard, or to he gentle, easy,

j
‘:.

;
to ascend (a hill), to he grown up, £& ;

t„ he awake,

n;._.
;
JjJu do., toJiy

;
to become ripe, or £yj.

Reu. u to be dry, has or u~wrf> anc^ to despair,

C ,

JX* or See § 92, rem. a. Dialectic varieties are for

J£i, and jXei or for ^Uj. See § 143, rem.

147

.

In those forms in which a kfesra or damma precedes a

vowelless if, the if is changed into ^ or 3 productionis, according to

the preceding vowel. Hence >-*1 for Imperat. I.; jl~iJ and

X'p' t' for and Infin. IV. and X.
; yy, Xiy, for

Imperf. Act. IV. of j—

j

and

148

.

In the eighth form, j and are assimilated to the charac-

teristic O, producing O for O3 and c~* ; as .**31, for

to receive a jyromise ; for>—^<1 (/~wO> ^ hazard.

Rem. a. Sometimes, however, although many grammarians dis-

approve of it, j and ^ are not assimilated to the O, but pass after

f&tha, damma, and kfcsra, into the homogeneous letters of prolonga-

(•**%>
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tion, 1, 3, <^. E.g. for J-rfJt, for &\\ (§ 145), A

'j^i\ for 'jJj for 'jJ$
I (§ 147), in the Perf.

; j-aft for

J -fjj JuailJ for jaOy, j—3W f°r yfei, the Imperf. Compare

§ 139, and rem. a.

Rbm. 6. From these assimilated forms are derived secondary

radicals
;
such as to turn oneself towards, to face 1

tomffer

from indigestion; £-3 <0 6e wide or spacious; to fear (God);

JJL5 to i« Aorn in one’n Aouse (of a slave), to 6« hereditary, inherited, B

or long possessed

;

,_)£< to rely upon ; *13 to be stupefied by grief to

be melancholy; or ,-U, to follow

;

and in the fourth form, l&l

to make one lean, to prop him up
;

^Sj\ to insert ; to suspect a

person. Compare § 139, rem. b.

Rem. c. For the inflection of verbs of this class in the cognate

Innoiiao'ea. see Comt). Gr. p. 234 sea.

B. Verbs of which the Second Radical is 3 or ij (verba

media; radicalis 3 et
\tf).
— Tables X.—XIII.

149 . Verba medi® rad. 3 et ^ (called by the Arab grammarians

JjaJf, the hollow verb) differ from strong verbs only in the

first, fourth, seventh, eighth, and tenth forms. The following sections

indicate the principal points of difference.

150. If the first radical is without a vowel, and the third has one,

the vowel of the second radical is thrown back upon the first, and the

^ or is changed into that letter of prolongation which is homogeneous

to the vowel that the first radical has now assumed. E.g.

he says, becomes
»

Imperf. Act. I.

,
he goes, ,,

» *

y~±. do.

he is afraid, „

J * *

do.

X~eri> he is afraid, „

» **

do.

• , . . .

J\yu, it is said, „

» r t

JlAi. Imperf. Pass. I.

J^Lj, pardon is granted, „

J /I

J^. Imperf. Pass. IV.

11
w.
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. i o
A he remains,

» 03

he softens,

remain,

j H
scften,

I, he remained,

+ /•!

he softened,

he stands upright,

becomes Su, Imperf. Act IV.

he teas thought gentle,

******
.

pardon ts asked,

Imperat. Plur. IV.

Perf. Act. IV.

0^1. do.

Imperf. Act. X.

Perf. Pass. X.

Imperf. Pass. X.

181 . But if the third radical loses its vowel, the long vowels

U, ^g—, yL, are changed into the corresponding short ones, because

a shut syllable does not admit of a long vowel (§ 25). E g.

jK, for Jj& Jussive Act. I.

*' *' «•-
,

t~~>. „ >e—

i

do.

/< / / • / / .

„ JU-J do.

J1** Jussive Pass. I.

JX, „ 4*4 (>*£*), Jussive Act. IV.

Jit, „ J*it (JJl), Imperat. IV.

« f 0 f » »*

(»*'). do.
+ * *

c^it, (c~»yi), 2d p. sing. m. Perf. Act. IV.

Ojit, ,, OjhJI (Oj^l), do. Pass. IV.
X l* /

/ • >** * * .*** . * * , n v
cuJUm»I, „ do. Pass. X.

J^3t, „ 3d p. plur. f. Perf. Act. IV.M „ (O-V'), 2d p. plur. Imperat. IV.

Rkm. c£t. for £)j£i< Jussive of to be, is sometimes still

farther abbreviated, especially by the poets, into

I, The Verb. Verba vied. rad. y et {J. 83
§ 153] -*-• • - — ^ —

152 . In consequence of the changes produced by the operation A

of the two preceding rules, the Imperative of the first form loses its

Jy»
0 »i

becomes successively

• li

J51,
A

0 3

J3.
0

•

}i r*y+ *

#/ #

wi^t »»
Ju-i,

9 * 9 *

vJfc*..

- *

St 4^!.
• #

1 J J

t^l
> >

J J

tyy.
>

* *

'jrf\ }> '^1- Li/*?

Je •

i * VH- ...

i * 9

» >

I^U.

153 . If three open syllables follow one another in immediate

succession, the first of which has ffetha and the last any vowel, then

the jf
or ij of the middle syllable is changed into Slif productions,

without any regard to the nature of the vowel that accompanies it. C

E.g.

becomes Perf. Act. I.

»»
do.

* **

J> J>
do.

it
jU, do.

+ *

1 > v1*. do.

ayLit
> i

iUit, Perf. Act. VII.

i ^ /

) t

i - *«•

Imperf. do.

* * * *

1 >
aU51, Perf. Act. VIII.

*0*0

^tij\ >>

/ /»

ibjl, do.

J e-9 e

• >»

J

Imperf. do.

The forms Jjj and are mentioned as

t'* be near or on the point of.
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Etymology or the Parts of Speech. [§ 154

A 154. But if the vowel of the first syllable be damma, and the

3 or ^ is accompanied by kfesra, the damma is elided and the kfesra

substituted in its place, in consequence of which the 3 or \J becomes

productionis. E.g.

becomes (J>) Perf. Pass. I.

y 4

3*-' )> (3*?) *r!’
do.

. Ml
C3T- * >)

/» 5 4

(J3I-1 I)
& #5

y
Perf. Pass VIII.

/ 1«4

3T** 1 M

/I 5 4

(3^0
y 5 4

3*^‘. do.

Rem. a. Instead of J*1 (J3*), Je»- (J>»-), Se-; (J3-)- SS
and the like, Borne Headers of the Kor’in give the vowel I

" l ^ J mi* / x

an a scent or flavour of the u-sound (^«*aJI *=3^

j
* fiij). that is to say, they pronounce it with the sound of the

German it in kitten or the French u in lune (compare § 123, rem.),

hlila, hOla, sUka, gUda.

Rbm. b. Some of the ^rabs take another method of forming

the Passive, namely by rejecting the vowel of the 3 or yj, and
/ J * i /• i

changing those letters into j productionis
;
as (for Jyi, Jyi),

(for ,*)>•., £yt (for gt, £*#),
(for j^\).

The verb JL», for JL. (see § HO), is said to admit of the forms

* * , _ ' *

J*-»,
and

Rbm. c. In forms like *e*S( some assimilate the vowel
' '

, , , ,

of the prosthetic Alif to the following t, 3e»*,
j»

pronouncing

i or ii.

155. If the first radical has fetha and the third is without a

vowel, three cases arise.

(a) The second radical is 3 or with ffetha. In this case the

second radical is elided along with its vowel, but its influence is strong

enough to change the ffetha of the first radical into damma, if it was 3,

and into kfesra, if it was \t£. E.g.

for SSyi, 2d pers. sing. m. Perf. Act. I.

Oj- „
do.

85
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(b) The second radical is 3 with damma or ^ with kfesra. In this A

case the second radical is elided along with its vowel, as in a, but its

influence is sufficient to change the fctha of the first radical into the

homogeneous vowel. E.g.

SSL for SS^L, 2d pers. sing. m. Perf. Act. I.

(c) The second radical is 3 with kfesra. In this case the same

elision takes place, but the influence of the characteristic vowel 1

suffices to change the ffetha of the first radical into kfesra. Kg. B

S-A+- for SSyL, 2d pers. sing. m. Perf. Act. I.

„ °3-* (SSf), do -

15«. In the Perfect Passive of the first, seventh, and eighth

forms, if the third radical loses its vowel, the yj productionis (§ 154)

is shortened into k&sra, according to § 25 . E.g.

SX( for (cJy), 2d pers. sing. m. Perf. Pass. I.

SSi „ S^> (SSj), do.

M y • 4 • 4

1 (0J3IW1),
do. VIII.

Rem. a. In verbs mediae rad. and in those mediae rad. 3 of

the form J**, the 1st and 2d pers. m. and fem. sing, dual and plural

" 4 5 4

Perf. Act. and Pass, are identical in form ;
e.g. for C*arf

(§ 155, o) and S**i ;
Ski- for SijS (§ 155, c).

Rbm. 6. Those who pronounce in the 3d pers. kula, bU'a, etc., D

say in the 1st and 2d persons kiiltu, bii'tu, etc.; whilst those who

prefer J3I, say SSS, Si}. [The prophet himself in the

hadith atrwahy says 0*1*4.—De G.]

157 . Most verba mediae, rad. 3 take damma, and most verba

medi® rad. kfcsra, as the characteristic vowel of the Imperf. \ e.g.

from Jtj (Jjj), to move away, comes Jjje (Jjuk) 5
from JU (Jyi), to

give in a present, jyS (JyJ) ;
from Jit (JjL), to be by , JySy

(j^', § 93) ;
from oli (vXi). *0 adorn, CHjd i

from (JS),
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A to go, jtr-i (je-t). But in some, which are of the form J*i, the

Imperf. takes ffetha (§ 92) ; e.g. from Jtj (Jjj), to cease, comes Jla

(j&) ;
from JU (

JjS), to get, obtain, JU> (J*^>) ;
from

to wish, fe* (to ; from wili (vj>*.), to fear, JUj (*Jym*i ) ;
from

* * * * ******* * *
II ti" ^

j*\j to sleep
,

Ol#, to ate
,
has usually the form C-*

j / 4 1/. t
* jl

(for Oj*, Heb. fiD, Syr. A^Ao) in the Perfect, and C>>*1

(Heb. MO', Syr. Zo&QJ) in the Imperfect, though C«*, oUj, and
T

B also are mentioned by the lexicographers.
*

158. In verba mediae rad. y et of which the third radical is

O or (^, these letters combine with an initial O or ^ in the pro-

k ^ <& * •£ * * • *

nominal suffixes so as to form O and E.g. for

0 *0 * * * i
i

* 0 * *

from wiU (Ou) rft'e; Ov, for from C>W (c^) to pass
/ * *

it * * 0 * 5 I / * 0 * * * *

the night; for and for from (0>^) fo

2 /I St * * 0 * * *

G guard; U^, for Ui*, and for
v
>n?j, from oW (u**) to he separate.

See § 90, rem. a, b, c.

168. In the Passive of the third and sixth forms of verba med.

rad. y, the y productionis (§ 108) does not coalesce with the second

radical into y, for, if it did, the peculiar feature of these forms would

be effaced, and they would become identical iu appearance with the

*w» **** ******
second and fifth (J^l and Jj&). Hence we write not

i) Jp. J**3- For the same reason, no coalition takes place in the same

forms of verba mediae rad. {J, which are always written, for example,

£tyi and See § 11, rem. a.

160.

Some verba mediae rad. y, and a few mediae rad. of

* * ^ ,
* &

the form J*4, are inflected throughout like strong verbs
;
as a,I to be

j *t * * * » * f * < * ot

curved or bent, Imperf. ; >y« be black, Imperf. >y~> ,
IV. >y**\

;

r * j ** * *

jj* to be one-eyed, Imperf. jy*t> IV. jy* I
;
*Jy*a to be woolly

,
Imperf.
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; Jy^ to squint, Imperf. JyL*, IV. Jy-1
; Jyo to be wanting, A

Imperf. jy»i, IV. jycA
;
jLi to a particular disease (<**+, the

glanders), said of a camel, Imperf. to have a long, slander

neck, Imperf. XJrk \ ie* to be tender and flexible, Imperf. ; w*e*

to have a slender waist, Imperf.

161. Some verba mediae rad. j et ^ follow in the fourth form

either the strong or the weak inflection. E.g. or *r^)> to reward,

from to return ;
or ^yfl, to perceive the smell or odour of a B

thing, from Llj do.; 1 or^AI, to be cloudy, from do.; Ju.1 or

** 0$ ^ / /

to watch a rain-cloud, from J^-
162. A few verba mediae rad. j have only the strong inflection in

* * * 0
t

the eighth form, used to denote reciprocity
;
as yyi+A to be neighbours,

from the rad. jU.
;

*- yij\ to pair, to marry or intermarry, from the

0 0 * * *0 ^ <• e / / / I

rad. £. |j ;
to borrow, from the rad. jls

;
to help one another, C

from the rad. t^*L.

163. Many verba mediae rad. y admit in the tenth form of either

inflection, but they generally prefer the weak, with the exception of a

few, [chiefly denominatives], which almost always adopt the strong.

E.g. or to give an answer, grant a prayer, from the

rad. yC ;
y^cu.1 or .yiLal-d, to consider right, from the rad.

;

** 0*0 % 0 * ** 0*0
J

to be bent with age, from a bow

;

1 to become Itke a D
9 * * * *0*

0

she-camel (AIU). Similarly, from verba med. rad. fj, to become

like a he-goat ( ;
J«aL>I to become like an elephant ($1*i).

Rem. a. On
'

t
\LL\ or ^U-1, shortened from to obey, to

* * 0 %

be able to do, X. of eU», and on the secondary clhud, see § 118,

rem. b.

Rem. b. On the formation of the nomina agentia et patientis of

the first form from verba med. rad. y et see §§ 240-1.

Rem. c. For the inflection of verbs V’J) and '"J)
in Hebrew and

Aramaic see Comp. Gr. p. 242 teq.
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A C. Verbs of which the Third Radical is y or ^ (verba tertice radicalis

) et tJjuil the defective verb).—Tables XIV. XVIII.

164. These verbs are of five kinds ;
namely

(a) Verba tertiae rad. y of the form J*h ;
as Ijk to make a foray

or raid, for jJa (§ 167, a, P, a).

(b) Verba tertiae rad. ^ of the form J*i ;
as to throw, for

(§ 167, a, a).

B (c) Verba tertiae rad. y of the form J*h ;
as to be pleased

with, for yij (§ 166, a).

(d) Verba tertiae rad. ^ of the form Jd ;
as to ashamed.

(e) Verba tertiae rad. y of the form Jd ; as yy to be noble.

166 . There are three things to be noticed regarding the third

radical of these verbs
;
namely, that it retains its power as a consonant,

0 or it resolves itself into a vowel, or it is elided.

166 . At the commencement of a syllable, one of two things takes

place. Namely :

—

(a) The third radical maintains its power as a consonant between

the vowels a—a, (!>-, W—), u—a (>-), w—

a

(l_j—), 1 a ({£—), * <l >

as also when the preceding syllable ends with a consonant, Eg.

\y}t, ; £»yy, , y}*i, i uffJ> **fJ' ’ -5̂ i
’

D The letter j between the vowels i—u (y-) and t—d

(\y—) always passes into ^ ;
as

^-fj, ckj** f°r J?J> ii*- The letter

^ is never found between the vowels u—d, i—a.

Bkm. In the first and second classes, the 3d pers. fern. sing, and
• / / / </

^

dual of the Perf. Act. I. and II. might have been £>yjk, tfjjA, C~e*} ,

\£»j, etc., after the analogy of w and but the

Arabs followed in the sing, the masc. forms (ft, (§167, <*, fi, a),

and, not being able to say O\j± and OUj or (§ 25), they sub-

stituted and •>"* In the dual, on the other hand, where they

§ 167] I. The Verb. Verba tert. rad. y et <J.
89

might have said Ul> and UUj, they followed the received fern. sing. A

in adopting 13> and lllj. The form OUj is said to occur dialecti-

cally, but is condemned by the grammarians.

(b) The third radical is elided between a short vowel and the long

vowels i and u, and the two vowels are contracted in one of two ways.

o. Into a long vowel; namely yy- into y-, as \yy tor \yyy,

^yjji and \yfc for OS& *7 int° >" “ fOT

(jyy and \yy. for and \y~yi ; \Jy- into iS~, as B

and ^£>43 for and ijyp*, for mt0

as and^ for cW and for v?}\-

Rem. The 2d pers. sing. fem. Imperat. ^>1 may be pronounced

either ‘ugzl, with the pure sound of the « (as in the n.asc. 'ugzu), or

'iig*, with the >uil (see §§ 123, rera., and 154, rem. a), owing to

the influence of the l in the second syllable.

p. Into a diphthong; namely yy- into as \& for \yyji-\ C

into *f~, as \yj for &nd
/ff*

&***# and

\JypU and W* f°r 0*0*t and int0

^

88

and for O***? a,“ l lsT^’
and f°r

" ***
, 'ti * /

.
#

l f t

CHtjj*** “d ^5^*, for

167 . At the end of a syllable, the third radical is either vocalised

or elided. It may stand at the end of a syllable either naturally, as

in ^‘yji = or after dropping a short vowel, as in ^ for D

= J*Ju. Hence arise the following cases.

(o) a. When standing naturally at the end of a syllable, the

third radical is vocalised in two ways.

(a) If the preceding vowel be homogeneous (- or _), y and ^

become letters of prolongation, that is to say, y- «» and *y

pass into >1 « and 1 E.g. for for

for (from [fiy for 'ybj, according to §§ 166, a, and 168).

' 12
w.
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A (b) If the preceding vowel be heterogeneous (—), it forms with

0 r / 0 + +

y and ^ the diphthongs y— and . E-g. gazanta, for

gazawta ;
ramaita, for ramayta.

/3. When the third radical stands at the end of a syllable, not

naturally, but in consequence of a short vowel having been dropped

(yL for y-, Is- for ^S- and \J-> 3- for 3-> for uM* !t 18

vocalised in three different ways.

(a) y- aw and aH become «, hut for the sake of distinction

B we write 1— for aw, and iS~- (8 7, rem. 6) for ay. E.g. \jk for y)t,

for \Jj*i for tSJki and for and

t j i »•< i •' ,
•»•»*'

(b) _j— uw becomes j— u ; as d, for j>*i,

(c) ty becomes t ; as for

(b) The third radical is elided :

—

a. When standing naturally at the end of a syllable. This

C happens in the Jussive and Imperative, in which the signification of

if/ i#i

the form produces the abbreviation. E.g. >*/, jt I, for yj*i (y}*i),

yjk1 -AH, for <LsfjP; •>!*>

for yj-oji y\jr°r)

f$. When it does not naturally stand at the end of a syllable.

This happens in the nomina agentia, (§ 80), etc.

(see § 236), before the tinwin of damma and kfesra. These vowels are

elided at the same time, but the tfcnwln is thrown back upon the kfesra

I) of the second radical. E.g. >lj for yj»\j and
; fb for iSjlb and

jjyU (yjil,
jj

U, § 166, a) ; uf\> for [gf«j
and (y*\j, y*«j)

;

for and for and
;

etc.

168. It has been already mentioned (§ 166, «) that when the

third radical is y, it passes between the vowels i—« (y—) and i—

a

• [At the end of a sentence the final vowel of the Imperative is

often protected by a a, as 4<ul go on, a}>l approach. The Jussive is

sometimes treated in the same manner (comp. Vol ii. § 230). D. G.]

§ 171] I. The Verb. Verba tert. rad. y et \S- 91

(\y-) into is- After iS has been introduced in this manner into the A

3d pers. sing. masc. Perf., it maintains itself throughout the whole

inflection, as far as the aboye rules permit. Consequently, we get

, , , , / / '*'*'*! '*'*4
from lj-oj (for

yfj)
the forms

,
j*ji, urb\> O*-®/3 !

110111

/ > / J /

iSjb, CKi*-*-

168 . Final y is changed into \S *n *U the derived forms of the

verb
;
as lSJ**-

"

Rem. The ninth and eleventh forms conform to this rule, in-

•S

stead of contracting the two waws into y. The Arabs say iSy^j} 10

abstain or refrain, for yys-fi, and not ytf (JW], see § 59, rem. a).

170. In the nomina patientis, ^ynk* (§ 80), of verba tertise

rad. y, the y of the long vowel y- u coalesces with the radical y

into y ;
as ]|jiU for yyji*- In verba tertise rad. iS, the influence of

the third radical converts this secondary y into \S, the two coalesce

into {S, and, in consequence, the preceding damma becomes k^sra
; 0

as for iyV-*i iS****- Such verbs as in which the final {J

stands for y (§ 166, a), admit of either form, though is far more

,
s

common than yby*.

Rem. a. The form is occasionally found in verba tert.

%9 0r 1 / 4 0t * <• 0 0t
t ,

rad. y, instead of yj-h-*

;

e.g. Sui*.* u*j' or u°j'- irrigated

j ) z / / / 0 * * w# 0 r 0 0id &

land, from to irrigate
,
Imperf. y~»l \

/ / //

I am (like) the lion, whether attacked or attacking, from Uo to D

run at, to attack, Imperf. yjdu (VjU in rhyme for I^aU).*

Rem. 6. For verbs final y and ^ as compared with the corre-

sponding forms in the other Semitic dialects see Comp. Or. p. 235 seq.

3. Verbs that are Doubly and Trebly Weak (§ 129).

171. Doubly weak verbs are divisible into two classes, each of

which comprises several varieties. The first class consists of those

which have both an 51if h&mzatum and a y or ^S among their radicals
;

the second of those in which the letter y or ^s occurs twice.
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Reu. There is no triliteral verb that has more than one radical

h&mza.

172 . Of the first class there are three sorts

(a) Verba hfcmzata and primse rad. y or ;

(b) Verba hfcmzata and secundse rad. y or ^

;

(c) Verba hfemzata and tertire rad. y or

Each of these admits of two varieties, according to the position of

the llif hfcmzatum.

t 173 . The first sort consists of (a) verba secundse rad. hfcmzatte, as

Jlj to frighten

;

and (P

)

verba tertim rad. hfemzatse, as bj to smooth,

& to tread upon. Snch words follow in their inflection both the

classes to which they belong ; e.g. Iinperf. jZ», h**, tkl (§§ 132 3, and

1^.144).

Rem. The Imperf. of to despair, is more rarely

J-d or jXrl> [also AA and JJt'j ;
its Imperat. rarely

JJ^l. See § 146, rem.

j 174. The second sort is divided into (a) verba prim® rad. hfemzatas,

as or v?‘ (for to return, Jf or jT< (for Jy') to return

;

and

(P) verba tertise rad. hfcmzatse, as #l-> (for ty) to iUtreat, (for W-)

to come, sl& (for t^>) to wish. Each variety unites the peculiarities of

the two classes to which it belongs.

a. P-

Perf. 3d p. s. v<* All *v
** *

«U.

2d p. s.

, ,l , t

,

<Z)y
- •

Iinperf.

J I- .j .

ly—i ,
L5*ri

it£l

Imper.

t,

y-1
I

\i

Perf. pass.

175. The third sort is divided into (a) verha primse rad. hfemzatse,

as ^1 to come, ^yt to refuse, ^-1 to grieve or mourn; and (P) verba

secundee rad. hfcmzat®, as \jA to be far off, to utter a cry. They

are treated in their inflection like the two classes of verbe to which

they belong.
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«. Jy
• A
CJI,

, ,A
C*e3l; J}*-> (§ 132, rem. 6) ;

C*l.
< A *

A • /(

C*l,
, »A ^ ; v*.

/ *

p.

#*.

O0, C-iL; Ll
; i0.

Rem. a. The Imperat.
A

, of the verb ^31 is not unfrequently
. 9

shortened into O (compare § 137, and the Syriac form )i), which,

at the end of a sentence, is written eJ. The same thing holds good

in pause of all imperatives that consist of only one letter
;
as »j for B

j, from J\j to see (§ 176); li for from
J>'y

to keep faith (§ 177).

Rem. b. The verb Jf\, imperf. jfe, is an example of the rare

forms mentioned in § 91, rem. c. Lexicographers mention the forms

and^

t

[§ 94, rem. c], as being occasionally used.

176 . The Slif hfemzatum of the verb is almost always elided

in the Imperf and Imperat.

3. m.

Imperf. Indicative.

3. f. 2. m. 2. f.

tj£ tiP CHJ3

uWy okP OVP oWy
*9 **

oaP

Ji P

Jussive.

9 //

tip
* * *

VP £p
// - 9**

• CHji
9 ** / • * *

OiP

Imperative.

S. m. j or V} (§ 175, rem. a), f. {Jj ;
D- c. Lj ; P. m- f- £HJ-

Rem. a. The Perf. Act. of almost alwaysjetains the h&nza,

which may however be transposed, *fj
;
[for C-dj some say G*iy\

The Imperf. and the Imperat. *jl are used dialectically.
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A Rem. h. The Perf. Pass, is (like or, by transposition,

ty^j*. In the Imperf. Pass, the h&mza is elided, just as in the Active

" ** '» *•

voice; e.g. ,jji, ji, for ijS'ft- *ji

Rbh. c. In the fourth form, when it signifies to show, the h&mza

is always elided : yjf, Ojl, C^jl > ’ 9i ’ >}'
Otherwise it is

retained.

B 177. Of the second class, in which j or J occurs twice, there

are two sorts: (a) those in which 3 or c$ is the first and third

radical, as to guard, yjp to be near, ^^3 to be sorefooted (of

a horee) ;
and (ft) those in which 3 or c$ is the second and third

radical, as iSytt to roast, c$>* to be strong, yjt~- (for 3c“") to live,

to have an impediment in one’s speech.

178

.

The first sort follows in its inflection the verbs of the two

G classes primss and tertise rad. 3 or c$- E.g.

Jb, oJj, ^4*3 i , Jbl J or si (§ 175, rem. a).

.'Ji. ^3 I J or i).

yjb’

•//

* tJ?*

» r '

C^3. ;

UT’J’

• / /

L5fe-yt

179.

In the second sort, the second radical undergoes no change

whatever. E.g.

*'r ' t' »<

C$3-, 03&, *£-*>- ; \jr-i ;

\S& ^9*’ ^i^> ! >*!•

Rim. a. We write W*d> not
yjtt^ t - - to prevent the

union of two yj, and also, in tne former case, to distinguish the

Imperf. of from the proper name yje*~i Yahya (John).

Rim. 6. admits (1) of the contraction of the two yj, (a) in

those persons of the Perf. I. in which the second yj has a vowel, as

• [A more recent form is {Si} » 8ee the Gloss, to Tabari. D. G.]

95§ 181 ]
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for yjt*- J
(h) in the Imperf. I., as C>**-i > (c)

,n the A

nomen actionis II. (|S§ 80 and 202, rem.), * for ; (2) of the

elision of the second m the Perf. &nd Imperf. X., when it sig~

, y i / • . # • # • t + 1 + * *

nifies to feel shame, as yaiJ. for «*Jb

also admits of being contracted into and Igij into The

forms ?.». and ".t are said to occur (compare § 123, rem., and § 153,

rem.).

180

.

Trebly weak verbs are divisible into two classes ; namely B

(a) those in which one radical is htmza and the other two 3 or yj ;

and (b) those in which all the three radicals are 3 or yj.

Rem. We pass over the second class, as it seems to consist of
i < , _

only one verb, which is hardly ever used ;
viz. L*-* to write the

letter yj.

181

.

Verbs of the first class are of two sorts, namely (a) those in

which the hbmza is the first radical, as ^3 ! to betake oneself to, to

repair to
;
and (/3) those in which the hbmza is the second radical,

as yjb to promise. The former are inflected like^-1 and yjy£i (*j 179),

e g- *3*> c-oh cSiW, yi\ ; the latter like JC and ^3 (§ 178),

C

eg-
Perfect.

3. m. 3 f. 2 . m. 2 . f. 1. c.

S. c$>3

. 1.

OI3
, a.
<~ib

X.
<~ib

J tl,

0*13

D.
A,
W*3

.1.

UI3
.1*.
bZib

1.

U^3

P.

tt.

bb
, it.

cub
• i 1/

^»3
Ail/
Crib ^'3

Imperf. Indicative.

S. c$W C$13
t

OiV c$i*

D. oww OWJ3 oWU oWU

P. 0& 03^ itfU
•
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A Justice.

3. m. 3. f. 2. m. 2. f.

W
1

0
i

6
i >

ft * ft

1

WU

bfc

Imperative.

B S. m.
]
or il (§ 175, rem. a), f. ^1 ; D. c. W» ;

P. m. Ijl, f. Oi\

APPENDIX A.

I. The Verb J%.

183 . The negative substantive verb he is not, has no Imperf.

or Imperat., and is inflected like verba media? rad. j et

3. m. 3. f. 2. m. 2. f. 1. c.

s.
' Jj

» /

Csawfil
j

/ • /wJ
• ^ A •

Cool

D. W < A •r / J

P.

t » • ' A • w

tili
-

Rem. a. i~e> is compounded of not, and the unused —

Heb. Jgfr, Ae is, Aramaic TJ*- iyn. A-l ;
originally a substantive,

signifying being, existence, as in the phrase *^>

he does not know what is from what is not. [Therefore the suffix of

the 1st person sing, added to is not only (and cr-e*\

but also (§ 185, rem. a, Vol. ii § 186, e)
]

The Assynan

D seems alsQ to have the word isu, with its negative la isu, in the

double sense of ‘ to be ’ and ‘ to have *

Run. b. Instead of JlJ we find occasionally [as in the

Kor’inic phrase ^o<J 1>%\ the indeclinable oS), which

corresponds to the Aramaic LsS, ffb, P'S. compounded of tfS

and)VK, Au|.
a

*

* +

[Or rather Jt according to Noldeke, Mand. Gramm, p. 293, note 5.]

Qahiz, Baydn i. i», 6 and 3 from below has opp. »

•
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II. The Verbs of Praise and Blame. A
mi 3 <«/ f /M i

183 . The verbs of praise and blame

Jji, to be good, and Jit, to be bad. They are used as exclamations,

and are generally indeclinable, though the fern. and

(and, it is said, the dual Ua>, tia*, and the plur. [> O •* [)
occur.

[The following noun must be defined by the article or a dependent

genitive, as: Jtj jjo, Zhid is an excellent companion, lit. B

excellent is the companion Ziid, or else the indefinite accusative must

be used JJj L*-Le Jn), excellent as a companion is Ziid.]

Rem. a. Instead of ini we may say and^**!, which

last is obviously the original form. In like manner admits of

the forms Jit, j!\J, and JJf. If followed by U, we may write
* * **

„

U Jit or
'

'»
and U Jiu or, by contraction, C*j.

Rem. 6. These forms are to be explained as follows. (1) Every C

Arabic verb of the form Jsi or JJU may also be pronounced Jii

;

as Jl

t

for JJt, Jt> for jtf,
for for^' loT

^
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ # + j, * + % * * > e / •/ * i * / • >

JJj, for and O'—*" for
k>—»•, -r>jh for ^jh, j>oh

* » + * * f _ w * f

forj-ai, Jtjfs for a contraction which is sometimes extended

to the passive J*h, as for (from Hence and

JJt becomejjh and j!j (2) If the second radical be guttural,

its" vowel, instead of being elided, may be transferred to the first D

radical
;
as for j^m>, yAl for Hence for_^fc>, \j~*t

for JJf (3) The form JjU, which has been thus atiained, may

take an additional k&ra to'lighten the pronunciation (J*i); as

Hence J*i, Jit [or rather, according to Comp. Gr.

p. 166, JJL becomes Jfa by assimilation of the vowels, and the

latter may then be shortened to as the former may be shortened

w.
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to •v-] .—These observations cast light on the peculiar form of

intransitive verbs in ASthiopic
;
as gabra (“to do”) for gabim com-

pare j^c), and, when the second radical is guttural, mShra (“to

have pity upon/’^a^l for mahlra, slhna (“to be hot," ,>»—>) for

sahina or sahdna, see Comp. Gr. l.c.
fi / fi * _ _ .

Rem. c. Other verbs of this class are or to be pleasing
/ I / 0 t 0 ,

or charming (contracted from usually contracted into

j 6« good or excellent

;

iC, to 6od or evil

;

jut/, commonly
/ f j < J / 0 0 3

t

contracted into jut/, to 6« /ar o^V and or to tfuicA

(contracted from £jJ»). The first of these is frequently combined

with the demonstrative 13 (§ 340), and forms the indeclinable IJhZ^,

lovely, charming, or excellent, is
e $0 0 M 0 0 0 0

On such forms os y*j, y}k, yoi, see above, note to p. 30.

III. The Forms expressive of Surprise or Wonder.

184 . The Arabic language i*ossesses two forms of expression,

-- || j I | • * * £* 0 0 0t
#

0 called by the native grammarians JUil or verbs of surprise

or wonder. The one is the 3d pers. sing. masc. Perf. Act. IV.,

preceded by U n.ZH U the mil earpressive of surprise), and

followed by the accusative of the object that causes surprise ; as
*00 * ^ 0t '

Ijjj J-ail U what an excellent man Zeid is! The other is the

2d pers. sing. masc. Iinperat. IV., followed by the preposition v with

the genitive
;
as jjJj J-ail, with the same signification as before.

* " '

Rem. a. The first formula literally means : what has made Zeid

excellent t can anything make him more excellent than lie is? The

D second : make Z. excellent (if you can,—you cannot make him more
excellent than he is); or, more literally : try (your ability at) making

excellent ujx>n (^») Zeid. They are, of course, indeclinable,

delete the remark in Bquare brackets.

Rem. b . Verbs of surprise are, generally speaking, formed only

from triliteral verbs in the active voice, which are capable of being

fully inflected, and express an act or state in which one person may

* [You say and, more commonly, U*)J juj/

how beloved ZHd is to us! D. U.]
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vie with or surpass another. They cannot be formed from the A
passive voice; nor from quadriliterals

;
nor from verbs that are

defective in inflection, like and yjJLf, or in meaning, like the
0 0

^ / * m> 0 000 0 0
#

substantive verb to be (from l«5U juj ZHd was standing

up, we cannot say l+SLi U or U->Uf n(>r

from verbs like C*U to die and to jxrish, expressing an act or

state in which one agent cannot excel another
;
nor from negatived

verbs (as ^.U U, he did not heed the medicine)-, nor from

verbs signifying colours and defects, whence are derived adjectives B
J / {f / # *

§
* J / I

of the form jail (as iyu to be black,
; Jy*- to squint,

The grammarians add that verbs of surprise cannot be formed from

the derived forms of the triliteral verb ; but neither this limitation,

nor that with respect to the passive voice, is strictly observed (com-
i 0 * if r

pare § 235). We find, for example, from the Passive aJUlM U, how

much he is busied! from Jaw to be busy

;

oUjl U, how proud or

/ j
.

# i" t

vain he is I from ^kj to be proud or vain

;

^jU* aZjl*! U, how

hateful he is to me ! from CJU to be hated ; and from derived forms, (J

especially the fourth, «lkcl U, how liberal, he is l from jjke-1 to

, , 0*00 00 it 0

give, IV. of Uafc to lake in the hand ; OiyJtoJJ U, how liberal

/if 0 *

he is in bestowing gratuities ! from ^1)1 to bestow, IV. of to be

near ; sS^Ia U, or dS^mA U, how wily he is ! from to practise

0 0 t 0 0 0 t 0

an artifice or wile, VIII. of JU. to be shifted or changed; U,

how short, or shortened, it is ! from^-eii-l to be shortened or abridged, D

passive of VIII. from the rad. j-oA.. The rule with regard to verbs
J 0 0 0 t 0

expressing colours or defects is violated, for example, by 4a,».t U,

how stupid he is I from J to be stupid
,

U*,

St 00
t

j 0 it

how white this piece of cloth is ! from to be white,

Rem. c. When formed from verbs med. rad. gemin. or tert. rad.

^ et the verbs of surprise follow the inflection of these classes

;

as il/t jil U or 4*/l/ jjJd, how strong hisfather is! »V*-I U, how
0 0 0 0

sweet it is l *U£! U, how rich he is! But if formed from verba n d
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rad.
_j

et they follow the inflection of the strong verb; as
0 # #( it * t i t

sJy3\ U or aj how well he speaks ! I Uor^ Aow

excellent or generous he is!

Rem. d. When a verb of surprise cannot be formed directly

from a root, recourse must be had to a circumlocution (compare

§ 235) ; as a U, Agio red it is! A-et̂ U, Aou> pure
^ | i # • | J ' / w/ e/ I f <

u>A«e it is I y^.1, what a pretty brown it is ! A^ullj£& I U,

J/ee « 0 * i i t

how often he takes a siesta ! a^I^*. U or 44 >^*.1, how good

# M A 4 //M e I «f #e/ll < 4ee •» <

Am reply is / and not *j+*.1 U, -ua^l U, 4/ aJL^i) U, A^«.t U
• it

or Av v^- 1 -

Rem. e. To form the past tense of such verbs, is prefixed
44/ / ^ff e e -

to the Perfect form ;
as J-oil U, how excellent Zeid was !

%• + * * * * * it *

But we may also say juj U J-oil U (literally, what has made

excellent that which ZHd toas t What has produced the past excel-

lence of Zfcid 1).

i 0 0 i t 0 j 0 0 it 0

Rem. f U, A010 or goodly
,
he is/ 4a»JLot U, /ww

•
4 e • t e

f

handsome he is / and less frequently U, how sweet it is

!

1, 0,1 - J .1.1 .

admit of the diminutive forms (see § 263) aI-^—I U, a«J».I U, and
j ,0 ,1 .

U.

APPENDIX B.

The Verbal Suffixes, which express the Accusative.

D 185 . The following are the verbal suffixes, which express the

accusative

:

Singular.

3. p. » him.

2. p. jf thee.

Common.
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Dual.

Common.

>* them both.

£> you both.

3. p. >k them.

2. P->U» you.

Plural.

them.

£)*» you.

Rem. a. The same forms serve, when appended to the noun,

to express the genitive
;
excepting that my is instead of ^

(see § 317). The ,J of the suffix is called by the grammarians

tfijT o* the guarding or preventive n, because it prevents the

final vowels of the verb from being absorbed by the long vowel \£—,
A M 4 4

as happens with the noun (see § 316, 6); and also ths C

supporting n, because it serves as a sort of prop or support to the

which is regarded as the essential portion of the'suffix.

Rem. b. The damma of •, L*a, ^A, and &A, is changed after

— ,
iC_, and iC— ,

into ktera
;
as he will come to him,

to them

;

iL^t, vSw'i come them (dual m. and f.), to them (plur.
000 00 0

fem.)
;
ejbjl thou (fern.) hast not been pleased with him.

Rem. e. The of the suffix 1st pers. sing, is sometimes dropped

;

as ijyul for ^yul, fear me

;

[comp. § 6, rem. a} D

0 0 44 4

Rem. d. Old and poetic forms are : and or

J,&t. See § 89, 1, rem. c, and § 20, b and d. [The pausal forms

and A#i, see Vol. ii. § 228, rem. b. Instead of A) some dialects
0 0 *

have ;
see Lane and the Moh&f. D. G.]

Rem. e. The Hebrew and Aramaic suffixes, in general, closely

resemble those of the modem Arabic ;
see Comp. Or. p. 153 seq.
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A 186 . Some forms of the verb are Blightly altered by the addition

of the accusative suffixes.

(a) Those persons which end in the Slif otiosum (see § 7, rem. a),

reject it before the suffix, as being no longer necessary (since it was

added only to prevent the possibility of the termination y— being in

some cases mistaken for the conjunction y, and)

;

as IIjy-sJ they
J + +

helped, they helped me.

B (b) The final consonant of the 2d pers. masc. plur. Perf. retains

before the suffixes, to avoid cacophony, the long damma which it had

in an older stage of the language
;
as ye have seen, ye

have seen me. The same thing takes place with the accusative suffix

of the 2d pers. masc. plur. when it is followed by another suffix
*J Ji J

(see § 187) ; a he shews them to you .

(c) The 2d and 3d pers. masc. plur. Imperf. occasionally reject

C the termination o before the suffixes ^ and li
;

as for

< i * J *

+

it/ M *

ye order me*, UyJu for UiyJu, ye lade us, for

they mil find me. The same thing happens to the 2d pers.

sing. fem.
;
as thou makest me long, for

(d) The vowel — in the termination of the 2d pers. fem. sing.

Perf is sometimes lengthened before the suffixes; as for

• * *

thou hast broken it.

D (e) The {J of the 3d pers. masc. sing. Perf. in verba tertiro rad. ^g,

may be retained before the suffixes, or (which is far more usual) be
i J //

changed into 1 ;
as (§ 7, rem. c) or *U he threw, or shot, at him.

[* In Sura xxxix. 64 a third reading is recorded, viz. and

there are similar variations in other passages. So also with verbs

third we occasionally find such contractions as for

(Sflr. xviii. 94), for llufe (Sflr. xii. 11).]
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[Rem. In case of the suffixes j), etc. being affixed to the A
Jussive of a verb tertia; J, the two J are assimilated

;
the latter

loses its g&zma, the j) of the suffix takes t&did, as

187. A verbal form may take two suffixes, provided they do not

indicate one and the same person. These two may both be appended

to the verb, the suffix of the 1st pers. naturally preceding that of the

2d or 3d, and the suffix of the 2d pers. that of the 3d. E.g. jL/tLat,

AgjUtal, he gave thee, it, to me; afcuJaal, / gave it to thee

;

,

he will suffice thee against them (will be sufficient to protect thee B

against them) ;
shall tee compel you (to receive) it ?

J , , of. / J / of

[Rem. Combinations like *ULktl, he gave him to her, U^Alkcl,

he gave Iter to him, are legitimate but rare. (Note the orthography
J J * it

;n ttiA lA.tt.pr Rut aJklkfrl is not used ;

188 . Sometimes, however, we find the pronominal object ex-

pressed, not by the accusative suffixes attached to the verb, but by

the genitive suffixes appended to the word 1/1 iyd (which never occurs

alone). The following are the compound pronouns thus formed

Masc.

Singular.

Common. Fem.

* 5

3. pers. «ul Ul/J
i

2. pers. Jl/t
» 6

1. pers. . . .

/• 3

1

3. pers. . .

.

Dual.

• . •

2. pers. . .

.

1. pers. . • .
. . .

3. pers.

Plural.
5 J S

2. pers. . .

ri i a

1. pers. • • •
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A Rut. a. The suffix of the 1st p. sing, is in this case {j, instead

of because all nouns ending in ll take that form. 8ee § 317,

rem. a.

S 5
Rem. b. For the linguistic affinities of (dialectically l*a)

in the other Semitic languages, see Comp. Gr. p. 112 teq.

189. These suffixes compounded with 1*1 are used in two cases.

(a) Very frequently, but not always (see § 187), when two suffixes

B would otherwise have to be appended to the same verb; as

instead of he gave it to me.

(b) When the pronoun is, for the sake of emphasis, placed before

the verb; as ill*]. Thee (none but Thee) we

worship, and to Thee we cry for help. Compare in Heb. 'JlfatPl

un’n-N1

?, Jerem. v. 22.
•

C Rem. a. The suffix attached to 1^1 is always that which would

occupy tho second place, if appended to the verb. In certain cases

this form alone is used, either for the sake of precision or of

euphony. Thus, he gave me to him must be worded ^l*j

to distinguish it from he gave him to me; but it is euphony

which requires «l*j slLat, he gave it to him, instead of aalkat

Rem. b. A very strong emphasis is expressed by prefixing the
s

D pronoun with l*J, and at the same time appending the pronominal

suffix to the verb ; as therefore, fear Me.

II. THE NOUN.

190. The Noun, nomen, is of six kinds.
*

(a) The nomen substantivum, or Substantive, more especially

designated and also or qualificabile, that is,

a word which admits of being united with a descriptive epithet

(adjective).
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I

(b) The nomen adjectivum, or Adjective, 4Lalf, uLa^Jt, or cJSrf, A

quality, descriptive epithet.

(o) The nomen numerals, or Numeral Adjective, >J*)I the
* *

! noun qf number.

(d) The nomen demonstrativum, or Demonstrative Pronoun, ^-*1
*

e *
• • « • , •

the noun qf indication, that is, by which some object is pointed

out.

(e) The nomen conjunctivum, or Relative Pronoun, Jyo'y+fi fi

A • <« J 4 I

or \sr,y the noun that is united (with a relative clause),

j

Seto *

as opposed to 2JLo)l, the relative clause itself.

(f) The pronomen, or Personal Pronoun, or the

|

word by which something is concealed or kept in, and so conceived qf by,

the mind, as opposed to jAUUI or that which is apparent or

manifested, the substantive to which the pronoun refers. It is also C

called £*Lldt, avriawpxa.

,
Rem. a. Of the pronouns we have already treated in part in

gj 84—89 and 185—189, and some further remarks regarding them

will be given in § 317. The numeral adjectives and the demonstra-

tive and relative pronouns will he handled separately, after the

i nouns substantive and adjective (see §§ 318—353). The nouns

substantive and adjective we shall treat of together, because, in

regard to form, they are identical in almost every respect.

h Si e 4 / • 4 /

( Rem. 6. The names of the pronoun, I and j+A+H, are J)

4 St * 4<- I 41/

elliptical expressions, for 4j and aj as the above

translation shows.

w. 14
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A A. The Nodes Substantive and Adjective.

1- The Derivation of Nouns Substantive and Adjective,

and their different Forms.

101 . Nouns are divisible, in respect of their origin, into two

classes, .primitive and derivative. The primitive nouns are all sub-

stantives; as man
,

Aorse, eye, fL* water. The

derivative nouns may be substantives or adjectives, and are either

B deverbal, that is, derived from verbs, as division (from ffJt

to divide), £&U a key (from to open), tick (from Jbj*

to be sick) ; or denominative, that is, derived from nouns, as sju.1*
f 0 f j ^ S

a pface toAi'cA abounds in lions (from Jwt a lion), ^L-JI human (from

a human being), a little dog (from a dog). At a

later period, nouus were formed,tin the language (or rather jargon) of

the philosophical schools, from pronouns and particles (we might call

C them departiculative), as egotism (from LI I), qualitative,

•fl I#
t

+ 4

0

and quality (from how ?).

Rim. a. In such Arabic Lexicons as are arranged according to

the etymological principle, a verb is frequently given as the etymon

of what are really primitive nouns, and a comparison of the

meaning of the two shows that the former is in fact the derivative

word. Thus |U, teater, is not derived from »U, to be full of water,

D which is given in the Dictionaries as its root, but, conversely, »U

is a denominative verb, formed from fU ; nor is to be skilled J

sn horsemanship, the root of a horse, but a denominative

from it.

Rim. 6. By the native grammarians nouns are classified as

follows.

(1) jgmtX, a noun that it stationary or incapable of growth,

one that is not itself a nomen actionis or infinitive, nor derived from

a nom. act., and whioh does not give birth to a nom. act. or verb,

!
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as a man, a duck; opposed to I, a noun that is A

derived from a nom. act. or verbal root, as a writer,

(2) La a noun that is bare of any

accessory or increment, which comprises merely the letters of tho

root and no more, as knowledge, a quince; opposed to

• * • 0 *

,
a noun that is augmented by additional letters, os

« / 0 0 0 4

&•>* a very learned man, _>»!»,ij*.l the being gathered together in B

4 + + ** 0 * »

9

t

(3) Ifr jr* t, or jy* I a jnoper name, tho distinctive mark
" * +

of an individual
;
opposed to a generic or common noun,

0 0 0

designating a whole kind or genus (ycVot, ]tl>
1 ^).

(4) The j*~*\ may be either (a) 1, a noun
0 0 * 0 +

*00 Ji
denoting a concrete object, as a man, \sIT* a florae ; or (b) 1

00 * « • «• r

Jt4, a noun denoting an abatmet ulea, as bwioleilyr,
(j

ignorance. The same terms may be applied to adjectives
; %fA\j.

0 0 »0 4 0 00 00 0 0 0

i-iding, is an but understood, an

000sB 0 0 t 4 40 0

(5)

The ^JUII may be either (a) j*JLc, a proper name

applicable to every individual of a whole kimt, as iuui the lion,

jla^. the female hyasna (like “ Puss ” for the cat, “ Renard ” for tho

fox) ; or (b) It jj*, a proper name applicable to only one j)

individual of a kind, as and il^AJI, names of horses,

49 + 49 * 00040 0090I
the name of a camel, AtXau> names of men,
0' 0 9 0 00

iUsm^sJI, names of women.
00 0sm 90 !•

(6)

The yii)t jr*1 may also be either (a) an ^*1, or name, 111

fl*^ Irl + 00000 0000
#

its strictest sense, as
;
or (6) a i.e. a name

^^9.+ fa ^1

compounded with j^l, father of, as ^vtll yf\, orjsl, mother of, as

it j i| i • 0 A + 0 0 000 0 4

jtyX&j*I, or ton o/i as *>jl, or or wUj, daughter oJ\
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as jut ; or ($) a ^JU, a iumame, which may be either a
0 * *

nickname (J+l), as lit; Duck or Bottle, AJUI <JUI CamsTs-nose,

itt Blbba (imitation of a sound), or an honourable epithet, as

the pride or yfory of thoee that worehip (God),^
jjlUJI, the tun of virtues. The «*•» is also employed in reference

, it j4 A
to animals, as v>!^ Job's father, the “ patient ” camel

; y I

iVn-— h the father of the little fort, the fox
;

la >1, the female

hyaena

;

»J^'> ^ weasel; Cwj, Me tortoise, (Seybold).

J 9 i

(7) An may likewise be either (a) simple,
* *

«»i j..*. i j
consisting of a single word, as or (6) com-

pounded. The may be either (a) ^jU-1, predicative, when

% A 0 J

the words that compose it constitute a 3t or proposition, as
ii 0 A AAA

^
i A A S$A

tjmmi ,jjt (his throat shone), \fb JayU (Ac carried mischief under Ids

arm), U# vi£ (her ttoo locks became gray)-, or (/?) a mixed
1 •» • S / J ... » • l l» -

compound, v^V4, which is not a proposition
(
31 n- ^A), as

&AA0A 0 A 0A 0AA *

irttWt Ba'alrbtk, Maldv-karib, Siba-wHh

;

or

^ j- * * *

(y) jlm, a substantive governing another in the

" ile »/M ij* »l J Jl if i £i
genitive, as w*U# ij*l, *1, >1.

f * ^ i #

(8) Finally, an^a^^it may be either (a) improvised,

extemporised, impromptu, existing only as a proper name, as O]/**-
0 A • A $ A 0 A • if /

ir«U, ;
or (6) JyU«, transferred from some other use, iro-

pical. The latter class is of six kinds, viz. (a) ^ Jail*,

g
1 ' ' ^

as (a Auff), ju*t (<i fton)
; (/3) ^jism yjA JjyU*, as

(excellence), J!>Wj (pitrinp, pi/1); (y) iLo ^ J>iil as JjU.

(judging), il3U (bestowing)-, (8) J*i JyLu, as yiij,

V*43
* J w v>* as (see above, 6, c)

;

and ({) O* Jy^* (*«® above, 7, 6).
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192. Deverbal nouns are divisible into two principal classes; A
namely :

—

• M wrf I ernes
(a) Nomina verbi or nomina action is, JjUM (ui/intlittir).

/M #<> fl
#

f I

(A) Nomina agentis, Jc-UJt iU-l, and nonuna patientis, <W-1

9 0 A 0-0

JyUjI, (participles).

Tlie nomina verbi are by their nature substantives, but have

come to be used also as adjectives
;
the nomina agentis et patientis

are by their nature adjectives, but have come to be used also as B
substautives. •

193. Connected with the nomina verbi are the four following

classes of deverbal nouns.

(a) Nomina vide, ip»Jl iU-' I, nouns that express the doing of au

action once.

9* + <*/ f f

(b) Nomina speciei, nouns of kind or manner.

A A +* A A 0+ A A 9 t

(c) Nomina loci et temporis, O'-iP’j also called

0+ + A A 9 #

nomina vasis
,

nouns of place and time '

C
aa9+ a a 9i

(d) Nomina instrument i, nouns denoting the in-

strument.

194. Denominative nouns are divisible into six classes
;
namely :

—

a 9 a0+ 9 0

(a) Nomen unitatis vel indioidualitatis, ^-1, the noun

that denotes the individual.

a 9 a9s» J 9

(b) Nomen abundantiw vel mnltitudinis, the uoun D

tliat denotes the place where anything is found in abundance.

A A *•+ 9 0

(c) Nomen vasis, *Uyi ^->1, the noun that expresses the vessel

which contains anything.

J 9 0 a9-A 9 0+ a 9 a 0 eS A •

(a) Nomen relatmm, or (lit. the referred

noun, the reference or relation), a particular class of derivative ad-

jectives.
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A (e) Nomen abstractum qualitatis, jtrA the abstract noun

of quality (see § 191).

(/) Nomen deminutivum,jiua^\jtJt
)\ or (lit. the lessened

noun, the lessening), the diminutive.

a. Tub Devkkbal Nouns.

(a) The Nomina Verbi.

195. The noniiua verbi, jiiJl lU-1*, arc abstract substantives,

B which express the action, passion, or state indicated by the cor-

responding verbs, without any reference to object, subject, or time.

They are called also ll«^t opp. to ^*11 ll^*\(Ham&sa a.).
' * M 0 9 0+0

Rem. The noraen verbi is also called (lit. the place

whence anything goes forth, where it originates), because most Arab

grammarians derive the compound idea of the finite verb from the

simple idea of this substantive. We may compare with it the

Greek Infinitive used with the article as a substantive

196. The Homina verbi, which may be derived from the ground-

C form of the ordinary triliteral verb, are very numerous. The following

is a nearly complete list of them, the rarest forms being included

within brackets.

J
». « » . 3. » » . ... ...... ... »»-
ni, as vj-*. J*5 . jer*,

2. J**. asa a;, ft, js. rA
*** * *

tJ*e-
• / • * * ' • ^ j ' *. "

3. J*i, as <**>•* Ov-'-
0 0 0000

D 4. Jrf , as iAA*., JiU, £j.

5. Jed ,
as %£», JJh*, ji*e, Ji3, O-*-, ,^-aj

J
tt ... .»•* **J • •< * • j Sj

si, as Ji-, «**i, j£*. 'rtf*’ >>
... ( J »'

7. J*i, as

8. AUi, as */*•“

9.

ilmi, as% iUu, *U&

§196] II. The Noun. A. Nouns Subst. A Adj.—Nomina Verbi. Ill

Uni, as Aj^. A

Alii, as AU-. t+L.
^ 000

• /•J 9 0*1 f/li
Al*i, as A*jl,

a£U, as AjU (also written A~£a).]

AI«i, as Ax*..]
/ . / <«

w 9 *

as ^**3 , ^$>*3.

,
as

1

/ 1 / • j.

,
as

^ 9 J /•! . * i

Uh*i, as

jjAAi, as (or J#)]

01*4, as iUAj, ii-Aj
]

. i’ilai, as iUkj
.]

9 « f w/ 9

9

#•< ,

as oQ, ]

9 / . / + 000 + 000 + 000 + 000 % 0 0 0 9 /

O'***. as CM**-. OW**, O'lP.
9*9 9 * » 9 w 9 • - •

as ijU

C

* ' * *

9 * 9 | 9 ' 9 j • ' 9.1 «/*i » ' 9 ^

as o'/-*. ulr^3
4 i'/ 6 i/ / 4 i / *- 9 »0 0

Cjjhui, as 0>*Aj.j

U?J^. as

JUi, as >L-J, ibU,

Jl*4, as vU£%, >0, Vi]. *]A .W}- D
4 ' J 9 0 J 9 I i 9 0 * % 0 * >00 1 « 0I 9 0* 9 0 9

JUi, as £\j*, Jl>-, JU-, {U-., jljl, JUi,

AjUi, as Aij^B, AiUiJ, A^Lai, iUliV, oUj.

A/Ui
, as SjlL., Ail^.

+ 00$ 9 ^ / J 9 ',' I

AlUi, as A>U>, ijUA..]

9000 % 0 00 +0 00 +0 0,0 %0 , 0 0

AJUi, as IvCi, AJ^U,
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A 32. Jy»*> as j>J, >«
33. jA> as £j>., ***> >i>. »**

[33*. i^t, as W'.]

34. iiyti, as 4A-
[35. i*J»**> as 4®joA- , <Cf>-aJ-]

[36. 1^. as i^i]

37. JW, as JeA JA CA. Sif, JA
B 38. iJA. as ^£5, 4A-

^ * *

i/>. * * »«• •' • ' !' * ' V
39. as d-*- 4

> -A*-
• «. • i. • »' t.*' .*

40. J*Lt, as <**}+, jt~+, jv^+,

KjT*'

[41. J«A«, as JdA]
«./•. «. » » < •*" !.

42. iX»JU, as «.»«»•«, *>y,
*, ». *. • . «» • * t; *' •' »' i' ' S' f'

43. iX*4-», as ***.>•, «>*-». «•**•>*. *Ou -

^ * *

Kfc.

C [44. iUii, as &4». *>***.]

[Rkm. For the forms with prefix ma-, 39—44, the so-called

^ t .
*jj^, see further §§ 208, 221, rem. c, and the remarks to

§§ 222—225.]

197 . All these nouns cannot, however, be formed from every

triliteral verb. The majority of verbs admit of but one form, very

few of more than two or three. What these are, must be learned

D from the Lexicon.

198 . The five forms, which are most frequently used, are

:

1. jii, 2. Jii, 28. ajui, 33. Jyi, 34. «A
(a) Jj»i is the abstract noun from transitive verbs of the forms

Ji* and Jj«i ; as Jii <« X7«, J5 ftffin? or 6ei»gr killed (§ 201)

;

to understand, understanding, insight; Akt. to snatch, A**..
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(J) JA is the abstract noun from intransitive verbs of the form A

JA as jji andA4 to sit, iy** and sitting

;

gjX to go out.

going out.

(c) JjJ is the abstract noun from intransitive verbs of the form

Jmh (S§ 38 and 92) ; as to be glad, joy; ^6j* to be sick,

\joj+ sickness.

(d) JJUi and iiysi are the abstract nouns from verbs of the

form A ;
as dA to be thick and large, to be of sound judgment,

+ * * + * * * •"

JJIj*. firmness or soundness of judgment
; $j~> to be generous, iy\j~> B

^ j / 1 i < »+ . .

generosity ;
to be rough, iiy£±. roughness

;

dr"' to be smooth,

** n
Al^v-r smoothness.

Rem. The abstract nouns of verbs which express flight, or
« ^ a * ******

refusal, usually take the form 26. JUi ;
as jS

t j±j, to JUey

*j\jh, jlAi, \\jit

;

^
to become refractory, to run away with his

% * * * f /

rider (of a horse),
; flj

to flee from, shun with horror, flyi ;

^jf\ to refuse, ’Ll. Those that express sickness or ailment of any C

kind have 27. as ^'
.ka to sneeze, A to cough, JL«~i

;

% * * * * * f * * *

VIOLENT or CONTINUOUS MOTION, 21. sj'isA, as jU» to fly, ;

jjA to run, oWj*-; t0 lash the tail
-
to brandish, ^IjJaA.

;

Jyf to gleam, to flash, ; tjhA* to palpitate,

JjUAA. j
change of place, 37. as to travel, > VJ

to creep, to gallop (of a camel), to trot (of a

camel), JA ; Jid-i to be agitated, palpitate, run quickly, ®

Jtji to gleam, <Sij4 > d1*) to flash, ;
sound, 27. Jl*i and

% * * e * 9 * J % * ***

37. de**, to croak, w>Lu and
; Ov* to sob, to bray,

%*'*** % ' <

•

* * * **

Jev— 5 dr® t0 n<V*» der® J dd ^my> dV and ; vUd

lo roar, Old and *-^d >
crV out, ^4®

» jJ*^®
to cry out

for help, £lj-i !
to ^0 i ;

yjyt lo
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A hotel,
;

lii to bleat, fiii, ib to grumble (of a camel), jttj

;

office, trade or handicraft, 29. AJlai, os JJU. to succeed,

/ < / f
#

Me of &ucccB8or (4ktX±.) or caliph
,

caliphate
;
ja\ to he chief

or imir, SjUl the office of emir

;

Jjlj to ie in charge or command of,

n * * * * 5 ^
governorship

;

to to&e one’s place, act as deputy, Ay U,

deputyship

;

to torife, the office of secretary; JtU. to

seto, <5# trade o/" tailor; jtfd to trade, trade, traffic.

B 199 . If the middle radical of a verb can be pronounced with two

or three vowels, and its signification varies accordingly, that verb may

have several abstract nouns, one for each form and meaning of the

Perfect. Thus, d>*. to part, divide, has jgh, but Jjji, to be afraid,

Jj ;
jysr, to be plain, open or public, has or jV***, but jv*-y

9 + + f J f e e

to be unable to see in the sunlight, jyf-, and to be loud, 3)lya-

;

yJj£, to surpass or excel in rank or nobility, has «-ijA but to be

e / i e _ ,

C high or prominent, *Jj£, and smhj£> to be exalted, noble or eminent,

Jji or aiip.

300 . If a verb has only one form, but several different significa-

tions, it often has different abstract nouns, one of which is peculiar to,

or more generally used in, each of its meanings. E.g. to judge,

has but when it signifies to curb (a horse),
; j*-, to fall

prostrate, has jA. or but when it means to sound like rushing

D water, jij*-
;
£*j, to be exalted or noble, has but in the sense of

to have a loud voice, ; .**•> to find, usually has o'***0> but ^ben

it means to be wealthy, La*., and to be moved by love, grief or anger,

• • *

301 . The nomina verbi are used both in an active and a passive

sense
;

as his killing (
another

)

or his being killed himself;

jXj IjjL-43 ^ work no evil upon the earth after
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, , , . f - i Aei+Sett 0 St *
its having been well oraeied

;

J>A)I r>\ A
set JM

OlnUI in this year %l-Ma'mun publicly adopted the doctrine qf the

Nor an’s having been created.

Rem. There are also nomina verbi that have always a passive

signification; as jjj-i joy, gladness, from to be glad; ly+j

existence, from jtaj to be found, to exist (see § 200)*.

303 . The nouns formed from the derived forms of the strong

triliteral verb are as follows.

II. 1. B
• ' * 1 •" . »/ If If 4/ If If |f */

2. iUAj, as sL»j&, itjJu, 41*0, 3JJ&,
* 0 V F F ,

*3 / 15 / If If If 9 f If If If If

b~fi<
*/dxJ, ijjmJ, Zg&tJJ, 3^£>j3.

IfJIf » fJIf IA|f Ifi 4 f,
[3. IXaJu, as A&v3

, »>—3, ij-aJ.]

I fJ/ I f If I f If | fIf 9 f!f 9 fIf | f If
4. JUA5, as Jly-aj, JUa^J, JU-*3

, ibj3
,
jipO,

9 f*f> Of- f 5 F • F I f|f

J 1**-3 . '-*•>1*3, jC-3.

[5. JUA3, as oO, A&, A-C3
, C

9 «f 0

JLoi3. Of these examples some allow only the two

first, pointing the others as examples of JlitfJ.]

[6. J&, as J&, ,*£, j£*., JlJl, fL&,
" " # ' F f f

« A f
.
i

ju*..]

[7. as
>

1^4?’ D

[8. HJd, as iU»***, AL£«.]

To these may be added Jj*W, as A# Here the vowel of the

* is also employed in the active signification
;
see the Oloss.

to Bibl. Geogr. viii. and Lane. D. G.]
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A first syllable seems to have been assimilated to that of the second

;

4 J»J • J 0 *

JyU3 for JyU3.

III. 1. &ui. 2. JW.

[3. Ju«*, as [4- JW,
• A

as JUJ,
_

*U*1

IV.
•, /#

JU»J.

cH*3
, >

//V. i. jia [2- Jl*A3, as lOU]

VI. 1. J*U3. [2- JtUi, as O3U3.]

[3. y)*U3, Oii C*$Ul]

VII. JuaJi. VIII. i. juai. [2- Jw. as JW,

IX.
*

X.
t /• •

JUAIwt.

XL j***it-
^ *

XII. ju^i.

XIII.
• A*

XIV. jyuJi.
/ <

C XV.
* <

Rem. a. In II. the form JW is the original infinitive, but

i8 by far the most common; iX*Ju is chiefly used in verba

tert. rad. hfemz. and tert. rad. y et ^ (in which latter the form

is excessively rare, as jjjp3 from Ip) ;
. and are

usually ascribed to I., but as their use is to express

energy or intensity, [or frequency,]
they seem as deserving of a

j'i, place here as Juu [which in like manner differ from the infin.

of I., only by expressing greater energy or frequent repetition].

These forms with t&dld are akin to the Heb. infin. absol. Step

(St3p, Step), to Heb. substantives like D^St?, and to the Eastern

Aramaic infin. *S^tep; whereas Jl*A3. Je*A3, J***3 and *LUA»

are,'strictly speaking, the infinitives, not of but of an obsolete

JjUJ, akin to Sysn, Sysn, Syfifcf, and are represented in the

§203] II. TheNoun. A. Nouns Subst. <fc Adj.—Nomina Verbi. 117

cognate dialects by such substantives as Swan, rvSari, a

nann, iaxXoiZ, u^w.2., etc.*—in hi.

is the original infinitive, which the great majority of the
*»

Arabs shortened into JUi, whilst some compensated the loss of the

f Si

long vowel by doubling the following consonant, Jlai. The most

common form of all is XlelA* ([in form identical with the] pass,

particip. fem.).—In V. the original form is JUA3. which has

however been almost entirely supplanted by JjiAI.—

I

n VIII. those B
f £

Arabs alone use JW, who shorten the Perf. and Imperf. into

JjG, JjOj, or etc. in the cases mentioned in §
117'*'.

—

The form Jlaiu is sometimes ascribed to III., as {Up, ;
and

to VI., as cSPsh*. C*> (l>*lp).

2 # / t < f # 9

[Keu. b. For the ;juu of the derived conjugations see

§ 227, rem.]

203 . The nouns formed from the quadriliteral verbs are :— C

I. 1. lilai, as «j>y»-,

apj, iuXi.

2. J’iUi, as ftik-., JlPj,

[3. JlUi, as Jljjj, JUU.]
„ fit// •if/*’
II. as

III. as D
/ / /

IV. as
(
^jUl*3»l. [The irregular form

<r § * J §

is rather to be considered as a substantive, jjy*4 ^**1.]

Hem. In I. && is the common form, whilst the employment

of JSuU depends upon the usus loquendi (like that of Jlai in III.

* [Barth, Nominalbildung, § 180 disapproves of this theory. D. G.]
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A of the triliteral verb). The form seems to be restricted to

reduplicated verbs, like Jj)j.—A variation of the fourth form is

presented to us in the word 'JUmJ*, mutual thrusting and stabbing

• ^ < f
i / • ' 5 "I

with lances = which comes from
204.

The abstract uouns of the verba mediic rad. geminatm are

Z' < i ' 3-'

formed according to the rules given in § 120. Hence jm for >j*»,

for iij-* (from ij), ijM for ijjiJ (from the second form of jt).

B Rem. a. Those nouns, of which the first and second radicals

i / / 9 ^

are pronounced with fStha, undergo no contraction
;
as jjui, JXz,

f ^ / 4 «» -

JA«.

Rem. b. The nouns of the third and sixth forms may either

I'l' < i I i < 3 % t + + S''
be contracted or not; as or hW+t or kee

§ 124.

205.

The formation of uouns from the verba hfemzata takes place

C according to the rules laid down in §§ 131— 136.

206.

Those verba primse rad. _j, that reject the j in the Imperf.

and Imperat. (§§ 142 and 144), drop it also in the verbal noun. E.g.

• ' i / 9

5»kc from js-y Imperfect jju, Imperat- js-

ik*
»» S' iu»

& 15 £>A

A

fr* £
#*»

M CliA ak » Oj

ft kpA » kSM A

The termination ,
with which these nouns are furnished, is a

compensation for the lost radical.

Rem. a. Not a few verba primse rad. A, however, have nouns

of the form Jjti, though they drop the first radical in the Imperf.

;

/ / / 4 / 9 9 «* + * + 4 ^ • 9 *

e g- j+y > o+y o+y Others have both forms
;
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« / / I // 4 # ' • / ^ * * * A ' I • o •/ '" 4 * .

e.g. £-«a and OjA Rnd
i J*A» A

jufcj and ijS.

Rem. b. Initial y if pronounced with damma or kfesra, may be
• I jl I /I I II t .1

changed into 1 (see § 145, rem.), as >£*.1, for

Rem. c. In nouns from verba primac rad. y this radical is

changed into if it be without a vowel, and kfesra precede
;
as

f ^ 4 / t / ' / w# 9

for from the fourth form of >T^j ; ;UgX-il for

from the tenth of ^y See § 145. B

Rem. </. Compare in Hebrew, JYlS (*>•). HEH (*5.), fOBf

run, from nS\ eh'
T ,

ae*, yr
;
rny (U®)

f nvy (&*),

roe* (*%), from nc, r»:> ir-
Corresponding forms in Syriac

, » » • «

are ]Z
f
A (rad. yAO), iAj_» (rad. v -a-i).

* *

207. Nouns derived from verba mediae rad. j et ^ are subject to C

the same irregularities as those verbs (§ 150, etc.).

208. If the noun from a verb mediae rad. a or ^ be of the form

• 9«> #9' tf/ 9 A J

Jji4, the a or ^ remains unchanged ;
as Jyi, yt->. In the form Ja*5

# |a 4 I 4

from verba med. 3 ,
the j may be changed into 3 ,

as *->)£, Jaa^>

JAA>. VAAj- jAA^> jAA*-> f°r VAA*, etc. Verba med. yj of the form

Jjti, Imperf. J*L> (see § 157), frequently take kfesra in the jo-o*,

as (for £««, (or by assimilation

and the like. [See § 223, rem.] ®

209.

If the letter y pronounced with fttha, be preceded by kfesra,

• <e | « * " - •<* '

it is converted into ^ ;
as for js1>5, from ; iiVf for fc'A"f >

from jJo : >£& and >fcil for >\y&\ and jlytfl, from the seventh and

eighth forms of >15. Except in the third form, where it remains
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A unchanged ;
as fy3 from jy«, yly*. from yyby, fy from j.j'-*, 0*3f

from JjyW, Jilyi from >yli, >tyJ from >y*^, {\y from lyU.

310. Peculiar to verba mediae rad. y et is the nominal form

aijJUU, in which \J always takes the place of the second radical
;
as

i*y^> from>lj (>yj), o>»eJ from (jyi), ^y*<^ from (Oy^)>

hyy from >£ (ay-), &y^ from oW (Ott), i±y-y from

B (£*A), from Ju (jt+), from («v-ei).
from

JU (J**)-

Rem. Some grammarians regard IJyiai' as the original form.

The impossible lA.y»^i, Sjyj^J, were, they say, first changed into

and then altered, on account of the discord
* "

^
# - i •<- J# ^

between i and d in successive syllables, into 1U.y. tia, ijjye-

Others look upon ijyiai as a contraction for so that

Q 3 lj was originally l*y>«yg3, by assimilation * «y and then

shortened (like c4-» f°r '^4*) J
but there is no verbal form

Jnjf with which such a nomen verbi could be connected. The

rare substantive forms »y~> (or Xiy) from aU, to be chief or ruler,

and Liy* from ila /o desire the male (of a she-camel)
;
the cognate

forms *nd Lr®***’
and

j.
*
« and mixture, confusion

;

and the analogy of the

D Aramaic verbal form SSyB (as /3{i>) and the Heb. SSyQ

(as 13*13, $3, Da*lp, Do'll)—ah combine to prove that

comes directly from a quadriliteral JJ*i.

3H. In nouns of the fourth and tenth form of verba mediae

jad. j et \£, the second radical is elided, after throwing back its

vowel upon the vowelless first radical ;
and the termination •— is

appended to the noun by way of compensation (compare § 206). E g.

JUUJ and Uuzll for >£»} and Jlykil
;

and *>U^1 for >£l

f •

and
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Rem. Nouns of the fourth form without the J very rarely A

occur; e.g.J»Vil in the Kor’in, Sttr. xxi. 73 (for >lyR, .—till or >UO

;

ftyl (for Jl»j1) from jjfyl to make or let tee, to show (§ 176, rem. e).

312 . In nouns formed from verba tertiae rad. y et the third

radical is retained, when the second immediately precedes it and is

vowelless
;

as y>£, y*J, O'*-4;- “ f*16 second

radical be y and the third an assimilation takes place in the form

JjU, as ijfj, (jK ijl, for i.$y»>, v/V

313 . In nouns from verba tertiae rad. y et fj of the forms Jai, B

Jii, and J* the third radical (which in this case always [if the

root be of the latter, often if it be of the former class,] assumes the

form of \j) rejects its datnma, throws back the tfenwiu upon the ffetha

* / 4 - -

of the second radical, and becomes quiescent. E.g. for oV
(y4-), ^ for {JkJ, [or Uj] for (y-=»j), UJy- for U?y-,

^Jus for (compare § 167, a, P, and b, P).

214. In nouns from verba tertiae rad. y of the form ilai, the y C

is changed, after the elision of its fetha, into Slif productionis
;

as

Hi for JyU, for Sy^, llfrj for *>j, *l& for

Rem. a. We often find, however, the (etymologically more
4 1-ftt - « » r _

correct) orthography SyLo, (§ 7, rem. a).

Rem. 6. In the same way as for »y«a>, we find 2Uy« for

{$ybf+), tl)j* tor etc.

215. If the noun from a verb tertiae rad. y be of the form D

or IvJ, the y productionis of the second syllable combines

* Jjj Sj>j • « <» _
with the radical y into y ;

as yo, yU, for yyo, yyA«- But, it

these forms come from verba tertiae rad. the y productionis is

changed, through the influence of the third radical, into ±J, and

combines with it into \^y, whilst, at the same time, the damma of the

S i 3 * S
.

j •
jf

t jj

second radical becomes a kfesra
;
as ^yl, j, for ^yyl,

w.
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A (compare § 170). A further assimilation of the vowel of the

first syllable sometimes takes place, as ^31 for ^3t, for

for ; just as in the plural of substantives we find

for i-J, ly+k, ji, from J>0, W,

816. If the noun from a verb tertiae rad. \j be of the form

Jt*. the productionis of the second syllable combines with the

B radical {j into lj ; as jjjji for ^gtyk, from \jy*. In the same form

from verba tertin rad. y, the third radical is converted into and

combines in the same manner with the productionis into {jg.

817. In the nomina verbi of the forms JUi, Jui, and Jw,

the third radical of verba tertise rad. y et \J is changed into h&mza

;

as |Ui., tW, it£#. The same thing takes place in the verbal nouns
*

#
0 9* * • W / #

of the fourth, seventh, and following forms, as ilkat,
f * * * *

C jTlc.l, f\yiym.\

;

and in that of the third, when it has the

form JUJ, as ;TjJ from ^yC. This change is caused by the preceding

long ffetha.

318. The nomina verbi of the second form of verba tert rad. y

et ij; always take the form &aA3 (§ 202, rem.), as ^»j*3- In

those of the fifth and sixth forms, the influence of the third radical

D (always § 169) converts the damma of the penult syllable into

k&sra, and the syllables \J— are contracted into - (according to

§ 167, b, fi). Hence for (J&J), Jl^ for Jt\^

(fi) The Nomina Vide or Nouns that express the Doing

of an Action once.

819. That an act has taken place once (£•), the Arabs indicate

by adding the feminine termination il to the verbal noun. For this
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purpose the form ig always selected in the first form of the A

triliteral verb, Js^S in the second, and J&ni in the first form of

# * | /•/ Sol o Solo I o lo fo/ «o lo

the quadriliterals. Kg. *j*h,

S^3
,

i^i, *&', ixiW, ii'iici, lAtf,

\kf.\jLy Jjljiiit, lAs acl o/ helping, sitting down, striking,

drinking, rejoicing, feeing, turning over, giving rest, vexing, honouring,

rolling over, neglecting, being uncovered, turning round, inhaling or B

snuffing, rolling, being rolled, shuddering, once. These nouns are

called lC-h nomina view, or nouns that express the doing of an

action once.

Rem. a. Nouns of this sort, derived from weak verbs, do not
0 * 0 * 0 * 0 * 0* 0 *

differ in form from those of the strong verbs
;
as ijxy, <L*yi, lyjx,

•.it *.*. *.*. . /. » . . . o " ' '

1*31. **•)» 1-11 from OXy, jtVi, U*, ^31, ^jU.

Rem. b. If the verbal noun happens to end in i—
,
the feminine C

termination iS. cannot, of course, be appended to it, and the single-

ness of the action can only be expressed by adding the adjective

lj^)y one, as i*m*\y A
,
he had pity or compassion upon

0 * 0 * ** * * 1/ < * * * • 0 * + 0 *

him once

;

and so with d^L*J
,
AJJUU, A4UJ,

Rem. c. From these nouns a dual and a plural may be formed
* * 0 *

to express the doing of the act twice or oftener
;
as du. ^V3j-ai,

pi.

Rem. d. Other verbal nouns are but rarely used in this way ; D

as Kij, Mfc Wlr the act of going on a pilgrimage, seeing,

meeting, coming, once.

(y) The Nomina Speciei or Nouns of Kind.

380. The ^*"1 or noun of kind, has always the form ilai,

and indicates the manner of doing what is expressed by the verb

;

as UL, i£., IJki, Kkie, ills, manner, mode, or
* < * • ' ' '
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A way qf sitting, riding, sitting, eating, killing, dying, sleeping. Eg.

l'.rCH yh he is good as to his manner of writing, he writes a
* * *******

4
******

good hand, >y* AC3 he was killed in a miserable way,

’t is a wretched death !

Rbm. a. The nom. speciei may, like the nom. verbi and nom.
***

vicis, be used in a passive sense, as 2*^*, way of being thrown (from

<•«*<# * * * *• ' ** * *

horseback), e.g. ilu^7l ly~*> to sit fast
* * # * * * *

B badly is better than to be thrown easily. Sometimes too it takes the
** *

meaning of one of the derived forms of the verb
;
as ijJut manner of

* *** •/•
excusing oneself from jjufrt to excuse oneself; mode of veiling

oneself from she put on the or yashmak ; 2l+c way of* * * * "

* w * * St ** * *

putting on a turban, from or I to put on a turban

Rem. b. If the nom. verbi has the form i&, we must have

C recourse to a circumlocution to express the idea of the nom. speciei

;

*** ********
as 1

*-~t . »- I made him observe a regimen like a sick

Si* ******* *

man, IjJLj sJjuD I searchedfor it asfor something precious;
* * *

** ** * **** * * *** / M/ 14 1 r*
m

or else Uji Ujj So too with

St * * * * »****$
the derived forms of the verb, jsi«&l s£*Jk>\ I honoured

* * •
* * ** * * * * »»***%

him as a friend is honoured, or lay slUj£»\.

D (8) The Nomina Loci et Temporis or Nouns of Place and Time.

»S * ~,»t */»«
221. The nouns called wiHfcJt A*->l (nomitu* vasis), or

0U& jjlCjf(nomina loci et temporis), are formed after the analogy
s' *

of the Imperfect Active of the first form of the verb, by substituting

the syllable > for the prefixes, and giving the second radical fitha,

if the Imperfect has fitha or damma, but kisra, if the Imperfect has

kisra. Eg. ° place for drinking, a reservoir or water-trough,

from 60 drink
,
imperf.

\ Jr*-4 w* time ox place for watering
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Jm r»* 9 + * +

{camels), from ,jyi to drink, imperf. \Sv*i !
time when, or A

place where, one is thrown down or slain, from to throw down,

imperf. a place where writing is taught, a school, from

to write, imperf. and a place of egress and

, / , t
'•*’ Ji • # if** . . r

ingress, from 0/** go out, imperf. and 9° tn
<

JjLJJ ; Jj^Js the place where, or time when, several persons sit, room,

* * * 9 * <

assembly, party, from to sit, imperf. the place

* * * 1 Ji

aimed at or made for, from »tai to aim at, make for, imperf.

Rem. a. These nouns are called iClt, because time and

place are, as it were, the vessels in which the act or state is con-

tained.

Rem. b. Twelve of these nouns, though derived from verbs in

which the characteristic vowel of the Imperfect is damma, take, not-

withstanding, kisra

;

viz.
*

1. 1 the place where animals are slaughtered, slaughterhouse or Q

shambles.

2. Jjl* .... whereon one rests, the elbow.

of prostration in prayer, a mosque.

where anything falls.

where one dwells, habitation.

where the sun rises, the east.

of ascent or rising.

where the sun sets, the west.

of division, in particular, where the hair divides

in different directions, the crown of the head.

where a plant grows.

5.

e. 1 S'
6. J

8. v./**

9 * r

9- i3j**

10
#

t*
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11. the place where the breath passes through the nose, the

nostril.

12. .... where a sacrifice is offered, during a religious

festival.

Of these, nos. 5, 7, 9, 11, and 12, may be pronounced with

fetha, and the same license is extended by some grammarians to all

the rest Instead of —* some say jm i,», j and even

The verb to collect, which has fitha in the imperf., also makes

* or a place of collecting, meeting or assembling. The

vowel of the first syllable is variable in also and

a place of hiding or concealment, a small room or closet.

See § 228, rem. a

;

and compare the variations in a garment

9 A
*

worn (by a woman) next the skin; a book, a copy of the

Kor’an; and j;u a robe with ornamental borders.

Rem. c. The k&sra of the second syllable distinguishes in many

cases the nomina temp, et loci from the ^ t; - jJ-ca ,
which, as a

general rule, takes fetha in the second syllable. Thus u Lj. t,

j«*» «, jh+, are nomina verbi or infinitives
;
whilst

jius, are nomina ternporis or loci.

Rem. d. This class of nouns exists in the other Semitic

languages. In Hebrew, the vowel of the first syllable has fre-

quently been weakened into _ and as 3VD (3Y3D
),

Dipa (Dpp), afiD Cs£), nana nsrp

233 . Nouns of time and place, formed from verba primse rad.

3 et retain the first radical, even though it be rejected in the

Imperfect of the verb (§§ 142, 144), and have invariably kisra in the

second syllable. £.g. 3jy» watering-place, from to go down (to

4 * # # W
# ^

draw water), imperf. ijt ;
the time or place of a promise or

r * * J /

appointment, fitted time or place, from to promise, imperf. J^>

;
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the place where anything is put, a place, from to put down, A

to place, imperf. > Jtj* a place that is dreaded, from to be

afraid, imperf. a slough or quagmire, from to

J a, 4 * + » +

stick in the mud, imperf. a game at hazard, from

• . • •'

to play at hazard, imperf. j—ti.

Rem. Here the jJuoi should, strictly speaking, have the

same form as the nomina loci et temp., but the grammarians give B

some examples with fetha in the second syllable, as

323. Those formed from verba medial rad. j et ^ undergo

changes analogous to those suffered by the Imperfect of the verb

(§ 150) ; that is to say, after the second radical has taken fitha or

kisra, according to § 221, this vowel is thrown back upon the vowelless

first radical, and the y or ^ is changed into the homogeneous letter

of prolongation (1 or ^y). E.g. >»IA* (>*>**) place of standing, place,

from js\i to stand, imperf. >yu (u°yh*) diving-place, C
"" •

* * * •
' *1 ' ' / l' * J

from uo\k to dive, imperf. u*y*4 (, •) and

a place that is dreaded, from Jli to fear, imperf.

) + + 1 / # / , , J * J * 0 * a , 4 * /

sJU_. (sdyi-i), and «_»U to fear, imperf. I

place of resting at mid-day, from jli to sleep at mid-day, imperf. Sthi

(Ja).

Rem. The has in this case regularly the form with

d in the second syllable, as jb«, return (from ^<1 for D

etc.), ^liL* being divulged or published (from for
;

but many verba med. \^y take in preference the form with i, as

« ' * * * * * j ' ;. ' ' t ' t"
or OU or or or

or yj^zus, j*C* or jut; j**; or JIL*, or jc;
See § 208.

334. Those formed from verba tertise Tad. j et violate the rule

laid down in § 221, for they always take fitha in the second syllable,
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A whatever be the vowel of the Imperfect In regard to their contraction,

they follow the analogy of the verbal nounB from the same verbs

(§ 213). Kg. *y^) place of refuge, from WJ to

escape, imperf. y»r+t ;
pasture-ground, from yj*j, to

pasture or graze, imperf. ; \£y+ (i^>~») the place where one

,, 4/ • /I-* . 'j

stops, from ^>5 to stop,
imperf. (i£jU) do from

to go or resort to a place, imperf. (J'jW ;
a f°^> ^rom

B ijyi* tofold, imperf. (i
j~*) a bend, from to bend,

9 *

imperf.

j 4 y C r ^ 3 r

Ran. The jJ*a* has the same form, as from

- - * / «• - " . ,
»'

(jJ*., imperf. ; \Jj~+ from imperf. iJ>-J

335.

Nouns of time and place not unfrequently take the feminine

C form i—
; as time or place qf occupation, business ;

IsjL* the

place where cattle, etc., are watered; the part of a sword with

which the blow is struck, the edge; 2Jji+ a halting-place, a station;

tj\h* a cave; ilc-J-* {Kfj+) pasture-ground. If derived from

a strong verb, the second rad. frequently has in this case damma

instead of fitha

;

as cemetery, ifrP* place for drinking, ban-

queting-room, iaji— watering-place. Some nouns have even three

D forms ;
as a place where one suns oneself or sits in the sunshine,

$ «i -

a place where people perish, a desert. Peculiar is the

place where a thing is supposed to be, from to think, suppose,

imperf.

Raw. The ^ )c t JjlJu* is liable to the same variations, though

U is the normal form, as hunger. For example: i> «,
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US*, in preference to «, isSs ;
A»Xk«, ip**, tjhke,tyA

or iu^ : lip, ijp

336. Some nouns of time and place, derived from verba prim®

rad. 3 et \J, take the form JUA* (see § 228). E.g. )$*-» time of

birth, from jjJ to bear; appointed time [or place] for the

fulfilment of a promise, from to promise; oU*« appointed time

* * * , _
[or place for the performance of some action], from 0J3 to fix a time. B

£ 't
Rem. From the strong verb this form is very rare, as or

T - 3tJ.ll l)U t in ^Ethiopic it is the usual form from all verbs,

9 9* 9 9* *9 *

as mesrak = mi'rdb = mfr'Cy =

337. The nouns of time and place from the derived forms of

the triliteral verb, or from the quadriliteral, are identical in form

with the nomina patientis or passive participles. E.g. a place C

of prayer to pray) ;
the time of entering upon

the morning or evening ( ^. .;..ol
,

^—* 1
, to enter upon the time of morning

or evening) ;
* the place through which, or the time when,

, t, at / / • I

one is made to enter I to make one enter) or go out (*-^l to make
* 9 » * * e 9 9**9$

go out) ;
place or time of returning to return)

;
*

a place where things are collected (£«*^t to be collected) ;
place D

or time of meeting to meet) ;
^ firs^ âV °f *ke month

(j£*5T Jjill the new moon appeared) ;
a place where one

rolls anything (g^-3 to roll) ;
* a place where (camels) are

crowded together (_^w to be gathered together in a crowd).

& 9 * 9 *

Rem. The same form is also used as a from

the derived forms of the trilateral verb and from the quadriliteral

;

93* 1 • * * -

e.g. -,'jf - the being tried or tested = or the

w.
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A letting (camels) grate in the interval of their being watered = i

the rending in piecet -
; ,
Jiy* the guarding carefully =

iglyJ
; JjUU fighting = Jill or IJblL*

;
^Uu the making a raid or

foray = affliction = ;
turning or

totting to and fro = 5 <*« pressing heavily on,

wronging = JJeXaJ

;

J-JL** to make a clothing or ringing sound =

ijui* ;
l^« 4&f ^IJ, <o Corf a (our) complaint of

this event <a**Iy) and (on //im) it (our) reliance.

B (c) 7^0 Nomina Instrument! or Nouns that indicate the

Instrument.

838. The nouns which denote the instrument that one uses

in performing the act expressed by a verb, are called in Arabic

nomina instruments They have the forms J«-*»
*

and link*, and are distinguished! from the nouns of place and time

C by the kfesra with which the prefixed is pronounced. When derived

from verba med. rad. j et they remain uncontracted. E g.

a file, from sfi, to file; <* lancet, from £±4 ,
to cut; \jLa and

. . i • . ... * • ,

b\y£~e, a lancet ; fiU, a pair of scissors; or a key;

L'jLe and a comb; *, a cupping-glass; « and

i^L, a broom; Jii4 (for ^LaSU), a pair of scissors; 01+, a
* * * *

D packing-needle ; lj£+, an iron instrument for marking a camel’s foot

(from ftf)
;

a pad placed under a horse’s saddle (from J3y) \jr-«*,

a branding-iron (from ; olh*> a balance or pair of scales (from

tSji) 5
and afan; >yS+, a bridle or halter; >jj+, a small

probe for applying kohl to the eyes; i*«*~*, a needle; and

a net or snare ;
iUj* (for ieb+), a staircase or ladder

;

ill**,

a strainer ; a branding-iron or cautery.
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Rem. a. A very few have the form ja; or A

a sieve; J-aU, o sword; = « spindle;

]n j>
an inetrumeni for introducing medicine into the nose

;

a pewrfe or mallet
; jn - -j « ^ «, « censer

.

The form JpLiu

also used.

Rru. b. The corresponding Hebrew nouns have _ and _, as

well as in the first syllable
;

e.g. pl?D, D^npbp, jStd, nrifio,
B

rnoiD.

({) The Nomina Agentis et Patientis.

/M
839. The nouns which the Arab Grammarians call *U-l,

nomina agent is, and Jjifi #)! nomina patientis, are verbal C

adjectives, i.e. adjectives derived from verbs, and nearly correspond in

nature and signification to what we call participles.

Rem. These verbal adjectives often become in Arabic, as in

other languages, substantives.

830. The verbal adjectives, derived from the first form of the

triliteral verb, have two principal forms, namely, the nomen agentis,

Jcli, and the nomen patientis, jybU. E.g. writing, a scribe

or secretary, from to write, written, a letter

,

fromyA ;
D

• * * * • * • -

serving, a servant, from to serve, served, a master,
*

from >» judging, a judge, from to judge ; being,

from to be; lyi-y* found, existing, from 1+y, to be found, to

exist; rnad, a madman, from 0*r> be possessed, to be mad.

Rem. a. When formed from Jjrf and the transitive J*i (as

to /ear, rtrfe on, ^Lc to Anoto, to touch), these

nomina agentis are not only real participles, indicating a temporary,
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transitory or accidental action or Btate of being, but also serve as

adjectives or substantives, expressing a continuous action, a ha-

bitual state of being, or a permanent quality; e.g.

(see above), a scholar
,

an ascetic. But if from

the intransitive and from Jsti, they have only the participial

sense, the adjectival being expressed by one or other of the nominal

forms enumerated in § 231. Thus £jli or being glad,

rejoicing, being cowardly, JK being liberal, JilUi being
* + +

narrow or confined, are participles; the adjectives which indicate

the corresponding permanent qualities or characteristics are ^jh

J
«* * <* • c • // • ^ ^

Jk*. or gladsome, cheery
t

cowardly
,

bountiful
,
generousf and^ narrow

.
[Comp, however § 232, rein.

6.

J

Rem, 4, The nomen agentis Jlali is said to be used occasionally

in place of the nomen verbi or actionis, as in the phrase 1*51) >r3,
i»

for ; but this is more frequently the case with the nomen
• J#/ f i • / ^

patientis (compare § 227, rem.) JjyuU. Eg. labour,

effort, one's utmost; JjJLLUJUL, swearing, an oath ; ijij-o - ij,

giving or sending back, rejection; understanding
,

• j * *• •• iff * #•<
intelligence ; =j*-#, knowledge

,
perception

;

pro-

• i #•» • i • ^ •• J

mixing, a promise ; j affluence,
opposed to

• il/ t •/ • i » e

penury
,
distress ; <0 JroJ quickly (of a camel)

;

-

to (rot easily (do.) ;
to go gently (do.)

;

= Jj-r—,
being %n existence

,
oetn^ or acquired ; -

hardiness, sturdiness, endurance. The fern. is like-

( I / 1 * /

wise occasionally so used, as lhy** *s, Sjyium.+, \ =
• • •/ j»/ i •

^jmo, the telling of the truth, opposed to ly*n9 >

w #/ f • r i • r

and also a cognate form as

Rem. c. Conversely, the nomen actionis is sometimes used

instead of the nomen agentis and patientis, or as an adjective.
* • 0 Jfhrl # + < J r

E.g. Loibj <*^51 , 1 came to him riding hard, - Uo&l,; iyilL*
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« .4 I # * li

/ spoke to him face to face (lit. lip to lip), = lyiU~»
;

A^il, A
* * * *•

r

iJlrr

I met him face to face (lit eye to eye), = LjU* ; \j+*o siAZi, I slew

him in cold blood (lit. bound, confined or held, so that he could not
... ... ... *f, • « » - j

'

resist or escape), =
;

JjLfr »!>•>. J-**
* r r I 44 • • * s'

a jtwf man, a just woman
,
jus! men, = Jjt*, ;

jyk JU,

9 IM | • / •.’ft

toator which sinks into the ground, -fSH ; ^4^)1 ^jj-o a

dirham struck by the emir, - ;
dh\ JU*. they are B

/ / /

4 J • r

<4e creatures (lit, the creation) of God,
= aDI

Rem. d. is the Aram. Sl3p, and Heb. St3p (with

o for a). The form JyuLi does not occur in either of these

languages, the Heb. using instead of it S !)Dp = J>*^, and the

Aram. S'bp = (see § 232
.
re,u - c)-

231 . Besides these, there are other verbal adjectives derived

from the first form of the verb, and called C

,ttj adjectives which are made like, or assimilated to, the par-

ticiples, viz. in respect of their inflection. Of these the following

are the principal.

1. 9.

9 /4

JUi

2. J** 10.

9 /4

JUi

3. j*4 11.

9 4

4.

444
12.

4 44

Jy*

5. J" 13.
J ^ *4

o'***

6.

• • J

14.
• 4»4

7.

* i J

15.
* < • J

O'***

8.

4/4
16.

4 4»f

J**l

232. Most of these adjectives come from neuter verbs, and

express, partly, a quality inherent and permanent in a person or
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A thing,—which is their most usual signification (Bee § 38),—and, partly,

a certain degree of intensity. Examples: 1. difficult, from
-•»- « •« . J. • • .

; Jr- from Jv» ; sweet, from
^ i ' /j/ «»/

from^iA-A
;
(Ul* tender, from Jil* ;

strong, hardy, acute, clever,

p '*1
I

/ / • * Me
from

\
jv* rough, rugged

,
from

;
jJJ unclean

,
from jJJ.

2. JJ*/ brave, from JJa^ ; k>— handsome, from
;
;JJ from

jJJ. 3 and 4. £>*, J^-, glad, from £ji, JJ*. ;
>i>l, j-k>, /woud,

B self-conceited and insolent, from and jluf ; i» pain, from

;
k-»- having a swollen stomach, from k*»-

; v~j) dirty, from

v-j> ; **-’ £~< (for ^s^f, ^i) in gri<f, from ^+1 ; j»J

• ' •• 00 0

(for perishing, from \Jij ;
having his foot or hoof chafed,

from ^ do., from
; i>"> v>“» clever, intelligent, from

O^y, £>** ; ***> awake, from Jii*, iaJu
;

soiTg,

C from Of*- !
jJ^> timid, cautious, wary, from ^jj,

intelligent, from J
;
J^~a, quick, in haste, from J**-®;

• * • k * / / 4 « ^ J / f #

j»tf
,
jJi from jJJ ; rough, harsh, from i>&*. ;

clean, pure,

from ^yJ». 5. liberal; JAW, small, young, from Jik to be tender

;

J*. large, coarse, fat, from
; Jj fine, thin, from Jy 6 and 7.

hard, from sweet, from
; ^4 bitter, from j* ;

• #i Ui
, r J * 4 k J

j+k, j+k, inexperienced, untaught, from j+k
;

polluted, from
* * * If f

,
// / I

Dv4> 8. breaking, crushing, brutsing, from^pk*.; jjk per-

fidious, treacherous, from k to forsake, abandon, betray; jll

• • •
0 00 00 4 + k

remaining m one place, abundant, from .xJ, jlJ
;

knowing, from

O&J. 9. OW- cowardly, from ,>»*. ;
brave, from £s3

;

liberal, from >t*.
;
JjLaa. chaste, from blunt,

10. brave, from
;
>*ULo large, from
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;
jfjfm noble, from J>j£> ;

handsome, from «>-»• ;
C»lji A

sweet (of water), from soft (of water), from *° bum;

Jlyi* long, tall, from JU* ; [
jtjJ a cook, from j,*J to coat]. 11. J***#

stingy, niggardly, from Jd-t ;
much, many, numerous, from ;

JLiji noble, from noble, from weak, from

UuL* ;
,Li5 heavy, from Jjtf ;

34*1* thick, coarse, from kii

;

+ * 4 * / / • /

long, tail, from JU» ;
compassionate, merciful, from B

safe, from
;

\jhiy*, sick, from \jkj-*, jti*^ ;
wA*A^

from great, glorious, from slender

,

paltry, from J). 12. gluttonous, from addicted

to lying, from veracious, from jS*o ; Jj>l or Jyjfi,

talkative [or ready to speak], from Jll
; [J>*^ ready to do, from

Asi] ;
pushing, thrusting or kicking violently, from ;

«J>ka
C 'f' # j • 'L ^

^ n
moved 5y affection or /»%, from t-Aka

;
daring, from j—* ; U

ignorant, foolish, from
; jjo*- continent, impotent, from

J 13. drunk, from Jfc* ;
angry, from

i

^jUiki, thirsty, from iAI>a, C>'^> hungry,

from ^U., -L>jk
;

satisfied with food, from ; oWj satisfied

+ * k *4 * 00 • - 0 4*

with drink, from \ffyj ;
ashamed, from 14.

repentant, from>jJ. 15. oV/® naked, from {J\j*. 16. ^#1 hating D

a clear space between the eyebrows, bright, open, cheerful in countenance,

from I having a high,
now, from^i ;

having
^ ^

# ^ j ^ • ** Jell
a slender waist, from

;
^>lil having a long chin (*>*i)

;

humpbacked, from one-eyed, from j^a
;

squinting,

from deaf, from ; J>«^l foolish, stupid, from

+ k * ** 4 %
f

** **k * J +4

1

unskifful, clumsy, stupid, from Jjj*1
. ; g*- ' unseemly,

ugly, foul, from
;
^**.1 red, black, white,jLo\ yellow.
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Rem. a. As is shown by the above examples, the forms ,JxA

and ^J^xA are principally derived from
(
JxA; ,JxA and Jis come

+ * * $ *
, , ,

respectively from intrans. and though the distinction is

not always observed
;

is principally formed from intrans.

;

J* and ^JlxA mainly from ,Jj«A ;
^JjiAI chiefly from & intrans

.,

• . * * *

sometimes from JxA.

Rem. b. JaU is rarely used as a verbal adjective from J*i

• / J ' # ^ 9 t

intrans. or (see § 230, rem. a)
;

e.g. ^*1 safe, secure
, = ^>±*1

or ^pol, from ^^*1 ;
^JL», ««/«, sound, =y#JL», from

;

jaU barren,
* * * / > r
* / J / • <* r J <• ' '

from Cjjkc* ;
sour, acid, from ^ or

Rem. c. when derived from transitive verbs, lias usually

9 9 .»» . 9 . * * • '

a passive sense
;
as J^Ia slain = JyJU ;

wounded = « ;

slaughtered, a victim, = ayea =

9 III. | 1 9 jt ,

rubbed with kohl — bound, a prisoner, -

0 J- 9 / /

The same is sometimes the case with J>**. as ridden upon,

VjjLl milked*.

9 * 0 J ^

Rem. <1. Adjectives of the forms ^J^xA and J>**- but more

especially the latter, often indicate, as shown by some of the above

examples, either a very high degree of the quality which their

subject possesses, or an act which is done with frequency or violence
/r / i 0** 1 / pi

by their subject; and hence they are called a£JL«JI intensive

forms. The form ^j^xA is dialectically pronounced ^J-xA, especially

» « « »

if the second radical be a guttural, as ju^w,
r r ^ > r r

• 4 9 6 9

JJL»., i
and so also in substantives, as *fx£, uL»i,

* * + + x / < / </
0

* [J>-y does not belong to this class
;

according to the native

scholars, it is originally a nomen actionis like meaning message.

Hence, as in the case of Latin nuntius, it got the signification of

bearer of a message. D. G.]
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Rem. e. Many of these forms exist in Hebrew and Aramaic. A
For example, in the former, Jjti, as JJTfpj = ; J!xA, as Jjjfcj =

Jto>> , J**. as
;
JlxA, as (o for a); J*xi, as

/ T * * T

TOK, DOT; Je*i, as TDK, TUV.

233. From verbal adjectives of the form J^IA, as well as from

some others, is derived an adjective Jtxi, which approaches very

nearly in meaning to Jy»A and J. *i, since it adds to the signification B

of its primitive the idea of intensiveness or of habit. Hence it is

i / / J 9 4 •
|
5 t

called AAJLJt ^\, the noun of intensiveness. E.g. J^»l eating, Jl»l
9 J l 4 . (

0 3..
( 0 J *

a glutton, = /yiwy, w>Ut£> a (habitual) liar, =
;

• r 4 3 *>" • ^
e* pushing, thrusting, repelling, pushing, etc., ™lentlyr-

\

?t,

|
**

.
0«-*3 / 9 i «> * ^ t « » •

Jjw asking
,
JLL# importunate

,
a beggar, - drinking

,
" *

drinking much, addicted to wine, - V0/-* 1
-**'* knowing, learned, C

very learned; .i)b weeping, weeping much; ^>5U fearing.

Rem. a. The nouns which indicate professions and trades have
• 2 / 4 5' • S /

usually this form
;
as jlkt a druggist

,
a cooA;, a baker,

4 5 x 0 3 *»3 «»
v 4 3

LL*. iz tailor, a carpenter, jli~> a water-carrier, a
0^ ^ 4 iJ /

gardener, a seller of sheeps’ heads, a money-changer or
^>3^ 9 3^-

banker, ?Uj a builder or architect, a porter. Compare in

Hebrew and Aram. Xt3n, 33-1, P13D, Pl^D, SiDD, etc.
T - T ‘ T - J T “ T ~

4 3^
Rem. 4. Other intensive adjectives, less common than Jlxi, are
0 <Si 9 «t 6 i/ 4 i2i 0 30 % $ *

1. JUA, 2. Je**, 3. J^*A or J^xA, 4. JxA, and 5. as

• i A wM J #30 • fi J

1. very handsome
,

very noble, very large

,

flji one toAo devotes himself to reading (the sacred writings),

a strong propeller or repeller, a great rush (of water or of people)

;

2.

^. pi., addicted to wine, drunken, going astray.

w. 18
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wandering; J&ij* fond of opposition, je^h boastful, ex-

ceedingly veracious, otp- very liberal, one who throws down

often or violently, a wrestler; /i<p glistening intensely (also

f
«* J t * J

\
• «<*

,

the only instance of the form except JhLh) > 3. Jij t%m%d,

• 4- ,
• i' • - - . . • &' * „

jtyfi everlasting, or Jj
yis bad (of money), or oW'

• J/ • it »S J • f<
pure, all-glorious, or most noty; 4.

shifting, turning, burning, cunning, ^JU» deceitful

;

5. Jjjjli

timid, yjty* a spy.—On the other hand, JaAe, ,JUA*, and

• Lai*, are, strictly speaking, substantives (nomina instrument!,

§ 228), but used metaphorically as adjectives to mean “doing

something like a machine, mechanically, and therefore invariably

(habitually).” Kg. thrusting or pushing much, pushing

or pressing much, >jum a &rave warrior, do.,

* -

f

# • 1 « « /•
thrusting with the spear, jJ^s, jUv*> talking

* + + +

nonsense, JiLs, JuL, eating much or giving much to eat, hos-
r +

• • • •

pitable, J^L, Jj^L, talkative
,

eloquent, cheerful, ^UJu*

docile, tractable, very liberal, >ljdL« advancing boldly, daring,

slothful, bearing male children, Xuie bearing female

children, fttuL very liberal, very talkative, :\ll,
* * * *

# • « « *

jekiu, winy perfumes, poor (|3t3D, ^ » nmV))*.

—

* / (e fl /• •< •

Similar, too, is the use of such forms as JUAJ or JUU3, AJbUJ, and

JUu, which are abstract substantives (nomina actionis, § 202)

used concretely; e.g. vuii, given to play or sport

;

r * r
y f j] | / I

swallowing big morsels, greedy

;

«r>l/-a3 covered by the
' " | s '

_
• j

staUion (of a she-camel), ^UJU talking much and foolishly, vltA#

mendacious, fickle, a$b loquacious, very learned.

• • I * > « l»i

* [To this class belongs also U, V
>ZU, stinking. D. 0.1

* / / **
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R«. c. Nearly all these adjectives and quasi-adjectives admit A
of being strengthened in their meaning by the addition of the

*

termination 4_, which is hero used, as the grammarians say,

4AJC to signify intensiveness, or to strengthen the
+ + + + «* w

idea of intensiveness. For example, from J^U comes llali, as
* r

<*

ylj one «oAo hands down poems or historical facts by oral tradition,

Kylj i d) crafty,
;
£l> calling or summoning, an emissary or

missionary, iaIW dswr, crafty; liSU. treacherous, faithless

;

B

o deep investigator (compare in Heh. nSrip from Snp)

;

from Ju, iui, as ia-: breaking in pieces, crushing to bite,

altvays on the watch, ioj-o throwing down or prostrating often,

tiy* asking often, begging, prone to laughter, Up loquacious,

Lsyi given to sleep, Iny) abusive, finding fault; from J«xi,

as Kij£>, aieic, noble, excellent; from Hyni, as

tiyio taunting (one) with favours (corferred on him), Ijyjiia lying,

liyJU tired of, disgusted with, KyP, timid

;

from J&, c

AJUi, as 3L& very learned, ZCs a great genealogist, Slay a

great traveller, very quick of comprehension, XpOj ill-natured,

slanderous, very talkative, a great collector, an

excellent player on the cymbals or harp (gini) ; from lllai, aa

Sw\jw prostrating or throwing down very often, inps very generous

or noble, 1»UU talking much and rashly or foolishly; from J«a4,

as very contrarious

;

from J^si, ijyt4, as very

9 J r J J ^ |/ j /

timid; from Jjyfrli, Alkali, as very wary or oouftous, Ujjti D
very timid; from ^JlaA*, ilUAa, as blaJL wry unjust, 4«ljJU wry

^ a r *•

•
Ve ^ #/

ftoW in attacking
, talking much and sillily; from JuiA3,

Uua5, as addicted to play or sport, loquacious, i^)ad

very learned, causing great wonder or marvel, L\sb swal-

lowing big morsels, greedy (the cognate form l^stl also occurs, as
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much addicted to play or sport) ;
from as

much addicted to play or sport, t«lU3 swallowing huge morsels, very

greedy, Ullu talking much and foolishly.
* *

Rem. d. Besides the forms incidentally noticed above, others of

these intensive adjectives occur in Hebrew and Aramaic ;
for

example, jjd, as j^PI, OVT}, and J*ii, but with the purer vowel

a in the first syllable (^j-xi), as T'W> "I'SWl* ^
.o .A - Other forms are without exact equivalents in Arabic,

1
. i i i

as *1)3# = W (coming nearest to *1l?'

= Aram. jri\
. (

J

y*i)

;

arid especially the form Sep. m
i?3

(=4^). *w (=Y$i). Bhn (=JiA which may be viewed as

an intensive of Jai (Step for
t
St3p, Sl?p = J?)-

234. From verbal adjectives with three radicals*, or with three

radicals and a letter of prolongation, are derived adjectives of the

form which have the signification of our comparative and super-

•s* it .

lative, and are therefore called
,
the noun of preeminence,

__ 4 • *

or Jxil, the form ’afalu denoting preeminence. E.g.

If J t < tt
f
tt * ' ' , . ... ,

J ' *
f

yk*., sweet, LyWI, sweeter, sweetest

;

*>-»- beautiful,

# j j t '

more or jwosJ beautiful; ugly, uglier, ugliest

;

J-a*- great,

£ .1

glorious, J*\ more or most glorious.

i Rem. a. In the superlative sense, these adjectives must always

have the article, or else be in the construct state, as

• j*** /»i
the greatest city, ^he largest of the cities.

1+ 9 F

* [A rare exception to this rule is Jhlfrl bitterer
,
as derived from& anything bitter, spec, the colocynth, according to ’Ibn DurSid,

KitOb Oriitikdk, 53, 1. 6, 98, 1. 16 seq. In the Lisan, however (xii. 142),

it is differently explained. R. S.]
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Rem. 6. Of this form there remain only a very few traces in A
Hebrew, none in Aramaic. Such are

: 3T3M lying, false (of a
* J

“

stream that dries up in summer), from
> “IT3M fierce,

cruel, perhaps connected with j*\£» breaking in pieces; JlVNj (for

jn*N) lasting, perennial, — \y

;

and even these have lost their

original signification, and are used as simple adjectives.

235. No J~oLjTjv* 1 can, according to strict rule, b6 formed B

from the verbal adjectives of the passive voice and the derived forms

of the verb, nor from verbal adjectives that denote colours or deformi-

ties, because they are themselves of the form Jxil (compare § 184,

rem. b). If we wish to say that one person surpasses another in the

qualities expressed by such adjectives, we ought to prefix to the corre-

sponding abstract or verbal nouns the comparatives •*-£>! stronger,
/ . •< j / o j/«( «»-

more beautiful, more excellent, uglier, better,

&,
.

** » » £ rt ^
jh worse, and the like. E.g. J^t (stronger as to redness) redder; C

U*Xx3 i>-».l (more excellent as to teaching and training)
* *

,
* * 0 J* 1**1 v

a better teacher and trainer; Ai* (more excellent than

he as to answering) more ready than he in answering, or giving a
* * 9*0 1 **t

better answer than he; IS’iUflul £j-*l (mare quick as to departing)

• •
t * * i * *$

^

departing more quickly; \jyt ^-31 more deformed by blindness of one

eye. This form of expression is sometimes employed where a simple

• • . - / 1 9 * 9 *11 11 * * * 0 1

comparative might have been used
;
as jjl{ ^3

.
* * *

# / * * m * t *f 0 * 9*0 * * *

*yJh jitt then, after that, your hearts became hard, D
* * * * & *t

like stones, or even harder (lit. stronger as to hardness), where juil

= (el-Kor’an ii. 69).—As a matter of fact, however, the strict

rules laid down by the grammarians are constantly violated by usage.

(a) Examples of Jxil formed from the derived forms of the verb,

,
1 ' • * *9 * 1 * * t

especially from IV.: ^1*1 more cleansing or purifying (j^hJ I),

# fi/
t

* i * * 9 f

from jyi* to cleanse or purify, II. of to be clean or pure

;

J
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A making clearer orpurer, from to darify or clear, II. of U-i to be

dear; J preferring better, from^-t—, II. of JeX-* to he *1f*l

J J)l( confirming or establishing better, from _>dJI, IV. of^li to «tom<f

upright; J «£*$ making more firm or «wrv, from C^l, IV. of to

/rm; jjl* earning me greater alarm about, from vJj*- or

JUU, II. or IV. of Jl*. to fear; f* giving more help towards,

from O1*' <» iWjb IV. of OU ; J ^*31 making depart more quickly,

B from ^J>s{ IV. of to go away; J Ciu.jt Mo* of the two which

relaxes, or loosens, more, from yffl, IV. of or to 6* flaccid

or flabby; J causing to last longer, yj* more merciful to,

from yffr, IV. of yj* to remain, last; J 4-*** inspiring morefear or

respect, from vlil, IV. of vU to fear

;

JuSl more just than,

from JUJ* to >««<, IV. of viii to touts the half, reach the middle;

J causing to last longer, from IV. of JU* to 6s

C *J preserving alive better, from
yj «*•!, IV. of urif* to live;

O* Ji>( giving more shade than, from J-bl to give shade, IV. of ;

J >^4-1 causing to be better, from iM, IV. of >4. to be good, excellent

;

giving more freely, from yJeo\ to give, IV. of Oi; J Jfl
rkt r r » * 0 t

bestowing more liberally, from yljl to bestow, IV. of
; J

D showing greater honour to, from IV. of to fee noble

Jill mors dsssrf <Aa«, from to be desert, IV. of fik ; Cr*

poorer than, from \jdh\ to be poor, IV. of yjSh
; ^>4 more crafty

than, from JlaJj, to be crafty, VIII. of JU. ; O? >'•$ more easily led,

or more docile, than, from jlAil, VII. of to lead. (fi) Examples of

Jail formed from the passive voice : more feared
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or formidable

;

j4*-I mors praiseworthy or commendable; \jtjat better A
known; more deserving cf blame; more glad qf or pleased by;

more to be excused; o4>j( mors readily found

;

more occu-

pied; ^ijl prouder (^a) to 6s proud) ;
oJUl mors Aototf or hateful

;

V mors occupied with
(yffi

or VIII. 5
shorter (from

J rfira/l, pass, of VIII.). (y) Examples of Jjiil from words denoting

colours or defects
: £y» JaJfl whiter than

;

A>Id blacker than

;

• *} .17
O-* <>***' mors stupid than.

936. The verbal adjectives formed from the active and passive

voices of the derived forms of the triliteral verb, and from the quadri-

literal verb, are the following.

Triliteral Verb.

Act. Pass. Act. Pass.

II.

• r* * 0

Juke JImJu VII.
• *00
JnhJU Jiili C

III. JiUu VIII.
6 *0 k

JjCA*
*

0**00
yfiCkf

IV.
• 0 0

*
IX. j ....

V.
• m/ / j

jitiCU
*

0 S ** 0

JjuLU X.
t 0*0 *
imA ?... ^

0 * 0*0 0

JjuU—

*

VI.
• * // J

XI. Jliu —
Quadriliteral Verb. D

I. Jjtau J&U III. J&L
*

J&U
II. jLuii

4/I//4
(JJLaiu IV.

3 *0 0

yjMUU JSjJu,

Rem. a. The characteristic vowel of the second and third

radicals is the same in all these verbal adjectives as in the corre-

sponding Imperfects, excepting the active participles of the fifth

and sixth forms of the triliteral verb and the second form of the
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A quadriliteral, in which the second and third radicals have _ instead

of

Rem. 6. The preformative a takes in Arabic the vowel — ,
in

Heb. and Aram. _ (e.g. bfcjSD, S’bjJD = tapRD, bfcpnD =

"nno). but the ASthiopic seems to have retained the original

vowel in its prefix OTO; ma, as tin ^ ;
(nia'&mmSz) oppressor

B (DOh, |*ph); OI*
,

h»Tl! (makwinnSn) judge (J^3D);
onfQ.¥:

(man&Sk) sceptic
,
heretic (Jills); (mAr'ed) causing to

tremble, dreadful (jutj*, TJHD) 5 °°frCP 1 (
mifri

)
fruitful

"
• • •'* <.

(nnsb); 00flT9°rhC : (ma8timber) imploring mercy C*»yA—>•)

;

T
' •

DDTC7'9D * (
mat4,,gwSin) an interpreter

237. In the formation of verbal adjectives from verba mediae

C rad. geminatee, the rules laid down in § 120 are to be observed. Hence

• . 3* * i.»* i>< • • i 3 .
*

»U becomes >U (see § 13, rem.); jjmI, jJil
; ;

etc.

338. In the formation of verbal adjectives from the verba h£m-

zata, the rules laid down regarding those verbs (§§ 131-6) are to be

observed. Hence we write jj\ for jjII (§ 135), JjCJ for JJll (§ 133),

«Jj3j or vJjlj for wJjl for^^, jj\y» for >JIU (§ 133), for

jfc (§ 181 ).

0 0 a m a

D Rem. a. 1 preceded by kfesra becomes ;
as for Lila.

Rem. b. Final h£mza, preceded by l and ii, admits of assimila-

*'*' 3 ' *' ** 3 *•» S> • * . _ ,

tion; as or ^jsj, *ijj> or or j/s bee g 17, 6,

rem. b.

239. In the formation of verbal adjectives from verba primae
* *

rad. the rule laid down in § 147 must be observed ; as for

• • i
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340. In the nomina agentis of the first form of verba medim A
rad. 3 et the place of the middle radical is occupied by a ^
with h&msa (arising, according to § 133, out of ?); as JjU (for J|li),

ffc— (for jjtl), instead of Jjll, J*C.

Rem. a. This rule does not apply to the verbs mentioned in

§ 160, which retain their middle radical unchanged; asj^U, J4I*.

Rem. b. The form ^SIS admits in certain words of being con-

tracted into ^*13 (compare the Heb. Qp for D]j5). as jDl£ for B
/ M <S J ^ Jf A

in the phrase £^LJI or ^^LJI illi, bristling with weapons ;

4. + # w/
t

t jts* * * liM J a

•U for a»U, in the phrase ilyUI a3U or «U, water-hearted,

cowardly, stupid ; jla feeble, for jjla
;

timid or greedy, for

• I W ^ I < f f /

£>*) £>l* ; »lw sharp {of sight), for «5l£>
;
^L* corroded or decayed

(of a tooth), for U
; £

obedient, for jilt
;
Jli going about,

for
;

,jjU» clayey, for ^U> *. Sometimes the second radical C
a -a

is transposed; as ^aU, jU, £), JU., l»li,

•l£, '!>'§.
# fi

ReM. c. In the form the medial
_j

is usually changed into
* 1 . 1 I . 1 I. « j. • <.

i ;
as Jj>5, tor J33J,

241. In the nomina patientis of the first form of verba mediae

rad. 3 , the middle radical is elided, after throwing back its darama D
14 / | 4 /

upon the preceding vowelless letter
;

as for from

«J>33A~«. The same thing takes place in verba mediae rad. with

this difference, that (to indicate the elision of the radical the

(jamma is changed into k&sra, and, in consequence, the 3 productions

• *'• • j*.
into a ; as £e~», instead of

£y~», from
£

* [A poet even allows himself to say lAjC for UpSl* (from jL*)

;

see AbQ Z&id, Nawddir, 26 infra. D. G.]

w. 19
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Rem. The forms Jjjju, and ar® *o

used dialectically. From verba med. ^g the uncontracted forms are

« j«. » * »

*

• ' • ' • *•'

more common, but still rare; as pyt*», Oyt<**< yHr>more common, but still rare; as pyt**,
• i«/ • jj,' ,

>•**<•, J*£*. for &**> etc-

243. Verbal adjectives of the form Jesi, derived from verba

mediae rad. y et ^g, become by transposition and then pass into

J**, which is in its turn frequently shortened into E.g.

B or dead, for (OU); [J** dependent for sustenance,

for <JU)]; or ChX soft, easy, for J>«1 (o^) O** or

l>eaJ <><My, contemptible (Otf*)',
or exceeding j*»,

bright (jiy)’, wicked (t^gy*<)'. 0*t, clear (v>*7)> <7'**^

(Jee*-). The verb J*tf has in the sense of straight, right, tall,

C and JU* in that of having charge of, managing.

243. Verbal adjectives from the derived forms of verba mediae

rad. 3 et ^5 follow the same rules as their Imperfects.

Rem. The learner should observe that the participles of III.

and VI. of verba med. ^g are written and pronounced with ^g, and
• - j • j .

'> * -.

on no account with h&mza; e.g. nke

* * m" 1

and not yjjLZ*.

D 244. The nomina agentis et patientis of the first form of verba

ultimas rad. y et \J have already been mentioned (§ 167, b, p, and
4 J ' » .

§ 170). Verbal adjectives of the forms Jy*h and are treated

according to the same rules as the nomina patientis (§ 170); e.g. yj*

3 - S' . J ' . S.
hostile, an enemy,^ a harlot, generous, noble, a boy,^

4 * * **+%*%* * "

captive, for yyJ*, {Jy*4, yij~*> ye**, ut**-

245. In all adjectives derived from verba tertire rad. y et ^g,
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if the second radical be pronounced with ffetha, the and y (which A
is converted into ^g) reject their vowel or t&nwin, and assume the

nature of the filif mafcgura (§ 7, rem. b). If the form be one that

admits of complete declension, the t£nwin is transferred to the second

radical. According to this rule are formed
: (a) the nomina patientis

of the derived forms, as ^jy+ for {j**, for (»£»*);

(b) adjectives of the form Jail, as for for

‘or (>*; ,
)> for JfWI (>U.I). Compare § 167, a,

P, a, and b, p.

b. The Denominative Nounr g
(o) The Nomina Unitatis or Nouns that denote the Individual.

— . <* • *• * 0 t

246. The »j^.yi I or nouns of individuality, designate one

individual out of a genus, or one part of a whole that consists of

several similar parts. They are formed, like the analogous nomina
vicis (§ 219), by adding the termination i— to the nouns that express

the genus or whole. E. g. a pigeon (male or female), from

pigeons, with the article, It, the genus pigeon or the whole C

number of pigeons spoken of; Ik# a duck or drake, from the duck;

one head of cattle (bull or cow), from Jit cattle ; a fruit, from

f+i fruit ; if+3 a date, from j+3 dates ; <LLa^ an onion, from the
% * * S % * +

onion ; a bit of gold, a nugget, from ^i gold; a straw,
4 •

"

from straw*.
*

Rem. a. lhe use of the nom. unit, is almost entirely restricted,

as the above examples show, to created things or natural objects. D

* [A peculiar application of the is its use for a dish or

portion of any food, as IjJ a dish of rice, 1 a dish of fish (81-

Mubarrad 173, 1. 4), t a portion of meat, a portion of cheese,

etc. Comp. Gloss. Fragm. Add. 129. This S is called £>J llSl

(ZamahfSarl, Fdik, i. 331, 417, ii. 323. D. G.]
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A Example* of artificial or manufactured objects are very rare; e.g.

JSJ or 2£) a brick, from or bricks

;

XlgAw o eAip or 6oa<,

from^ shipping, boats.

Rim. 4. Similar forms in Heb. are: HSU; 1^,

l&v, n|W; rwit; yv, rxyv.

(/?) The Nomina Abundantice vel Multitudinie.

B 847. The ijOsj' iC^I, or nouns of abundance, designate the

place where the object signified by the noun from which they are

formed, is found in large numbers or quantities. They have the form

£&U, and are, consequently, a mere variety of the nouns of place

(§ 221). E.g. inJj* a place abounding in lions (J--I),

wolves c%, beasts of prey (£**) ;
or fUA*, a place

abounding in snakes (
I^i), viper's (^a*!); X^JaL«, ItiL*, a bed o/

melons (£*£*), cucumbers (ft!*); a place where pomegranates

4

0 (o'-*;) (P0™ abundantly.

Rku. o. From quadriliterals this formation is rare
;
as XlxL*,

sJLL*, a place aboun ling infoxes (^ia5, SlW), scorpions (*&**)-

Rem. b. Sometimes the fem. participle of the fourth form is

ft *s
#

t f * ,

used in this sense, with or without
;
as A~A«, (a place)

abounding in lizards black beetles <Ui« (a

•/•ji «< j-i

j) producing cucumbers. Similarly from quadriliterals, 2*Lal«, A^aa*,

1 (a place) abounding in foxes,
scorpions

,
chameleons

(&r>’
hares. Also from XII. (a spo<) producing many

Rem. c. The use of nouns of the form AAjlA* to indicate the

cause of a certain state or feeling, is only a tropical application of

their ordinary meaning
j
as ilia « 4 3 jJyt children are a cause
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of cowardice and niggardliness (in their parents); a
&H**, » «WM of good health, joy or happiness, evil or iUfeeUng;

a cause of bringing on or producing disease;

KSW XaliSJI joking leads to annoyance; and the like.

(y) The Nomina Vasis or Nouns denoting the Vessel which

contains anything.

848. The nomina vasis, ,U>57 iCll, have the same form as the

nomina instrument (§ 228); e.g. jju a needle-case, from ijf
j
a needle; B

'-r
^r

* J
° milk-pail, from yia or milk ; &£+ a milk-pail, from

O-^ milk, or a brick-mould, from lij) a brick; siysa a urinal, from

J
*'

• Si'* . •

N unite ; a spittoon, from ^ saliva.

Rem. A very few take the form JjJu or && (see § 228,
\

0 J 0 J 4 * J 0 A f 0 j 0 + J 0 y
rem.)

;
as or an oil-jar

, from .*>*> oil

:

t -
4 // i 4» j

w
v

**

« vesselfor keeping i.e. the plants from which *lk*lj

or potash is obtained
; iL.Ct a phial for keeping kohl or eye-salve C

bo carefully distinguished from JaUu, the mil
(J**) or

instrument with which it is applied to the eye.

(8) The Nomina Relativa or Relative Adjectives.

848. The relative adjectives, KyLZ*M Jl, or simply

(relationes), are formed by adding the termination to the words D
from which they are derived, and denote that a person or thing
belongs to or is connected therewith (in respect of origin, family,

birth, sect, trade, etc.). E.g. earthly, from Jhj I the earth;
& 0 r 0 0+ & * r \ +

U*?* 1* solar, from the sun; aerial, from the air, the

sky; descended from el-Hasan (oliji); belonging to

the tribe qf Temim ;
yi*ui born or living at Damascus (£JL*s)\
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A Egyptian, from j*ojs Egypt; a freedman <f Sa‘d

.Lie scientific, from ^*1* knowledge, science ; i «—*- relating to sense

perceptible by one qf the senses; intellectual, from

Me intellect ; legal, legitimate, from gji> the law ; according

f 6 J A ^ 6 ^

common two and wont according to analogy (u-^) 5

^ -j 4 " belonging to, or oiw <Ao Afo^iw or fire-worshippers

B ;
^£)U belonging to, or on« o/, <Ae «scf o/ Aid/iA («aUU)

;

from fbngr; \JjtX from g^oorf/ from Oj

verily.

Rbm. o. The nomina relative are chiefly formed from substan-

tives and adjectives, but in more modem Arabic, and especially in

the language of the schools, ^lso from the other kinds of nouns,

and even from particles (see § 191).

Rbh. b. The nomina relative derived from adjectives properly

express “ belonging to the class designated by such and such an
4<»< 3 . 3 jj

q adjective.” [However, in such words as *,

the termination ^ has, according to some, a corroborative or

intensifying force (itfCfy. D. G.]

Rbh. c. This termination is common in Heb. (m. *—
f

f. H*—

and JV-). as Israelite, Hebrew, '"p} strange. In

Aithiopic, i is generally used to form certain adjectives which are

derived from other adjectives, as <h£.|\: (harrasi) a ploughman,

D ond^ ; (mahharl) compassionate, from the obsolete (h£.f| :

(= «£>£», Bhn) and ;
whilst awl and ay are the

usual relative terminations, as (mSdrawI) terrestrial.

Inf flTPf*P: (krtstly&n&wl) Christian, (’aiyawl) or

Y\y£z (’aiyay) like (from ftJE: ’ay, of what kind ? which ?). The
0

Aram, has the last of these forms, viz. in general use
;
as

. » /
Egyptian, - - - ,

|

^n eastern.
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250. In forming the nomina relativa, the primitive nouns undergo A
various changes in regard to the auxiliary consonants, to the final radi-

cals y and and to the vocalisation.

I. Changes of the Auxiliary Consonants.

551. The feminine terminations J_, 1^_, and 1^—, are rejected

;

as&« Mekka
, jJ-su)t U-Basra,

;
iiytil U-Kufa, ^y^\

a^jLL* Malatya, ^sXs
;

JL* Sicily, \i*
; Africa, B

lI-JI the cotpus of traditions relating to the ways and habits ofMuham-

mad, [a**£)f the party of Ati, .!»*£*;] i&fr the kibla or

direction of Mekka, to which the Muslim turns in praying,

•j ^ - i 1 « ' Sw . >i
a window, ^>=»

;

^U. refined, vulgar, from <LoUJI distin-

guished persons, the higher classes, and A*la)t the common people, the

vulgar

;

I a promise,
;
Aij weight, measure, 0

Rem. In the case of nouns which, like tj*, haveiost their first
*

radical, if the third radical be a weak letter, the first ought to be

restored and the second to take ffctha
;
as tLgtt (from

^fi*y),

or
] tjf^y (on the second y see §§ 258 and foil.). The forms ^Jby

a
;[or \^j*~,y] are mentioned by the grammarians, and also the very

irregular from [and
tSfise1 from (Hammad in

'Anbarfs Nozhat tl-'alibba 52. D. G.].
jj

262. 1, (a) The feminine termination \j- is rejected in nouns

that have four or more letters, besides the ; as a bustard,
3 * A / / i * 3 + J

Gumada
, the name of two months, (6) But

if the nouns ending in fem. have only three letters besides the

s ,

* [Lane has
; of this form, however, only a single instance

has been mentioned in the T. A. D. G.]
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A \J, two cases are to be distinguished, (a) If the second letter has a

vowel, the is rejected ; as a swift cut, 1
,
0++* : yJ>j4 Bnradii,

%
*

the name of a river, (fi) If the second letter is without a
0

vowel, the yj may either be rejected (which is preferable), or changed

into as .!**> pregnant, yj*~- or yj-fji relationship,

1 *i 3 .if ,il . J if J .if
yj-tj* or \Jyiji ; the (present) world, yj-**> or

2, (a) The letter yj is likewise rejected in nouns that contain four

or more letters besides the yj, if it belongs neither to the root nor

to the feminine termination, but is what the Arab grammarians call

e # her J t

JUJ^I vJUl or the appended U\f (i. e. which serves to give to the word

to which it is appended the form of a quadriliter&l or quinqueliteral

word, e.g. y£j*!> to give it the form of to assimilate it to

^idefS) ;
as a bug or tick, yfb>**. ;

yjfe-J a big, stout camel,

yjj£* ; Jit or the bean,& or A* (b) But if such

^ nouns have only three letters besides the yj, it may either be changed

into j (which is preferable), or rejected altogether
;
as a sort of

4 .j. S ». i ii S . if

heath, or ^aaa
; yflef a sort of shrub or small tree, y£y*f.

Rem. In 1, 6, fl, and 2 b, a third form is admissible, vis.

9 . 9 .if 9 .ii 3 .if 3 .i. 9 .•( 3 ».ij

ijf-

1

m hSp*j», yjjdtf ;
but

with h&mza, is a vulgarism.

3 ts
D 253. The terminations \j— and of relative adjectives fall

away when new relative adjectives are to be formed from them
; as

3%-* 3 h J e 3%* 3 h J

belonging to Mikkl, Gufi {yfi-e, yjh**., names of men)

;

yjeiih a &afi‘ite, one of the sect of H-Sdfi‘i y£j* belonging

• .
J ^ * he t . # 3 e h eh

to Almeria m Spain; a native of Alexandria

fcjjjSLt'fl). Similarly, from Substantives like a chair
, a seat

,

and y£>jt a bullrush, the relative adjectives are and yJiiji.

254. The plural terminations and Ol_, and the dual termi-
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nation ^jl—
, are rejected

;
as oUfl two, relating to two, duaSstie; A

0e e he

the two haranu (or sacred territories ofMfekka and 41-Medlna),

| e e ehe 3 • e e S h the

yj-fj*-', CW two men named Kais, L
,~*i

;
1 the Muslims,

3 • J r She 3 he % 00

; 0**ij men of the name ofZhd, yJJHj ;
OtjU* women cf the

name of Hind, oU>a ‘Arafat, the name of a place, Jj-

Rem. a. It need hardly be remarked that this rule does not
Je SS Seh

apply to proper names ending in ^1— and
, as ‘Imran,

yjlr* ; Haitian,
; ,j>Ki Zhxditn,

Rem. b. It is only in later times that such forms are possible

3* . f • 3*3
as from twenty, instead of , from

e S he 3 e £ h*f
QyU, plur. of a hundred, for yjf* ', dualistic, from

eh md // 3 J
ijtid two, instead of y£ye or

Rem. c. Foreign names of towns, ending in sometimes
e S '

change this termination in Arabic into yjy—,
at other times retain

£j

it. In the former case the termination is rejected, in the latter it

•
. fl3 3*5. 1 *5 3 » a

is preserved
;
as yj Kinnesrin, but

y^fjj—J

;

. . . t 3 , j . 3 . . f i.

yjyit^ej Nimbi*, but Ylbrin,

3 *. * ». 3 ».

i£f*t I
hut yjjj^i, yyijr^i-

Rem. d. Some proper names, chiefly foreign, are very irregular

i. i .i. 3 - » - 3. . 3.. f. i.

in their formations; e.g. ujl>, yjljb; »*» D
3 . f f i . 3 . . 3a. 3 . i# i*. 9

yS*A-t > tiJ’j ’ J >

. » s — .». 3 .». j..« <f. 3 " < .* 3 »

j . ... 3 3 . . ji.. 9 ...

Ot-p. tflP -
Tweruui,

3 *« 3 .*< 3 3 *. • 9 "
Cfcil or We may, however, use

3 ee h e 3 eh * ? *
, .

^ 1 '

c f makes either or ;
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A or has as well as the regular formation

;

[^yU Manes makes jyLu, i£yu and ^yU. D. G.J

++ / £

Rem. a Quite peculiar are:>»LJ (with the art. fern.

« _
w *

from JLelyJ, Tihdma ; jtUt (with the art. l£JI), fern.

from Syria; and oW (with the art. ^1^)1), fem. AgiCJ,

from U-Tbnin; instead of and which

B are also used. The forms and ^yU^ likewise occur.

// " 3 / <•

Comp, the words and £> (= ^ui).

255.

The letter ^ in words of the forms ileal and when

not derived from verba media; rad. geminates or infirmse (j or is

rejected, the kfcsra of AJ^ai being at the same time changed into fttha*

;

C as liyji a statute,
; hij^r an *eland, or Mesopotamia,

2 # / i/ 3 * J**
** _ . 2 '' 4'*' J i ^ ^ ^

el-Medina,
a

(tribes), yyj. But, if they come from verba mediae rad. gemi-

«/ /

natae or mediae 3 vel they remain unchanged; as Aa^aa. reality,

.^A^a*.
;
ijujk*. a piece q/

-

iron, an iron too/,
;
ikJ3 a small

J S/l • < M/i
jug, —In the forms and J**i, the ^ is rejected only when

" 3^3-
]) the third consonant of the radical is g or (j ; as (tribes),

U»3***> i ij***
(men), \Sy°*- Otherwise it remains

. / _ 3 £ • 3 _
•* 1 ^

unchanged, as (a tribe),
; J*** (a man),

\ <*ttj

3 . **'•
, ., •.

3. »;•» 3 • -<

(a town), t£***£> 5 Je**> J**3 (tribes), ij>e^-

* [According to Zam&hsarl, Fdik i. 160 the same thing happens to

the j of the form AJyti, as in (^yli) from i*yi, ^y-aA from

Comp, also Mufafsal 90, 1. 7 and Slbaw&ih ii. 66, § 319. D. G.]
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Rem. a. There are, however, exceptions to these rules. E.g. A

nature, 5
« city, (to distinguish it from

belonging to el-Medina), belonging to Algeziras in^ s „/ '
3 - 3

Spain (to distinguish it from Mesopotamian); iSge+f*

• '
.

3 *- 1 t,», t V'

i

from A >CJL^, (tribes)
;

from (a place)

;

jrtJM (tribes), *-Ae*3

(tribes),
i
ytuu

;
Uuj± autumn, —fyh 0 prophet,

J$

} // • • 2 ^
makes from the assimilated form

Rem. 6. Words of the form (for J**i, § 242) from radicals

mediae g et \J,
reject the second along with its vowel kisra, or in

other words follow the shorter form J*i ;
as «**-> a fora or master,

good, But (
a fcribe

)
has ur?^*

—The

same remark applies to every penultimate double with ktiara

*. >**l j

*

*t 3 • .1 (. » 1 ,. . , *. *

iiS) i
418 «*e«d> dimin. of iy>y black,

; jtr*-, dimin. 01 C

3 , i..i
1

1 ,

an ass,
,

[But as a tribal name has

256. The productions of the nomen patientis in verba tertiae

iC may be rejected, and the radical \J changed into y whilst the kfesra

3 •/ 2 ^

^

of the second radical becomes fetha; as thrown, But

many grammarians prefer to reject both the productionis and the

radical so that the relative adjective coincides in form with the

• 3 • ' r\

nomen patientis, v

257. Lastly, the , productionis in the form 2J>*4, derived from

verba tertiae , (§ 244), is rejected, and the second radical takes fetha

instead of <jamma ;
as a female enemy, Many, however,

form from both gj* and
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II. Changes qf the Pinal Radicals j and

858. The il\f makfira (I or ^g, § 7, rent, b), as the third radical

of a triliteral noun, is changed into j before adding the termination

(J-; ae^Jia youth, a mill, \Jjf-y,
tie a staff, ;

a mote, But if the noun has four letters, the final
(

j

(I does not occur in such words in good Arabic) may either be changed

B into j, which is the better form, or be rejected
;
as purblind,

1 ;
play, or a musical instrument, or ;

»•* . s 3 «

'

meantng, or If the noun contains five or more

letters, the ^ is always rejected; as chosen, ^Ahueu*.—The

same rules apply to the final of radicals tertise j et which falls

away in some nouns after k&sra (see § 167, b, /3); but it must be borne

in mind that the missing ^ is to be counted as one of the letters

C of the word, and also, if it be changed into j, that the kfesra always
^ 6 S’ % * * ' | <

becomes fttha. E.g.> (for blind, (for

3 * * + § * 3 ^ * • » •

sorrowful, (for a judge
,

(which is the pre-

3 / ^ /U « r % » 9 +d J • - # J

ferable form) or (for jZL* (for Jj
* d + d * d

i •< *» 3 ‘ i /*» 3 .»* »>
(for ^***««*•

Rem. a. The addition of the feminine termination 2.1 does not
f

D affect the rule of formation; as 2I^> an inkhorn or writing-case,

one toAo carries an inkhorn; Harnd (nOHl),

i e 5 e 3/' • /• 3 e* • e /

a district in Palestine, a ladder
,

• < ^ 3 <" <* 2 e

or a wineshop, or L^> a vintner.

3 -- 3 " 3 . j . 2 . t

.

Rem. 6. Such forms as for for ^gyisue,

$ , 3 . i j

and ^,3la^w for are modern and corrupt.
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859. The hfemsa of the termination lC (the Eif mhmdida, § 28, A

rem. a), is always changed into j ;
as lljJ* a virgin,

(a town in Persia),
;
i

'

-h*. the black beetle, ijg^ClsA.

;

Zachariak, {Jfifty- But in the termination t Ll, whether the hfemea

be sprung from an original radical _j
or or be not a radical but

merely the so-called JUJ^I lj«* (see § 252, 2, a), it may either be re-

tained unaltered (which is better) or be changed into j ;
as fU the letter B

fd, Ibj a garment, iLA» a robe, fU~< the heaven, ^Jw, yjtA,
9 3 •* 3 ^ 3 ^ 3 •>

^W-*, or (JjU*

;

fLU a forgr* *t«eie> tit the

neck, ftfc*. a mafe chameleon, iSuC the bean,

or Igf^Jlj. On the contrary, if the hfemsa be an

original 1, it always remains unaltered
;
as i\ji (rad. I/J),

Rem. The termination iT_ is very rarely dropped in proper C

names; as (places), iffjjj*--—In a few
^ * 9 *

cases too the letter & is substituted for the hfemza;'as (a

3 /#» % *d+ e*+d +

place), (
a tribe), ,* iUia® (a city in el-Yemfcn),

;
with which compare the Hebrew forms

from nVa, nW.

860. Primitive defective substantives, i.e. those which have lost D
« I If 6 / « /i «/

their third weak radical,—as v*. **J, *2), etc.,—necessarily

recover it only in cases where it reappears in the dual and plural

;

but if this reappearance be not necessary, the third radical may be

omitted in the relative adjective. In all cases where the third radical

is restored, it appears as j, whether it was originally ig or not.

E.g. v* (for dual O'.**') a father,
;
£l (for gLs, du. O^l)

a brother, (for >•*•) a husbands father or brother, ;
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A 3JJ (i»d. yU) a dialect,
;
V) (rad. ^/l) the gum,

;
Xu (rad.

a hundred,
;
X*l (rad. y\) afemale slave,

;
Xll (rad.

y-t) a year,
; o*\ (for du. ^U*)) a son, or yjgyi ;

j**

\

(rad- y*) a name, or (fr°m jrf) ; C%-1 (rad. al-)

podex, or (from eSJ) or yjy* (from a-.); .** (for

du. OW) « A«»d, or i£yjt* ; blood, or
;
JlA <o-

3 ' 3
"
*

B morrow, yjj£ or \Sp*k.

• *< • • a#i
Rem. a. C*^l, a mter, and a daughter

, make and
S * S 'X 5 •//
^£**4, as well as and —4C, a lip

,
has the three forms

3 < " 2 " 3*9 3 3 *

tSfU, yjyk*. or widm, makes (J>*. or (from

£y»*)— {*t£) has ^l£, and
J

Rbm. 5. Where the original form was ,Jjd, some retain the

n 'k
3 »- 3 »- 3 » - 3 » j 3 •

0 gezni
;
as^^j, ^>0,

361. The third radical j or ^ of the forms J* and iilai is
* *

retained unchanged
;
as grammar

,
^$ya*i a grammarian

;

,, 3 •' * 3*j.-» 3* < , » j

o gazelle,
;

»y}h a foray, \Jjjh ; a 6ri6c, ^>iy
;

JjjX.

• j, 3 »•» !- *; ... 3 •. •. •< 3 «i
a handle,

;
Ay « village, yjtf* ; 1*0 an image, But

D if the final yj of 1& be changed into y, the second radical takes

. S ** 3 +* S' f- *J 9*9
letha, as from 2*43 , and a possession

;

a rule which is extended by some to words in which the third radical

was originally y, as yjyjh, ijyij, ^y'jL, from Vyji, etc.— If the

second radical in such nouns be a y or yj, combining with the third
w$ *o

radical into yj, this yj is resolved into its original consonants, the

second radical takes fotha, and final yj is converted into y ; as

\J* (for ts£) « f°M, ijjyi
; ^ (for (j**.) living,

;
Xj a
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, 3 * * 9 s * 3 * *
twist or turn,

yjpyl ; !(*• a snake, —In words of the form A
r * ,i .v ,, J
aiU», final y is retained, as ty\h£> misery,

ia
£^UL5

;
but final ^ is

changed into h&mza, as l*U-> a drinking-vessel, ^5U->, X*\ks a sort

of lizard, ^tk*.—Words of the form X*l a sign, 1*6 a place where

i
9* * 3 ** 3 ** 3 *-

cams, ste., rest at night, 1*1, a banner, make ^yl, jjSl, or
\jf,

etc.

*». } ..
R*m. a. yjj, a desert, makes irregularly yJyO-t (instead of B

3 ..

y£y±t) an inhabitant of the desert, a Bedauh.

Rbm. b. Nouns of the forms j^X&f.etc. from
* * W

verba tertiae rad. y et y£, reject the y£ productionis and change a

radical yj into y

;

as A. yjyih : l*^-» (a town), ^$yf±
;

^ci,
3 *~A j ,i S

; *e^l (a man’s name), {£y»\ (rarely ^^.1, and, though very

incorrectly, (jf^sl). See §§ 255-6. C

III. Changes in the Vocalisation.

363. In the forms J*i and l£*i. the kfcsra of the middle radical

is changed into fotha
;
as aLu a king,

;
j!i> the liver,

;

(tribes), (a tribe), So also in

f J I i ' £ t

»

«

Ja», as yJjjJI (a tnbe), Jpy But in J*i, the kfesra may be retained.

f 3 , 3
as Jvl camels,M or

Rbm. In nouns that consist of more than three consonants, the

vowel of the penultimate letter is not altered. From ^-1^ (a

tribe) and (the ancient name of 21-Medina) the forms

*»d are admissible, though and are preferred

;

•.'?! ,
3 'ft ' •'

.
^ ^ 1 2T4* and yjWl, as well as

3 9*

* *
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A 303* Ktara t>r damma of the penultimate consonant is changed

into fttha in all forms in which a j or ^ has been rejected, or in

which a final ^ has been changed into y ;
as

isf* (*® the preceding 55).

Rsi(. Of rare and arbitrary changes, such as ,<^*1 from

fromjtpLJf the tacred territory of Mikka, 1 from
**' 1 » s

B J** time, from ^.*1 yesterday, a grammar can take no

account.

264. If a relative adjective is to be formed from a proper name
which is compounded of two words, the following points must be attended

to.—A. If the two words form a proposition 0T

3 . "• • 3/ +
t t t

v.ea»p), as l/w JarfU (he carried mischief under his arm, the

nickname of a celebrated poet 1

! and warrior), *jm.J (his throat

q shorn)*—or are contracted into one compound word

t
A / •

*

i//|/ + + +

mixed compound) as v/*****, a man’s name, -3AJjv, *>UellJ, the towns

of Ba'albek and Kdtikald,—then the second word is omitted, and the

termination ij- appended to the first
;
as ^ia*U, ^JU*,

If the first word is in the status constructus, governing the

second in the genitive, two cases arise. (1) If the governing word be
• t 1 # 23 • *

D one of the nouns *^1 father, ^1 son, >1 mother, or daughter, it is

rejected, and appended to the governed word ; as jf* j*1, ^gjSLf

;

" jf 3 * * + + 0 + jf 2 + 0 + + 0tt+ J • 2 '•* f/3 + 0 0

\s~roi >fl> \jrys* • i>f)> t>#l,

s
i <W i. (2) If the first word be any other than these four, two

secondary cases arise, (a) If the idea of definiteness through the

status constructus still exists in the consciousness of the speaker,—as

* Compare the nickname of one of the Earls of Douglas, Archibald

Bell-thecat.
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,
f V J 9 + *

m Cx— the slave of Jfosiin ,—the first word is rejected, and A
the second takes

; as (b) But if the idea of definiteness

is no longer present to the mind of the speaker, then
:
(a) in msea

where no uncertainty can arise as to the person intended, is

attached to the first word, and the second is omitted
; as £x$i\ JdJ,

;
«^Lji

;
Aft jU*. ;

aiWl >-Ail (CarneFs-nose, nickname of a man),
; OV

; g
/ *i*h it'

s
,

•' s,'* s •- ».w a
or iStr* ; <x+,

;

" + 3 *

;
but (p) if uncertainty might arise by so doing,

the first is omitted, and the termination added to the second
; as

v^4»f J^, ia(; ^ ^
Guadalaxara in Spain, tjfclw***. **>££ >j» (a tribe) makes

3 + + 2 * * +z j ^
or (from the assimilated form S^-i).

frt 0 + f < / a
Rkm. a. In the case of the some allow a Q

double formation, from both parts of the word
; e.g. from

3 j»j 3
1° later times it became very common to form the

nisba from the whole compound word, as JtSjLf

;

and

this license was extended to innumerable names which fall under

the class B. For example : from with the

article
; from \j£s. j5 and JJ, and D

ur**3
’
from from O-LdUl j\y

from J>5UJI jjy Jiyiiejei; from
;
from \ ‘fjU,33 -., ,

' '
'

3 „
iAbjJJ-* J

from iJilj, Ouadix in Spain,
;

from

, |
" J 0 ' S . ' ' 0 * 0 90+ 9 + 3 0 9 +e

J*C ’ > f1X101 To this stage of

* i A 2
the language, too, belong such words as y from (a

w.
21
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A family in Spain) ; from ilUU yl ;
a woman qf

the Bhwa 'A& (§ 21, c, footn.)]; an ignoramus (Fr.

abiddaire), from ’abuftd, the first four letters of the alphabet

(§ 32).

Ra. b. In many cases felling under B, 2, b, a and fi,
strange

forms arise by the rejection of some consonants, or the combination

into <me word of a few letters (generally four) selected from the
J / • ^ 9 • ** • * 3*#-*

two noons. Kg. from Hadrama%U;

A* 9*+ 3 l/M 99a

B from j\ji\ jt** (a family in Mfekka)
;

Jut from ju* (a

| /I# • / 4#/ S # it
tribe); from j^a (a tribe); from ^a ^Ij

H&s-'ain; from {Jj-t* (* village in Egypt);

the name of a poet, whose mother was from
90 a a 9

and his father from^jtyk.

305. A relative adjective is never formed, in classical Arabic,

from the plural, even where the sense might seem to demand it, but
3 "

C always from the singular; e.g. acquainted with the divine

institutions, from hAxjji, plur.
;

i Cyema- a seller of mats, from
V ** a a

0 a 999 $**
#

plur. makes mistakes in reading manu-

script, also a learner or student, from a written sheet, a letter,

a book, plur. Uta^e or JluLe. Such plurals, however, as are either

really proper names, or approximate to them in sense, are excepted

;

D e.g. jOl (plur. of y+j a leopard) the tribe of ‘Anmdr, tjCiQl

;

(plur. of a dog), the tribe of Kilab,
; Of'y* (a tribe),

(a tribe), (the name of a city, Ctesiphon,

properly the plur. of i-I* ^jSsjS JUau^l ^ Helpers (of

Muhammad, epithet of the tribes of Sl-Aus, ^j^l, and U-Hazra§,

at fil-Medina),
; vlr**^* <A« Arafa of the desert,
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the confederate tribes, as ‘Omar is called in a A

tradition
;
iUy^t the Persian colonists in U- Yhnbn, jjfcjUjl. D. Q.]

Rdf. In more modern Arabic, on the contrary, a host of

relative adjectives are formed from the plurals of nouns that

indicate the object with which a person usually occupies himself

in his trade, studies, etc. Kg. (plur. of J*+j) rugs, ^UUJI

a maker or seder qf rage; vjl> (plur. of books, a

bookseller; j-aa. (plur. of jt^m.) mate, {Jywm. a maker or teller of

mats ; jify* (plur. of IjyJA) glass bottles, {£yifyi a dealer in B

bottles; JdJj£ (plur. of jJ-U) sieves, ^l±.Lu a maker or seller qf
9 a a 9 a a- $ a a

sieves

;

C*UL> (plur. of i*L») watches, ^jJUU a watchmaker;

a bearer of the cresset called (plur. of

3 Jf* * 9 *•* a

pouches or bagsy one who makes or sells them

;

£»> (pl. Of

w a * $ / 9 * m*

i^ij*.) wounds, a surgeon

;

OU« (pl. of AiLo) qualities,

attributes, ^yUuo one who recognises in Ood attributes, distinct from C
3 W// 3 a a 3 i j 3 * a

His essential nature ; =
v_J

-oJi J
= —Similar

forms in Syriac, of early date, are jj-a.1, belonging to women, from
. - * » T #»fc #.
VaJ, plur. of |ZAj|, a woman, and (a. >3Q-Q from jjjOO, plur. of

.» *

|A.^o.

366. Biliteral particles may double their second consonant or p
not, at pleasure, if it be a strong letter; as^fe how muchf or

not,^J or But if the second consonant be weak, the

opinions of grammarians differ. In the case of y, the simple doubling
• • ^ 3 ti * ##
is permitted, as £ if ;

or else a ffetha is inserted between the two

w&ws, as lu the case of yj, this latter form is alone admissible,

the second sjg being changed into y ; as that, \JSy&
; ^ in,
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^ If the second letter be a quiescent filif, there is inserted

between it and the termination a himu, which may be changed

into a g ; as not,^ or The pronoun U what f forms ^SU
s

and ij*U.

867. We have seen above (§§ 231, 232) that the termination

O'— or o'— in adjectives is one of those which imply a certain degree

B °f intensity
;
and a few examples of rarer forms may here be given,

as OW daring, reckless; pbi-e or pbi^>, strong, robust; oO*-
^

* * ,+ + r r

clamorous, vociferous; pU-AJ; corpulent; p^uLll or tall or

straight-haired; pl»£b* vile, sordid; pLjj> (J, ffi> and pf^J^-t or

mendacious . Hence we may form from many nouns a

relative adjective ending in
, as the grammarians say,

+ » met*
t

to strengthen the relation; e.g. from aspect, appearance,

C the ordinary nisba is but is=>iajT plk. good-

looking. So : fxi» having much or long hair (>*£), having

a long beard (At^ 1
), having a large head of hair (**•?), ^>43)

bull-necked (ilij the neck), large in the body ci—».), /yUJL)
i

^ ^ x 4

corpulent, toW or long-bearded, « to// or straight-

haired, having a large crop or craw (a * cj«r ),

D smiting with the evil eye (from i^-Aj iu the sense of eye), or

a drugseller (from original seller of sandalwood,

Fleischer, Kl. Schr. i. 245, n. 1). D. G.J In later times this ter-

mination was more extensively employed, both in common speech

and in scientific writings (in the latter, perhaps, under the influence

of the Aramaic)
; e.g. « fruiterer, one who sells beans,

*
^ * __ f ^ ^

one who sells sesame, instead of or
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i/W, and '* iS*}** *«tertw, private, ^Jljv outward, A
external, public; if# upper, yJlUJ lower; spiritual

(
» » ».jj05), relating to the soul, (- » i » g*

<) ^il,

^lj>i relating to light, learned and devout

1 * ^1), corporeal,

Rbm. A form expressing intensiveness, and applicable ex-

clusively to the members of the body, is as ^-Ijj having a B

large head

;

^Ul, ^>LAa, having a large or long nose, ears,

3 i A
arms; {Jfil Another rare form is exemplified by

t
i .»

• <'’•<» •»*•»< Jr 0f
and^Iw = and aZ*t.

(*) The Abstract Nouns of Quality, A^pbf
<

268. The feminine of the relative adjective serves in Arabic 0
as a noun to denote the abstract idea of the thing, as distinguished
from the concrete thing itself

; and also to represent the thing or
things signified by the primitive noun as a whole of totality. It
corresponds therefore to German substantives in heit, keit, schqft,

thum, and to English ones in head, dom, ty, etc. E.g. O# [and
j i / fJ 0s * f

D. G.] the divine nature, Godhead (*)^f God); i^JLJ\

humanity (pCil a human being) ; Lordship, Godhead
;

J J 6 A j r 6«S j j —

-f+J manhood; [lyoya*. or particularity]

;

1,1,
1*1 *

r'y
j)

substantivity, objectivity, from JJ!d, a substantive, and Ju»j, an

adjective; the belonging to the fully-inflected class (pC*! p^£«)

of nouns; A#kU substance, quiddity (U what I); VU wateriness (*U

water)

;

totality; tcAto constitutes the being a poet, the

poetic mind or temperament

;

ajyu the capability qf being understood,

intelligibility; constitutes being a Haiitfite, the school qf
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A the ffanbfites; Christendom, the Christian religion; KiytJI

Judaism.

Ren. In a few cases the termination Ojl, borrowed from the
9 i ^ f a f ^

Aramaic is similarly employed
;
as divinity, (}ZoOljL)l

0>~U humanity (}ZojL)]), oy^U kingdom (Jl^pD, ]2.a£lAo),
• Me*

• .

*

pride, haughtiness, omnipotence, etc. [These nouns are, in

Arabic, of the masculine gender.]

({) The Diminutive.

268. The diminutive, or^e&JuJt, and
^ ^ .

or^aaJJt, when formed from a triliteral noun JIL*)) or

takes the form a man, a dog,

‘Amr (a man’s name), jti* ; « Ai'//, J^.. When the

noun is quadriliteral, it takes the form
;
as ^jhe a scorpion,

• •-» • » - * »,j « tf

Tire** i >v*j> « dirham,
; .»%-. a mosque, .*%<—•

; i>J» «
• 9el 6 * .

C <rire** i >r*j> « dirham, a mosque, a

Ainrf </ <ree, Ja^l (for When the noun is quinqueliteral, but

the fourth letter weak, the diminutive is
;
tLBjyhJm a sparrow,

jeh***
;
£&* a key, ^*£Ls.

Rem. a. The diminutive is used, not merely in its literal sense,

but also to express endearment (as ^L\, or contempt (as

D l£***)> and even enhancement (^JkilU, as a great misfortune,

& a terrible year of drought or dearth, the very best, J*jua
m,». it

a specialfriend), [ll^AjJl a very black calamity, a severe trial).

Rkm. b. In forming a diminutive, it is not usual to fall back
upon the root-consonants. On the contrary, the servile letters are

generally taken into account, as long as the word does not exceed
9 9^i i/9l J 6.1 6. 6 • 6.J

the form Jjy* ; as Jjjl blue,
; JUmi* a mantle

,

See however § 283.
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R*n. e. The first syllable of the form J^si is occasionally A
pronounced with kdsra instead of damma, when the second radical

of the primitive is as C for 3£,
• +» • • 6.J 6 6. 6 . 6 6. # . •

*
1̂
*-'- fro™ w*e^, and *^0 (for ^^j).

Rem. rf. Traces of this diminutive form in Aramaic are

N0'?W, a yo«M (^Ifc, from and jLlQA afawn
%vse » r </

from ,J!>A). In Hebrew we may perhaps consider as such,

*VyT little, a little
( jtb*o), nb'SiS a band offugitives, the

cerastes, a sort of snake (jL), and (from a con- g

temptuous diminutive, like If so, the vowel \_ must be
. .

regarded as a weakening of (orig. \_), like fl'Sil for
I

•*
:
’ T V T -

(ftvil). This view derives some confirmation from the modem
r :

“ t

pronunciation of North Africa, where, for example, ii*hi, the

diminutive of all, a basket, is sounded Vfifi or <ff[fi,—in post-

biblical Hebrew HSflp and ilS'fip.

Rkm. e. Diminutives may be formed not only from nouns q
(substantive or adjective), but also (1) from the demonstrative

.

pronoun li and its derivatives, as well as the relative pronoun
fi.

; (2) from certain prepositions, which are, however, obviously

substantives in the accusative, as a little before,^ a little

after, dk»* ° liule above, “ little below, a little nearer than,

etc.; and (3) from a few of the verbs of surprise or wonder (§ 184,
rom. /). On the other hand, they cannot be formed from nouns j)

which have already the measure of a diminutive, as a kind
6 6 . j

of small bird, C-t >
A» a bay horse.

270. When the noun contains five letters, of which the fourth

is strong, or more than five, the diminutive J^ is commonly formed

from the first four, and the rest are rejected; as a quince.
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•_ #/j «
a nightingale,

\
<L>ySs* a spider,

But if there be among the consonants several servile letters, these are

rejected, or some of them
; as thick gold-brocade,

;

rolling oneself,
; ^> <*7 .« trying to render perfect,

iM4
i V~I (for and not

; u -- 1

having a hump in front, JLa^L*.
)S

Ran. a. The rule as to quinqueliterals like ft/*- is not

always strictly observed. Thus Jg^sL^. a fat, laty, old woman,

frjji a burnt cake, and a big camel or a little, ugly woman,

•re said to make either ijfji, or Jfoi,

+

Rem. 6. If there be more servile consonants than must neces-
sarily be out off, their relative importance for the signification of
the word is taken into account in choosing which is to be retained.

• J

In for example,^ is preserved in preference to ^ or O,
because it indicates the partioipial form. But if all the consonants
are of equal value, we may select which we please, and therefore

the diminutive of a sort of thorn, is either or j[ir

(for
; of lyLiXi, a sort of cap, \Li$ or Ve -.jjLI ; of

,

short and big-bellied, or JL^w. (for

Ran. c. The termination ^C, when appended to nouns of four
or more letters, is not rejected, but remains attached to the diminu-

tive, which is formed out of the preceding consonants; as • t,**T
f ^ l/ J f | ^

J j
*Wron, 0\Ac*J i cl!*** 1 a ma^ make,

Ran. d. Nouns containing five or more consonants do not

exceed the form Ja^f, as a tick,
; and therefore a

word which consists of four radical and one or more servile con-
sonants, rejects the latter at once (except in the cases specified in
ram. b, and in § 269). In place of the rejected consonants, however,
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iJ may ^ inserted immediately before the last letter; as r A
sr’ty6, 1 and the like.

271 . The feminine terminations il, and ill; the relative

termination
; the ending o 1- in adjectives of which the feminine

is ai,(1 in proper names
; the dual and plural terminations (jll,

' * • ^

Oy-. and C>l_
; and the second syllable of the plural form Juil

;

are all disregarded. The diminutives must be formed out of the B
preceding consonants, and these terminations added to them. E.g.

a castle, i-Lib
(a man’s name), (a man’s

name), **4—
;

pregnant,^ (a woman’s name),

red
> *!*•*• I (from a place called supposed

to be inhabited by the ginn) demoniacal, mighty, perfect,^ belonging to H-Basra,
; ofc (fem. ^gjL) drunken, C

uOl (a man’s name), oWL; gO-U two Muslims,

OÔ ; Muslims,
; oOlU' Muslim women,

f ^ I ^ j c / | | j *Ot
; JU^.1 camels, companions, JUlAjf words, '-l

'*•!

verses, *-»>, bU,JI,

Rbm. a. The fem. is rejected, when the noun consists of
five letters, the third of which is strong, or of more than five; as D

the back, *j£j3
; a riddle, But if, in the quin-

queliteral noun, the third letter be a weak servile, either it, or the

may be omitted
; as a bustard,

jjjj-.e- or J"]-* (for

Rem. b. Other plurals, besides Jlail, of the class called

(
ftee § ^07) form their diminutives regularly; viz.

Alai, as S«*Jy children,
; A^LA boys, slaves,

; Jiil, as

t
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•/if. • ,*< I • f •* „ « .» 'I tl *• •* • *
dogs, syJ^r* ! ; *JLA1 ribs, *1*41 ; and Unit, as

• <* * x t • * «l 0 + 0 /i • £ s, lx! |/ •(

iihs^.1 ;
t++*\ pillars, I.****!

; 1*UI boys, slaves,
; A«--ot

< I i i j

children, In regard to the 1^01 (see § 307), two

courses may be adopted. We may fall back on the singular, adding

to its diminutive the appropriate plural termination
;

e.g. i\j*Jh

P°ets, froni jf&i JHy* (see § 277); jy* houses,

. # / 9*" * $

B from fx, Ijiji (see § 274). Or we may have recourse to the
^ 4 4^ # 4 /• ^ 4/ j /i

aUu! £+*», if such exist
; e.g. youths, Oye&> from

or 4*2, from the plural 4^ ;
4*9)1 6a** fellows

,
from

+ + *

J*>i, J?i (see § 278), or it*M (for Aibi'l), from the plural ijijl
/ / / *

(for lllil).

272

.

The termination O*— in triliteral nouns, of which the femi-
i

C nine is no/ J* and which are not proper names, is regarded as

radical, and consequently the diminutive takes the form J^a^ai; as

power, a sultan, o****-"' ;
a «*>(/,

a devil, sweet basil,

273 . Proper names, consisting of two words (see § 264), fonn

their diminutives from theirs/ word, the second remaining unchanged

;

D as alii jua ‘Abdu 'Uah, *.til ‘ Obiidu 'lldh; yJujuf
, ;

4^*^ »•**•*•
.11 - 1# l .Il . 1 .S I a. —** i* a. .™ v "i i v v i 11

i

274. If a diminutive be formed from a triliteralfeminine noun,

which has not however a feminine termination, *_ is added to the

diminutive, provided that the primitive has no nomen unitatis (§ 246).
• • t .(.J « »*

E.g. jua (a woman’s name), Ij^>a
; u~+-* the sun,

;
jlj a Aouse,

f. ». J 3 ',».i < *f*A #..

*x>> ; *^1 JyJ camels,
;
^*^A o flock of sheep or

f *0* A * • *
g

j

</oo/s,M ;
an eye or fountain, or A**n (see § 269, rem. c).
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But if the primitive has a nomen unitatis, ll is not appended to the A
diminutive, in order to avoid ambiguity. E. g. trees, J CV but

2'* ' * «•// 0* * * a + e + i

« /r<w, ^ <*»//&*, but. an ojr or cow, 5^».

Rem. a. The diminutives of the fem. cardinal numbers, from

3 to 10 inclusive, do not take S for the same reason
; e.g. |_—

»
«»<'/ 9*0* 9 * 0< l

Jive (fern.), but five (masc.), But see § 319,

Rem. b. If the noun contains more than three consonants, ll B
is not added to the diminutive.

Rem. c. There art; a few exceptions to the rules of this § and

rem. b. For example, ^>ja*, war, makes ^>ja-
;

£ji a coat of

mail, £jj) ; >jj, a herd of she-camels, juji ;
l^js. Arabs,

;

* . •*' / * 0* *0*J 9 J * 9 *

hS*}3*
a bow, a shoe,

K)tsu

;

[^jj* a bride
, J

a young she-camel, JaJJ, D. G.]; whilst JlJj, the front, and
7" '.* . . • o 4^1 */•*/ A 9* 0* J f 1/
J'jJ. rear or back

, have and (for

one’s people or <rt6«, which is inasc. and fem., has or £+J>3 ; C
,

« ». j
*
' f

"

but «tj and jAj, though also of both genders, seem to make only
f •'» i>;i #».

and ^*ai. a wedding-feast, is usually masculine, and
44< j 4 4/ 9*0 * j

therefore has yj-ij*. a sea, which is masc., makes j

275. The double consonants in nouns formed from verba media)

rad. geminate are resolved
; as ji a hill,

; JLi* a cup (Fr. tasse),

• f • it
,

< .> . J

I ;
ijM hm«, IjujM.

276. If the secoud radical be a weak letter, and have been j)

changed by the influence of the vowels into another, the original

letter is restored in forming the diminutive. E. g. (vi/^ «

v/>/ i (*rwi) «» eye-tooth or c«m«ic tooth, (£Jj) wind,

>^ (^-*>5) price, va/«e, (>-*-») rich, j^s -,

0\j*+ iO\iy*) a pair qf scales, O-ik**-
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a thing, commonly makes (for t^Syi), and

vulgarly S*y£, instead of From « houte, an old

man, an «y« or fountain, Lktt an egg, and Lt^S aform, may
f «/i 8 0+9 '/I ' f * + 9

be formed £^y£, A^yt, h-ktyl, and imfyk, but the regular

forms are preferable. Conversely, J^a, afeetival, though derived

from the radical jy, makes j^a, following the plural jl^al.

877. If the second letter be either a servile filif, or an filif, the

B origin of which is unknown, it is changed into j ; as JcLZ a poet, y*tyi

;

d«ab a calamity, Aej^y* ; a horseman, u*ytyi

;

^3U. a signet-ring,

-e^ty*-; ft an animal, £*>>» (for ^la ivory, ^iye; La a

certain bitter tree, ^*{y-w-

Rsn. a. Words of the form Jali, in which the initial letter is

y change it into I in forming the diminutive; e.g. Jalj, f ,

• i.i 1 '
jnot In other cases this change is optional, as in J*J| to

r

C JejJ, formed according to § 283 from jjjf.

Rim. 6. Words of the form of sometimes substitute 1.1 for

L$-i 110 lighten the pronunciation, as ijlo and i/lli, the latter for
f fi) / i #£< /

***>*>
'rom a young woman. [Oomp. § 13, rem.]

878 . If the third letter be weak, it coalesces with the preceding

of the diphthong J?1 into J?; as J&fc a youth, a slave, jj&-

food,
; Jy^t a glutton, a male ostrich,

;

D Jj-**- ® >>-l Mr«eA, .£d;^ a you/A, Jl* ; W a
, - }*" •' Ji.J

*«*/; **-aa; a mill, **•»,; a handle, iijo.

Rem. a. The forms and yy^wl are also used.

Rem. b. In words of which the second and third radicals are

contracted into <*$, these letters must be separated, and treated

according to this rule and § 276; e.g. Ji « fold {££), ;

*«* « (*«•),
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878. A qnadriliteral or quinquelitend, of which the last two A
letters are weak, rejects one of them

; as Yakyd (John), j

(for black, 0»-l (for ^a a boy, Jlw (for

>** «» (for vlJJU) ; a gift, pay, Jki
(for

; fUl *A« *Ay or heaven, ifJL ; sjfc] a small water-skin,

J*>1 (for S^l)
; (a man’s name), (for 3^a«).

Rem. Instead of y».|, some say ^*4 (accus. like B

§ 278, rem. a), others (accus.
J».{, for like

9& a *

***"''» § 278)» and others still, but insularly, ^1.—From
the forms Sy^a* and are also said to be in use.*

880. The infinitives of verba primse y, which reject the first

radical and take the fern, termination ll in exchange (§ 206), resume ®radical and take the fem. termination 1- in exchange (§ 206), resume

the y in their diminutives
;
as foa a promise, iSUy

J
Iji*. affluence,

; h<A being spotted, spots, 5*iy. s

Rem. They are distinguished by the 3 from the diminutives of
the form Jai in the same verbs

;
such as Jk^ay from JJy, etc.

881. Nouns which have lost their third radical,—whether they
have the fem. termination L or not,—recover it in the diminutive, d
E
2

8
\

a father (>/•). yh ; a brother (y*d), Jill ; blood,

;
Ju a hand,

;
jm. vulva,

; ,U water, and Jyi

;

\ti
a
f,7 °

r g0at\77,:^ a Up
' KUi; U a maidservant,

***'
’
*** a dialect

< I a year, l^LL and ill!
;
Li a thing.

*1 J 2l a " J 9

***. a**-*, and

Rkm. a. mouth, of which the radical is lyi or ly, forms its

diminutive accordingly, <u^i.

Rem. b. A lost first or second radical is not restored, if the
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word consists of three letters, exclusive of the feminine S; as

(for ^lil) people,
; fJs (for § 240, rem. b) feeble,

jiyU

;

(for jfoi£) bristling (with weapons), «iltyh ;
(for

* H <

§ 242) dead, C*m* ;
(for 0i.) good, Otherwise the

*
* ,

*
4 rf/I #4^1 • 4 / I 4 4

diminutives would have been fi-tyU, dUjyt>. <£**&• ,
and jte^-

[Words of the form Jcli retain in the diminutive the termination

_, as uhifi from ^13 a judge, £ijj from ^lj a pastor. D. G.J

B 282. Those nouns which, after having lost their third radical,

take a prosthetic £lif, reject the 81if, and recover their original letter.

• • S ' j •» S " f • .

E.g.>*->l a name, a son, ;
Owl the anus, 4>fw .

• • J 88 4 4/
Rem. The diminutives of C**»1 sister, daughter, and C«U

( P 4 1 /

a thing, are formed like those of «ut, ^1, and JUa, and distinguished
t _ .

a
. •

* — ' * 4*»j J

in the first two by the fem. termination; Ag*.!, <L^, (see

C § 281).

283. Another way of forming diminutives is to fall back upon

the root. If this consists of three consonants, the diminutive is

J>«a3 ;
if of four, (see § 269, rem. b). Kg. <J&a*, w.«eh& ;

i , * t, t * 0 *• / J ; 3 'i »'•*

; a-*!*., j. ;
uel», ; >>->!, My* \ >«** !

4 z> « 4^j i/fl 44^ i 4vi 4 J 4 i « 4 / J 4 / 4 4 4/J

i <5jjl cfejJJ or Jk) 1
i J**-**. 5

4 4/44 94/4 3 * - /• 3 f**4 # , ,

J) u *»i*
t
1^x3

;
This sort of diminutive is called

^•.Jidl ^Juoj, the softened or curtailed diminutive.

284. With regard to this kind of diminutive the following rules

are to be observed, (a) If a masc. noun ends in 5—, this termination

falls away ; e.g. (a name), (b) Fem. nouns in aud

^

,

/ /4 4 ' / / 4 ^/4 /

il_ reject these terminations and take »-
;
as ^yb**-,

4/4/ J
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Ren. Very irregular diminutives are: J^.j a man, A
,

* »* t * » 0 | ms *

O'** smofa,
5 ;

^jLu or 4 t.A,a
1

• .. I./ J l.*>
nightfall, 101c, Pc:t:s, and

; o'—11

*"

4

. S

a human being, ^l^Jl
; 40 a night, I^lJ (compare the plur.

jQ for JWl) 5 Oy* *0*“ (pfor. of (derived
* * *

from the plur. of |Je«l the evening), oS£^>i, jSCif, and Xit.

Further, jUji a dinar, je^i, and a register, an accoutd-book, B

a collection of poems, a public office or bureau, OeytjO, as if from

and (see § 305, II., rein. 6); brocade, p-titii or
4 4/4 % i ^
g-totdy m if from

(v) Some other Nominal Forms.

286. (a) The form 4lai frequently means a small piece of C

anything
;
as sJii, 4*k3, a piece, »j-£> afragment, a firebrand,

a live coal, 43> a rag, iiji a sect, Ina a portion, 4U*. a piece of

land, an allotment,—(b) The form lisl is often used to signify a small

quantity, such as can be contained in a place at once; as liui a

handful ; iX£>\, 4^4), 4La*
,
a morsel, a mouthful; icJ0, iaij, a gulp,

a sup or sip; &ty£> a draught (of water). It also denotes colour

;

as
'* • • *0» i *0»i *0» i
*4*^ redness, tjk* yellowness, 43jj a light blue, a blackish D
brown.

288. (a) The form JU4 indicates vessels and implements; as

4*41, pla_j, a vessel, a bag, a milk-pail, a wooden pin,

}UL> a water-skm, the thong or strap of a sandal, ^tJ a garment,
* e

8 / | ^

j'j). certain garments, wIIaJ a coverlet, a pelisse.— (b) The form

Jl*4 denotes diseases; as ^*10. a fever, j*\£aj a cold, Jbtl a cough.
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A a headache, jwl. ICL, disease of the spleen (JuLk), of the

4 /

liver (,**£*)*.

287. (a) The form AJlii indicates a post or office; as l^lab the

post ofsecretary
;
AlCt, Aj*9j, the post of governor (^U, Jlj);

JjUl office cf Imir caliphate; A^l^j deputyship

B (v^)l the post of general (,*5U); Aijj* ^ inspector,

centurion, etc. (\-kjjs).—(ft) The form AJlai denotes small portions which

are broken off or thrown away
;
as Lhiffi, filings

;

AjI^ chips,

shavings; A^La$, parings; A».Ll£>, A«L+3, sweepings;

A^LAj brayed or pounded fragments ; SjL~£> broken pieces

;

AalkJ
#

4* <e J * J

cuttings; AJl^e a littlefood got ready in haste

;

SjlAt a small quantity

C of broth (left in a borrowed pot, when it is returned). Some of these

words admit of a masculine collective form Jlii, indicating a larger

quantity, as uhld>j/jCJ»,JVz^, Jlij oUi.

288. The form AJl*3 (the feminine of Jl*i, 8 233) is frequently

employed to designate (a) an instrument or machine, as doing some-
thing, or by means of which something is done, regularly ami constantly ;

or (ft) the place where something is constantly obtained or prepared.

D h.g. 5.1 a vessel or stand for cooling water; ASjj*. a fire-ship, a
4+ if 2 + 4* Se

t
A £*

galley; 5.1Uj, AjIjj, engines of war; a mattrass or cushion,

a fishing-net ; ii\jj a short javelin ; a spear, a bolt; a

* [According to D. H. Muller (A sm,Vi’s Attab n\ Fork; p. 2G srqq.)
4 «* J 9c / i ac

thf? forms aJIa* Jiiul ^<*.*3 nro often usod to denote excretions, as

spittle or phlegm $-04, p-VJ, A^.wJ, Jtjj, Juj ( JuJ), j>\id :

sweat
; blood issuing from the nose

;

» ;
> •>, , > , ,

excrements £-'sA->
;
spe.rma AJ’JIL, ; drippings SjlLS 1). (}.]
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place* where potash it made (by banting the plants called
;
A

l^U^. a place where gypsum or plaster (,J*.) is made; Lt'Us a

ehalh-pit or quarry (JUn) ; a salt-pan or salt-mine (£JL)

;

W a well qf bitumen
(
JlS)

; a place where gypsum is found
or prepared; Aaljj « land that is sown. Hence the tropical application
of this form to persons, as an intensive (§ 233, rem. c).

R*m. As iW has been transferred from things to persons, as
an intensive adjective, so also liUu

(§ 233, rem. c); tor &

C

is B
a camel that draws water, an irrigating machine, a water-wheel;

&C, a water-wheel and the camel that works it; A^lj, a waterskin,

a camel that carries or draws water; « call or invitation;

a hindrance
,
an injury ; etc.

2. The Gender qf Nouns.

288. In respect of gender, Arabic nouns are divisible into three q
classes

;
(a) those which are only masculine (Ji>iJ)

;
(ft) those which

are only feminine (i*£l
;

(c) those which are both masc. and fern.,
or, as it is usually phrased, of the common gender.

Ran. a. None of the Semitic languages have what we call the
neuter gender.

Ran. ft. Feminines may be either real or natural (^i*aa. JJ£*),

as ij^,l a woman, ASU a she-camel

;

or unreal, unnatural (£.

JaeS^.), or tropical (^yU^), as the sun, X a shoe or D
sandal, UL darkness, jjfpZg good news.

290. That a noun is of the fern, gender may be ascertained
either (a) from its signification, or (ft) from its form.

a. Feminine by signification (^2«Jf are

3

(“) AU common nouns and proper names which denote females,

as^sl o mother, a bride, jy^ an old woman, [>»>U. a female

w.
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A servant] ; Mary, Jua Hind, j\ju, Su'ad, ZMnib[\ or that

are represented as females, as Death, fl&J the £«»].

(fi) Proper names of countries and towns, because the common
••I 4 / <| ** * « + 9+9 + j |

n>uns 4*if, SjJy, and £>jl, are feminine*; as

Egypt, Mocha. Those names, however, which belong to the

triptote declension, are originally masculine, as Syria, Jll^aJI

H-'Irak, J*l>, ; but they may also be inflected

B as diptotes, and are then feminine, as etc.

Rem. The names of the quarters or directions, as >»Ui,
_ / «>*» /

<A« front, ok, ?1jj, <A« r«or, may also be treated as feminine,

following the gender of 1^,.

(y) The names of the winds and the different kinds of fire,

because the common nouns £tj> wind, and jU, fire, are feminine
; as

JyJ the east wind, jyo the west wind, JUi the north wind,

c the south wind; blazing fire, ‘yJL, ^JiS, hell-fire.

f / I

ExceptjLaal a dust-storm with whirlwinds, which is masc.

(8) The names of many parts of the body, especially those that

are double
; as a hand, a leg or foot, an eye, an ear,

Ml

O-* a tooth,

the antis.

a shoulder, jC a shank, the womb, Cwl

_ •• / 4 Of- % x
Kbm. ^si\

\j
the heady 4*^ the face, out the no8e,J^ the mouthy

9 9 + „
jj*o the breast

, the back, [jlA. <A« dwelt,] and the names of the
blood, muscles, sinews, and bones, are masc.; as also, in most
• t ^ u 9 * *
instances, ^#*y, when it means relationship.

[jtjJ> is sometimes

,

' S,
masc. and so U&.]

* [Some admit also the use of the masculine gender, because the word
• » , «<-

is masc., jXi masc. or fem. See Mukaddasi, p. 7, 1. 1 6 seq. D. G.]
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(«) Collective nouns (£*^Jt resembling the plural), which A
denote living objects that are destitute of reason, and do not form a
nomen unitatis; as J,j camels, % a herd qf she-camels, Jlfc^
or goats.

b. Feminine by form are

(a) Nouns ending in C; as a garden, iJJi darkness,

or •>*, life.

(0) Nouns ending m ij- or I- (Slif maksura, § 7 , rem. b), when B
that termination does not belong to the root

; as a claim, a
demand, a secret, blame, Jifi misfortune, JjLh memory,

the oleander, the prominent bone behind the ear, goats,

LS+r* barley-grass, Lijdf the world, Cjj a vision or dream, i<ji4 good
a j

news, a /ever.

*• * • *9Rsm. But those who say and regard C
them as masculine, the being considered as an ^UJt .

[§252],
* * '

(y) Nouns ending in ill, when that termination does not belong

to the root
;
as a plain or desert, harm, mischief,

hatred, lU-tf 0 jerboa's hole, glory (of God), pride (of

man), l'%±. vainglory, arrogance, a sort of striped cloth.

Rkm.
^

A few nouns ending in #1 ,
and those verbal adjectives D

to which SI is added to intensify their signification
(§ 233, rem. c),

are masc., because they apply to males; e.g. luU. 0 successor,

deputy, or caliph (compare in Italian ilpodestd), Lffe very learned,

bjlj a traditionary.

381. The following is a list of nouns which are feminine, not by
form or signification, but merely by usage.
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t>jl the earth, the ground,

the foor.

A a well.

gj» a coat qf mail,

a bucket.
9 +

jb a house,

a mill.

£ij wind.

4 I A /

u—*AH the mm.
f 4 /

£+* a hyama.

[OjAU. idol.]

• <>
uayj* metre.

Lac a
• ;4
V*** a» eagle.

a scorpion,

jt* a caravan.

Ji an awe.

wysjtSt Paradise.

yjS\ a viper.

f 4#
LmjJ ait tub*.]

cr*w a Cttp.

or (iU maw.]

o water-wheel.

1 ' •'

Uc*» »'« a catapult.

• i, Lf*y* n razor.
*** a hyama. . ,

S7 7 jU>a.

^fjt J*i a shoe or sandal.^ IA. *W.

.7?
0

LSP « traveller's destina-

V1** a» eafl'fo. tion.

RK». Of these ^L, £, Jb, * ^ £i,

and jU, are occasionally used as masculine
; whilst £p a woman’s

8hiji, um+ii a collar or pendant

,

and o garden or par&, are

masculine. Those who say instead cf regard the
word of course as masculine.

202. Masculine or feminine are :

—

(a) Collective nouns (y~%JI chiefly denoting animals and

plants, which form a nomen unitatis
; e.g. JC^. pigeons, ft£ sheep or

* ** 9 * * 9 9 a- 9 r *
goats, jiq cattle, 4ly«- grasshoppers, locusts, bees; trees,
t • ; , * t t

palm-trees, j+j dates; [y**£> barley (gen. masc.)]
; clouds,

* ' • # . .

,

£>r or j^4 bricks, grofd. These are masc. by form, fern, by

signification (itC^JI totality).
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[(ft) Collective noons (gi^f iQl\ or U0), denoting A
# ^ ^

rational beings and not forming a nomen unitatis
; e.g. Jiyi one’s

pmple or tribe, do., j£ a small number qf men (3—7), J.U men
(gen. masc.), a company qf merchants, a company qf way-
farers, etc. But Jal and JT one’s family, are mMf, D. Q.]

(c) The names of the letters of the alphabet, which are more
usually feminine

; as Ju*$T sjl, or Jb*Jf ija, this tl\f.

[(<f) The nomina verbi (mafdar). One may say
L5^J| B

and Jkfjti your striking caused mepain*. D. G.]

(«) Words regarded merely as such. These may be masculine,
following the gender of luJ, or feminine, following that of 3 JA- or
hU. A noun may also be masculine, taking the gender of

; a\erb,

taking that of Jih - and a particle, taking that of But a

particle is more usuaUy feminine, foUowing the gender of l\>\. The C
t0^' “enM by common consent to be taken as feminine

(A*l3l 0\£», tlildl 0IA). guch mere words are treated like proper

names, and therefore do not take the article, as IJX fU or «JuL C
this word !U (water).

(/) A considerable number of nouns, of which the following are
those that most frequently occur.

(i4| the armpit (gen. masc.).]
•

j'jJ
an article of dress.

Jl the mirage.

9 * r

jA a human being, human
beings.

» • *

CAi the belly (gen. masc.).

Lt*y camel (gen. masc.).]

• ,.

the thumb or great toe

(gen. fem.).

a breast (mamma).

[This seems to be the explanation of being used as a fem.
noun, Hamasa 78, vs. 1, O^aJI this crying. Comp. Lane. D. G.]
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A a fox.
• - -

a wing (gen. masc.).

state, condition (gen. fern.).

• • *

a booth, a shop.

• . .

a phantom.]

• .it

<* Aare (gen. fem.).

• * 4

<* shop.

B [^(ji caAt'f (gen. fern.).]

*

a large bucket.

• 4

spirit, soul [when signi-

fying a celestial being always

masc.]

[JlSj a street or /an«.]

jJj the upper of the two pieces

C of wood, used in producing

fire (gen. masc.).

J*r a path, a road. I

S *

journeying by night,

a knife (gen. masc.). I

• -

a weapon, weapons.

D (jtkL* [prop, authority, hence]

power, a sovereign.

peace. i

*•)
a ladder.

fC- the sky or heaven, the

clouds, rain.
• i

\jy a waU (gen. masc.).]

* 4

J>w a market.

a finger (gen. fem.).

f f

b\j*o a way, a road (via strata),

peace.

a measurefor com, etc.

*9
the forenoon.

% * *

<v>* white honey.

f •

a tooth.]

nature, natural disposi-

tion [gen. fem.].

a road.

• J +

the hinder part, the rump
[gen. fem.].

• *i

U-4* a wedding, a marriage.

ambergris.]

9
f#4

• J i*'
a spider (gen. fem.).

a horse [gen. fem.].

-Ati a ship.

I Jr* ® stone for bruising per-

fume.]
» *

j«a5 a /»/, a AeW/e (gen. fem.).

U4 the nape of the neck.

• i-

v^-U a we//.

• 1/
a bow (gen. fem.).

• if

the liver.
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• f 4 ^

the tibia or shin-bone.

• f

O*—J the tongue.

J? /Ae (gen. masc.).

* / *'
a »Aip (Seybold).

<i£~« imimA (gen. mnsc.).

,,u intestine (gen. masc.).

suit (gen. fem.).

[ML dominion.
]

f 4

t/te right direction.]

- «»-
Kkm. «. jJj Me Aonc (either radios ur atno) of tin Joe- arm,

a roof ar ceiling, and usually o »rtldit,gfrost, are mas-
culine. DD

Rf.m. b. The aliove list, and that contained in ij 291, cannot lay
claim either to al>solute completeness or to jierfect accuracy, since
the usage of the language has varied considerably at different periods.

For example, in later times the mmith, and a boat or

ship, are used as feminine
;
whilst JLit, the upper arm, yjeda, die

shoulder, [J,j£u, the mate,] and jLf , a well, become masculine. The
masculine gender too preponderates in later times over the f«n inine

in words which were anciently of l»otli genders, as )(i fre, Ju£, the

'’w'

‘ ;

c
203 . From most adjectives and some substantives of the mascu-

line gender, feminines arc formed by adding the terminations

or til (§ 290, b).

Rkm. Only S_ is appended to the masculine without farther

affecting the form of the word
; fjl and if1 have forms distinct

from the masculine, which must he learned by practice.

204. The most usual termination, by the mere addition of which
to the masculine feminines are formed, is si; °° great, 4^* . p

C-t* *,ad * repentant, ii +jj
; y;U striking, igjCe

;

'dir** struck,
; «*•- a grandfather, »jL a grandmother;

(for J^) a young man, JU4 (for *3; a young woman.

[Rmi. a. The h^msa of the termination {\ of nouns derived
from verbs tertise jor^ may be replaced, before J, by the radical

letter, as Jjl3 from |L^-, liL from jUli, a water-carrier, but the
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A forms with hfemza, as UULt, Mjk, are preferable; comp. Kdmil,

p. 87, 1. 10— 15, sod below § 299, rem. c, § 301, rem. «.]

Rem. b. 1— is a compromise in orthography between the original

0_, at, the old pausal form #1, ah, and the modern *1, a, in which
last the • is silent (see the footnote to p. 7 supra). This view is

confirmed by the comparison of the other Semitic languages
; see

Comp. Or. 133—137.

B 290 . Feminines in are formed :

—

(a) From adjectives of the form the feminine of which

is LyUi ; as oChi angry, drunk, sated,

i 0& hungry, thirsty, uilc, j/ui
;

OQ+full, iffc; oCi*. timid, fearing, leAA.

<b) From adjectives of the form jiil, when they have the
superlative signification, and are defined by the article or by a fol-

k l°wing genitive, in which case the feminine is
;

as the

largest,
;
>-9*91 the smallest,

; Jke.y the greatest,
j je*0 /#>

LA * ***1'
; C »*“**• ^ largest of the cities.

Rem. o. Adjectives of the forms 4 and form their

feminine by adding ll
; as <<*« and s/crufcr, iiU^

;

f/
*U'

naked,

Rem. 6. The feminine of Jyjt (for J*y9l or Jjl^'l) <A«

“ i
fc^at of>T (for jA.ll) other, another, i^^A.1 The latter

word can be used indefinitely, because it is superlative only in

form, not in signification. The numeral one, has \j;jr 1

Rem. c. There are some feminine adjectives of the form

not superlatives, without any corresponding masculines; as

female, feminine, pregnant, which has recently yeaned (of

a ewe or she-goat).
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896. Feminines in tC are formed from adjectives of the form A
J*i\. which have not the comparative and superlative signification

;

yellow, of pleasing aspect, hump-
backed, Many of these adjectives are not in actual use in the

masculine; as /*WaA heavy and continuous (rain), /£lal beautiful,

A&jA rough to the feel (a new dress), ftpSC the Arabs of pure

Rem. The form ti sometimes serves as feminine to B
e
f-

joyful, perplexed, amazed, and

297 . All adjectives have not a separate form for the feminine.
The following forms are of both genders.

(a) Jysi when it has the meaning of Jcli (transitive or intran-

sitive), and is attached to a substantive in the singular, or serves
as predicate to a substantive or a pronoun in the. singular ; as C

jy&J « patient and grateful man, jytij |)JJ| a

patient and grateful woman; Jlj a lying man, jf^l

a lying woman ; she was patient; \j^> l^|J / Mw that

she was, or / thought her, patient ; [VJ^ tjH a full grown antelope].

But if no substantive or pronoun be expressed, Jyii makes a feminine
9r J

r

Vyd, and also if it has the meaning of JyilU
;
as Isaw

a patient (woman) ; HyL. % Jj U he has not a D
she-camel to ride, nor one to cany loads, nor one for milking, where

and - 1/ and whilst
r

. 3 J r

^ ^

Rem. a. Exceptions are rare
;
as hostile, an enemy, fem.

’ [
ant* aSa*n» there is no milch-ewe in the

tent, as we read in the tradition of Umm Ma'bad, isd or

ASli and Slir a shorn sheep. D. G.]
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A [Rem. b. Hence the fem. nouns an acclivity, a

mountain-road difficult of ascent, and a declivity. D. O.]

(b) J when it has the meaning of JyUU, and under the

same conditions as Jy»h ;
e.g. J{ai> an eye adorned with kohl,

o wounded woman, ilii a murdered woman ; but
S J * §S» // / J

C^jlj I saw (the woman) whom the Haruris had

murdered; £** Ai^ibl *JJk this is (a sheep) which has been (partly)

B eaten by a beast of prey. If
lJ**i has the meaning of JaG (transitive

or intransitive), it forms a feminine in 5—
;
as a helper, ;

an intercessor, temperate, chaste, Ai^Ac

;

sick, 4 .

i

Rem. Exceptions in either case are rare. For example : ihd

»•>*** a praiseworthy way of acting, = liJ.i a

C blameworthy habit, - tyjy
; and, on the other hand, 1 1

• < I A r r • .

a new wrapper, ^ «&| i*».j veri/y God’s

mercy is nigh unto them who do well.

*/• 1*9 * •

(c) JU-A-4
,
and which were originally noinina

instrumenti (§ 228), but afterwards became intensive adjectives

(§ 233, rem. 6), under the same conditions as JyU and J**i ; e.g.

" a*1^* a» obstinate, self-willed woman

;

Jl« ASli « docile

• a • ^ « » r

,

she-camel; ;U»a« AjjW, or AjjI*., a young woman who uses

much perfume

;

but *)Um4 I saw (a woman) who uses much

perfume.

Rem. Exceptions are rare
; as poor, ijUg* speaking

the truth, fem.
S' -* - • If/ •

2Al*e>4 [> but yjff .. » « SU4 I is allowed. D. G.l
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[(d) Those adjectives that are properly infinitives (§ 230, rem. c A
and Vol. ii. § 136, a) e.g. jyt, JJa, 4JU,

and some others as JLAa etc. D. G.]

Rem. Adjectives which are, by their signification, applicable
to females only, do not form a feminine in J.1

, when they designate
an action or state as natural and permanent, or, at any rate, as

lasting for a certain period of time (A^tf iLe
) ;

as JL4U. pregnant,
•

'* * /

jiU, barren, l£», jJkU, having swelling breasts,
]J

f
' • I /

'J*, ’Ibn Hi4am 15, last 1. R. S.] menstruating,

JkJU* divorced, JiJ*U without ornaments, j*U. witA <Ae head and

bust naked, lining suck, ieariny twins, JiLi having a

chiUl or a young one with her, {jjjL!, having a fawn with her,

having a whelp with her, chaste, &\jj staid, JLiU unmarried

and of middle age\ and likewise J-ly- J-Aufci. But if they

designate the said action or state as beginning, actually in progress, Q
or about to begin (Aol*. *A*e), they form a feminine in i_; as
/ i /•-» I / »>/ ,

"
" dr 1* *A^5U. she is menstruating to-day

;

IjA AAJUA she will

be divorced to-morrow;^C5 AA4L. J£l every woman who is pregnant

-* * J * l i' •/ //I// /•/has her time or term; C* A*^, J£> 0rt

<A« day w/m*i ye e/ta// see it, every woman who is suckling (in the act
of giving suck) shall become heedless of that which she has been
suckling.

^

3. The Numbers of Nouns.

298. Nouns have, like verbs, three numbers, the singular, dual,

and plural (see § 81).

299. The dual is formed by adding to the singular (omitting,

of course, the tfcnwin)
; as vU£» a book, oWU£» ;

afawn, Jilj or
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l Re*. «. If the singular ends in 1,1 | is changed into O (see

ISH-D.-l* a nation, &ul. But a buttock, and X^LL

a testicle, usually make ^1(11 and

Bull. b. If the singular ends in a quiescent ({S— or
i£— )»

which was originally ^ mobile (compare § 167, a, fi, a), it becomes

so again in the dual ; as J* a youth, for J&, 1 « mill,

interdicted ground,
;
yj»ys a buttfor shooting,

oCiH > \Ssf^ ° ^9°l opinion,
; iXt*- pregnant,

;

ill • ® bustard, From the form ,
— is said to

occur. If the singular ends in a quiescent I (1.1 or \S. ), which was
originally j mobile (compare § 167, a, fi, a), the j is restored in the

dual ; as Las a staff, for yno, ^j\y&c.
; UJ the nape of the neck,

< < <*

Ol*** —

I

f the singular of a quadriliterai noun ends in a quiescent

tj, which was originally a j, the j is not restored in the dual, but

becomes yj mobile, as yjfie a musical tpstrumenl (from Q for ^J),

Ol^L; <s
La\ purblind (from for 'yU),

named (from^-d for >*-/), rendered contented (from

LJ-fJ
*or 3^)> A solitary exception seems to be ObJ***

t4« upper parts of the turn buttocks, the singular of which, if used,
»

•

would be yffjXs

.

Rkm. c. The h&inza of the termination iC, denoting the femi-

nine (§ 296), becomes
;
as icl; a wide water-course or bottom,

Oliulla,' ; a desert, O&JsL^ i JJ-U red,

yeifow, Forms like and even 1,

are, however, said by some to be admissible.—In the termination
~ *

ft— j
when sprung from a radical or y£, the h&mza may either be

retained or changed into y though the former is preferable
; as

a dress (for yUS»), Ol«C£» or q\ ; fiij a mantle (for
f +<e +

or tjljbj Some, however, admit the forms ijlbj
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f ,

*nd ^LJ» (comp. § 294, ram. a). In the caw of

(see { 259), the better course is to change it into ji sm iQte,

or Q\tlSx. ; fcj*., or O&tj*-. If. the b&msa of

ill be radical, it cannot be changed into * ; as fits (from US)
T t * + ~3» ^ V + h

l (from uULiy —In words of five or more letters,

the rejection of the terminations yj and .tl is admissible; as yJjyL
a sluggish mode of walking, ^fjjyL ; yj^j having a hairy face,

O&j i a big, stout camel, yjIf&J ; iU*»13 a jerboa’s hole, B

Ota*<jU > ft—A1A. a black beetle, ^LAia.
;

instead of

(jlyU-elf, and qIjLIaIa..

Run. d. If a yj has been elided in the singular after a k&sra
and before a damma with tenwin (see § 167, b, fi), it is restored in

• / . < / * /the dual; as^lj, for J+ty 5 vb\j, for ^lj, *

for (compare § 166, a).—In like manner, an elided j (j

is restored in the dual of some words
;
as ^A, (for jV f

>*»)- O’^l’ (rarely oU.1), o'>U-- and^l (for

and have oQl, C»C-aI ; or aI/I makes (jUl/ or

and^i, have 0*^>. and rarely C>Co>

O 1^. 8t‘H more rarely Otyo and oW- makes

ClU* or

Rem. e. If the third radical has been elided before J in the D
singular, it is not restored

;
as Ls\, for 2^1*

;
AA), for J,

aij, for ,ji£a; lii., for alii, for

iC" J" ,
"

O'— i for Syitk, ^jUua.

Rbm. f. The dual is commonly employed in Arabic to signify

two individuals of a class, as two men
,
or a pair of anything,

as oCWj or (jLaX«, a pair of scissors. When two objects are
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constantly associated, in virtue either of natural connection or
opposition, a dual may be formed from one of them, which shall

designate both, and the preference given to the one over the other
.

* • "

is termed the making it prevail over the other. For example :

O'*' father and mother
,
from ^ father ; brother and sister,

from £.1 brother ; the sun and moon, from j , JJI the moon

;

the east and west, from the east

;

[^jlSbjdl Basra

and Kufa j Rakfca and Rafika ; the Euphrates and

rigris*
;] el-f/asan and M-Hosnn, from << M- Hasan

(the elder son of ‘All); ‘Omar ’ibn el-llattab and ‘Abu

Bikr, from j^s. l0mar. Compare in Sanskrit pitarau, “father and
mother, bhrdtarau

,
“ brother and sister,” rodasi, “ heaven and

earth,” ahani, “day and night,” ns&sau, “morning and evening,”
Mitril, “ Mitra amd Varuna,” etc.

[Hem. g. fhe Arabs like to designate two different objects by
the dual of an adjective used as a substantive and denoting a

quality that the two have in common, os the two coolest

(of things) for morning and evening
, the, two best ones for

eating und coitus ; the two red ones for meat and wine

;

dates and water ; milk ami water
;

I I „ r

aS 4r l Or
^ ^

the two new ones for the night and the dag ; the

heart and the longue ; the two eyes

;

V arine and

dung or sleeplessness and disquietude of mind; (the Tigris

and Euphrates. D. G.]

Hem. /*. The dual is sometimes formed from broken plurals

(§ 300, b), or from *Lil
({j 290, a, c), to designate two

bodies or troops or ifSSji) of the objects in question.

E.g. two fords of camels (J^l), two flocks of sheep or

* [The dual of place-names in poetry sometimes means only the
two sides of the town

; see Schol. on ’Ibn Hisam, p. 121, 1. 16. R. S.]
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9°ats Cr^), two herds of he-camels (from pL of A

Ot».UJ two herds of milch-camels (from «-UJ, pi. of 1UJU)

;

5 Crrf between the (collected) spears of (the tribes

of) Malik and Ralisal (from £.Uj, pi. of
^~*J) ; L

' the

fundamental principles of theology f^jJt and of law
• » J l * j l % el

(aaAJI y)yo\), from
1, pi. of J-el a root; [comp, in Hebrew

D'nbh] B

Rkm. t. Proper names of the class 4 « (§ 264) vary

in their mode of forming the dual. If the first part of the com-
pound be indeclinable and the second declinable, the latter takes

the termination o'— i
«s Put if both

•» * * + +

parts be indeclinable, as in —or, when taken together, form

a proposition, as in Ip —recourse must be had to a periphrasis

with possessor of; as lyi, jp j4l3 iji, two men called G
Sibaweih or Ta'abbata sarran. If the first part be in the status

constructs, it is simply put in the dual, as Oil* Ijlli two men

called olli j-c 'Abd Mendf juj \yf\ two men ctdled jJj ’Abu

Z<‘ul, j^tj.J1 two men called j^ji\ On1 ' ’Ibnu 'z-Zubeir. But in" * e s

the case of compounds with Z>\. oJl, etc., it is allowable to put the

second part in the dual likewise, as O^juj l^jl.

300. There are two kinds of plurals in Arabic. p

(a) The one, which has only a single form, is called « ,
»

* » Ct e J •+ A e * t e W
or the sound or perfect plural

( pluralis

sanus), and ^JUJI >?, or the complete or entire

plural, because all the vowels and consonants of the singular are

retained in it.

(h) The other, which has various forms, is called
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& {4f 9 9 *
A °r the broken plural (pluralis fractus), because it is more

or lees altered from the singular by the addition or elision of con-
sonants, or the change of vowels.

301 . The pluralis sanus of masculine nouns is formed by adding

the termination Oj- to the singular
; as JjC, a thief, The

pluralis sanus of feminine nouns, which end in L, is formed by

changing *1 into Oil, as 4c, of those which do not

B end in *1, by adding Oil to the sing., as jvif* Mary,

Rkm. a. If the singular ends in Elif niaksura, with or without

tEnwin or —or in kAsra with tinwin (»), arising out of

IS- (§ 167, b, ft),-or in a quiescent preceded by kAsra
({J-),

arising out of —then the rules laid down in § 166, b, a and
ft,

and § 167, a, ft, c, are to be observed. E.g. uVl» *-
\ for 1

*

(§ ^45), c/tosen, for and in the oblique cases

C for Moses, Oy-y* for Oy^ys
;

^U,
for a judge,

,Jy-eMt, for and in the oblique cases

*-**“^^» for Oce^Ul ; for the barefooted,

for OyU pregnant, the smallest,
* A * * ' » • ** 0 J
OUjArfxJt

; a quail,

Rkm. b. The gAzma of the middle radical in feminine substan-

tives of the forms jii and jJU and UUi, jjj and

D derived from roots which are not medi® radicalis geminate or
medi® vel

<J, passes in forming the plural into a vowel, which
may either be the same as that of the first syllable, or in all cases

fAtha. Eg. Da'd,
; yijl the earth, the ground, -~>1

j.J\

(rtsnw|>; fcla, i£L, « dish,oM ou.
;

^ a village, o coming in the morning, StlySI
;

**** AT»nrf, Olj-* or
; «j—£» afragment, or O£--£»,

Jji- tAe tatte-toe, Oljiw or (ruml, 0*^1 or
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;^ darkness, Ol3 or oCiii
; an upper cAamier, A

or OU>. In the forms jii and iJUi, the gAzma may also

be retained, as otffc, [Oli>]
; but in ILri this can

be done only by poetic ^license, as OLkSj from lijj looseness or
slackness {of the joints), from sjJj « «yA. Names of men of

the form <UaJ have likewise as i-1 lL falha, oUJlU

;

?amza> The word or a wedding or

marriage, has Ol^.-In 2&, if the third radical be j, the form B
O’jiai is not admissible, as Sjj} a summit, OljJj or Oljji (but not
f / 9

" '

Oljji). A rare exception is Otj^ from « «,Ae/p. [If the

third radical be the form is likewise disapproved. One

may say Ol^Lj, as but not Ol^J, instead of which one
* /•<

uses (j-J. R. S.]—In AUi, if the third radical be the form

is inadmissible, as i~3j a charm, a kidney, q

(but not oQj, — If the middle radical be j or

the^gAzma of these three forms is retained
;
as a nut,

,

a garden, Olijj
; LAd an egg, a helmet, I'-'f afault

(f°r Asii) a lasting, still rain,
j (for a*^)

a church, Cil^
;

(for £>») a tera of fortune, a vicissitude,

0*S>>. The vowel fAtha is, however, admitted dialectically*

especially in the form iUi, as oCJi, oU^f, D
Substantives of the forms iGU, derived from verbs med.

*

rad. gemin. always retain the £Azma; as »ji a mote, OjJ; IJi
o charge or attack, Ol a certain number, a few, olS*

;

navel, Ot^w. The same is the case with all adjectives, as

big, (not oUi) ; lXy- easy, /a/

* [Yiz. in the dialect of HudAii, according to ZamahAari F&ilc
L 43. D. G.]

“ •

w
* 25
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and strong, sweet, OlyL*-. Exceptions are, <f

middle stature, or 01*4j, and having little milk (of
. . • «* * *

a sheep or goat), OLajJ.

Rbm. c. If y and as third radicals, reject their f&tha in the

fem. singular, and become quiescent before i, passing into I (§214,
and § 7, rem. c and d), they are restored in the plural along with

the vowel. E.g. hU or fSLe, prayer (for »jLo), OlyJLe ;
JUS,

a cane, spear, tube (for ijiS), Olyli
;

SL4, a young woman (for

2i
'* J

, , «"»> j

****/> i thrown (for (compare § 167, o,

/8, a, with § 166, a).

Rem. tf. If the third radical has been elided in the sing, before

IL
,

it may be restored in the plural or not, according to usage.

E.g. (for Sjrioa or 2y*ac) a thorny tree, and cA^bte.

;

•" , 2'*' * •" • - , , i,t.
(for or Ayiw) a year, Olyw and Olyi-i

;
AAw (for 3

(

i »
*'•' • i * ,t «,,*

or <t /ip, OlyAw or OlyLw
;

<L«t (for 5^*1) a female slave,

* / "} * ,
^ ^ *» - - -»#. i

wJiy*) or
;
<La (for *j^a), a thing

,
Ot^A or OUa

;
<Li»

(for •point of a weapon
,
C>Ul»

;
(for 3j>^) <in armlet

,

a ringr, OljV ;
(for Sy-j) a /roop or &and, Obi

;
U (for ilil)

th* gum

,

OU)
;
iiy (for i^Ej) a Zwny, OUj

; lit (for AJL«) a hundred,

or 4^t (for a daughter
,
makes OW i and c-A.1

4 / /f 9 a* /I
(for Syi.1), a sister, Oly^t.

Rbm. e. The h&mza in the terminations il_ and *7_ is subject

to the same rules in the plural as in the dual (§ 299, rem c).

Hence from l\j— r, are formed CjlyljaLo, OlJt£>y

or —Words of five or more letters

sometimes reject the terminations ^ and .7— (see § 299, rem. c)
;

as or Oljll*.
;
iliLoli « jerboa’s hole, OliLeli.

302 . The pluralis sanus masc. is formed from :

—

(«) Proper names of men (excepting those which end in »L, as
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» + •-

*•-11*), their diminutives, and the diminutives of common nouns A
which denote rational beings; as 'Othmun,

‘Obeid (dimin. of ‘AM),
i Je^y (dimin. of j4j a man),

(dimin. of yfi,) an inferior poet,

(b) Verbal adjectives which form their fem. by adding L..

(c) Adjectives of the form ^1*41, which have the comparative and

superlative signification. [The corroboratives of viz. « ^ f, *

etc. have also the plur. sail, masc., though by their fem. sing. g
<L* »*>

.
etc. they might seem to belong rather to the class of

adjectives exemplified by JUl, etc. S *296. For the plur. fem. see

§ 304, II. 2, rem. D. G.]

(d) The relative adjectives in . The ending is often

shortened to Oyl, as usually in for J,
Other instances are

('') Tl,c wor,ls (for l^) a son, one of the four classes

of ermted brings, J>f the earth, jull one's family, jjl the goe.se,

y'i the possessor (of a tiling); which make oJ'U n

(rarely O^ 1
. OjJyj and ojji (used only in the construct

state yyi, see g 340, rem. tj*.

Kkm. a. Adjectives, however, have the plur. sanus masc. only
when joined to substantives denoting rational liein^s

Ri-;m. />. Plurales fiitcti are also formed from substantives and
adjectives that have the plur. sanus masc., but more especially from
adjectives when used substantively.

^
ltKM. c. To the words enumerated under (.;) may be added

<* ij»
* l sl

^

Oy*f. highest heavens, and _jJy! or yt (construct form of

* In a poem of ihi-Nf.biga (Alilw. App. 13, vs. 5) we find
'

from and in the commentary on the Diw. of Huduil, p. 120,

last 1. 0> *y-t from We ought to mention also the expressions"**
> _ - i , ,,, .

wsAJU and ju 7 ,^
* + * + * +
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. ii
with the first syllable short, see § 340, rem. c), possessors,

which have no singular; as also the numerals denoting the tens

,

2 ' , i , * .

from 20 up to 90 (§ 323). Further, a privy, yjyLm.

;

m * J * • <» 4 r

a thing
, yJyJt ; ^*> vulva, yjyjs* ;

and the rarer forms yjyf\,
* tt t I ' if

from and £l.

Rem. d. Some fern, nouns in IL

,

especially those of which the

third radical (y ) has been elided, have a plur. sanus masc.,

the termination S— disappearing entirely
;
as »j»- a stony, volcanic

m * & * r it r t % *

district
,

ja* (and, very irregularly, a thorny tree,

Oyh&

;

A3ij a lung, yJjJj ;
sjSa a ball, a sphere, a stick

*
< J J *» « / /•

used 6y children at play, ^JU [cas. obliq. ;
Ai«> a year,

Oy*—- From the oblique case of this last word, viz. arises a

secondary formation O***', [Hhe § 325, rem. a. Comp, also

ii. §108].
^ 3 #. i a ,

i

Rem. e. In proper names of the class (§ 264),

the formation of the plural is analogous to that of the dual (§ 299,

rem. A). Thus in which the second member only is

•
' J / 0 r 1/ / 5^ / 4

declinable, makes Qyij&JJf ;
but 44j*** and Jb^U, which are

i / ^ js 2 s / <•!/ j/

wholly indeclinable, form and !P^ jji, men called

Sibawiih and Ta’abbafa sarran. Construct compounds, like

/ $r it • >* 9 § rr 90* •/ ^
witu, ^t, and |>#l, form >***, *WI> and

IJ s#

iWl, men called *Abd Mend/, ’Abu Zeid, and ’Ibnu ’z-ZubHr ;

* * * *

but in the case of compounds with ^»1, ^1, etc., it is also allowable

r §r

to say and the like.—It may be added that compounds

with when they are the names, not of persons, but of animals

or other objects (see § 191, rem. 6, 6), take the feminine plural CiU^
• • fr • • 9 • i •

(from Cv^ or I4I)
;

e.g.^ a weasel
, JU ^1 0 water-fowl,

i «

any one of <Ae store in iAe toil o/ fAe GVeal J?ear,

etc.
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[Rem./ If a word in the status constructs is put in the plural Athe following genitive of possession may be put also in the plural’*

as ^jf & PL pjj ;ai or ^Ji ;af j OUT j*
y^«r Juif or ytijV JUS; £ll „
y^3r vU_lf; liiyr in h„ JOT c4i

J Jl

J1>4VI ; etc. D. G.]

303. The pluralis sanus fem. is formed from B
() Proper names of women, and such names of men as end in

as Ziinib, Otlllj
;
jjjs Hind, Oljua; ffe. ‘Azza

,

Oljc;

A^Ile Talha (a man’s name), OUJlL (§ 301, rem. b).

Rem. According to some grammarians the plur. sanus fem.

may be formed from any word ending in #_1 ; as a gazelle,

; Ajji a village, oQJJ ; A^SCa a very learned man, OL»*£a.

() Feminine adjectives, the masculine gender of which has the C
pluralis sanus.

(c) Feminine nouns in and ill
; as pregnant, oQCJ.

;

C£^»S memory, Ol>i; iljlo dwlrew,
(§ 301

, rem. e)

;

' ' J % rr r 9

a. bustard, ObjU*..

(d) The names of the letters, which are usually feminine (§ 292, b)

;

as uili an elf, OUJI
; an m, OU*«.

* + /

(e) The names of the months
; as II the Moharram, J>

* /. f // •_ S r /
* *** * * J e /e % r r rr % 3 rOLV“~• i Ramadan, OliLa^

; ^Mtodl,

(/) The feminine nomina verbi (§ 196), and all nomina verbi of

the derived forms (§ 202) ; as a definition, oUbjjb
;

^LUit

afeqf, Olalkal
;

*-*iUs_ol a technical term, OU.’Slhuot.

Rem. The nomina verbi of the second and fourth forms, when
used in a concrete sense, admit also of a pluralis fractus; as

*

r\
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A a literary composition, a book, w*J'J (compare

§ 136) ;
a date, an era, a chronicle, distresses,

difficulties; annunciations, prognostics; wonders

,

marvels ; a false rumour, G^Jjt
;

a chain or series

of authorities, JsJLA

B (g

)

Substantives of foreign origin, even when they denote persons

;

as an awning, a tent, OlJijj-S
;

a hospital,
* + > *

• / / /I
OUU-ijU^

; OUp^ ° j«t <Teau, a fountain, oUl^lw ;
lAt an Aga,

;
LS.W a Pasha,

;
llwl (for }l£/l) a teacher, Ol^->f.

(A) Many masc. substantives, which have no plur. fractus; and

some fern, nouns, which have not a fem. termination
;

as a

,
* .c * ' * s A %*&*%**

stout camel, 0>.*- t.~»
;
jt\ » »- a warm bath, Ol-«U«. ; >L^*. ansfcntf ea»Mtf, a warm 6aM, Ol-«U«.

;
an

C inanimate or inorganic thing, Ol>C^.
; g!**** a living thing, an

animal, Oul^^
;
jlic landed property, OtjUa

; t an event

or occurrence (lit. U what happened or occurred), OlJ».U

;

J*l one’s family or relations, 0^*1 or O^Jkl, which some, however,

derive (according to § 301, rem. b) from XLkl
; a caravan of loaded

*
• * • or | r e r

camels, Ol*a or Ol^s
; ,U~> the sky or heavens, OtjU~> (though this

word is also masc.); ^jl the earth or ground, oUiJl (see § 301,
* J ' J' Mt •>>

X) rem. b) ; a waterwheel, Ouy^»u
;

or a wedding

or marriage, OL^e, From I a collection of forty traditions is

f ^ rll

formed Cft^yjl.

(0 Verbal adjectives, which are used in the plural as substantives
;

as OUSlSo entities (from Jjt£» being) ;
Ol beings (from lyL'y

found, existing)

;

Oli^Ls creatures (from J> created
) ;
oUleJi

literary compositions, works (from wLt.JJ arranged, classified)-,
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bound).

bound books, volumes (from covered with skin, A

(j) All diminutives, except those specified in § 302, a ; as J*'^
a hillock,

; 4-y^* a little book,

304. The more common forms of the plur. fractus of substantives

and adjectives, which are derived from triliteral roots, and in none of

which (excepting Jail) does any letter precede the first radical, are B
twenty-nine in number. The following is a list of these forms, with
the principal corresponding singulars, and examples.

Plur. Fract.

I. Jai. Sing.

9f • i * r • J • «*_«! i » 1 • «di
1. ilai; as a present, JUJ

; a knee,
; £J±

the white spot, or blaze (Germ. Bldsse), on a horse’s forehead,
\ 2 f«Si | ^

.

Jp ;
*<•' a nation, I

;
4J [a leather tent,) a dome,

;

a form,
;

SJ9£> a district (Gr. \<Apa),
;

lyV a C

fire-brand, fjjJL (for or ji*L, § 213) ; a kidney,

( ôr
t. I courageous, JJ],

2. (jiii, fem. of Jail as a superlative (§ 234 and § 295, 5) ;
as

U the largest, ‘fJ$\ ; ^ smallest, JkJj'l

;

the greatest,
5 the first (fem. of Jj^l), Jj*/t

;

/ f Ji# «• if/

LAaJI the highest, ^1
Reh. Similarly ^fo^l other, another (fem. of jiA, see J)

§ 295
, rem. b), jA. f, without tfenwin.

3. ilaJ (especially from verba media* rad. j), lUi, rare; as
4/ f / j 4 / f /
ajji a turn of fortune, a dynasty, J>> ; « turn,

;

iji a e/ffligw. (for § 213); Lll a i^arrf, U*G
(for ^^sIJ)

;
ilh*. a trinket, (for
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A Plur. Pract.

II. Sing.

!• not comparative and superlative (§§ 232 and 235)

;

• • j A
»l deaf,

, ,
• » * • ' •{ . , , ,

* » j i .t
as red, >.» ; humpbacked, deaf,
5 * f

'** . . • •<> >>*f • j t»t
>r^ ; white, u*ei (for u*tt) i black, *y (for >5*1)

;

/ *1 • •

J

blind,

2. fem. of not comparative and superlative (§ 296);

as yellow, /aflte,
;

etc. [Accordingly

ItjSrf a <fe*6rt has j^.]

Rbm. <U(fc, ilai£», iU-asi, and jbQ (fem. of etc.,

corroboratives of Jfc all), make £^4, £4,
without tfenwln [§ 309, a, 8], all together. [Comp. § 302, c,

and vol. ii § 137 and rem. e.]

3. Jlai, JUi, JtaJ, derived from verba med. rad. 5 ; as

a middle-aged married woman, Jjy* (for 0(5*) ;
Jly rtmtd,

retiring (of a woman), jy ; the pole of a tent,
;

*•' 11 »
* * * * * < j < .1

Ol^*’ a table, a plate, Ot>^* i
jly-* a bracelet, jy ;

heat,

jy\. [They may be contractions from original Jai, as e.g.

d\y a tooth-stick, has certainly both dy and by. R. S.]

4.

J.o. derived from verba med. rad. 5 ;
as »*5l* having newly

had young, 35* (for 3>*) ;
iutc [and JJl^farrow,) not bearing

youngfor some years, 1»5* [or i^*, J^]. [Also in some other

Ml I / Ml « «>

cases, as *j* from •jli and from They may, however,

be contractions from »ji and Jjt (comp. III. 5, rem.). D. G.]

[Rem. 4Jli a she-camel has ,55^.]

III. Jtf.

1.

J&, J&. J&, not derived either from verba mediae rad.
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Plur. Front.

III. jy continued. Sing.

geminate or verba tertise rad. 5 et ^ ; as Jdjj a large bowl or
ill • / ^ 4 , ; • ^ ^ ^ 4 J J

omA,
; JljJ the neck, JJJ

;

Jt<-> a mimosa tree, J*- ;

<* &*><*. I a fcei,
; jC*- a rat'/, J**. ;

a stallion, £***" J
d\yt a tooth-stick, dy

; Ji
\ A

Saturday, yis
; the shinbone of an animal, £pb ; \\

a tick, ij3.

Rbm. Exceptions are the bone over the eye,

a rexn, [A rare case is *£»}| from

female, as though it were formed from «£»UI.]

2. hif*h, Jyh, not derived from verba tertise rad. 5 et
;

as « twig or rod, syhS
; a sandhill, bfbbs

;

a seal, throne, bier, jy ; a ship, a ctVy, C

0***» , *»
i
>— a wa/ or page, >-*»»

; )y£ a pillar,
;

\
J ' *11

Jy~*j a message, a messenger, j~>j.

3. Je*i, J5*i, verbal adjectives not having a passive signification,

and not derived from verba tertise rad. 5 et ^ ; as one

who warns, jJJ
;
jy~o patient,yo

; J5JJ docile, [ a dromedary,]

J
»* • .

*11 • Ax
( f ,,

« i JX* jealous, ft*- ; u°ytd laying many eggs, u°*t-

4. Jai, Jai, iXih, Jai, Jii, rare
;
as <JUu> a roqf, u>L

;
d

a thin, white piece of cloth, JjLI ;
JLlt a /ion, JLli

;
Jjj a

sphere, the heavens, dii
; an idol, \ifiy ; a victim

for sacrifice, o 0/ twod, >4*14.
;

a ftroito

. ,
• 1 i * « i j ^ 1 / 1 j 1

or thicket, ^*.1 ; a leopard, yi
;

^>1*. ronyA,
;

• * - % > t

£1-0 a hycena,

26
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A Plur. Fract.

III. J*i continued. Sing.

M rare ; ae a merchant, a full-grown

camel, J&t.

Bsm. The form JjJ is admissible in all these cases*,

unless the word comes from a radical mediae geminate; e.g.
• *j * fi «ii n{ iii in • in •hA 'J-'j, **“'!> [ ]y> (f°r ^h^)' (f°r

B instead of which u°>t i» sometimes used), full-

grown the-camds (for fr°m (f°r *r*t*)- Forms like

SiJJ pleasant, JJ, ^iQj the common fly, are rare. Some-

times the damma of words med. rad. gemin. is changed into
• i i'i • - »»i •->

fetha, as jij*, if* ; jujk*. new, WMf. or
0 0

IV. Jj*
' \

1. aJ&
;

as &L* a piece, a maxim,
\ Cl

I ^ §„

a lock of hair, ;
iy* mode of walking, manner of living,

*' * d f «

character,y ; »y* 1 an example or pattern, (for I)

;

^ a building, -Vi ;
[ly*j a bribe, U. or

2. ***», Alai, rare
;
as a fenf

, a ./arm,
;

*)•>* a skin for milk,
;
l

;
At a shower qf rain,

;

a time, jfl ;
A*13 afathom,

;
[i£i a flock of sheep, JJU].

V. Jw.
0

1. J** (not prime or secunde rad. {j), JjU, Jxi

;

asye a sea,

,
• i i

* [Again, wij£ Persian curved bows (Tabari, i. 957, 1. 1) is said to

be the plural of AiJS. R. 8. It may be a poetical license for ^jl£.

For, as a rule, just as the form Jji-i may be changed into «i j

(i^!>w1 vAiu ^Aa), so may be replaced by Jji*.]
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Plur. Fract. ^
V Jw continued. (S*«<7.

a cloth, a dress, vO > !> a gazelle,

an arrow, a wo^,
;
£ij a wind,

;
jh* a shade, a shadow, J a spear,

;

*-U a hoof, sitU..

2. Alai, il*i (rare), ilai
; as last a dish, ^tai

; an occasion, B

a time, fly ;
iijj a garden,

;
Aa^-b a ./arm,

;

LJj a milch-camel, ^UJ
;
ui; a scrap 0/ cloth or paper,

a note, ^t5j
;

Aal^ a low-lying, level district,
;
Ci a

dome, vW*-

Rkm. a woman, has a plural of this form, fLj.
* e

3. J*, iW, not derived from verba mediae rad. geminates or q
tertiae rad. j et

yfl ;
as a hill, JL^

; Ju^ a he-camel,

JU*- ; K*J the neck, a fruit, jO ; fem.

% 0 0 0 • /

handsome
,

4. Jii ;
as Jli a man, JWy.if a beast of prey, Q* ;

a hyama,

5. J**, fem. AUi, verbal adjectives
; as y*« difficult, ; D

• I r • • 4 « ^
"

«wsef, vljm ;
yyJLq hard,

6. Jii; as cj.; /rush nps dofes,
i

an early bom
t ' • i • <

camels colt, ^Wj
;
£** a fafs horn camels colt, £l*n.

7. not fem. superlatives
;

as female, itil

;

• 0

a hermaphrodite, .
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A Plur. Fract.

V. Jtii continued. Sing.

9 / 1 / f , 0 9 Z % * 9 *
8 . £>»**> fem- verbal adjectives; as repentant

,
• • w •

»

f ^

0**^ »* lean, slim, ^Ua..
* 0

9. fem. verbal adjectives; as qULL* thirsty,

u£ll*e; oCii angry, v^J oCj. f. Wj, saftipfed wttf

1 drink, fijj.
0

10. fem. verbal adjectives, not having a passive

signification
; as large, old, J^£, nsfcfo,

-*£%> sick, u0\j*
;

[>JLx*> /eet&i, obLb]

;

StJ* hmg, Jl> (rarely j£*) ;
^JO io^, >13

;
(for

***£*•) pood, iW ;^ (for ^fc., J«A.) pood, Jl^L.

Ran. From words terti® rad. 3 et ^ this form is rarely

used; as ^AJ /mr«, 1 l&i . An example of the passive signi-

fication is Je-f* a weanling, JLoi.

verbal adjectives; as >y«^-Lo a companion, •
t

d-~ r
;

j^.13 a merchant, jUjj
;

Jlkli drinking, thirsty,

standing,>& ;
^5U sfe^p/np, >*Q

;
(for Jytlj) a shepherd,

jUj
;
3U /ai, *Ty.

[Rbm. a. Rare cases are from a courser ;
9

t 0 *0*0 *

from ll K
t
» the channel of a torrent; from

fem- lean; flc and JllAi from i£JLi and

iUJU]

[Rem. 6 . The plural ,Jl*i is said to occur in a few words
(see Ilariri, Dorrat, ed. Thorb. 97 seq. and Hafagi’s comm.
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Plur. Fract. A

V. Jl*4 continued. Sing.

141 seq.) as L\lq from L—^ a she-camel with her own calf,

|U$ from yyi a sheep or goat in the second year, from

or a etoe lamb, Jljj from mean, |L*j from
/ wei « /

a shepherd, jL-o from a Sabian (see the Qloss. to

Tabari). Some say that it is another form for Jlii, others g
that it is really a collective D. O.]

0

vi. J*.
i T*i Vi ett

, . • ji
!• *>**> *>*» 5 as a sea, the soul, ^yhi

;

a middle-aged man, J^>; \j*p-b a molar tooth or
0

grinder,
; JJU. a skin, J>4; ^ a military force, q

9 9 9 999 9 99 99 0 9 9 9 9
« robe,

; U-**- an army
, fA*

• •* • * *t ,, S i • tj m. 3 j^ (for
; y.> a bucket, /J> (for

• 99 3 J
;
and, by assimilation of the vowels, (comp.

§215).

Rbm. a. From words med. rad. 3 of the forms JjU and

Jai this plural is rare
; e.g.^ a troop,

; JyL. a year,

* > 1 i i **' t j 3
by* (or Jyy^)- u*yi « bow, usually makes or

{
\^J, J)»»•*' ' "

as if from ymi.

Rbh b. In words med. rad. the vowel of the first

syllable is sometimes assimilated to the second radical, as
• 90 9 99 9 0 9 90

a house, or an old man, a chief, a doc-

• '* • * tti • 1
tor

>
£**“' or O*® an eye, or (comp. § 269,

rem. c).

o t'X 1 I
• '! • j» i <

2. J*i, Jot ;
as a Iton, 33-d ; a scar, vj^ 5

• 09 99 .
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A Plur. Fract.

VI. Jy«i continued. Sing.

the liver, >y& ; a mountain-goat, a king,

ft**' • " • »* * +

JJyL*
;

(for *T~*») a canine tooth, vje* ;
Uxc a stay,

(for \Jy-o*), or by assimilation ; » Mood (for

* - 3 i 3

y*i), or

Rem. From words mod. rad. g of the form J-ii this

i ^ «<r

plural is rare
;
as JUi (for J[)— )

a stem or trunk, fay-* (or

. I >

3. iiai, iXxi, rare
;

as a skin for milk, a purse of money

,

• >1 *'• * • • «'» » .
* * *

;
i-A*- a period of time, ;

4^4. a hole,
;

ii*. a casket,
;

AAs-i a top or summit, <jy*t>
; »•>>

i t i
an inkhom, or ^gyy

4. J.U, verbal adjectives, not media) rad. geinin. or med. rad. y

vel ^5 ;
as standing

,
Jyj ;

sitting
,

I f / fl i i # S 4

;
jjsU. a witness, iyy£>

;

OU proud, wicked, ^ (for

VJP>») or ^ ; Jb weeping, ^ or

[Rem. Rare cases are from a rib

;

9 #1 / I « *• y •. f . ,

from a stone seJ u/> ; Ojj-b from elegant.
J

VII. Jii.

1. >U, verbal adjectives, not derived from verba tortile rad. $ et

• 9 ms »

^g (with rare exceptions)
;
as prostrating oneself, .* ». ->

;

f / (
I M I • ~ * i 4 .

j-*L. conversing at night, y+~> ;
_*/b sleeping, j>y> and

;

^5U» fasting, jsyo and pregnant, and ;
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Plur. Fract. A

VII. continued. Sing.

[i>PU. menstruating,
; J)U» repudiated, Jli»]

;

absent,
;
jtfc a soldier, (for or j>A, § 213).
*

2. ilftU, fern, of the preceding
;
as AalsC mourning, £yi.

Rem. a. The substitution of kisr for damm is allowable
• 5 »

in the first syllable of Jj»i from verba med. j et yt. in which B
§5 #6 j «fi j

case the y must be changed into ^g

;

as for-M*,^,
* » / * * •

from iJpW. fearing ; j*~o, from _vLe fasting ; etc.

9* » l/l f

[Rem. 6. Anomalous is Jjj* from J|j*l having no weapon.]

VIII. jw.

JaIA, verbal adjectives, not derived from verba tertise rad. _) et ^
[or med. gem.] (with rare exceptions) ; as U* a judge,

;

• - (Mi 9 / f M 1 • /

£jb a follower, ^L3
;

£jlo an artisan, a» C
(41 (43 • 4/

unbeliever, jU£»
;
JaL. ignorant,

;
^jU a deputy,

^>lyi
;
^*5b sleeping, js\y>

;
jt* a soldier, i]}i

;
an offender,

' # tf

a 2 «* _ t 45 a

fU*.
;

[>U? avoiding
,

ix. iii*.

i. Jau, verbal adjectives, denoting rational beings, and not

derived from verba tertiae rad. j et ^ ;
as a workman, D

( / / / # /
4

(// / ( / ( / / /

4JL*i
; an unbeliever, SjMJ=>

, perfect, A 1 t ;
> /•

( / t
(/ ^ / 2/

t
(/// ( w/

a conjuror,
; j v dutiful

,
;

^5lb obedient ,

Aftll* (for Icyb
) ;

selling, Acb (for A*^).

* [(J*^ defeated, fugitives
,
properly pi. of ^jli, is by usage pi. of

J*- R-S]
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A Plur. Fract.

IX. continued. Sing.

Bbm. from verba med. y sometimes remains uncon-

tracted in the plural
; as acting wrongly, ijytr or

* % * * + • + + I » r %***
itU a weaver

, or 2&Ui
;

treacherous, iijA or

6 [2. Jt*l rare, as bad, ; J feeble, 4A*i

;

« #/
generous, l\j* ; a eAt^,

X. iui.

M verbal adjectives, denoting rational beings, and derived

from verba tertise rad. j et ^ ;
as jl± a soldier, l\jk (for

*5>*) ; a judge, <UJ (for i*-ai)
;

^lj o reciter, rehearser,

C or traditionary, i\yj (for
;
^U. a sinner, (for

;
£1* a manager, SU-*. [And so in the dialect of JJij&z

. #
» * & +

#
^ # 6 ^ f #

it-aH (Sabians) for ^>^LaH, a nickname given to the first

Muslima. R. 8.]

[Rim. An exception is from jl; a falcon.]

D XL £U*.

1. ja, not derived from verba tertise rad. j et ^ ; as

on earring, a case or casket,
\ sJ~Lk a

branch, link
; v* a &**r

> I jir* a jug, '»)£>

;

a rugged place, iXe
; J!yJ a shield, 1^3.

2. Ji', J*. with the s&me restriction, rare; as ;>* «» i.,

or $^3; gj)j a husband or wife, i+jj; an old
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PUtr. Fract.

XI. iUi continued. Sing.

; ££ a truffle, £> ; JLj sg/fc, hue, flaccid, l£L. •

^ ^ J j
#

^ an ape, hft ;
kl)(f*a tom-cat, iLLi, a coci,

de* an elephant, its.

hl its
<e

1. Ji' ; ee jy} a bull, an atf man,

2. d** ; as a cAtW, IjJ^
;
jl^. (for j^.) a neighbour,

;

level ground, ii*l
;

£l (for Ji.1) a AntfAer,
J-*

(for a youth, i£i.

®* d^ » dU* « gazelle, bji
; jfft a youth, a slave,

**hh; gWA brave,

4- de^ ! M ôr yoro) a boy, i^o
; d*W thick, coarse,

big, great, A ; a gelding, a eunuch,

Rbm. 1\j^\ a xooman, has a plural of this form,

[The plural ii*i varies in almost all cases with JflLii. R.S.]

XIII. Jih\.
J

1. ij*i, not derived from verba mediae rad. j et as j~ t
* • •* *•; ,

tilt *fr titS
a sea, ju-i1 ; crA> $Ae soul, t^AJI

; a copper coin,
;

a line qf writing, ^ a lizard, i-Al (for 44X1)

;

4^3 the face, 4a.jl
;
ji} a bucket, ^>\ (for ^>1 or jJ>f)

;

ljX* an antelope

,

(for
; •J-t (for the hand,

9t tit
Otft (for

w. 27
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A Plur. Fract.

XIII. ja continued. Bing.

• le - . ,

Rkx. Exceptions are, for example, a piece of doth,

• it* •**» . *'J{
• <

|1
* I"

a garment, .^yl or ° bow, yjtjr' or

•it* * • ' , •'*{
a tword, vJk*-d ;

an eye, afountain,

2.

Feminine qu&driliterals, not ending in J-, which have a

quiescent letter (long vowel) between the second and third

radicals ;
as g\jjS the arm, £)J1 ; Jh® a female hid,

;

B £>t+i the right hand, an oath, the left hand,

; oH the tongue*, &S\ ;
on eagle,

8. Ji*. J*4
, J*4

,
not derived from verba mediae rad. 3 et

rare
;
as J**. o At'K, ; 0-*J time, v>*j' ;

ta* (for 3-®*)

•» „ • jii * < •* t* , , . f

a staff, (for ,,-aat or yna \) ;
a teg or foot, ;

a lion’s cub, a wof. Vji' > Jii o tocA, Jtf.

il f | #ft a a <*

0 Rkm. a wwK, has jy-j\ and, by transposition, j-f I.

" t /

From radicals media 3 et ^ occur, for example, jl> a house,

and, by transposition, jjf
;

JjLi the shank, jy*l,

• ill 1/ HI* * ' ,,
• -a . *'•!

*3>-» ;
jU fire, jyi \ ; (

for a «<*«*«« <*»<*>

4. iC»*, rare ;
as £*£>1 o hillock, ; £»*, the neck, ;

Lei a maidservant, (for *>•!). (for J
o she-camel,

£% j£lf, and J3, whence, by transposition, ti-^1 and,

V*D dialectically, JmjI.

Rkm. Jail occurs now and then in a few other forms
;
as

S+i a leopard, )
a beast of prey, £«-»1

;

pLh a nb,

i/t* •,» . u*f •// • »•} .

nJLit
;
jlyJ day, ^yil

; vU* 0 rown> J
etc.

* [If fem. ; for if maac. it has ll-Jl (XY. 1), according to *E1-

Mubarrad 60, L 5 seq. D. G.] The plur. pauc. of fem. words is ordi-

narily tJail, of masc. words lUi.
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Plur. Fract. ^
XIV. JUAI. Sing.

1. Triliterals of all forms, especially Jat, rarely Jai (Bee no. 2)

and as jeji a footstep, ; a vestige or trace,

JVjLl
;
]fefs rain, JUsal

; vW (for vy) « door, yl^l
; vU

(for »^-*») a canine tooth, an old she-camel, vM; ti>V' (for

• I*9* • t _ *'fv a » •§ _

a son, fujt
;

(for >*•) a SW» ;
a well,

• • 4.^ • t*
t t

or, by transposition, jvl ;
tosa, £>«*$/, opinion, fljl or ftjl

; B

£r a load, iJCjU ; a festival, >l«at
;

la/t the armpit,

Jii a lock, a judgment, or Oi»
I ^ • / * f « • • 4 A wntl

an ear, ^Ijl
;

/rss, jl^»l
; ^r-l (for >-») a name,

;

i < . • .i< 1 . * . ii 1

juafr the arm, >Uml
;

grapes,
! J<-/1 a Aerd

' '»
In. 1 . • ^ »* • - • . s

0/ camels, JW1 ;
j-*> a leopard, jU-d

;
a thigh,

;

the young of a bird, £»>|; JjI a thousand,
;

S / • rot Sr ff rH § A J

j-t pious, dutiful, , 1^ 1
; o-4 a branch, o'-4 * J s^*j fresh C

ripe dates, v

2. Ji'. from verba mediae rad. 3 et and primse rad. 3 ;
as

• •< • /•» «»* • .ii n« • 0
vy « dress, v|y* i

«-4*- a sword, Jlfwl
; jtyi a day, >*^1

• -•* * « /•*
(for^»lyl)

;
cJ, time, •-'“J 1 \j**i Ufancy, a notion, a mistake,

>1*31.

Rem. fj—Si, a thing, makes and not (as one would D
naturally expect) flytl.

• . • » 1 / 1* • / 1 .<1
3. rare ;

as j-aU a helper, jUaul
;

juklS a witness,
;

pure, a companion, a friend, 4jUL«!
;

« « I /S
jJU tepid, jU*l.

4.

Je*4 , verbal adjectives, not having a passive signification,
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A Pier. Fract.

XIV. Jlafi continued. Sing.

rare ; as noble, or C*« (for C*>«, $ 242),

osoa,

Rkh. JWi oocufs now and then in a few other forms

;

as yjs. an enemy, fU»t
;
]fS a weaned foci, a colt, ftCJt

;

O+rt a right hand, an oath, <J&r the heart,

B XV. ilait

1 . Quadnliterals, of which the penult letter is quiescent (a long

vowel), especially nouns of the forms Jl*i, Jui, and Jw
-

;

as ^L*. a wing,
;
>l*l» food, time,

; tlji physic,
;

/ljufc /ood, IJJlAI
;
*jLJ tongue *,

an ass,
;

*JI a god, 4*11 (for 4^1II)
;
jsU\

' ' ' * .
' * *

,. _ . < »s« „ •. b
an imam or priest, 4*^1 or A#j| (for 4^«tt

) ;
{Li a courtyard,

;
>lyi the heart, *jSi \ ; a raven, SjjAl

;
js*hk a youth,

S'lf? S,tJ , si f 4 •' ... *- •*
***®l

; o~i a lane, a strait, 4ijl
; sy*s a pillar, *****

I

;

* * *

\hthj a cake of bread, 4Afcj1
; vtAi a branch, a rod, <L~ai!

;

a sand-hill, i3»i; jeiS a certain measure, SjJJi.
* * * *

2 . verbal adjectives, derived from verba mediae rad.

geminate or ultimse rad. _j et ^ ; as JO* mighty, glorious,

(for ijj*\) ;
Ui t Ac temperate, chaste, <ULcf

; £ a
- *•

. „ . t a * • Ml } .
niggardly, stingy, dear, A,*.!

; a boy

(for ye**>), > <* confidant, ie+ >1 ; stammering,

*' »*

stuttering, 4*0*1.

* [If masc.
;
see the footnote to XIII. 2.]

$ 304] II. The Noun. A. Fount SubtL A Adj.

—

Plur. Fraabus. SIS

Plnr. Fract.

XV. iUt continued.

8. J*i, JO, JiJ, rare
;

as £ the young <f a bird, Lyfi
;

a *Aas, ii*iS
; X+J a high land, *j+2\

; jj a fotton,

*jtjl (for iyj!)
; a tower, 1^*1

;
JJL4* the hole f a

at• I

rare; as& a cover or lid, >»j (for >ij)

provisions, hpfi ; Jli. (for J^A.) an imcfe (by <A« mother’s

«*), J & (for Xyi or ]fiS) the back <f the neck,
;

vulva, 1^*1] ; moisture, dew, 1*jJl
;
jja. a buck-

Acre, »J*.I (for *j>A.I).

Rkm. AUil is rarely used in some other forms
;
as fcUL- 0

or a sealed strip ofpaper (with which a letter is bound),
S' *{ * Ur •< ^ #(, #|

a watercourse, 4^1 ; >L an assembly,

XVI. Jaiy*.

1. ; as JjU. a signet-ring, a «u/,
;

JJU* a jx><
( a crucible, a mould,

* ^ ^
^ substantives

; a motive or catw,
j jj

a ho<f(of a horse or ass), jil^.
; a «*,

;
Jalfi*

<A« space between the shoulders, Jat^>
; the top of a

* [By the influence of j the preceding Ffctha often, in yulgar pro-

nunciation, passes into damma, as rowarej/, /sma* slaves.

In the old language there are some instances of it in proper names,
e-8- Jhj&J*/**, D. G.]
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A Plur. Fact.

XVI. J*iy continued. Sing.

comets hump, qf a wave, etc.,
!
j~c the eeathore,

;
jukli an example, jaIy>.

.. J.u. verbal adjectives, applicable to men, rare; as

a horeeman, a follower, £^ty
; v-AU hanging

B the head, ;
Jttla perishing, -ifcly

;
uUU. remaining

behind, J»r-

4.

J*\i, verbal adjectives, applicable by their signification only

to females (§ 297, d, rem.); as pregnant,

4 *4sC»* menstruating, yjiiU*.
; JiOu divorced,

;
JukO

^ 0 0 / ^ ^
J 00

having swelling breasts, jaiy.

5.

ai*U, substantive* and fem. verbal adjectives ; ae a^tf fruit,

‘U&i liali a thunderbolt, J* a rarity, a
J 00 <1 / ^ J /

8

4 / »

witticism, a joke, oly
;
A-JI cheerful, sociable, u-JUt '>

0 * ^

a female companion, ur*^\y* ;
liU. distinguished people, the

S 0 0 A 00 § 3 +

upper classes, u*<yk (for u*«f•>*) ;
A#U common people, the

vulgar, J*ly (for _4*ly)
;

*Jilt* ^ain, i>ro/J<, V
0 girl,j\y+. (for see no. XXIII., rem.)

; 1^6 a quarter

00 J 00

qf the sky, a region
9 a district

,

^-ty (for t^ly).

Rn. Initial j is changed into I ; as joining or

adding
, a proximate cause,

s
)woIjl (for custody

,

0 guard, Jlyt (for Jljy, which is also the plural of

i^ilj = tjjjj,! on ounce.
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Plur. Fract. ^
XVI. JaljJ continued. Sing. r

6. ; as *ObL, *GL®U, iGuU, holes qf the jerboa, airily

(for JiSyL), >ly (for J*iy), £-iy, J*iy ; foC 0 00u/,

y'>- (for vyli-i).

XVII. J5W.

Pem. quadnliterals, of which the third letter is servile or quiescent B
(a long vowel), whether they have the fem. termination

, or

not; as i'ui: 0 cloud, ayaiUaw
;

aJlwj an embassy, a letter,

a treatise, JjL>j ;
l*jy a lock of hair,

;
DU^. or ll

Q
-^

wages,
; bo+ an island, flfa. ; a written

leaf, a letter, a book, JtiteLa*

;

0 foxwvf or plank, a
A .if / ^ § 0 * f % 0 0

slab, noble, tJJ> ; LL*i slaughtered, a

victim, 0 milch-camel, 4-5^; JCX the north 0

wind,
; JUA the left hand, J5UA

; jxPr a she-camel

for slaughter*, jSj}+
; jy+* an old woman, j&i-o

; 4>yi

a large bucket, 4«5U>.

A e*0 0 . g
Bbh. Jjlai occurs rarely in a few other cases

;
as Jyt

a young camel,
; jt+*o a pronoun, JfCi; [J* a proof,

Jjy* ;
a court, oSUoj]

;
a^-U. a want or need, a thing, D

affair or business,
;
tp& a second wife,

;
^‘4

0 free woman,
;
[4jlA» a daughter in law,

y!^« bitter kinds of trees, from SjJ»]
; tAe nt^A/,

jo
• [Also applied to the male, but nevertheless fem. gen. D. G.]
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A Plur. Fract.

XVIII. Sing.

1* <W from radicak mediae 3 ;
as O^, oV. a fish,

O'V ; jy* a wall, Olrt^ ; a piece of wood, a branch,

• . ' • j

O'***® ; a worm,
* .

B 2. JaJ ; as a male bustard,
i £«®.j a hind of small

bird, o1*-®?; Jjj a lizard,
i

(for o crown,

* «, , ,

0‘%t* I VV <* oow,
i jW” a neighbour,

fire, o!&
; ur* (f°r « youth, (for ^a.1) a

brother, (jl^A-l.

3. Ji*; as a kind of bird,
J j*j a nightingale,

C C>[y*J ; Ij*. a field-rat,
I j>*> a buck-hare,

i

a WacA: 6ee*/e,

4. JUi, and more rarely Jlii and jUi
; as Sii a boy, a

stow, o raven, oWj^ ; o» eoy/e, ^jLi*
;

vWi o ^fy, oWi ; J5>£ a gazelle,
; vC**’ a firebrand,

0 meteor, oWv-'
;
j!**® « Aen/ 0/ wild cattle, olrsf-

D 5. J*i and J*i, rare; as jls. a slave, J,tjlc ; « slave,

* t'

t

, ,, • s A «• ' • * it.
i a bully

5 « guest
, ;

jli a mouse
,

> Jil ** young ostrich
, oh# o/* too or mcn'e

trees growing from a single root, 0'_>-U
;

jls « bunch of
% .• • , ^

da/es, olT* !^ « yofo, Ol«j-

®' rare, as t* branch, a male ostrich,. . , , >
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Plur. Fract.

XVIII. ijlfini continued. Sing.

: C5T® (for *!+) a boy or child, oCf ; a
gelding, a eunuch,

[7.
• rare

; as a lamb, 0%*-]

8 - *4**, not diminutives, rare; as JI»t , 0
nightingale, o<+, oi%; iw o sor* of wild cat, M. B

.

9. rare
; as « mo/e chamceleon, jJL*

;

o bustard, a wood-pigeon,

10. JaU, rare; as bul o mo//,
; oW- a spt'n/ua/ My

o/" /Ae c/ass ca//ed O^Jl, ^U»..

Rkm. lil (for a maidservant, has
; and C

SM, 0 woman, an irregular plural ^I^J.

XIX. J,*U.

1. J*i, more rarely Jai
;
as waaw o roof, o sfotw,

;
jua o slave, 0'** ; </4e back, the short side of a

wingfeather, oj^i
; ^ the belly, the long side of a wing-

feather, o&t; grain, C,C-1 ;] « u*>//
; D

>3 « bunch of dates, o'>^ >' (JU o sAt'n for water, etc.,

2. Ji* ; as JSi a toum, o'SX ; J^l, a lamb, o&,
® ^ ® J Q . . 0^0 jO*—

;
>»i a ma/e,

• 4» J |

3. Jl*i, rare; as Jlij o lane, a strait, ollj
;

luj, brave,
• e • i « ^ # ^

^
« firebrand, a meteor, jCJL

; on wn-

weaned foal of a camel,
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A Plur. Fraet.

XIX. && continued. Sing.

4. as a cake qf bread, JjUij
; yyjj a twig or

rod, a sand-hill, )Jse& « male ostrich,

iOt; a friend, 0*5^- ; ijb* a channel for irrigation,

o& ;
a boy or child, oC*«.

B 5. J*U, verbal adjectives, used as substantives and not derived

from verba mediae rad. y et ^ ;
as ° rider, oM»J

;

a companion, a horseman,
;

a Christian ascetic or recluse, o4*>; a youfA,

• Si / • **J
a shepherd

\

oW*j«

6. fem. I>ii
;

as red,
i

Aa/d,

i • 5 j j «- #1
( f / ^ i /if

c «**/> blind of one eye
, o!»* ;

white,
#

• /I*
• ' *i. r #1 • Z«i

(for uV-a^)
;
^**1 blind, oW-

f /• i

Rkm. The forms ana are, as some of the

above examples show, used conjointly or interchangeable,

even in cases where we should hardly expect it. For example,

instead of O^jy*, Aftnd °f one eye, from jy*\, and o^jy*-,

unweaned foals of camels, from we find q*j c
e- and

f ^ 3 / Si f £ i ( j

D ul«^- [cA»- or a garden has and

XX. flu*.

1. Je«*, verbal adjectives, applicable to rational beings, which

have not the passive signification, and are not derived from

verba mediae rad. geminata or tertise rad. y et ^ ;
as

r $ fl S err rt 9 r

poor, l\j*h
; jt+1 a commander or chief, l\j+\

\ t^Sj a chitf,

ipjj
i OUL# ; witty, iliji

;
^C*. trfw,
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Plur. Fract. ^
xx. continued. Sing.

a philosopher or soys, a physician, ^ ^ .

• *«* i

OH clear, plain, eloquent, lU^.

2. Jali, some maac. adjectives, with the same restrictions as

above
; as learned, iCXa

; JjsU. ignorant, l£

a poet,
; Jlla wisa, iSUa

;

jJU yood, «y&, *UJU>' fi

Rbm. Examples of rarer cases are : liberal,

• r +
( r J % * r

liberal, « > cowardly, iU^> (from )•

* brave, iU-JJ, (from L+±) afotn, P&

;

J!*J a
^ l I /

^ ^ / *

prisoner, llj—il
; [iyjj loving, i\iiy].— a.

, a successor,

a deputy, a caliph, usually makes in the former senses,

and iUAa. in the last.

xxi. HsiI.

J^ai, masc. adjectives of the same kind as XX. 1, but mostly

derived from verba media rad. geminata or media or tertia

rad. j et
;

as Si^-o a friend, ili^l
; a relative,

i a friend, i^J\, cjL.1 (for K^t, rf}2.\)

;

a physician, iLWl
; strong, l\j*£A

; Ot* (for Oiya) D

light, easy, iU^al
; ^ (for o*J) smooth, easy, iUgjf; oh

clear, plain, eloquent, rich, ^ stuttering,

stammering, o /risnd, a or saint, il^l

;

y*- wretched, il^a>/l
; liberal,

j ^ a ,7 pious,

il»a3l
; and similarly, for IQjjJ, quit of, exempt from,

> \S*j>
ôr a Prop1**,
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A Plur. Fract.

XXII. Sing.

1. Je*. J*. jjiil, verbal adjectives, denoting injuries,

defects, etc., of body or mind
; as slain, J*. cvi

# I ^

wounded, bitten by a snake, stung by a scorpion,

; »-» O prisoner, ^£,-1 ; broken,

(for tfeod, ^>« ; sick, drowned,

KJ& ’> JjU perishing, paralytic,

ub*J ;
decrepit through age, tn jtwtin,

;

' i' •{ S*'* *' '»•<
0*»>, or silty, ; «r^*> or mangy, scabby.

»* / i

5 a/oo/,

i

2.

O^. verbal adjectives; as o’jLli# fozy,
# • <* i f# 4* /#/ i ^ I ' * 0 *

angry, hungry, drunken,

Rkh. The plural ^^1*4 is said to occur in only two words;

viz., a partridge, and a polecat,

XXIII. Jti*.

1. OA*i
;
as l\jj* a virgin, j\±* ;

i'[^ a plain or desert, jV j-
;

lU^i o desert, oip.

/ I | X * 0 *

2.
; as a judicial opinion, fZh ; a ciuim,

; \S)*\ th* prominent bone behind the ear, ,liy
* ' *

3. >&*>, ‘Ctai, *>A*i
;

as 5*$*- a female gul (Jyk) or goblin,

an old hag, JU«# ;
Ajj«k». rowyA ground, fS»- ;

IjyL £Ae

*
[

cfowr has in order that it may resemble (*-tj>j*AJ)

its contrary s
, - J
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Plur. Fract.

XXIII. Jla* continued. Sing.

hackles of a cock, fU ;
f#J the collar-bone, ^ip

;

cross-handle <f a bucket, JUa.

stands in the nom. and genit for and

(both with the art J&ti). The accus., however, is

always Jjllai, with the art. ^laAlf.—In the same way Jp, g
night, makes jQ (acc. jQ) ; Jil one's people or family,

JUI (acc. JjlUl) ; and c/i>l, *A« sor<A, ^AlJ* (acc.

XXIV.

1

, ;
“ a •”*“». LSi 1*^ ; <1^; a jtddtn or dear*.

; llV a deserf,

2
‘ CJ^ >

58 a judicial opinion,

aw«di»ea<, cAS*^* ; tJy*> a claim,
,jf^y, jj-py the prominent C

bom behind the ear, (jJUi ; a complaint,

LS^*^> feminine adjectives, not superlatives
; as female

feminine,
; JLL pregnant, a hermaphro-

dite,

0*0 0*0 ^ ft#
4. a*A*4

;
as iijj*. rough ground,

;
CjL the hackles of a

* r

cock,

Rem. In nos. 1, 2, and 4, the forms JU4 and ijJUi are D
interchangeable. '

5. oiii, fem. ^ and verbal adjectives; as o]A
drunken,

; oC^- on^ry, Awnyry,^ 1̂
'

;

l°zy> perplexed,
; O}j4-h

jealous, a prisoner, ^JCl
; 6roA«n,

;
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A Plur. Fract.

XXIV. ^lai continued.

• ^ • *
#

* ** InI

jtek <** orphan , ;
j* a boon-companion,

; j^\

• i
t

/ /i i /• / *»* / ^

(for^M^I) unmarried, lokJ*’ covered with shame, V*!)£•].

6.

Ja*. Jih, verbal adjectives; as lu»- having a swollen belly,

(^•4**
;
£*.j in pain,

;
jh— cautious, wary,

;

* » * 000
Q)~- sad,

Rkm. Instead of al we find, in nos. 6 and 6, JU
and even ^lai; as

009 009 00 9 0 0 0 J 9 _ 0

or <h*>) has only
*>J

and JJiU

only ^Jlkc.

7. il*ai, fem. substantives,from verba tertise rad. _j et ^ ;
as

4 £ 0 0 0 0 #«3 0 0 00 9 H 0 0 00

ijjuk a present, WlJ* ; V* fate, tU*
; ***> subjects, W4j

;

tt a trial or calamity,
;

an animal for riding,

nature, disposition, WW—> ;
igl (for

^ 00
a sin, ijtfa*.

;
[i^A* evening, l^lin*].

0 0 0 0 0 0

Rkm. We write instead of ^IjUk, etc., to prevent

tbe repetition of the letter (see § 179, rein. a).—Many

grammarians regard these words as being of the form Jjtai

(see XVII.), for (}tjdk), etc.

8. il'Ui, from verba tertiae rad. _j
et ^ ;

as a young gazelle,

000 9+t 0

; JjUJ a #a«, ;
ty\>\ a smaff water-skin, \jy\>\

;

90 0 0 0 0 9 0 0

#Ae upper par#, something over and above,
; *3]/*

* [In conjunction with L^ULn, for the sake of conformity
0 M, 90 9 9 . ,/ e e _

(p^pU)^ has IjUA.]
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Plur. Fract. \
0 0 0

XXIV. ^jllai continued. Sing.

a stout stick, jjUi plants of the kind called u* .

used for washing clothes,
;
I^Ui the pick and choice qf

anything, Wlii.

Rkm. Here too ^Kai is thought to stand for J^iai ; as

W'W- for (&*.), eto. B

9 - 4Aali, from verba mediae rad. y and tertise rad. y et ^ ; as

a camel used in drawing water, a large water-skin,
;

an intestine,
; K,ii a comer, ^yj.

Rkm. a. Here ^lai is thought to stand tor J*lyi

;

as

Wljj for (ttjj), etc.

[Rkm. b. Anomalous is from a Christian.] C

XXV. (rare).

1. Jii. JiA ; as a slave, a dog,

. • ^ f / | ^
ca###e, a miff, ^,-y.

2. Jui ; asyC an ass,^**..

3. Jal* ; as a pilgrim,
; fh (for yjU) « soldier,

dp (for .*>*) ;
jeU a goat.J**'; &U a sheep, ])

XXVI. Sjyii(,rare).

J*1 5 as ^04 a husband, $ly*4 ; an unde (by thefather’s

side), a wild ass, Ijye*
; Ju» an uncle (by the

mother's side), SjyyO. (comp. § 240, rem. c) ; JL14 a stallion,

< [^e^* a thread,
; j*j a panther, Ijy+i; Jle

a hawk, tjyhe
; uSe fodder, £*>£»].
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A Plur. Fract.

XXVII. liUi (ran). Sing.

1. Jed, Jed ; as jJ a bull, Vjfy
; [JmJ a stallion, IftaLi

; J**.

a camel, &W- (also &«*.)] ;
male,

; a stone,

a. J*«S ; as a companion, (also [the more common]

XXVIII. JH (rue).

1. 3Sed, Usd
;
as ill*, a ring, a circle, Jim-

;

IjJy a pulley,

2. J*U, as JaU drinking for the first time (of camels), J^J ;

seeking, v-M* ;
a servant, X±L

;
£#U a follower,

• a a # r % m r % m

an attendant, £*3 ;
Juol

\j Vying in wait, watching, J~oj
; ^fm.

C a guardian, a keeper, yj*jm. ;
a driver, an importer,

XXIX. Ji* (rare).

Jali
;

as drinking,
; J-oU a helper, J-eJ ; J*.l5

a merchant, jq-3 ;
^eJJo a companion, >! yAl

, a

rider, J&j ;
a traveller, *jkL

;
[^5lj a visitor, jjj].

Rem. a. The above rules regarding the correspondence of

certain forms of the pluralis fractus and of the singular, are subject

D to many exceptions*. The dictionaries also give various forms

* [Many scholars do not admit the forms XXV., XXVIII. and

XXIX. as plur. fracta, but call them quasi-plurals (^*, ~ n »Cl!\),

making a distinction between them and the real collectives (il«wl

as >*jJ etc., and the generic collectives <U^I), which
m

$ r f s % + * |

form a nomen unitatis, as The forms and ja* are
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which we have not thought it necessary to notice; for instance, A
2&U, rarely 2U; and «LbU-« (as a hycena,

; L

*
*e a

sfaw, a mountain-goat, iio^
; an old man, a

chief, a doctor, 3^ 3«^£w and 3^g&« • a sword, ih^lm^ j i /
and 3it..».«), and of which the principal examples in use

are
:
^01 a she-ass, i(Jj3U

; JA* a mule, rjyhl* ; a lie-goat,

S' *, ' . W i • / •
jV**. a Ae-ass, Djj—»«; an o/d man, t

; j 3

<- 3

a slave, £-Lft a Christian (or o<A«r no< Muhammadan)

captive or slave, a tci/d ass, large, stout,

Rem. b. Many forms of the pluralis fractus seem to be derived,
not from the singular forms in actual use, but from others, which

are obsolete or of rare occurrence. E.g.M pi. r&d, (as *jtl&

a poet, l\jn£t,) from an obsolete Jt*i (J*aw); andM pl jx, c

(as ^JU perishing, ^cLk,) also from an obsolete Jc
»<

(r m
\

Rem. c. From the preceding table it is obvious that one sing,

may have several forms of the pluralis fractus; e.g. a sea,

fisLi, jyLt, jmJ\; a bull, */J\, fa, or i£, J\^}, j£,

J-p* a slave, >Lt, iys., aU|, ju*»,

• J
: 4 * 4 it.

***** {S'***’ **»***•, see rem. a)

;

' ^ ^ mm mm ^ '

*
I

* ^ ll f* # # * g J
O companion, Q 1— -r D

(besides <e, see rem. a). Or one sing, may have several plurales

fracti and a pluralis sanus besides; e.g. JLali one who is present,

masculine by form, feminine by signification. The forms XXVI. hyj
and XXVII. 111*! seem to be derived respectively from ^)ysd and

tjlni with the termination 3 to reinforce the collective meaning
. •'#«'* '*» t
(£•"» yjt** *U ) ]

W. 29
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an eyewitness, a witness, J££, \^£ t J^U
* * .* • ii •***

serving, worshipping, aCJi, l,a»a. In such cases, if the

sing, has several meanings, it often happens that each of them has
one or more forms of the pluralis fractus which are p«wiil»»r to it,

or used in preference to the rest. For example, jjklw, in the sense

of an evidential example, has The word s.T*-cV means:

(1) a tent or house, (2) a verse of poetry; in the former sense the

[
plur. tract, is Cty# or oQl, in the latter almost always 0^1.
Again, signifies

: (1) an eye, (2) afountain, (3) peculiar nature
or essence, (4) a distinguished man; its plur. fract. in the first

sense is or
; in the second, Opt* or O+i*

;

in

the third and fourth, Or, to take another instance,
means: (1) the belly, (2) a valley, (3) « tribe, (4) the interior, (5) the
inner or wider side of a wingfeather; its plur. fract. in the first

sense is 0>^> or ^fUisy ;
in the second, 0&, W, or

OU^4; in the third, Oy^l or oJaJl; in the fourth and fifth, J,uJLJ.

305. The forms of the plur. fract. of substantives and adjectives,

which consist offour or more consonants, are exhibited, along with the
corresponding singulars, in the following table.

Plur. Fract.

I. (Jatil, J-aUi, JaUU). Sing.

1. Quadriliteral substantives and adjectives (S not being counted

as a letter), the consonants of which are all radical
;
as

a fox, o a frog, a dirham,
;

a. claw of a lion, n locust,
;
S^ius a

bridge, jleKsi
;
iLej a fin of a fish, Jbuj

;
'jA^L gems, yA}y*-

;

• i *s » .

.

'**’**3' a 8tar
> a streamlet, a column or

table (in a book),

2. Quadriliterals (S not included), formed from triliteral roots by

prefixing 1, Cj, or > ; as
£^«J,

a finger,
;
[XL^Jt the end
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Plur. Fract.

I. Jnii (J*ui, JtiAj, Jebu) cont Sing.

<f a finger, J-lil] ; JZ\ Adam, I*}- JS\ a viper, fW (for

ifiW, compare § 304, no. XXIII., rem.); a^J trial, ex-

ptrience, VjW-5 ; v**-* « claw or talon, 0

halting-place, a station, JjU* ; a y>/ac« tabvw om
or dwells, a quarter qf a town, Jt-Li; ^
subsistence, lai

; meaning, £,&• (for ^lii)
; jj

a» wd** (for ^31**)
;
[^i suckling, £*£•].

Rbm. a. In the plur. fract. of the form JaUU from
verba modi® rad. the ^ is not converted after the 41if
productions into h£mza (5),—as happens, for instance, in

form XVII, of the triliterals (JlSUA), or in the nomen agentis

§ 240),—but it remains unchanged; e.g. j- L**, \

an open space for walking (from for ^J), £_.t
" '

. q
whereas is the plural of a curl (from LU»).
In the same form from verba medi® rad. y, the y is dually
retained, as ^yLs a bowcaee, Sjbu (from jU for

}£) a desert, jylii
; U’jU a reproof, Jtffc ; J, (£rom

for v*yk) a place for diving, Jo^s

;

but in one or

two instances into hiraza (3), e.g. (from for

V>->) a misfortune, and usually S.(u a D
candlestick, a lighthouse, a minaret, j^Lu, and usually

The changing of the y into ^ is vulgar, as

Rkk. b. Adjectives of the form JjJl, especially with
the superlative meaning, make, when used as substantives

[and, in that case, often taking the formM as i/jtaJ
1

;

see § 309, b, y], a plur. J*Ut ; e.g. a shackle or fetter.
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A Plur. Fracl.

I. JJlii (Jalil, JUU3, jUlii) cont. Sing.

i /I i i /I 1/ 1#^ J / Iff
a mottled make, tAe greatest,

grandees, nobles.

II. JeJU* (JefW, J**U3, j**#).

Quinqueliteral substantives and adjectives (J not included), of

which the penultimate letter is a litera productions (I, y, iff)

;

• / 1/ f j + 0 I ^ I 1 * * # ^ fJ
as a <Am7, i^gklj* ;

a wot/",

i # / # i # 5 J

o sultan,
; jjlJ »Aort drawers, I j'y* wAfte

J *+%+ St At J +* % .rf A / /

flowers, jifly* ;
a bubble, £*ilii

; a ;

• • i // • ili «

a /owjp, J*>Ui
; ^>yiy* a heavy shower of rain, >,-**1£> ;

a cAai'r, (for £fb*)
;
[JyC* a measure,

Jt4gvl£i and a desert, fffji (for I*);

• ,» < /< < •« ,
» • f'

JL*3 a statue, J*3w3 ;
jtyeJ a picture, \ a

» + + * * *

chronicle, (compare § 303, f, rem.)
;

^XlXe a key,

» * * • ^ i# i
" # ^ a ' tv • ••m3UU; ^>8v ....4 poor, ^du4

; unlucky, inauspicious

,

; ,jiy*** IxcAy, auspicious,
;
0>*^* accursed,

*++*'* , i 4 • •

;
jLatJ a dust-storm with whirlwinds

,

^oUl
; J*i&|

i /i f/ i#l
a garland or crown, JJl»t ;

ijy^-jl a poem in the metre

t -t 3 •< I Jli t 9

ra^dz,
;
^aol (for (5ya»>t) or an ostrich’s nest,

4 .» ri li t> j«i t 4 *S »
^.(>1 ;

«*Ul (for i^y-Ul) a teisA,
; [1^1 a tent-rope,

J •

* [This may be lightened also to as a human being,

it *S *S tt • t it * * * * & 9 *

has ^-«UI and ^ul, a Bactnan camel, and CAd^t, t q*++

4 *• * *

a camel from Mahrah, ffflys and
fly*. The two latter words have

e 4 4 4 4 4

also the irregular plurals ^l<Lv and i£jV*-]
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Plur. Fract.

II. J«H** (cie^bl, J*clAJ, JefU^, J**1yi) cont.

a sacred claim,
|a
^.lyl

; irfjT a sta//, ^Ijt]
;
cy~o a spring,

• *+ f i «4 ^
V>~*i the queen-bee (rex apum), 4..ewlij ;

JlyiUL a
, _ _ A 4 # f J / 4

buffalo, ijmyely*.
; haemorrhoids, ye^lyt-

Rbm. a. The plur. JJlii is sometimes found in cases

where a quinqueliteral sing, form is either rare or does not B
exist

; as^^Jl^i. signet-rings, from Ji\3U. =j5u. (pi. ^3ly*.)

;

!**}F dirhams, from =J*j> (pi. ^Ulj>)
;
j*kLi = LfeUl

^ ^ 4 4 4
«4 4 • « 4 j , #

bridges, from ?jk :l
;
yJaA« one toAo breaks his fast, mJvU*

;

g , , *
j

*

having a fawn with her, £>UL» and ff&lLs
;
jti:

* 4 4

having a young one with her, jiiki and Jeilk.'; >u
cfewr, cunning, yf£>tu. Conversely, JJlii is used, chiefly

by poetical license, instead of JJlii; as J*elLe =J^elLZ, (J
*4 4 *e ' * *

plur. of IjycuU a space partitioned or railed off, a closet

;

j 4I 4 /

1

% , 0

plur. of a dust-storm.

Rrh. 6. jUi> a dinar, kt^i a carat, a register, an

account-book, a collection of poems, a public office or bureau,
• 4

and (jtyjl an arched or vaulted portico, vestibule or apartment,

make jJUj, and Cuff (as if from singular

forms j\jy h\j3> and ^Lj>, brocade
, has D

and
£*** »

or (Si^ftoVior), a dungeon, a bath,

and
;
jl/lw or jlyji, curds, JjflL, jJjlyi and

* * * ^ ^ 4 ^
> OV'. ® furnace, ,^*3131 and perhaps also i>Jl5l (as

if from a form (JliA.) quinsy, has JJtyiL

and, in modern Arabic, JJUa.. Compare § 284, rem.
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A Plur. Fract.

III. iltUJ. Sing.

1. Occasionally substantives and adjectives of five or more letters

(principally foreign words), of which the penultimate letter is a

liters productions; as (Pers. 3U-.I) a master, a teacher,

ipCf and IJjCl
;
i*jCl (Heb. T&Srt, Syr. a

0 * * + * ' * 1
x

9 00 9 0 // I
t

B disciple, a pupil, AyVJ and SJu*^U ;
wiy.l t* (<^tAoo-o^ot)

a philosopher,
;

« Grecian general (patricins,

narpiKun), Lk/ and « metropolitan bishop

9 00 9 0 / / • / i • * #

(/iiyrpoiroXm^), and 4JjUm
;

an interpreter
,

/ >
j ^ " 4 ^ '

"

and

2. Substantives and adjectives of four or more letters, which have

not a litera productions before the last radical,—especially

when they are words of foreign origin,—and a great many

relative adjectives, consisting of more than four letters. E.g.

an angel, ttSSU; a polisher of swords, JiC* and

f ^ ^ 9 £j 4/ 9 £ 9

AAi'^e
;
£j a king of U-Yimhi,

;
^-*3 a nobleman

(comes, ko/ojs), ii-Ci; a patriarch or archbishop

9 0 0 9+00 % 0 9 0

(irarptdpxnv), and a stocking or sock

*'» j * * ». . . *
,

* '
't

'

(Pers. an<l 5
*« « heretic,

;* 0 0 0 *

J j || ^
/I 4 ' / f i ^ 4/

wiuL<l (iirlaKoros) a bishop, and JAJLd
;

(Cwsar,

t
9e 0 0 9 9 0 9

Kalcrap) the Byzantine emperor, SyeLfJ
; (PETlS)

4 /

Pharaoh, 3js-\jh
;

and « money-changer,

«/ / < A 9 0 90 00 & 0 90

and iij
; [jd/*-* « Moor, a native of

Bagdad, iaiJuf
;

a man of the Berber tribe of

Masmuda, ijmLa_«
;

« descendant of tl-MuhalUb,

From jjs'Jjjs (Pers. xr-*-, Chosroes) the king of
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Plur. Fract. ^
III. illUi continued. Sing.

Persia, are formed irregularly y»tfel, Sy&t, and Ifc
;

and }ty* or a fife, an e?tfa/, has, besides Jty*l, the

irregular ly*ly, and ^ty (for ^,-ly).

Reh. a. This form is also found, though rarely, in quadri-
literals which have a litera productions before the last radical; B
M jW" a tyrant, a giant, S^yLy

; a deacon (Syr.
7

0

Rem. b. In forming the plur. fract. of nouns which contain
five or more letters (exclusive of • and the letters of prolongation),

one of the radicals is rejected, generally the last Rg. -T'yf*1* a
, ,

^ 4 090 9 00 9 0 00
spider, v^>Ua ; a nightingale, JjU* ; Lr^ t- 7 a fat, lazy

old woman, /«Im. ; a quince,
;
but &jjh a burnt

cake, Jj(ji ;
Sy-Ji a sort of cap, (for /

J-’£j), or C

a pillar, ^bCt
; iS’y+XLj Ptolemy, UlkJ;

%9 9 9 9 m J

t>“—•> a Byzantine governor (domesticus, SoptoriKos), Here
0

may also be mentioned such plurals as from *AT Jua Mfofc
* *

’WdA (compare § 264, rem. 6).

Rem. c. The forms of the plur. fract. of quadriliterals and
quinqueliterals are also used in forming plurals from other plurals

9 0 9s0 990
(£+*JI the plur. of the plur., or secondary plural). In

particular, forms XIII. jail and XV. Unit make JaUI, and XIV. D

Jliil, more rarely V. Jhii, JJUi, and XVIII. and XIX.

J&, Rg. XIII. 4iA» a dog, ^Jlfet
;
ifc « 8he-* * 0

i 0f « 90 M J0f .

camel
, ^1, 4pUI; 1xhj onc

}

8 people or tribe, Xutjt, iukljl

;

a r»6, ^Lol, £JU>1
; ^ a Aanrf, a j^t (for ^J^t), (for

t^iWt) J XV. jty* a bracelet, j^U-l
;

(jt£* a piace, iiC«t,
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A OJ£»UI; jfc'l a vessel, i*»F, jjljl (for XIV. j^u camels, jA*i\,

; jlj a (yellow) forcer, jUj'l, ^Aljt
;
J£i a saying, a speech,

JPl ;
]lii a nail, Jlit*. ; JjLl she-camels having

neither young one! nor mitt, jk^U.!
;
V. J ,^ a he-camS,

JC-

)

XVIII. XIX. an intestine., ^ujUm
;

|
i

a garden (of palm trees),
v
>wl£*l

; an eay/e,

B OM^> Chrfl**- Again, XV. XLait forms a piuralis Ban us O^Lail

;

• , I* f* « ' •> •* i , ii
as v!P « <*««£, Ol^it

; cM* smoke, <LAo», OU*ot

;

& o building, i^l,
; )Uaa a yt/i, pay, 1*1**], Ol^kcl". A

piuralis Banus in Ot— may also be derived from V. wll*3, VI. Jyii,

HI- J^p XVII. iJiSlai, and a few other forms
;
as « he-camel,

JW*> ; J*y a man. JV> a dog,
* + *

J -J - • * JJ § * JJ -

a house, 0^», Ou^, Aoujw, families;

C a road, j>, OlJ>
; a she-camel for slaughter, jjsp., Oljl*.

;

,
•*» I.JJ •. . <».. t

« he-ass, an iron too/, julj^., Oljuljk*.;

anything woven or plaited, £jCj, OljJjldi; jIj a Aotwe,
• i f / J 14-

jD>i a female companion, oLaty«]
;
A3U

a she-camel, pi. Olll^, and ^j|, Olio I (with the dimiu.

OU^jI)
; etc. Sometimes there is even a treble formation; as

• <r# 0j. t jr pf J
4^i a 6and, a party or sec/, Jyi, Jtjil, JjjyUt. Such secondary

plurals can be properly used only when the objects denoted are at
least nine in number, or when their number is indefinite.

Reh. d. Plurals [or rather collectives] are formed from a
great many relative adjectives,—especially those that indicate the
relations^ of sect, family, or clientship,—by adding the termination

Jl; as a follower of U-Safi'l (^*ilij[), the sect of

the &&fi‘ites ; a Sufi, l*i^aJ] the sect of the Sufis ;
H -

!j
. 'll
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l^eijl], the partisans of Marwan, of Ibnu ’z-ZubHr. See § 268. A
Sometimes IL is added with the same effect to other adjectives,

especially of the forms JaU and JUi; as fy * those who live on
the bank and drink the rooter of (a certain stream

)

; %fy [and Viljj]

(men) drawing water or (cattle) drinking; 3XfC travellers: ajlll.

SjU^, AH**., aiU/, persons who own or top came/s, asses, toses,
mufes/^y; a company of persons journeying together, a caravan

i^

yr Pedestrians; iJUiJ spectators; [fyjj p(un.

(heT67*8 j. g
Rem. e. The plural of some nouns is anomalous, or derived

from other forms or roots than the sing, in use
;
as Jl a mother,

(Syr. lio], ’jZcnLoj), rarely OUI a mouth, (from a
• 4 *i

,

.— * , , tsmg. »yi or tyi)

;

jl* water, a spring, all*, Il^ll (from a sing, all)

;

*' - • ». . •.-»* « /
*

JU£ a «p, alii
; Owl //(« anus, adll

;
51* a sheep or goal, fe, Jdi,

hj+t a woman, ;Cj, 5^J,
(
trom the rad

.^ whenc

'

e

Reb. BhK, ne^K, for n^)'; JJU. « mo/c, j^Ul (from C
the rad. J^j). ^jlljl, a human being (Heb. for

has usually [especially with the article J*£)\], instead

of the older and poetic J.UI (Heb. Aram.
Y

* r »: 9

306. As regards their meaning, the plurales fracti differ entirely
from the sound plurals

;
for the latter denote several distinct indi-

viduals of a genus, the former a number of individuals viewed
collectively, the idea of individuality being wholly suppressed. For D
example,^ are slaves (servi), i.e. several individuals who are

slaves, slaves collectively (servitium or servitus
) ; J,C£ young

men, youth (juventus), = 1>CJ,
;
idlil old men in general. The

plurales fracti are consecjuently, strictly speaking, singulars with a
collective signification, and often approach in their nature to abstract
nouns. Hence, too, they are all of the feminine gender, and can be
used as masc, only by a constructio ad sensum.

30
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A Rbm. We must distinguish from the plurales fracti those nouns
• M f » /

which are called il^l (generic nouns), as bees, on

which see § 246 and § 292, a. The former may be styled abstract,

the latter concrete collectives. A third class of collectives is formed

by those nouns, to the meaning of which the idea of collectiveness

attaches
;
as jsji, JaAj, people or tribe, fSL~o an army ; [J^l camels,

• I /M s»/4l # / /if
sheep]. These are called or (like the

plural), and differ from the 21+**! in not admitting of the

B formation of nomina unitatis (§ 246).

307 . The pluralis sanus and the plurales fracti of the forms

XII. iiii, XIII. Jilt, XIV. Jliil, and XV. $1*41, are used only of

persons and things which do not exceed ten in number (3 to 10), and
tx j j j

are therefore called 413 plurals of paucity, whilst the rest are

named Ijido plurals ofi abundance. This observation applies,

C of course, only to such nouns as have also other plurals, for if one of

the forms alone be used, it is necessarily employed without any

limitation as to number.

4. The Declension of Nouns.

I. The Declension of Undefined Nouns.

308 . (1) Undefined substantives and adjectives are, in the

singular number, either triptotes or diptotes. Triptotes are those

which have three terminations to indicate the different cases
;

viz. I

D (Nom.), - (Gen.), and 11 or 1 (Acc., see § 8, rem. a). Diptotes are

those which have only two terminations
;

viz. 1 (Nom.) and 1 (Gen.,

Acc.)*.—(2) The dual number has only two case-endings, which are

* A noun may be declinable, or indeclinable. A
* 9 #4 . ,

/I 4 41/
declinable noun may be declined with tenunn, or uU

* & an « - 4
* *

declined without tbnwin. The term established in,
a a a /

• t f / / 4

or possessed of, the nominal character or nature, or simply

• •
* * * *

,
4 ' ' J ^ ; 3 * *

is synonymous with u«, and ^ » »“ * j-tr* with whilst
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common to both genders; viz. £,C (Nom.) and o*l (Gen., Acc.)*— A
(3) The pluralis sanus has likewise only two case-endings for each

O**' possessed of (the nominal character) to the fullest extent,

is equivalent to and o&Jl J^t. to
• p n* t

The vowel * of the nominative is called jiJjl, the raising (of the voice),

the sign ofagency

;

the vowel • is termed

the depression (of the vmee\ or^Jl, the being drawn along or attracted B
(by a governing word,j\±X\), and is iiU^VjjU, the sign ofannexation ;

the vowel a is designated the uplifting or elevation (of the

voice), and is ^Xe., the sign of objectivity.—The timwin may be

(a) Jljdl 11, the nunation which shows that a noun is

fully declinable, also called and found in the singular

and the pluralis fractus, as J^J, Juj; (b) the

nunation of correspondence, found in the plural feminine, as -"»,»* -

because it corresponds to the 0 of (c) the C
nunation which distinguishes, in the case of an indeclinable noun,

between the definite, &jo£\, and the indefinite, as
; ojli

J*" 1 fiy**?* 1 passed by Sibawbih and another (man called) Sibaw&h;

and (a) the nunation of compensation. This last may
be of three kinds

:
(a) of compensation for the omission of an entire

proposition, as in and ye are then looking on,

where stands for^aUjf Jl^ at the time when
the spirit has reached the throat; (ft) of compensation for a governed D
word, as when the genitive is omitted after J£» or Jba as^SlI jib

js$& ; (y) of compensation for a letter, as

plur»l of for jjjjl in the nominative or in the

genitive.

* The form ^ja— is used dialectically, as in the hemistich , J(a

- ,
•*«*•*<*' c4ej3y*>l| at eve it (a bird) rose on two nimble (wings)*
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A gender; viz. for the masculine
, (J>- (Nona.) and O*- (Gen., Acc.)*;

for the feminine, Ot— (Nona.) and Oil (Gen., Acc.).—(4) The plurcUes

fracti are either diptotes or triptotes, exactly like the singular (see

§ 309, a).—The following is (he paradigm of the declension of undefined

substantives and adjectives.

Triptote or First Declension.

Substantives.

Masc. Fein

Proper. Common. Proper. Common.

Sing. Sing.

N. juj Zdt'd. a man. ju* Hind. ii». a garden.
*

G.
» * • 5 /

jjjs iifc
# * *

Ac. liij •Hi
#• £•*

"

tju*

Dual.

C N.

G. Ac. cy.'Kj

Dual.
' * '

+ * i

The existence of the form ^l_ is doubtful, despite the verse \AjC.\

uO» UU^jdTj li-U I know of her the neck
,
and

the two eyes
,
and two nostrils which resemble two gazelles, in which

D jjUlaJ I and (jljJj* (written in rhyme 0) are used instead of I

and <>«<»»
* The form

1>j_ is said by some to be dialectical, whilst others

Jt' t -

consider it due only to poetic license (_j*£J1 ; e.g.

oolfrj, and we ignore the riffraff of other (tribes)
;

li Uj

ojjU. jdj yi* and what is it pray that the poets

want of me, since I have already passed the limit of forty (years) t

where and are U8e<* of and *>***/}M.
/ * * r *
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Triptote or First Declension.

Substantives.

Masc. Fein.

Proper. Common. Proper. Common
Plur. sanus. Plur. sanus.

N.
' 4 . ,t

otjaa ol!^»

G. Ac.
§

OljUA
* ' »

P/ur. fract. Plur. fract.

N. *5 X, • J4

G.
4 4

**
0 *

Ac. •>5iJ ^ # 44

by*
0 i>

Ul^

Adjectives.

Masc. Fem.

Sing.

N. sitting. mourning.

G. crJU-
0'

0 *

Ac.
0 *

LJl* LjC
+

Dual.

N.

G. Ac.
• x #

«* ^

• / #

> ..

P/ur. sanus.

N. 03-JU.
+ ouLju

*

G. Ac. oliJli
0 te

Plur. fract.

N. • Ssj&
G.

0

a*&
Ac. C^L 0Sj

U.y
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A DrPTOT* or Second Declension.

Substantives.

Masc. Fern.

Sing.

N. •OthmSm.
9 *6*

-r*J

G. Ac. oCU
< <4/

V"*<j

Dual

N. oud
G. Ac.

Plur. sasssu.

N.
•

G. Ac.
<* . *•*

Plur. front

(of a dirham) (of a young woman)
* +

N. ' N.G.

0 G. Ac. A. kSj}**

Adjectives.

Masc. Fern.

Sing.

hr • £ J r §t ** # r

N. black, Juait more excellent. Iby* black
r + Bt <

G. Ac, >y*\ J-WI d)>«»

Dual.

N.

D G. Ac. CKjby-*

P/ar. sanus.

N. ... 0>^>
G. Ac. ...

* jl^ stands in the Nom. for in the Gen. for

(identical in form with the Acc.). See p. 235, at the end of the note.
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Diptotk or Sboohd Declension.

Adjectives.

(of jt*i poor)

G. Ac. $JfU

Plur. front.

it*** -*"
(of lajp mourning)

**a'
Ci’>*

Rem o. There are two words in Arabic, in which the final P
nexional vowel of the singular affects the last vowel of the radical

part of the substantive
;

viz. a man, and a son, for *\1\

Jand^/t, which are also used (see § 19, d).

Sing. Nora. or \£\,

Qen - or

Acc.
\{J*\ or .>1, C£|

[According to fin-Nadr ibn Somfeil, as quoted by Zamah&ri, Faik C
i. 524, ^4 the mouth is also doubly declined,

_/#il
i

[
t g#

a*4 C*!,, **i £UJ and li*. Comp. Lane and
Fleischer, Kl. Schr. i. 180. D. G.]

Rem. b. For the comparison of the Arabio Declension with
that of the other Semitic Languages see Comp. Gr. p. 139 seqq.

300 . The following nouns are diptote.

a. Several forms of the pluralis fractus
;

viz.

(a) Quadrisyllable plurales fracti, the first and second syllables
of which have ffetha and the third k6ara, that is to say, the forms

Jeiy (XVI.), Jsui (XVII.), Jjlni etc., and Je)U4 etc. (I. and II.

of nouns which have more than three radical letters); as

causes, s-jW* wonders, jlsCl bridges, sultans.
* r

(/J) Plurales fracti which end in hfcmza preceded by filif mSmdiida
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A (.L), viz. (XX.) and (XXI.)
;

as wise men,

friends (compare b, a and c, fi).

(y) Plurales fracti which end in — and iC-, viz. JU4 (XXIII.),
0 0

jjAjJ (XXII.), and (XXIV.)
;
as virgins, yj*?* wounded

men
,
^jL»l prisoners, bljii presents (compare b, fi and c, fi).

(
8
) Jit plur. fract. of Jj,l, and of its fern. first; ^.1,

i x 0 l 1 / J

plur. fract. of ^.1, and of its fern. other, another;

B £-o*, plur. fract. of iuQ, fern, of

i ^

etc., a// together.

[(«) d^bl, the irregular plural of (comp. XIV. 2, rem.).]

A Various common nouns and adjectives ;
viz.

(a) Common nouns and adjectives which end in h&mza preceded

by 81if m&mduda (.1—) ;
as a virgin, w/iite (§ 296).

C Compare a, /9 and c, fi.

Rim. This rule does not apply to cases in which the hdmza
4

is radical
,
as f\ji from

j
ji (compare § 299, rem. c, and § 301,

rem. e).

(fi) Common nouns and adjectives ending in 81if maksura
;

as memory, drunken (§ 295, a). Compare a, y and c, fi.

Rim. Excepting those in which the filif maksura is radical

;

as

D ifiJ* guidance (for Jfjdk, § 213).

(y) Adjectives of the form J*4I (§§ 232, 16, and 234—5), of

which the fern, is and (§§ 295, b, and 296) ; as ^.^*1 more

wonderful ; red.—But adjectives of the form Jsd\, f. lUil, are

triptote; as J».jl poor, needy, without a wife, f. lL*jt poor, needy,

without a husband, a widow.—Substantives of this form are usually

regarded as triptote, e.g. J a hawk, J^i*.I a green woodpecker,

a hare, J*jl a humming; but the diptote form is admissible

• • ... 4e*l 4/«I
in such as were originally adjectives, e.g. J44J, t*
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J?”*-
*• Son,e^ *othorities give JLiJl as the masculine of A

e*+j\, which would bo very irregular.

Rim. b. Adjectives of the form JjJl, when used as sub-
stantives, retain the diptote inflection; e.g.^1* a fetter (properly
Uaekish, dun)/3̂ \ a serptnt

(prop. ilaek)} tUynyW (prop
mottled), gravelly water-course, cj^l* a tract <f land
without herbage.

(8) Adjectives of the form ott of which the fern, is B
(§ 295, a) ; as O!^-, f. drunken.—But those of which the
fem. is

(§ 295, rem. o) are triptote
; as f. « fa,,

companion. Adjectives of the form are all triptote, their fem.
being formed by adding sZ. (§ 295, rem. a ) ; as o&, f. naked.

Rem. a. Adjectives of the form o*tf, f. are rare. The
principal examples in the language are:^ living a large fat tail

(of a sheep); angry;, stiflingly hot; hot; Q
tall and slender

j exposed to the sun, eating in the

forenoon and OU-^Z> dry, withered; jfc
stupid, ignorant; <j\yLi thin, slender; ZZ sucking (sheep or
cows) out of greed, mean, vile; otfJZ stupid, stolid; a boon
companion; o! Christian. Some of these, however, have also

the form 0^ 0^, or as and otf;
O'*-' or OUU; ^ The word OV>* may
perhaps be merely a mistake for or

Rbm. b. so, and so, such and such a one, makes irregularly D
in the feminine i$ih, [because it takes the place of a proper name
(c» £)]•

,
jW- Jhe masculine numerals as mere abstract numbers; e.g.

Jib &0 8 is the double qf 4 ; 3U.\L {j* iL
6 is more than 5 by one.

" ' '

(0 Distributive numerals of the forms JlsJ and JjJu (§ 833)

;

as lli and two by two, and AjJu, three by three.

W
* 31
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A (ij) The grammatical paradigms formed from the root when

used without the article as a sort of definite proper names. For

example : Jj-eUJ *9 (the form) fif'al, (used) as an adjective,

j s 0$ is* ^ * 1 '

is declined without tmwin (e.g. red) ;
*j& t*-»l W «J**'

ijU {the form) df'al, when it is an indefinite noun, is declined

^ # <|f | / | f j / t / # • / ^ ^ ' J t *

with tbiwin (e.g. J&l tremor, Jjk*.! a hawk) ; OjJ

measure of falha and ’isba' is fa'la and 'if'al. But if we

B say *9 iLe J*h\ every (word of the form) ’afal,

which is an adjective, is declined without tbiwin, we must employ the

nunation, because *n the sense of each, every, requires an indefinite

word after it in the genitive
;
and so in other cases.

[(0) The diminutives of all diptote nouns, as with the

exception of the softened diminutives (§ 283) and of those that are

J +*

derived from the distributive numerals of the form (§ 333), as

• «* I • ntfi

«*e^> **k.]

C c. Many proper names ;
viz.

j * % i I •

(a) Foreign names of men, as Abraham, Isaac,

j
J

.

j j Joseph, jyb David; excepting such as consist of three

letters, the second of which has gfezma or is a litera productionis, as

Noah, Lot.

(P) Proper names which end in 31if mak?ura (compare a, y and

b, P) and Slif mfcmduda (compare a, fi and b, a), whether Arabic or

D foreign
;

as John, Cpte or ‘Adiyd, Zachariah,

LJ
jUi Ya'ld, LHld, Sulmd.

(y) Proper names in whether Arabic or foreign
;
as

(a tribe), ‘Othmdn, Nittdn, Svfyan,

Solomon, Ci\ ‘Imran (

rAmram), [with the exception of

those that were originally common nouns of the forms JUi and

o-&> as and
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(S) Proper names which resemble in form the verbal forms j£i A
and JsJ, or any of the persons of the Imperfect; as^£ kammar,

Jerusalem, ^6 Qorib, AhmM, Yizid/J^ Ybkur,

Tadmur (Palmyra), 4~U3 Taglib, Yubna,J+\J Tumddir

Yurdmil.

(<) Common nouns of the feminine gender, consisting of more
than three letters, when used as proper names

; e.g. a scorpion, B
'Akrab (a man’s name). /

(0 Proper names which end in C, whether masculine or femi-
nine; as VU mkka, Fatima (a woman), Do$a (a woman),

Talha, Katdda (men). [Fem. proper names in Ol keep
their tenwin, as Olijl gen. acc. Ole^l; gen. acc.

Dialectic forms are Olhfk gen. acc. Oliji and even oU>'.]

(V) Fem. proper names, which do not end in C, but are either of C
foreign origin, or consist of more than three letters, or, though
consisting of only three letters, are trisyllabic, owing to their middle
radical having a vowel

; e.g.^ Egypt,^ Gur,^ Tyre,

Zbnib, Su'dd, j££ Satar, Hellfire (as the name of a par-
ticular part of hell).—But fem. proper names which consist of only
three letters, the second of which has gfczma, may be either diptote
or tnptote (though the former is preferred)

; as SU or Ju* Hind,

or JJ* Da'd.
D

{6) Proper names, which are actually or seemingly derived from
common substantives or adjectives

; especially masculine names of the
form Jii (from jati), as^ ‘Omar/Jj Zttfar.^L 6u&m, the

planet Saturn, J# the male hyasna; and feminine names of the form
(from ikli), as^lii Kafdm, J\Jj Rakdi,^ Hadam,

the sun, g’U, Saldh (a name of Mekka). These latter, however, have
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A more usually and correctly the form and are wholly indeclinable

;

as>lkf, cAlSJ, >1 j<ASi Zafar (a city),> ill thefemale

kycena, death, war,>tjl a year cffamine.

Ben. a. Words of the form JUi, of which the last letter is r,

aa jU*. the female hycena, J/ad&r (a star in the Centaur), are

almost invariably indeclinable, even in the dialect of those Arabs

B who in other cases use the form JU4.

Bek. b. Besides being used as proper names, the forms jil

and Jt*4 are often employed/as vocatives, in terms of abuse
;

e. g.

W 0 improbe I f. «1>La. I*
; ipli (4 0 sceleste l t JjLJ ^

;

0 viliel f. 4

Bek. 0. In compound proper names of the class calledua
J| • e>

U+j-* (§ 264), the first word is^ usually not declined at all, and the

C second follows the diptote declension; nom. Oj JLl*/,
Ilf 4/ / < • • / 5//#/ *9*9* *

gen. and acc. Each word may,

however, be declined separately, the second being in the genitive,

and the first losing the tinwin because it is defined by the second
• *9 # * s /!#/ J'J i / 4 /•

(see § SIS, foil.); nom. AJLU/, g«n<

acc. etc. The proper name admits of three
^ * * * * * 9 * * 9 * t «/

forms, for we may say \J*xa (like 0>*^<a*.); or +r>j£>

D gen. and acc. up) (like
;
or

/ /• r4444 •*

in all three cases (like —Proper names of men ending
" 4^ 4// 4/^ • 4/^ 4 / 4/4

in a/j are wholly indeclinable
;
as ^w, «ujJaAi, <u <u

* [The kunya is sometimes considered as a single compound noun.

* •
rStrt it 4 /44^ / Si * 9 0

A letter of the Prophet begins ^ L-JI L JI j> t a» 4 .>•
/ > / ^ 1 4 /

// j i // 4 //
(/IStA i 5), some Kor’&n readers read in Sur. cxi., ^1 tju c-*3,

/ 4 J 4 i / / /44 il 4 4 4/ /l
and well known are ^ and ^1 4*

Compare Bel&dorl 61, last 1. and Baid&wl ii. 421, 1. 10. D. Q.]
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Bek. d Proper names, when used indefinitely [as is always Athe case when they are employed in the dual or plural], we
naturally declined with tinwln; as vj many an

Abraham have I met; [ffe and ^
period has its peculiar Adam and Eve]

; and so

*?***.* 0*U> There is, however, a doubt as

to the admissibility of the sarf in the form JjJt.

Rem. e. The o* £LU*}M vCl or reasons why a noun B
is debarred from taking the tinwin, are usually reckoned by the

grammarians to be nine in number; viz. i^JUJt iu being a proper

name; i^K its being an adjective; its being a foreign

word ; its being a compound of the class lJafS\ •

yl iu necessarily feminine by form
cr A/&T Jfy oUjliiT oA' ouj)V *. W.V
the termination u 1-, which resembles the feminine termination iU; Q

aij^ a plural of a form which
does not occur in the language as a singular (e.g. mosywes,

^Ua-* iowps, for there is no singular noun of the form JclJU or

1 c£>-l Jif O* jialf its being turnedfrom oneform
into another (asj^, which is or transformed, from j*U,

or^lkl, which is aiyiU from CbJ); and * mcmiftny
tn /orm a part of the verb. Any two or more of these causes in D
combination prevent a noun from being declined with tinwln; e.g.

(1) the termination 0\1, as Hence we say

/fowdn, if we derive this name from the radical but if we
derive it from it is triptote, oU.. (

2) + / cJf-d

as (3) viz. (a) ^1^4 ^ t»/on» amf

meamny, as ij.14; UUJ ^ JJU in meaning but not inform,
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1 #•<» 0 4 J / 1 /

“ ; (r) ^ *** in form but not in meaning, as laJU»

(which, though feminine in form, yet is the name of a man).

Except feminine proper names of the form JjJ, in c, rj. <4)0®
0 0

,
• 00 * * 0 |3 00*0 j 0 0*0 * 0 J » St 0 0*0

+ jiul cii> *» (5) a« (6) +

j ^ wft
, as Petrus. Except the case of and similar

names in e, a. (7) + JjjOI, as ^ill, which is Jjjut* from

0 » 0S0 0 0*
§ « ^ * Jfi •

or £**•> w^,c“ 18 from OljU**.. (8) i^iue^\ +

B the termination in adjectives of the form fem. Jih.
• 0*0 0 0s0 0 00

f
J 0 St

(9) ieA-ojJI + JjU)I in adjectives of the form Jjtit.

310. Nouns ending in {J- or I-, for jjf-1 or > (§§ 213 and

245), which follow the first declension, and those in and 1.1, for

{£—, which follow the second (§ 3(|9, a, y; b, fi ; c, /8), retain in the

oblique cases the termination of the nominative, so that their declen-

sion is only virtual (\j/iJ&), not expressed (^kAJ) or external

C E.g. Uaa for yas-, and \yae
;
^ny for and l*»y

;

'I'f i'' ,J *

for and

311. Nouns ending in -, for or >_ (§ 167, 5, /3, and the

Paradigms of the Verb, Tab. XVIII.) and or (see the same

Tab. and § 218), have the same termination in the nom. and gen., but

in the acc. U_ (according to § 166, a). E.g. jli for JjlA, acc. UjtA

;

" 0 0*0
__ / - • f S' «'• - 0 mt0 0 S*0 0 0 0 9 0 0

D >y for acc. Vs-jlj ;
for ^>*4, acc. upt*

;
for

0 0 0 st 0 0 9*00 9&00 00 0 0 *00 9*00 9*00
acc. \ for \J)U (^>*3), acc. \tfkj ;

,>*J for ^**3 (^^5^3),

0*00 * 9*000
acc. l*i»3

;
(verbal adj.) for acc. (verbal adj.)

• > .

for j-**, acc. t***.
T '

313. All plurals of the second declension, which ought regularly

to end in for
,
follow in the nom. the first declension instead

§ 314] II. The Noun. A. Subst. & Adj.—Ded. of Def. Nouns. 247

of the second, and substitute -. (for ^_). They moreover retain, A
according to § 311, the same termination in the genit., and con-
sequently follow the first declension in that case too

; but in the acc.

they remain true to the second declension, and have Kg.

plur. nom. and gen. for \ffyc (instead of Csf**-), acc. (s/ii- 5

000 009 *
*

^

iX**’ P*ur- nom- and gen. oU*. for
(j}** (instead of ^iliu), acc.

U'**’ plur. nom. and gen. jUli, for (instead of B

acc. iJjUU,.

II. The Declension of Defined Nouns.

313. Undefined nouns become defined: 1. by prefixing the
article Jl ; 2. (a) by adding a noun in the genitive, or (6) by adding
a pronominal suffix.

[Rmi. Only proper names and words used as proper names are 0
in themselves definite

(§ 309, b, V,
vol. ii. § 78) ; if, therefore, they

are not originally appellatives (as o-L-jf properly the beautiful)
they never hare the article, unless they be used as generic nouns
(as in >«A^I § 309, c, rem. d), J#f j£)\ the first ZHd.~A
defined noun is called iijLe or (JuJj means defining), an

undefined noun ij& or means leaving undefined).]

314. If an undefined noun be defined by the article, the following D
cases arise.

(a) If it belongs to the first declension, it loses the ttnwln.

Nom. J4$ iLoJLyi JuLjjf

the man. itl-gasan. the city, the chaste (woman), the men.

Ge*1- liiim ‘J\ jujjf

Acc. J&fil Hijjt jj
0

Hbm. The final I of the acc. disappears along with the tSnwin.
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A (b) If it belongs to the second declension, it assumes the ter-

minations of the first, and becomes triptote.

!.•(•/ •/( - . 1 *-
Norn.

tie black (m.). the black ({.). the noblee.

Gen.

ACC. I t\>j~Jl ji&’i>1

*rrt S r

(c) If it be a plor. sanus fern., it loees the tbnwln.

B Norn. oOtLi

Me darknesses. the creatures. the believing (women).

Gen. Acc. C*OC4» oU«j«)f

Rem. a. The plur. sanus maao. and the dual undergo no change
r 1 S r r J 9 r

when the article is prefixed
;
as ^^jLoH those who beat,

r Sr %r»Sr
the two men

,
gen. acc.

Rbm. b. Nouns ending in _ drop the t&nwin and resume their

Sr * r r$r r r vtrSr

C original
; as ^Ipl from j*\j, from (jl*., from

from (see §§ 311, 312).

315 . If a noun in the genitive is appended to an undefined noun,

the following changes are produced.

(a) The singulars and broken plurals of both declensions are

declined in the same way as if they were defined by the article

(§ 314).
t *# 9 r llM J * *1 r j ,

Nom. aul JUi-j

D the book of God. the lowest part of the earth, the men of the city.

Gen. a&l
r r r

. »(

* r

a /M a

Acc. aid
r r

»{»^ *>/•!

J*-'* iLjJ\ Ju-j
a a a

Nom.
/ A • I'M A r /

Olljla »)l yjl^it
». A,

>•*!
9

the wonders of creation. every day.

Gen.
Or vi 9

Acc.
/ i • i*M ^ .

.11

• a 5 A
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Rm. a. The words 4*1 a father, £.1 a brother, 4*. a father- A
Maw, and less frequently a thing, after rejecting the ttnwln,
lengthen the preceding vowel.

Nom.
a

A*- 1
,

A a A a

for
* i

v», etc.

Gen.
U?*-> for

t

a*

etc.

Acc.
_ A

l*t U.I, &5 for
. f

v‘. etc.*

The word jJ, the owner or possessor of a thing, which is always
connected with a following substantive in the genitive, has in the B
gen. in the acc. IJ ; whilst the mouth (Aram. MB), which is

used instead of sjjt or *yi, makes either

:

Nom. Jj, Gen. _^J, Acc.

or: y. Ut.

Rbm. b. Proper names of the first declension lose their tinwln,

when followed by the word in a genealogical series
; as t

* The same is the case in the other Semitic languages
; see Comp. C

Gr. p. 142 seq.—In Arabic the Bhort vowels are used dialectically, as

in the verse Ci a* I a*lL ^ a*t* *Adi
has imitated his father in generosity, and whoever tries to resemble his

father, dees not do wrong

;

where we find 4, and a*| for a«*L and
* * " U

' '

'

*W>. Some of the Arabs employ the forms 1*1, etc., in all the three

cases [1*1 being, according to some lexicographers a dial. var. of 4*5.

Comp. vol. ii. § 39, o, rem. o], as in the verse UA* Jj Ul*{ l*U Ul*t r»l

verily their (the family’s) father and their father’s D
father have reached in glory their utmost limit; where the first Ul*1

is the accus. after ,jl, and the second Ul*l the genit., instead of 1^*1,

whilst Ul£;U stands by poetic license (in this case for t'rJlA

[The genuineness of this verse is not free from suspicion. Comp.
Noldeke in Zeitschr. D. M. G. xlix. 321.]

t With these latter forms [which are employed only in connexion
with a following pronoun or noun in the genitive] compare in Heb.
ns, constr. ,

£)
>
with suffix fpB.

w. 32
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A sjj jJU. ryf jhM+ rtf, Muhammad, the son of dtafar, the

son of ffalid, the son of Muhammad. On the elision of the I in

C*l> «» § 21, ft.

Rem. e. Instead of a daughter, we may use, when a

genitive follows, the form 2^1. [The latter was formerly preferred,

except at the beginning of a sentence. The form occurs in

the Kor’an (Sfir. lxvi. 12) and often in old Mss.]

(ft) The dual loses the termination O-

B Nom. Ijuc the two slaves qf the sultan came; U)
•e +

/ / / M I

(jUI/aJI db) to us belong the two holy temples of God.

_ m * f|
• r/I # «» V /

Gen. >>-J Cull C*' C*® iSlJ learned and

transmitted (traditions,
poems, etc.) from the two ’Abu BWcrs,

(viz. ’Abu Bekr) ’ibn Talha and (’Abu Bikr) ’ibn Kassum

(see § 299, rem. A).

I • // / i •!/

Acc. /$aw> two female slaves qf myfather.

C Rem. If an ftlif conjunctions follows the oblique cases of the

dual, the final takes a k&ra instead of a gezma
;

as
< **

-f passed by the two female slaves of the Icing (see

§§ 19 and 20, c) ; the two mansims are the

extremities (nails) of the camels hoofs.

(c) The pluralis sanus loses the termination ,j.

/#«e M+ m* 0 , § t Jt* * j

D Nom. AU«JI yif fU. the sons of the king came ; drawing

their swords.

.Sm i

Gen. iJIfy b** an example, or warning, for those who are

possessed of intelligence (see § 302, rem. c).

* Jf 2 sts A a $

Acc. ^ CUi ]\j
I sate the king's sons

;

jUI U£> w?* were

kindling the fire.
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Rem. It the plur. ends in Oj—> acc- Cm!— (for Otf—), A
these terminations become, before a following gen., yL, {£— ) and if

the genit. begins with an ftlif conjunct., the final y takes

and the final ^ kesra, instead of the g&zma; as <AT jLLaJ
401

^
yiaa« (§ 20, c).—Regarding the I otiosum which is often,

though incorrectly, added to the nominal term. yL and y'

,

see § 7,

rem. a.

316. If a pronominal suffix is added to an undefined noun, the B
following changes take place.

(a) Triptotes and the plur. sanus fem. lose the tftnwin, the dual

and plur. sanus masc. the terminations o and o ;
as a book,

* * '

4^U& his book

;

oOt darkness, its darkness; two0 * *

books, J)\f\2la thy two books
; Oyf sons, hyf thy sons; 4e*jg to its

(ft) Before the pronominal suffix of the 1 st p. sing. (see (j

§ 185, rem. a, and § 317), the final vowels of the sing., plur. fractuB,

and plur. sanus fem. are elided
; as my book, from

;

my dogs, from plur. fract. of
i

mV
1 44 % „ S 4

followers, from plur. fract. of
;

my gardens, from
f 5 - •2 /

C1I4 ,
plur. sanus of

(c) If the noun ends in «, this letter is changed into (or rather,

resumes its original form of) O
;
as a favour or benefit, D

(d) If the noun ends in Slif mobile or h&mza, this letter passes

before the suffixes into }, when it has damrna (Nom.), and into {S,— j|».
when it has kfcsra (Gen.) ; as women,, nom. with suffix his

* ~ +
w/

women, gen. *3 1—3. But when it has fetha (Acc.), it remains unchanged,

as acc. «lL>.
*

• * «

*

Rem. Of the words mentioned in § 315, rem. a, ^»1, £.1 and
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take the suffixes thus : nom. Sfyfl, #>Jl ; gen. *J\ ; acc.

/. J /> I t , # ^
Jlyl,

; but ,yl, in all the three cases.— makes

or iliS; <11(4 or iui; AlUa or «gi has regularly
»

. »

UTJ* » **y > **!^ ; but more usually, nom. jy, »y ; gen. Aiy,

*** » acc- AlW. •!*; and
llJ

i
)
my mouth, in all the three cases.

—

£ is not used with suffixes.—-On some dialectical varieties of yl
see § 315, rem. a, note *.

APPENDIX.

The Pronominal Suffixes, which denote the Genitive.

317. The pronominal suffixes attached to nouns to denote the

genitive, are exactly the same as those attached to verbs to denote

the accusative (§ 185), with th& single exception of the suffix of the

C 1st p. sing., which is iC-, and not

.

Rbm. a. The suffix of the 1st p. sing. when attached to a

word ending in 61if maksura ({£—), in the long vowels l_,

or in the diphthongs
\J>— and _j_, becomes the kesra of the

original form (see § 185, rem. d) being simply elided. Further,

when the word ends in or the final ^ unites with the ^
of the suffix into ^ ; and when it ends in j_ or the

jj
is changed

into (j, and likewise forms
J?. E.g. Jjlyi my love, for

D from yjyi; ijClLL my sine, for from ClLi., plur.

fract. of IglaAi ; my two slaves, for from

nom. dual of Jtf*; my judge, for from

my Muslimg
>
for

(iJtyjlft) or

^rom •. plur. sanus of

my two slaves, for from genit. dual of

my elect, for JjyLkJj or

I

§ 318] II. J%« Noun. B. TA« Numerate.—Cardinal.

(uy!««), from plur. sanus of — A
From words like \Jyh, Ul, the form {jgyA, ^il, is used dialectically

instead of ^£a, ^UJ.—On v». O*, J*. and y, see

§ 316, rem.

—

a little son has both yj and y^.]

Rt*. 6. Just as the verbal suffix y is sometimes shortened

into ,J (§ 185, rem. c), so the nominal suffix y_ occasionally

becomes particularly when the noun to which it is attached is in

the vocative
; as my Lord ! jsyh ij 0 my people I [Comp.

Vol. ii. § 38, a, rem. 6.] £
Rbm. c. What has been said in § 185, rem. b, of the change of

- .
* ** •

*

5 » 0 ,
the damma m *, l*a, ys, ^>a, into kesra after _, or

applies to the nominal as well as the verbal suffixes. E.g. A/U&

of his book, his two female slaves, s^JLilS his murderers,
/ / / jf ^

([before wasl and] in verse [which is the

older form] or etc.
* / <• +

[Rem. d. If no ambiguity of meaning can arise, the dual before C
a suffix in the dual is not unfrequently replaced by the singular or

the plural, as UyJ.1 and the heart of them both.]

B. The Numerals.

1. The Cardinal Numbers.

318. The cardinal numbers from one to ten are :

—

1.

Masc.

r ^
Fem.

l^^-l 5.

Masc.
f •

Um+*‘

Fem.
« ^ /

j
« * S # 5

1 ^ 6. C>%«d aiw

2. 0^*1 f 0^3;
<

7.
«/•/
^Latw

|
/»

V <" ^
8. oO

*
VU3

3. a3*5 9.

• • #

3ju>J

4. 10.
** r *

ijJU
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Rem. a. For we may also write and

for it>C5, (§ 6, rem. a).—Ow stands, according to the Arab
^ / /

• « • •

lexicographers, for (compare § 14, c), and that for

The correctness of this view is proved [as they say] by the diminu-

tive the fraction a sixth, and the ordinal adj.
0

sixth.

Rem. b. If we compare the above numerals with those of the

cognate languages, it is easy to perceive their perfect identity
;
and,

therefore, only one or two forms deserve notice here.—The Assyrian

for one in the sing. masc. is islin (JJF|{Py), apparently identical with

the Heb. ;
but the fem. is ihit (rtflN) = Witt

(for mn«).—The Aram. J'TPl, f- pjFl*lFb is a contraction for

jnn, which may be either the equivalent of the Heb. (fi

becoming Jff, as in NiiSrb snow, = and 1 exchanging with
r ;

- v y I

as in nn. to rise, = PHT) >
or, as others think, derived from the

“
;

'

L I

,
as it were the dual of single,

sole. The daghesh in the
X

Heb. fem. (also pronounced D'fifcW) indicates the loss of the
• -

;

* " ; r

n in —The Heb. stand for CHiP, (see
/ 0 T • T •• r ;

•

rem. a, and compare the ASth. aid&stu and siasu, for sedsu). The

Jewish Aram, form p|J? (pl{Jf), p|pt$, is identical with the Arabic;
• •• T *

* P

whilst in the Syriac 1A- or the original doubling has left its
«•

trace in the hard sound of the t (compare

1) 319. The cardinal numbers from 3 to 10 take the fem. form,

when the objects numbered are of the masc. gender
;
and conversely,

90 0 0 90
the masc . form, when the objects numbered are fem. E.g. JU-j,

or SjAt, ten men (lit., men, a decade, and a decade of men
)

;

Jac jLJ, or Jill jAe, ten women.

Rem. a. The cause of this phenomenon, which also occurs in

the other Semitic languages, seems to lie in the effort to give

prominence to the independent substantive nature (§ 321) of the

§321] II. The Noun. B. The Numerals.—Cardinal. 255

cardinal numbers, in virtue of which they differ from the dependent A
adjectives, which follow the gender of their substantives.—That

•Asif, etc., are really masc.,—and consequently ££i5, ijyjl,

eta, fem.,—is evident from the construction of jJLc, in the sense of

ten days, either as a singular masc. or as a broken plur. (viz. the

implied >1^1). We may Bay, for example, either laLyy JlSdl

OLh0j the middle ten days of Ramadan
, 1 J-iaJI

j 0 t 9s0 Jf0*0 i » 9 090

the last ten days of R., or jJLall, >.1^1 fLsd\, etc. See

also § 322, rem. b. g

Rem. b. An undefined number from 3 to 10 is expressed by99990 099
£*4 ([or literally, a part or portion)-, as Jl».j £«ai some

men, Sy*J some women, ^ in a few years. The
909

# 99*909
use of belongs to post-classical times; as jyh I some

months. [Comp. voL ii. § 99, rem.]

320. The cardinal numbers from 1 to 10 are triptote, with the
t

09 0 09 09 00
exception of the duals ^Ud, and ^UiJl or —0^3 stands for n

0 0 0 0 0 0 £
f» 0 0 0 0 t 0 0

,VW, and has in the genit. oW> acc. (according to § 311).

321 . The cardinal numbers from 3 to 10 are always substantives.

They either follow the objects numbered, ahd are put in apposition

with them, as JU.j, of three men (lit., of men, a triad) ;
or they

2 2 0

precede them, in which case the numeral governs the other substantive

in the genitive of the plural, as JU-j i5*jU, three men (lit., a triad of g

men), except in the single instance of 3JU a hundred (see § 325).

00 ^ *

Rem. a. ,jl*j has, in the construct state, nom. and gen. ,-iLoj,

acc. (see § 320).

Rem. b. If the numerals from 3 to 10 take the article, they of

course lose the tinwin (§314, a).

Rem. c. ouJi and are very rarely construed with the
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A genit. sing, of the objects numbered, and then of course drop their

final p (§ 315, 4)j as jilu^ lii) two colocynihs, instead of p\£&\

p+, or simply

Rbm. d. and im**i always precede the objects numbered,

which are in the genitive of the plur. fractus (see § 319, rem. 6).

322 . The cardinal numbers from 11 to 19 are :

—

11. IjJLn 15. J*A <1«* ijLz

,, „ ,, Uul 16. iLi Ijilt Cw
12. >is UJI •

' '

Ui) 17.

18. jii ini iyti 18. ^ VO »>U ^CS

14. ^ iiiji v!i 19. jii iij »>U P
Rbm. a. Instead of SjLn some of the Arabs pronounce ^ - f

and the form iJiLc is said to occur.—For iJlz ^jiC5 we also find

iyi [and incorrectly] and (^U J,Ci. [In

manuscripts we often find which may be either of the

two preceding forms, or the vulgar IjJLz oWJ.]

Rbm. h. The cardinal numbers which indicate the units in

these compounds, from 3 to 9, vary in gender according to the rule

laid down in § 319 ; but the ten does not follow that rule, for it has

here the form jka with masculine nouns, and ijl* with feminine.

The same holds with regard to the undefined number, which is in

this case masc. j—e cu^, fern. IjJLn some, a few (from 11 to

19). The objects numbered are placed after them in the ace. sing.

Rem. c. These numerals are usually indeclinable, even when

they take the article, with the exception of fLe. u5l and (Ul$) Ul$l
* •> /

which have in the oblique cases jLe. ..ijf and (.JUJ) 'ffil

„ » , ' ^ '

tfle..

§324] II. The Noun. B. The Numerals.—Cardinal. 257

Rem. d. The contraction of these compound numerals into one A
word began at a very early period, as may be seen from the
Aramaic dialects, and the Arab grammarians mention such forms

+ * • " * l

M In modem times they are greatly corrupted, being

pronounced, for example, in Algiers, ^ilj^.1, JiUJt,
tit,*'*. !.'*•' i. s • * ,» ,

* * 5

« A.
,

^ t r» . i

323. The cardinal numbers from 20 i

20.
' 13
pjj£e 50.

/ J » /

30. OytiS 60.
. i

Py~>

40.
* j+U
U3*0> 70.

* J0 *

py*4->

80. pyiK^t

90.

Rbm. a. 6>Hi and pyj& may also be written pyQ$, pyi$.

Rbm. b. The cardinal numbers from 20 to 90 are both

and fem., and have, like the ordinary plur. sanus masc., pyl. in the C
nom., and pj— in the oblique cases. They are substantives, and
take the objects numbered after them in the acc. sing., so that they
do not lose the final p Sometimes, however, they are construed
with the genit. of the possessor, when, of course, the p disappears,

leaving in the nom.

_

5_, in the genit. and acc. iC

Rem. c. The Hebrew and Aramaic dialects agree with the

Arabic os to the form of the tens
;

.,onC etc. But the

Assyrian and ASthiopic curiously coincide in employing a form in D
a (for an)

;
Assyr. tsrfl, sitasd, irba, hansd; iEth. ‘esrd, mlasa,

’arbi'O, hamsil, etc.

324. The numerals which indicate numbers compounded of the
units and the tens, are formed by prefixing the unit to the ten, and

uniting them by the conjunction y and; as pjj£*j JL.I one and

twenty, twenty-one. Both are declined; as gen. pp^^j acc.

w. 33
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Rex. The undefined unit is in this case <j£i (lit., excess,

* j # «•>/ « » S'*
surplus), as 03J~*3 twenty and odd

;

but and aiy are

also used.

39ft. The numerals from 100 to 900 are

100.
*

600. a5u
ft

/

J
ww

+

200.
+ +

700. j5u
ft

'

10 +

Ifcftwft

300. a5u
ft <

800.

AJU
ft "

400. a5u
'ft "

oCi
+>

500.
fa * * +bU

ft
-

900. aSu
ft "

1 0

Rex. a. For £5U (jEth. 9i>XT: me'et, Heb. Aram.
' T “

HROi ItiO, Assyr. ml) we also find &U [and sometimes SU. For

we find often and more recently A^. The dual ^U3L« is

written occasionally jjUU, and hence in poetry D. G.]

The plur. is OyU, Oils, or the forms O&U (like

f % 0+

from Lrf a year), and (with the article, are rare.

The strange spelling of lit. seems to be due merely to a piece of

bungling on the part of the oldest writers of the Kor’an. The t was

probably meant to indicate the vowel of the second syllable, but

was inadvertently placed before, instead of after, the ± (5).

Rem. b. The numerals from 3 to 9 are often united with Ssu
+

into one word, as aSuili. [In this case we find often in manu-
0 *

scripts VI*}!*} i.e. A3l*iCj, though the correct form is AjU . ->C5.]

The regular construction £Ju, etc. (see § 321), is very rarely

employed [in poetry].

Rex. e. MSU usually takes the objects numbered after it in the

genii, sing.; as aw A5U, All Bu, Ail AJkJUJ.

§ 327] IL The Noun. B. The Numerals.—Cardinal. 259

39ft. The numerals from 1000 upwards are

A

1000. jtf 100,000.
ft

aSu
*

2000.
> 200,000.

If

UUI
ft

iHu
*

3000. ^TaH5
ft

300,000.
#1

tJUl
ft

AJUiu
* *

4000.
, 1 + + 0$

400,000.
If

uUl
ft

etc. etc.

11,000.
«•* - » » - - j

lAll yi* Jla.1 1,000,000.
a

uUI
ft

Jfi

12,000. uiijju u3i
<*

2,000,000. Oh
ft

Ull

13,000.
... „ ,,

U» jAa Al^U 3,000,000.
If

w&M
ft

aHj

etc. etc.

Rex. The plur. of Jit (Heb. S|Sk, Aram. UlX C

but JEth. 'elf, 10,000) is and oUl. It takes the objects

numbered after it in the genii, sing., as oUt, jo \JJ\
)

„
^

ft " ft O *

+0 /w J/l / f
0*^1 A1U. [The plural »JUI is only used in the combination

i^ll but with all numerals from 3 to 10. In manu-

scripts it is often written defectively uUt («JUI). The plurals
• d . i

and are only employed of indefinite numbers, thousands,

hundreds. D. G.]

397. The numerals which indicate numbers made up of thousands, D
hundreds, tens, and units, may be compounded in two ways. Either

(a) the thousands are put first, and followed successively by the

hundreds, units, and tens, as oyJJLy AJU £^lj

3721 ; or (b) the order is reversed, and becomes units, tens, hundreds,

thousands, as iiUy J^.t.
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2. The Ordinal Numbers.

328. The ordinal adjectives from first to tenth are :

—

Masc. Fem. Masc. Fem.
hSst •/

jy*
' h/

the first. ihiLi sixth.

o'*
e

l*ilJ second. bt
c istfLi seventh.

i&JU ibu third.
*

<U«U eighth.

& i*i\j fourth.
• . --

«•>
f r / #

2*~>U ninth.

tj—u. LfftU. fifth.
*

#/ /

IjLKc. tenth.

jUthr h Jti 9w

Rkm. a. stands for
w {•/ . /llf/

or jyfl for uly>M

according to the superlative form J«it, f. from the

0 0 «* I' 1 11/ < & f*

rad. Jjl or Jlj. Its plurals are: ant*

for the masc.
;

(rarely for the fern.*

* [If Jjl is used as a noun, it takes the t&nwln, as in the verse of

•
<•' •"*

the Nokaid (f. 182 6) quoted by Wright on the margin, J^l^J

Jjt jjXft they have a past (or an ancestor) surj>assing the past

(or ancestor
) of everybody else, and another apud Wright, Opusc. 106,

// J" '

1. 7 (where it means ancestor), as also in the phrase a) Jffi U

j) \j*A he left him neither past (U^jJ) nor present (U*ju».). The fem.

* it if fM. * i i t ***** a •»

plur. occurs in the phrase *yy^> </*«y ore

lr£l fa

to enter, J/u Jew* to teaw, as plurals of and $j± 1. In later

times the fein. Itiui is very common also as an adjective (comp.
*ai

Fleischer, Kl. Schr. L 336 seq.)

;

likewise the adverb (as in

^jl) for the correct Jjl formerly. So it is interpreted in the

phrase UU sJ^V / met him in a year before, as some say instead of

„ 3$ 0 0

J[,l UU last year (comp. Lane a v. >U). D. G.]

§ 330] IL The Noun. B. The Numerate.—Ordinal. 261

Rut. b. (jli makes, of course, in the construct state and with A
the art.

; in the acc. construct state and with the

art. j-iliSf. And so with the rest
; «ijl3, «£*)&[, etc.

Rut. c. Instead of the forms >U (acc. 1^>U) and OL
(formed directly from c**, iu-») are occasionally used.—Jlf, acc.

also occurs for wJU [and _>U. for
' - tf*
329 . The ordinals from eleventh to nineteenth are :— B

Masc. Fem.
* r * // • /

IjLb ijjU eleventh.
*

j * e.

**
*1 * ff * f

i*il5 twelfth.

ijtf
ff * f

sjLn ib\5 thirteenth.

r * r

jtfS- aft **!>[) fourteenth.

Rem. These numerals are not declined, when they are un- C
defined

;
and even if defined by the article, they remain unchanged,

asjLs. tjm* &b\2}\. For andjJLn we may

say jifS. and j-JhJt Some, however, admit the

inflection of the unit, when defined, as^iU ifjU. )fj in
<• ^

* * r *

which case is the nom. and genit.,

the accus.

330 . The ordinals from twentieth to ninetieth are identical in D
form with the cardinals

;
as Oyfi** twentieth, OjjlnH the twentieth.

If joined to the ordinals of the units, these latter precede, and the two

are united by j ;
as aU- one and twentieth, twenty-fret

(gen. Cfcjj-lc, jbl, acc. b^U.), fem. ijjU.. If a

compound of this sort be defined, both its parts take the article
; as
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A (acc. (5>UJi) the twenty-fret, £4\jJI

OiyrSly the twenty-fourth.

[Ru. Later wnusio use instead of these forms 04j&* ^>1—

»

CHy-* &|Ij and with the article, OiJ~^ i.S3̂ ^^ CHr* £<lr ;i
.
lit.

the first qf the twenties, the fourth of the twenties. Comp. voL ii.

§ 108. D. G.]

B 8. The remaining Claeses qf Numerals.

331. The numeral adverbs, once, twice, thrice, etc., are capable of

being expressed in two ways, (a) By the accusative of the nomen

vicis <§ 219), or, if this should be wanting, of the nomen verbi ;
as

Crtr-eyI jl LsyhjsV, he rose up once or twice; y\ 1.A—ty JJU,

he fought once or twice. It is also permitted to use the simple

cardinal numbers, the nomen v^rbi being understood
;
as 1 \£U\

C thou hast given us death twice, and thou hast given us
r

^

life twice, Le. ,>£31*! and >3(1^1. (b

)

By the noun *y, and similar

•
MrA r

(
A r r %T r

^ If

words, in the accus.
;
as ly» once, Otb* twice, Olj* or fiy* wJJ,

r r r r I e 0A r r 0 r 0 Mr 0r r

or oUfe niJj, thrice; lfb> Cur** twenty times; \Sri-'3 once
* * *

and again; etc.

332. The numeral adverbs a first, second, third time, etc., are

D expressed either by adding the accus. of the ordinal adjective to a

Unite form of a verb (in which case the corresponding nomen verbi is

%Ar • **•*

understood) ;
or by means of one of the words i**>, etc., m the

accus., accompanied by an ordinal adjective agreeing with it. Kg.

131$ (l*. (i.e. 6U '•

*V), or 131$ ty» «Ul, he came a third time;
r r r +

iJlif *V (i.e. idlST *V). or ijS he came the

third time.

333. The distributive adjectives are expressed by repeating the

cardinal numbers once; or by words of the forms JUi and J*A*,

§ 336] II. The Noun. B. The Numerals.—Distributive, etc. 263

either singly or repeated. Kg. oriIT JySif «Cfl, or J»yjT *Q» A

^^1., fls people came two by two; <£>*& or tyC^.

SJl», they came three by three ; S/ph} / passed by a

party qf men, (walking) by twos and threes; >. U l*—J(Su

/ J el* r * rosea

*1—01 ;A«j> marry what plecueth you of women, two

and three and four at a time. The most common words of the forms

Jl*i and J*JU are 31—1. il—j, jw>>«
;
lU$, (for ^ii.)

;
-£»*£$, B

nidi*; and £y>* ; but the formation is admitted (by some] up

to 10 [; the best authorities mentioning onlyJ tic].

334. The multiplicative adjectives are expressed by nomina

patientis of the second form, derived from the cardinal numbers
;

e.g.
Sir y a At A

twofold, double, dualized; wXU threefold, triple, triangular;
4 etr i f A r J

fourfold, square; « fivefold, pentagonal; etc. Single or
Mr 0 J

simple is (nom. patient IV.). C

335. Numeral adjectives, expressing the number of parts of

which a whole is made up, take the form ^JUi
; as ^3U$ biliteral;

triliteral, three cubits in length or height
; quadriliteral,

four spans or cubits in height, a tetrastich; quinqueliteral,

five spans in height; etc.

336. The fractions, from a third up to a tenth, are expressed by j)

words of the forms JJU, JjU, and J*ai, pL Jlatf
;

as iii, SJJ,

or pi- *W3l, a third; ^y^r, ^yJ**, or pi. ^Ijud,

a sixth; £yj>, >*i, or >*3, pi. vjC3l, an eighth.—[The form JUA.

is exclusively employed lor a fourth and a tenth, Jl£iL, together
* h • w • i

* • i
* * *

with £j. £, and j— or yyv. According to Zamah£an, plait

.. i .

n. 659 the form never occurs in this signification, nor, according
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A to Abu Zfcid (Nawddir 193) and u
*

t >4. D. G.l A half is

wXflj, less frequently >JLaj, >JLaJ (vulg. ^ai), or pi. «_/LaJI —
The fractions above a tenth are expressed by a circumlocution

; e.g.

• * + # # •'z * f J * t * j 0
* *i"r three parts out of twenty

, ^

;

[«JLaJ

J~*N A ;
j** T»rr

'» £0.5 wi«su | JLlj !j ;
JLaj

• i • I i • « #J « *

jAs -h\ *UJj tA-oJ etc.*]

B Rxh. The form ja occurs in the same sense in Assyrian,

Heb. and Aram.; e.g. )A\n7 a third, “rubu, ” V?1> a fourth,

tftinafifth.

337.

The period, at the end of which an event usually recurs, is

expressed by a noun of the form J**, in the accus., either with or

without the article
;
as U13, or every third (day, month, year,

etc.)
; l*Jj, or everyfourth; 'etc. Synonymous with JJb is

#*l^ Ss » * M £ j

C as *i*h3l L5*^> or S'***' tert^an fever.

G. The Nomina Demonstrativa and Conjunctiva.

338. We treat of the nomina demonstrativa (including the

article), and the nomina conjunctiva (including the nomina inter-

rogativa), in one chapter, because they are both, according to our

terminology, pronouns, the former being the demonstrative pronouns,

D the latter the relative.

1. The Demonstrative Pronouns and the Article.

339. The demonstrative pronouns, f, are either simple

or compound.

* [On a similar expression of whole numbers by circumlocution see

Goldziher in Zeitschr. D. M. O. xlix. 210 seqq.]

§ 840] II. The Noun. 0. 1. The Demonstrative Pronouns. 265

340

.

The simple demonstrative pronoun is li, this, that. /
Masc. pem

8ing- 15
<sh (»y ^)

;

Dual. Norn, ^li (^li)
* >

Gen. Acc. J* {&)

Plur. comm. gen. J), 4, or jj ; 0r B
This simple form of the demonstrative pronoun is used to indicate

a person or thing which is near to the speaker.

Rbm. a. The u in and ,%l is always short, j being merely
scriptio plena. In this wayjJ can be distinguished in verse from

the fem. of Jjl, first, in which the u is long. The j may
have been inserted in order the more easily to distinguish and
,*$) from .J] and t'fl

,
C

Rbm. b. The diminutive of li i» & f. du. f.

pi. oj, :&t

Rbm. c. Closely connected in its origin with li is another
monosyllable, viz. ji (= Heb. HT, Pham. ) and ft, <Aw) which is

commonly used in the sense of possessor, owner. It is thus declined.

Sing. Nom. ^i (Jfl)
V

Gen. ^i
(PINT).

oli.

Du. Nom.

Gen. Acc. ^yyi

U'jj (Uli).

If'* <>')•
Plur. Nom. yji, jjf or Vyl (,"/?N) Olji, or oNtf.

_ , i i
v "

. .

Gen. Acc. ^i, ^Jl or^ I , i
i»lji, 0*91 or 0*9yl.

I

w.
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The u in and is always short, as in and ,*9yl.

—

The form fljkl is used as a plural of jj, when this word forms part

of the names or surnames of the kings or princes of 41-Yimin, as

OH ji, O&j etc. Thc3c are called ifjkl

t^elt, formed as if from a singular

[Rem. d. \j& (sometimes written thus, so and so, so

and so much or many, is compounded of j) as, like and the

demonstrative pronoun Ik. Comp. Vol. ii. § 44, e, rem. rf.]

341 . From the simple demonstrative pronoun are formed com-

pounds :

(a) By adding the pronominal suffix of the second person (aJ, «t)

;

C& ; >£», £d>), either (a) alone, or (/3) with the interposition of the

demonstrative syllable J.

(b

)

By prefixing the particle U.

C 343 . The gender and number of the pronominal suffix, appended

to the simple demonstrative pronoun, depend upon the sex and number

of the persons addressed. In speaking to a single man, Alik is used
;

to a single woman, AMi ;
to two persons, U»1J ; to several mm, ^*^tk ;

to several women, o&>\y But the form Alii may also be—and in fact

usually is—employed, whatever be the sex and number of the persons

spoken to
;
and so with the rest. In regard to their signification,

these compound forms differ from the simple pronoun in indicating a

distant object.

D Masc. Fem.

Sing. AMj (AUli*) that. i)U, Al*J (vulg. Al^J).

Du. Nom. Alilk AliU.
+ *

Gen. Acc. Ak*k Al^J.

Plnr. comm. gen. Al^l or A)*^jt, Al5*)l or a13*9^1.

* [Some say that A^lk is a mispronunciation for Ally]

|

I

§ 343] II. The Noun. C. 1, The Demonstrative Pronouns. 267

;

Rm. a. The u is short in and AU^f, jnst as in ^J, A
»*&•, “»d yjl (§ 340, rem. o, c).

Rbm. b. The diminutive of is f. jft etc.

*43 . By inserting the demonstrative syllable J before the pro-

nominal suffix, we get a longer form AUlk or AUk (often written AUk

§ 6, rem. a). g
Masc. Fem.

Sing. Jui that. Jilh (aUU).

Du. Nom. AlStS iliU.

Gen. Acc. Al$
* *

Plur. comm. gen. All’ll or AU-^I.

Rem. a. Alb is a contraction for AU«j. In the dual, AlJli, C* * *

JS6, stand for AUilk, AlUO; and A&y aL^J, for All^i, aUIlJ.
+ * l

"
* l

' ' " "
The plur. is rare, aJ*9^I or AU^I (§ 342) being generally used in-

stead. Some authorities regard Alily Allli, as the dual of illi, the

second n being in their opinion merely corroborative.

Rut. b. Some grammarians assert that there is a slight differ-

ence of meaning between Alik and Ally the former referring in

their opinion to the nearer of two distant objects, the latter to the
more remote. p

Rbm. c. The syllable J must not be mistaken for the prepo-

sition J (which, when united with the pronominal suffixes of the

second and third persons, becomes J), but is to be viewed as a
demonstrative syllable, which occurs also in the article and in the
relative pronoun. See §§ 346 and 347.

Rbm. d. The diminutive of Alik is AUljly f. AUt^J. [A com-
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A pound of J and iljj (oomp. § 340, rem. d) is J&JjL to, in like

manner*.]

344. The particle la (which has the same demonstrative force as

the Imtin ce in kicce) is called by the Arabs a^31 the particle

that escctte* attention. It is prefixed both to the simple demonstrative

13, mid to the compound 4)13 (but not to 4U3). Before 13 it is usually

written defectively, IjJL or IJLa
;
before i)l3 in full, i)l3la.

1jjk the.

Du. Nom.
0

n * / I

(Mi. Acc. chiAa

1*1 I

•Jus (sJa), ijjjk

(a3U, Ji\k, Ula, OljJL).

oUla or (jlia.
0 0

or

Til *r ^ • **rK * —ft •

Plur. comm. gen. or ^>4, or ,*9yk.

In like manner, i)I3la or i)tia, fem. i)l5la, il^U, etc.
0

Rk*. a. la is identical with the Aram. XU, loi, this, as an

interjection, lo I Heb. Xfl

Rbm. b. In the dual some say oljui, with double w.—The

diminutive of \jl is l^ia, f. ijjU, pi. ,L^a; of Jljdk, JOJjL, pi.

[By prefixing la to \J£> is formed ijijk «Aus.]

[Rbh. c. To these demonstratives belong also *£^3 and
0 • 0 0 0 + 0

Cocfia} •£*t
e-t

, thus and thus, to and so, such and such things, for

which we also find 0^3j C^*3, (rarely C-j3,

and for the former ^3j 4^3, *Lj3j *L,3, for the latter
0 0 0+0

According to some scholars there is originally a slight

difference between these expressions, the former relating to what

* [A singular contraction (or modification) of -riija. js use{j

by the poet ds-Sanfara, as quoted in the IJamasa, p. 244, 1. 21.]

$ 845] II. The IfOWL C. I. The Demonstrative Pronouns. 869

'T *• ’l“‘ >“• >«» d«^ - 0i rrfm fc, A
sjuantaty (comp. Hariri, Durrat, ed. Thorb. p. 99). D. Q.]

346 . The article Jf-caUed by the Arabs i\?\ the

instrument of definition,J&V3 Ji% the %ltf and lam,M [or JJsL]

Uyf*\the lam ofdefinition, or simply^! the /dm,-is composed of
the demonstrative letter J (see § 343, rem. c, and § 347) and the
prosthetic^!, which is prefixed only to lighten the pronunciation B

§ 19 a, and rem./). [It is always written in conjunction
with the following word.] Though it has become determinative, it
was originally demonstrative, as still appears in such words asj^l
to-day, 0*5)1 now, etc.

,

The article
> i£ employed to indicate the genus, Leany individual (animate or inanimate) bearing the name, is called

^j\, or simply as J-djT Ml\
Air dinar and dirhem bring men to perdition, c

O- man is better than woman; if indicating a particu-

lar individual it is called or

Rbm. b. Some grammarians regard the ttif as an integral part
of the article, and say that it was originally J| (with g£juf Ju‘, Qf

the same form as ji,
J,'), gradually weakened to jf. But some-

times the Arabs suppress the I, saying for instance 'jJJ for
(comp. Yol. ii § 242, footnote).

Rm. ft It hi sometimes, though very rarely, used as a relative

pronoun (=^l, § 347); as i&li Jfi ^^ he who
does »s< cease to be grateful for what is with him (or for what he

*"’• wh*r*'^ ~ sr^ of to
psople of whom it the Apostle of Ood, where -AT 1 .'A
Af i

"
'i' i ' ,

' CH
-

- WA'O’ C*JI U *Aou art not the judge
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A whose sentence it approved, where Compere,

for example, in Germeo, der = wdeher, end oar that for who end
which.

Ran. d. is [in all probability (see Comp. Or. p. 114)] identical

with the Hebrew art. .Hi for ^fi. In Sooth Arabia>1 was (and even
a* I ^ %$m w ## # * U*

still is) used for Jl, bat without assimilation
;

u«l ^^ *
** ** Jt • a e • • •

4 r

jh—+1
^jh fatting in journeying it not (an act) of piety

; yjtpi

e+Xmmoiy jgy. As oasis (standing) behind me with arrow

« fo J ^ •» * * A * tie* * fi

B and stone

;

for Jlf 4JI, V. and 2+JLJI3.

/ a» / <» * o r +

2. The Conjunctive (Relative) and Interrogative Pronoun*.

(a) 7%s Conjunctive Pronouns.

346. The conjunctive pronouns are :

—

(1) who, which, that; fern. ^31.

(2) O'* he who, she who, whoever

;

U that which, whatever.

(3) (jfl he who, whoever ; fem. ijjl she who, whoever.

•

(4) O^f' every one who, whosoever

;

,it

1*1 everything which, whatsoever.

t . . jt tSS • .it .3*

Rkm. o^> 1^*1 *ili “d their compounds, 0-»A U*l, are

also interrogatives, which indeed is their original signification (see

§ 351 and foil.). They ought therefore to be treated of first as

interrogatives and then as conjunctives; but it is convenient to

reverse this order, so ns to connect the relatives with the demon-

stratives.

347. The conjunctive ^JJt is compounded of the article Ji, the

demonstrative letter J (see §§ 343 and 345), and the demonstrative

pronoun li, or (§ 340, rem. c). When used substantively, it has
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the same meaning as O-*. k viz. he who, that which
, whoever, A

whatever; when used adjectively, it signifies who, which, that, and
refers necessarily to a definite substantive, with which it agrees in

gender, number, and case. It is declined as follows

Masc. Fem.

Sing. JJt
;
iofi, ^(cJf; cJf;

Du. Nom. oliil (oljJtil
;

ijJtll). ^\&\ (J&\ ;
u£tf). B

Gen. Acc. 0*i£ji o£}\ (J^£fif).

Plur.
; [i^M] ; ; O&t (01*^1) ;

Nom., J}\£\ ; ofcfif $&)

;

Gen. Acc.])
; ;

»Sb'l

;

or J&*- jfa or jj)\. C
A* Ae <

Rkm. a. ^JJI, ^31, and ^JJI, are written defectively, because

of their frequent occurrence, instead of and

The other forms, which are not in such constant use, generally
retain the double J of the article and the demonstrative.—The
modem, vulgar form, for all numbers and genders, is or ^1)1.

Rkm. 1. The tribe of Hud&il (J^jLa), according to the Arab
• ,

' * Ar
* e An

grammarians, used m the nom. plur. masc., ^JJI in the gen. D
and acc. Tr.is must, of course, at one time have been uni-

versally employed as the nom., J*J\ being the form which belongs
to the oblique cases; but gradually the latter supplanted the

* [According to as-Sabban, as quoted by Landberg (Nylandedt

Specimenschrifl, p. 30) the relative pronoun is only ^*$1, the article

sufficing to distinguish it from the prepoe. . _j|. Comp. § 340 rem a
D. G.]

*
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former, just as in modern Arabic the oblique form of the plur.

Ot-y has everywhere usurped the place of the direct form
j fiU

C • Even the sing. is an oblique form, the nom. of whiob

ought properly to be yJJI.—The forms gen. and acc.

and are also said to occur.

Rem. c. was originally, as its derivation shows, a demon-

strative pron., and has its precise Hebrew equivalent in n?Wi,
fern, xfptlt oomm. (= J3l). See Comp. Or. p. 117.

Rkk. d. From ^jJf are formed the diminutives Ijjjtli,
;

du.
J ph 0*M oCHlf. The forms

are vulgar and incorrect.

Rra. e. Instead of some of the Arabs, especially the tribe

of fayyt (l^fe), employ £ (jHeb. !|T, Aram. *1, -®th. H: za).

It is then either wholly indeclinable, which is more usual; as

U ji ^ then enough for me of that which

ie with them (of their property) i» what suffices me, for ifJJl Cye

in rhyme for i£); aIjU Ul I will

eet to work in earnest on the hone which I am gnawing (on the satire

which I am meditating), for (sijti in rhyme for «J.l»)

;

*£*<>» ji <*nd mg well which I dug and which

I lined (or cased), for and jlty, not by

Sim whose residence is in heaven, ‘Aji&ni xi. 25, 1. 18. D. G.] or

else declined as follows :

—

Sing. Nom.

Oli (014)Gen. ijh

Acc. 14 014 (014)
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Du. Nom. t^4

Gen. Acc.
ijfj4

Plur. Nom. 334

Gen. Acc. ^$3

4

OI34

• 0 *+

* ++
OI34

o£ (OI34)

An example of this use is iefiSTj eq jiat
l' ‘kit * '

' " ' '

*vf *UI 014 by the excellence wherewith Ood hath made B
you excel, and the honour wherewith Ood hath honoured you, for

“d ^1 ;
[a woman in Y&m&n said (‘Omira, ed. Kay, p. U7,

L 9
» 1 t>* 3> for jjjjt jj y

you cannot but obey the decision of the Prince. D. G.]

8*8. The conjunctive pronouns v>* and U are indeclinable, and

differ from in never being used adjectively, but always sub-

stantively, so that they correspond to the Latin is qui, ea quae, id quod, C
Ghr. Scms, ifnc, o,n. The former (£ye) is used of beings endowed with

reason, the latter (U) of all other objects. [They are either definite

48 or indefinite (ySyoye), signifying in the latter

case one who, U something that, and may also have a collective meaning
persons who, things that, being nevertheless construed as singulars.]

Rhm. For the corresponding forms in the other Semitic lan-
guages see Comp. Gr. pp. 123—127.

349 . The conjunctive pronoun ^1, fem. he who, she who, D
whoever, is regularly declined in the sing, according to the triptote

declension, but has commonly neither dual nor plural.

Rem. The ASth. has the same word, hg
i
(ay) who 1 of what

sort t The corresponding Heb. vocable is used as an adverb,

where t in interrogative phrases 'tf, which appears in A5th. in

(ayte) where t >*6.: (ifo) howl Syr. where t U_»]

who t Alo] how long ? etc.

35
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A *80. Of tjff and »>•, U, are compounded he who, she who,

wkotoeeer, C? that which, whatsoever. Only the first part of the

compound admits of being declined ;
gen. Urfl ;

acc. ^1, W‘-

(b) The Interrogative Pronouns.

381. It has been already stated (§ 346, rem.) that the conjunctive

pronouns, with the exception of are also interrogative, which is

B indeed their original signification. To them may be added [and

or o&>], how much [or many], which are (a) interrogative,

(h

)

according to our ideas, exclamatory, according to the Arab gram-

marians, enuntiative ( »l*klO) ;
but never conjunctive.

Rbm. The interrogative U may be* shortened after preposi-

tions into jk, and is then united in writing both with those

prepositions with which such a union is usual, and with those with

G which it is not, (though, in the latter case, it is better to keep them

apart)
; e.g. J*, Jl, J*,^ (for > >•

>lLL (better ^11, Jt jt ^X*.). In such cases, the accent is

transferred from>» to the preceding syllable (as blma, 'ild ma, etc.);

whence it happens that ^ and are sometimes shortened in

poetry into and jJ. This is also the origin of^*fb, tor ^s» or
0 0

Ci» (lit., the like of what t the worth of what f), Heb. n)33, HS3,

Aram. ND3 [see Comp. Gr. p. 125].—In pause these words
:

1

are written etc. Similarly we find for Ci
a

what then 1 and that what 1 for what purpose t as when one

* [Rather, “is usually shortened.” Zamah^ari, Faik, ii. 169 calls it

“the commoner” form <£M>. The grammarians of the school of

Basra say that it must always be shortened in prose
;
in poetry the

61if may be retained. Comp. Fleischer, Kl. Schr. i. 364. D. G.]
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says lHi / went to (the house of) so and so, to which you A
rejoin and the answer is ajfi ^4 that / might do him

a kindness. [The shortening of la takes plaoe also in such sen-

tences as c»V ^ «y^4 in what manner did you arrive t and
0 8# a 4»

* *

wJI jk what are you like /]

*8*. The interrogative pronoun O-*, who l has the distinctions

of gender, number, and case, only when it stands alone; as if one
should say Some one is come, or I have seen some one, and another B
should ask Who } Whom ? In this case its declension is as follows :

—

Masc. Fem.

Sing. Nom. yU
n 0 *000*0
Gen. r (c^u).

Du. Nom. (jUa

Gen. Acc.

Plur. Nom.

_ • <

Gen. Acc.

• • 000

O'2** (o^)-
00000

(OtSU).

Rbm. a. Only a poet could venture to say cill ly31
• jeS 0 Jr *

j*£ 1 they came to my fire, and I said, Who are ye t

Rbm. b. The interrogative pronoun l« what t is never declined
under any circumstances.

jj

[Rbm. c. From is formed the relative adjective with
. ,

d
the article ^1 (comp. Vol. ii. § 170, rein. 6). The dual is

the plural

353. The interrogative pronoun jjpl, fem. who} is either

construed with a following noun in the genitive, or with a suffix, or

stands alone. In the first two cases, it loses the tfcnwln (§§ 315, a,

316, a, c), and, if followed by a noun, is generally masc. sing.
;

as
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A yUa* which booh (lit quid libri) t gen. y&> acc. &

;

ijN* which eye or fountain t which of the two women t

•
l

t
** ^ ^ women 1 [The feminine form is of rare

occurrence, as J&l Jjl whatever monel (81-Mubarrad 86, L 17) and

CT*' which female f (Diw. Hudfeil, n. 201, vs. 2). D. G.] In the
second case, when prefixed to a fern, pronoun, it may be iuasc. or fern.
6 jJU 3 iifil

or c>w' which of them t meaning women, the latter being the

B more common. When standing alone, or used like in § 352, it

has all the numbers and cases, the pausal forms being :

—

Sing, masc., nom. or ^t, gen. ^1 or ^i, acc. 1^1 ; fern. a^l.

Dual masc., nom. ohfb gen. acc. Oft!* ;
fem., nom. o\£\, gen. acc.

T>i * ^ . g$
rlur. masc., nom. Oyi'> gen. acc.

; fem. 0^1.
4 f . >

C In ^1 and the final vowel is said to be obscurely sounded or
. j • A +

slurred (jsjjl\).

Rbh. o. With the suffixes <rl is sometimes shortened into i <t.

8,8 '•n!'i *or which of the two f and so in [the interrogative

what t for Lt ^1, as j^»\ what dost thou say 7 and] the
, S Sf • * £ t

vulgar interrogative what 7 for ^|.
3 t

Rkm. b. Instead of with [a following noun in the genitive

or] a suffix, the more general and indefinite UjI is sometimes used •

#1 * t y#/ j < f *£%

D as Ul >1 jA 41^)1 v*-l l**l, which is dearer to you, he or It in
,£t

which example L^l stands for U»l, which of us 7

Rbh. c. From
C?‘ are formed the relative adjective from

what place 7 (see Lane, art. ^t, p. 134 c), and the compound ^jU»

or (also written fi£> or ;^d>, or c£f=>,

and \£» (§ 351 and Vol. ii. § 34, «, rem. d).

Rem. d. See Comp. Or. pp. 120— 122.
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[3. The Indefinite Pronouns. A

353*. l. The interrogative pronouns o* and U have passed
into indefinites {Comp. Gr. p. 125)*, with the sense of somebody,
something, but are never thus employed unless with a qualificative

complement (li*), and are therefore called &>*>• (§ 348). This

complement is very rarely an adjective or participle, but usually a
preposition with following genitive, as ^ U something which I have, B

or an adverb as JL* o* somebody here, or a qualificative clause, as

JU 1>» one who says. Comp. Vol. ii. § 172, rem. a.

2. The indefinite pronoun U is used to introduce a clause
equivalent to the masdar or infinitive, and is in that case called

U (Vol. ii. § 88, § 114, § 127, rem. *); hence its use in

conditional clauses as U (Vol. ii. § 6), or in reference to time
5.f*. w jH

as U or VU>H U (Vol. ii. § 7) ; if added to certain adverbial C
nouns, it gives them a conditional and general signification, as the

Latin termination cunque, e.g. C$ wherever
, wherever, when-

ever, whatever

;

if appended to oh O'. and it hinders

their regimen and is therefore called «lflf U (Vol. ii. § 36, rem. d)

;

with the same effect it is added to J* and Jil (ibid, rem./) and
to Vj (Vol. ii. § 84, rem. a and b)

;
in apposition to an indefinite

noun, it has a vague intensifying force and is called Ctf* U D
(Vol. ii. § 136 a, rem. e)

; added to the affirmative J it Berves to
•
s ,,

strengthen the affirmation U (see an example § 36 1 near

the end, and Vol. ii. § 36, rem. e)
;

it is often inserted after the

* [Prym, Dies, de enuntiationibus rclativis Semiticis, p. 100 and
Fleischer, Kl. bchr. i. 360 seq., 706 seq. reject this theory, considering

the indefinite meaning of ^ and U as the original, whence the
interrogative has been derived.]
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A prepositions 0-*> O* and y without affecting their regimen, and is

then called U or ijdjpl U (Vol. ii. § 70, rem. /). In like

manner it is also put after oj (Vol. ii. § 84, rem. a) and in other cases

(Vol. ii. § 80, rem.).]

8. fem. (§ 809, b, 8, rem. b), as ityLfe

wS

^U^l, stand for names of persons, like o’, tj Stun, so arui so, M. or N.

;

* *

fi 4 Ii# 4 >4 4/ <4 14/4/^ / / 4»^ 4] f+.Z ??

B ** ® rov Scikos, Sl£yt auI J31I

0 may GW curse all talebearers and their saying
* * '

“ So and so has become a sweetheart qf so and so.” Sjrr. fem.

A* l \g>, Heb. 'j^S- In speaking of animals, and are
* * I

/ / 4M 4 1 / 1*1 * '

employed, as >r«t<h>j / rode on such and such a one.—*>* a

fAtny, and its fem. &*, are similarly used for substantives of the class

n (§ 191, rem. b, 3, 4).—On the use of these words in the

vocative, see the Syntax.

III. THE PARTICLES.

«• / 6 4 4 f
354. There are four sorts of particles pi. [or Sljl,

pi. Criyjl]); viz., Prepositions, Adverbs, Conjunctions, and Inter-

D jections.

A. The Prepositions.

385. The prepositions are called by the Arabs
,

i / < t
ti ^ 4rt ^ •*»

tib particles qf attraction ,
or (from the sing. jU§JI or

attractives, i.e. the particles which govern the genitive. They
I ^ 14 4

are also named yjUU»Jl ^ particles of depression
,
and

fA« particles of annexation or connection, because the

279§856] III. The Particles. A. 7%e Prepositions.

distinctive vowel of the genitive (*), and consequently the genitive A
itself, is called (see § 308, footnote), and because this case has

its peculiar place in that connection which many prepositions with

their genitives really represent (see § 358). They are divided into

separable prepositions, Le. those which are written as separate words,

and inseparable, i.e. those which are always united in writing with the

following noun.

386. The inseparable prepositions consist of one consonant with B
its vowel. They are :

—

(a) v in, at, near, by, with, through (Heb. Aram. 3, AJfch. fl:

ba). [Vv, without, is a compound of o with the negative *). Comp.

!

Vol. ii. § 56, rem. c.]

(b) O by, in swearing, as aliU by God /*
*

(c) J to (sign of the Dative), for, on account qf (Heb. Aram. S,

JEth. A: la).

* • •W i by, in swearing, as sDI* by God

!

Q

Kbm. a. The damma of the suffixed pronouns of the 3d pare.

,

4 #4 *4 W 4 •

, U*.^ o*, is changed after y into ktara; as ay, See

§ 185, rem. b, and § 317, rem. c. The ancient and poetic form
44 i

jth changes either both vowels, or the first only
; or ^y.

Rkm. b. The kfora of the prep. f passes before the pronominal

suffixes into f&tha
;
as si to Atm, to you, LI to us. Except the

,

suffix of the 1st pers. Bing., which absorbs the vowel of the prepo- X)

sition
; ^ to me.

* [O was especially in use at Mekka. It seems to be the remnant

of some word, as it is (probably of another) in J (= t) and

ijVi (= Comp, the abbreviation of M 0-3,
Vol- it- § 62,

*
1 +* st 4 4 /

rem. b. I take the
_}

in sfilj and the yj jl_j (Vol. ii. § 235) to be also

remnants of words. D. 0.1

!

1

|

i
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Rem. c. J), as, like (Heb. Aram. 3), which ia commonly

reckoned a preposition, ia really not so. It ia a formally unde-

veloped noun, which occurs only as the governing word in the

genitive connection, but runs in this position through all the

relations of case (similitudo, instar).

337. The separable prepositions are of two sorts. Those of the

first class, which are all biliteral or triliteral, have different termina-

tions
; those of the second class are simply nouns of different forms

B in the accus. sing., determined by the following genitive, and they

consequently end in ffetha without tbnwin {—).

388. The separable prepositions of the first class are

(a) to {Heb. 'Stf, “Sm).

(b) fjim- till, up to, as far as (Heb. Ty, -ffith. XflYl:)- A

dialectic variety is jjia.

C (c) over, above, upon, against, to, on account of, notwith-

standing (Heb. 'Sy, "Sy, Aram. *?y,

(d) O* from, away from, after, for.

if) in, into, among, about.

• s + r r * r

(f) OjJ, or (IjJ), with (penes, apud). Rarer forms are

:

• ++ m 3+ 3 + 3 S3 3+ S3 * 33 S 33 3+ 3+ 33 3s
Osl (U», O**), Osi (i>*)), OjJ (OJJ). JJ. <*1, jl, jl.

/ / f
t 3 +

D iff) £*• (Heb. Qy, Syr. hoik)
;

dialectically £-•, which

becomes in the wagl £-».

3 *

(h) i>« qf, from, on account of (Heb. Aram. ffi, AJth.

’#mna, or ‘Kv1’ s &n). See § 20, d.

(i) JLLt, or jus, from a certain time, since (compounded of

and jJ, ea quo

;

see § 347, rem. e and comp. ’TjD, Ezra v. 12). Rarer

§ 859] III. The Particles. A. The Prepositions.

. + 33 33 3 S3
forma are : «M4, and «U. In the wa$I usually becomes A
X* (§ 20, d), rarely or jL*.

+

Rem. o. jjJI, and ^JJ, preserve before the suffixes their

original pronunciation
^J\,

and {gJS (compare and »^y)
" ’• " *

M jA?f, lyJjJ. The damma of the suffixes of the 3d pers.

passes after the diphthong into k&sra, according to § 185, rem. 4,

and § 317, rem. c. The suffix of the 1st pers. sing., (orig. .),

combines with ^1, and ^gjl into
Jj], {JS, ; with ui B

into ^4. See § 317, rem. o.

Rem. 5. The ^ of ^y, and
L^jJ, is doubled in connection

with the suffixes of the 1st pers.; Jij, JL*, Jijj, [t*, etc.} If
3 * % 3 3 < #

and ^y are prefixed to and l«, the ^ is assimilated to the

js in pronunciation, and the two are usually written as one word

;

• «, i. as s , j , »S,
t*®. U-*, for or

s
>a, etc. (see § 14, 6).

Rem. c. When followed by the article, the prepositions ^y and G

^jXa are occasionally abbreviated in poetry, Jl jy being contracted
+

into and ,JI ^ji® into J* i M OP JU J., fop JUH Cp* 5& tor .orjj. [Comp. p. 24, note.]

359. Examples of prepositions of the second class are : _>u!

before (of place)
; Oet between, among

(f'|)
; j+j after ("iy3), dimin.

<*t*4 ; under, beneath (JVlFl), dimin.
; or •WJ, D

+

(lib, jjsu, over against, opposite to; Jjm. round, about ; JlU.

behind, after

;

o>> below, under, beneath, on this side of, dimin.
;

'3 y •/
(also «a*n, which is the modern and vulgar form, rarely jua) with,

in possession of (apud, penes, Pr. chez; [*]H3y); [JJ do.]: ^A^a
• r • - y

instead of, for ; Jy4 above, dimin.
;
Jli 6^/brs (of time, ^3p),

36
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A dimili.
;
jt\jS before (of place, 0"Tp) ;

behind, after, beyond;

in the middle, among. These are all, as before said, the construct

accusatives of nouns
; such as interval, J>»- circumference, etc.

B. The Adverbs.

860. There are three sorts of adverbs. The first class consists of

B particles of various origin, partly inseparable, partly separable; the

second class of indeclinable nouns ending in u ;
the third class of nouns

in the accusative.

361. The inseparable adverbial particles are :

—

(a) I, interrogative, the particle of questioning

(numl utrum l an

l

Heb. n)
;

[comp. § 21, d). The form * occurs

G dialectically, for example in Ua nonne ! for Ul (see § 362, h), ^jjf tjus,

for
i 151, is this he who—f (In alternative questions it is followed

0$ ||

by^»l or jl.]

[Ren. When ! is followed by another 61if with hfemza, an I is

inserted between the two h&mzas, as C*jltl, also written OJII, but

some do not do this. If the following 61if is pronounced with ktara,

it is converted into ^ with b^mza, as iJSl,

*

D (ft) \j*> prefixed to the Imperfect of the verb to express real

futurity, as /Si God will suffice thee against them. It is

an abbreviation of d£i, in the end (Heb. Aram. CpD, ]aoxD, end),
teS eO j| * ’

[and is called J^a*. the particle of amplification].

(c) J, affirmative, certainly, surely. This may be (a) yl Jiy

^JSt, the la that corresponds to, or is the complement of, an oath, as

O&y aiilj by God, I will certainly do (it)
;

gy*- JM Jfly by God,

§362] III. The Particles. B. The Adverbs. 283

he has certainly gone out; (P)^Jh the la that smooths A
the way for the oath, as the first la in £>3

by God, if indeed you show me honour, I will certainly show you

honour; (y) y y'>v- -W the la that corresponds to, or is the

complement of lau (if) and lau-lft (if not), as JbT jJhi «$y
- ' 11 / 6 /^

tZvjy if it had not been for the goodness of God
towards you and His mercy, verily ye would have followed Satan;

(ft) [(«*e^^l) >*e the affirmative la, or] J'j the B
inchoative or inceptive la, prefixed to a noun or a verb in the imperfect,

as At\
v>* ^ jJ,l jfi') verily ye are more feared in

their breasts than God; ^eyi O] verily thy

Lord willjudge between them on the day <f the resurrection ; (*)
J / ebrn y < eitrn M £ +

[or ILtfUll _*•*»] the distinguishing la, which is prefixed to the

predicate of ^>1, standing for IkiuL y I .jt), [in order to

distinguish it from the negative as ly 0

verily over every soul there is a guardian; L>eAilAJ Lfo

but verily we were careless of their studies. [Comp. Vol ii. § 36.]

368 . The most common separable adverbial particles are the
following.

6 *1

w yes, certainly; confirming a previous statement, as

<Hj jh Zhid has come to thee, yes, (he has)
;

jM U D
ZHd did not stand up, yes, (he did not)

;

yAjj <•Ay* thou wilt go
• ¥* t

^

away, yes, (/ will). But in reply to an interrogation, it is better
• //

to use j^i.

(ft)
5] and 151 in the sense of lo! see ! behold

!

5] is used after Utf

and while, and is followed by a verb stating a fact, as Utf

{Jlj ij jJM while Ztid was standing, behold
, he saw *Amr;
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* * * t * * * • , ***
A

<^>fj ji It WW for while (there has been) adversity, lo,

prosperity has come round, IJJ, called by the grammarians til,

or lij, that is to say *idd indicating something unexpected,

is followed only by a nominal proposition, and refers to the same time

as the preceding statement
; as vOV Jyj 'it* I went out, and

•o, Zhd was at the door ; L*U aJLU jJ juj lit I 0-*-*

B while wt were tn such and such a place, lo, Ziid came upon us.

[(c) M it or it til then.]

0 * *

W Oi', or lij, well then, in that case, if it be so. See § 367, b.

A rare dialectic form is Oi
-* t

(e) nonne ? Compounded of t
(jj 361, a) and wot (Heb.

xSn). [It is very often followed by ^jl or tjl,
: (ojj) Oj now

surely.]

C [(/) •'ll nonne ? syn. of *}jlfc.]

(?) interrogative, aw ? j>\

utrum .... an?

> (Heb. DK • . . . H),

-t t

(A) Ul nonne ? Compounded of I and U not. Dialectic varieties
*t **** **** * * * * £ *t

are>l, U*, and l»»» or [^1 Ul truly
, wow surely.]

[(*) *^UI or ^Ul in tAat case, then at least.]

[(A) o| no*, syn. of U, frequent in the Kor’ftn and in old poems.

D In later times it is only used in combination with the negative U as a

corroborative, Oj ^ not indeed (comp. Vol. ii. § 158 and Fleischer,

Kl. Schr. i. 448).]

[(/) ^t verily, called the lightened 'in (ii*iiT # M ^>1,

§ 361, c, «), usually without government.]

£

(m

)

O] certainly, surely, truly; literally lo! see! en, ecce (Heb.

jn, nil, Syr. ^1) It is joined to the accus. of a following noun or
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pronominal suffix, but in the 1st pers. sing. UJJ is used m well «c*ei A
(Heb. Oil), [and in the 1st pers. pL til as well as Ufl]. The suffix *

in this case often represents and anticipates a whole subsequent *Un»e

(OUJI *>r* L
or ***?' the pronoun qf thefact).—^J introduces

the subject, and is frequently followed by J with the predicate ; as

O', verily God is great. This the grammarians regard as an

inceptive or inchoative la (§ 360, c, 8), the example given standing for

jefs* 4&f o'j, whence it is sometimes called J$i\ the la that B

is pushed away
(from its proper place).—The form o* is said to occur

£ * £ * "

in the compound for
"

ft

* £

(n) restrictive, only (dumtaxat), [verily]. Compounded of

O] and U.

St

(o) ^yl whence ? [where ?] how ? [when ? With the signification of
whencesoever, wherever, however, whenever it is a conjunction.] C

• i

\P) explicative, that is, frequently used by commentators.

(?) Li] yes>
yea; always followed by an oath, as ^1 yes, by

God ! This formula is sometimes shortened into db\ ^1, *if jci, and
t.

^ ^

^<1 I. The dialectic variety is said to occur.—From

comes the vulgar »yA [«*»l, 1^.1],

[(r) oCl when! Dialectically also &C\. It is a conjunction D
when it signifies whenever.]

00 u* 1 where ? O-* whence ? ^*1 ^1 whither ? wherever

(Heb. ]*N in j’XD, fX, rOX).

» *

(*) J?, nay, nay rather, not so, on the contrary, but (Heb.

Si, SiX, Phoen. Si)* [When it is followed by a single word it is a

conjunction.]

(») yes '
U3e(l in giving an affirmative answer to a negative
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A question, or in affirming a negative proposition
;
as

yjfc am I not your Lord I They said, Yes, (Thou art) ; jj

Zhid did not stand up, yes, (he did).

(v) [and Ci*#] while, whilst (connected with the prep. 0*1

between, among).

(«) Jf [or e*S), in pause a*3, there (Heb. Dt?, HGt?, Syr.

B (x) j«+., sometimes yes.

(y) IdU only, solely, merely (lit. and enough).

(z) jJ, with the Perfect, now, already, really (jam). It expresses

that something uncertain has really taken place, that something

expected has been realised, that something has happened in agreement

with, or in opposition to, certain symptoms or circumstances ;
as

jjU - jyj * w»A, I was hoping that he would come, and he is

C really come

;

OU Jlii C>L. he was hale and well, and

now he is dead. It also serves to mark the position of a past act or

event as prior to the present time or to another past act or event,

and consequently expresses merely our Perf. or Pluperf. With the
i j i > • ^ 5

Imperfect it means sometimes, perhaps, as Jj**-** oi 0\
(habitual) liar sometimes speaks the truth, in which case it is said to be

used to express rarity or paucity ; [but also frequency, thus
«* *

according with lwj in its two acceptations*].

D > (aa) ii ever ; always with the Perfect or Jussive and a negative,

as ii U, or Lf jJ, I have never seen him

;

[or in an interroga-

tive sentence 1*3 *$j Ja did you ever see himf) t. Rarer forms are

U, li, li, U, li and in pause li.

*1 i * J • *

* [In poetry ji may be used for wife Jii videbam; see

Noldeke, Delectus, 32, 1. 2 ; 98, L 4. R. S.]

f [On the use of li in affirmative sentences, and its vulgar use

with the Future, see Fleischer, Kl. Schr. i. 434 seq.)
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[(M) thus (§ 340, rem. d) and likewise (§ 843, rem. d).] A

(cc) not at aU, by no means, gsjfi vJ>* the particle of

repelling or averting; as my Lord hath humbled or

despised me; by no means.

(dd) *9, used (a) as negative of the future and indefinite present,

and as representative of the other negatives after y (and), not

;

(/3) as

a prohibitive particle (ne), joined to the Jussive. It thus combines

(like the Aram. U) the significations of the Heb. {<S and g

(ee) i>0, often with y prefixed, but, yet. ^>0 is placed only

before nouns and pronominal suffixes in the accusative, but in the

1st pers.
v
yO, lib are used as well as

l_y
£b. tild. [When is

followed by a single word, it is a conjunction.]

(ff) jJ [in poetry also W], negative of the Perfect, but always

joined to the Jussive in the sense of the perfect, not.

(gg) U not yet, joined to the Jussive.
„ 0

(hh) ^jl, a contraction for *9 (i.e. O 1 OS& *9 it will not be

that—), not, joined to the Subjunctive.

[(**) and Uy why not t syn. of^ and& (Vol. ii. § 169).]

(kk) U, negative of the definite or absolute present and of the

perfect, not.

(U) when ? Heb. 'JTD. [It is also used as a conjunction,

§ 367, g.] D
• * + * + +

(mm) j&i yes (abbreviated formal, it is agreeable), affirming any

preceding statement or question
;
as J^j J*\S\ has Zhid stood up l^*5

yes, (he has) he has not stood up,^ni yes, (he has not). Other

forms are^ai, and more rarely ^*ai, >tai, and ImS.
+ + +

[(«m) !Jbi thus (| 344, rem. b).]

* i
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• 40
# •»

A (oo) Jj», interrogative, num 1 utrum J The form Jl also occurs.

<PP

)

& (*91) nonne ? Compounded of J-* and *9.

/i /J /

(qq) Ua, demonstrative, here; whence are derived UaU or Uy
i)Ua, and iUUa (see g] 342—344).*

(rr) U* (also Ua and llal, demonstrative, <A«r« (compare Heb.
*

nan) ;
whence are derived U^a, LaU or U^a, illla, and JU^a.

B 363. The same substantives of which the accusatives serve as

prepositions (§ 359), can in general be used as adverbs, in which case

they take the termination u, and are indeclinable. E.g. [yet,

mostly in negative phrases; jjvJ, 0-*> afterwards;

CsiJ !>•, beneath; J* ,>* above*; jy, Jy O-*, crftow; jy,
44/ » A # «* 4#/ I I * •* /

jy l>*, before; wtar*, Ae*> <>• whence

,

A**- whither

,

l « wherever

;

*_yy (also ^yy and ^yy) joined to the

J# / / J /i ^

Imperf Indie., but always preceded by a negative

,

as ^yy *9,

j#** / i*' <>•'

0 / uu/J jwwr toaiw you ; in *9 or j*A nothing else, only this

;

enough, only

;

also v~.»Li].

364. The accusative is the adverbial case xar in Arabic.
< ,1

A few of the most common examples of it are the following : lay I,

referring to future time, ever, with a negative, never

;

[Ul»I just now, a

little while ago; <UJI decidedly, usually with a negative <UJI <u*il y
5

I will not do it, decidedly] ;
la*, very, very much, extremely, placed

t * * *

D after an adjective; together

,

of two or more; outside

,

without; inside ,
within; gently] ;

"
91+y to the left,

to right; much

,

><J Ay niyAf, Ijly Ay <2ay

;

* [On the various forms of this phrase see Sn-Nahh&s on ’Imrulkais

A/o‘o«. p. 41. R. S.]
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Uye one day, once; now, at present ; jsyJX today (2Eth. p^D; ^
ySm), lai tomorrow; UU^« gratis (Aram, jjlfi) ;

Ui together; etc.

To the same class belong the following adverbs :

r #«

[(a) a*> except, but.]

(b) v>s^ when (lit., at the time of—).

.it
(c) Irij [often, but more usually] sometimes; perhaps; lit., 0 the

quantity of that which— (vj = Heb. y*i) ;
[comp. VoL ii. § 84, rem. c]. B

(d) w-ij, UAjj, whilst, during.

* # a

(«) prefixed to the Imperf. to indicate real futurity (see

§ 861, b)
;

lit, in the end.

(f) Ce-* *9, and, with the omission of the negative, W*, above

all, especially, particularly; lit, there is not the equal or like <f—.

Barer forms are *9 and *9.
*

(g) howl* C
_ er * * a

[(A) 'j most certainly

;

lit., there is no avoiding qf it, and

therefore also construed with like its synonym ^.]t

+ • *
•

(*) jm.j, used only in connection with pronominal sufiixes, as

he alone, *A*y afora. It is etymologically =
,
but in

sense = *73 in

[Here too may be mentioned the adverbial expressions c.e;

lit., tent to tent or Aouw to Aoum in c4# ^ he is my next- D

door neighbour; dl* every morning and evening; C*U£ OlH in

• [On the derivation of see a conjecture of Fleischer’s,

<ScAr. i. 381, footnote.]

t 1%. 1 (also^. Ii and Ii y), verily, truly, seems to be

# J

compounded of *9 nay and the verb jt^. a is decided (comp. Fleischer,

Kl Schr. i. 449 teq.) D. Q.]
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A sundry parties. The rule is that when two nouns ate made one, they

• •• •• r r 9 r

lose their t&nwln and become indeclinable, ending in ffetha, as i—*.

In like manner are to be explained Crst between good and

bad, straitness. D. G]
ft

,

Rim. a. In yesterday, Heb. the kfesra is not the
y «

mark of the genitive, but merely a light vowel, added to render the
Sw . *lv

pronunciation more easy. We may also say &nd ol.

Some of the Arabs used I Jl« instead of 1 Jy, since yesterday.
r

Rem. b. c**), utinam, would that— / and Jlft or J!*),
perhaps,

seem to be, not nouns in the accusative, but verbs. They are

oonstrued with the accusative, and take pronominal suffixes
;

as
r9+ 9+ * r 9+ ri//

would that I— / (rarely ^^J), <41*1, etc. ;
perhaps I—

(rarely J*), i&i, etc.—Dialectically, however, jo«J governs the

• • #
Sr Sr S & S rr

genitive. The word has sevejral rarer forms, vis. ^1,
SrrStr A rrirr S rr

£>h}, O^, O* wK)> “d C>*J.

C. The Conjunctions.

360. The conjunctions (which the Arab grammarians call, ac-

cording to their different significations, uuajJI [or sJLUlyOl]

• ,
• S j I j

connective particles, or JsjJJi conditional particles, etc.) are,

D like the prepositions and adverbs, either separable or inseparable.

366. The inseparable conjunctions are :

—

(a) y (OU J^.), which connects words and clauses as a simple

co-ordinative, and (A5th. 0 : wa, Heb. Aram. ), !|).

(5) \J (*JlL* \Jj^, or more exactly particle of

classification or gradation), which sometimes unites single words,

indicating that the objects enumerated immediately succeed or are
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closely behind one another; but more usually connects two ^nnnco, A
showing either that the latter is immediately subsequent to the former
in time, or that it is connected with it by some internal link $uch as
that of cause and effect. It may be rendered and so, and thereupon,

and consequently, for, although in this last sense ofi is more usually

employed. In conditional sentences, is used to separate the apodosis
from the protasis, like the German so; and it also invariably introduces

the apodosis after the disjunctive particle l«l*.

[Rkm. The conjunctions j and sJ may be preceded by the B
interrogative particle t ; thus %\ means nonne l 'jS* nonne igiturt

]

(c) J. This may be (a) the li qf command, which is

usually prefixed to the 3d pers. sing, of the Jussive, to give it an

imperative sense, as let thy heart be at ease. When

preceded by _j or the kfesr is usually dropped, as J
u

{

I****!*. therefore let them hearken unto me, and believe in me.

Or it may be (/?) _V}Dl the li which governs the verb in the 0
Subjunctive qf the Imperfect, signifying that, so that, in Order that, as

'it ' t' • *

stl\ Ml v*5 repent, that God may forgive thee. This latter J is

identical with the preposition J (§ 356, c), used J*l*£u to indicate the
r > *

purpose for which, or the reason why, a thing is done
; and hence the

Arab grammarians take it to stand in all cases for the fuller

or t*£

367. The most common separable conjunctions are :— D

(a) il when, since, of past time, and prefixed either to a nominal

or a verbal proposition. [Compound U i| whenever.]

* [Sometimes in old poetry, e.g. Hamasa 74, 1. 9, Tabari i. 852,
1. 10, and very often in later prose, the apodosis is also introduced by

«-i after 1*1 when. D. G.]
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A (b) lit when, usually denoting future time and implying a con*
dition, in which case it is always prefixed to a verbal proposition.

Both of these conjunctions, as well as til (§ 362, d), are connected with

the obsolete noun Jl, time, the genitive of which occurs, for example,

in »***•> at that time, on that day. Compare Heb. TK and 'ftf,

Bibl. Aram. |HK, JEth! £>» H.: now, o«|>» H.: when ? [Compound

Ulil whenever.]

if ft

B [(c) or, as syn. of jl in alternative questions.]

(d) Uf, followed by \J, as for, as regards; e.g. Ul

L5* O. iSa&Cil as for the ship, it belonged to poor men who

worked on the sea. The form also occurs. Used twice or oftener,

it corresponds to the Qreek ixiv—Si.

• *

W O I that, so that> in order that
(ut), that (quod). A dialectic

C vanety is ,>*. Compounds : as it were, as if; o') that, in

order that, because

;

see g. Further
: Sit that not (ut non, ne, quod

non), comp, of ijt and *§ (see § 14, b) ; in order that not (ideo

***)• ^ike *3 in Heb. and on in Gr., ^1 also serves to introduce

direct quotations (£1aJT J\ the explicative ’an), as Jjh Jl tjhyij
*Sk *f+ *

^ and it shall be proclaimed to them
,
That is Paradise / even an

D Imperative, as kU. o' Jl Ojl£l she made a sign to me meaninq
Take her.

if) Oj [and Ul, conditional particle] (leji J£^-) if, dialectically
• * . *

. *, ,
0*1 although (etsi), sometimes written ,jlj or o>. to distinguish

it from and if, and hence called
; compounded with ,J

(§ 361, c), J& verily if, if indeed; Aram. ]N, ; iEth. >»ao :
’ema

;

Heb. DN —*9], compounded of o» and V, (a) if not, in which case it

stands for a whole clause
; (fi) ;U£wl (exceptive particle), unless,
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saving, except, but*, with a preceding negative, only. Heb. A
Anm’

; (’alia) but.-lit, rarely [or U*7],

compounded of oj and C
; .... UK ....&, or .... l! &

either or .

* ' *
' i*

(ff) O' that (quod). It is followed by a noun or pronominal suffix
ln^the aecus., but in the 1st pers.

J?\,
Cl are used as well as jjl,

U>»- The suffix in this case often represents and anticipates a whole
subsequent clause (l^l 0r O&f^i, qfthe story B
or fact). See § 362, m.—Compounds

: oU» as it were, as if; j)
because. See e.

(h) f or (vel, sive). Heb. fot, Syr. of.

(*) !**, (c^j, *£**i), then, thereupon, next; a <Jj»-

r*^3 <§ 366 > 6>* connecting words and clauses, but implying succession

at an interval. [In genealogical statements^ is often used (like the
German und zwar) to indicate a transition from the general to the C
more special, e.g. jjljhjfJj %jl, ffudHfa of the tribe <f
Dubydnand of the subdivision Fazdra.) Connected with it is the
adverb Ji (§ 362, w).

(k) JuL till, until, until that, so that; identical with the pre-
position, § 358, b. [On its sense of even, see Vol. ii. § 52, rem. c.]

[(/) Uj^e. when (syn. of O).]

(») (Jt& JJ*», a particle assigning the motive or reason) j)

tn order that, with the Subjunctive.—Compounds
: J& in order that

in order that not.

,

and -M* are very often used in the sense of but =
0&. D. G.]

* J
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A (n) (also o' UJ) after, when (postquam), [ae, since (quoniam),]
• ^

with the Perfect. [l*J is also syn. with
*9J

unless, especially after the

verbs that signify to beseech. D. G.]

(o) >1, hypothetical particle, f (Heb. ^).—Compounds: Vy.
v#/ |«> /

if not, [yj even though].

r / i# £ *

(P

)

** U, ma denoting duration), as long as, with the

Perfect.

B [{?) yjZ* and U (§ 362, U) when, whenever.]

D. TER InTBRJEOTIONR

368. The interjections are called by the Arabs Ol^l, sounds or

tones. Some of those most commonly in use are : I or 1 (.ijuJI oUl),

6 $ rt re /

W' (W*)i 0! ho! I; 0! before nouns in the nomin. or accus.

C without the article; l*»l, or l*>1 £, 0! before nouns in the nomin.

with the article
;
U lo! see! there ! (see § 344) ;

»t, »\, #{, or *T, «T, «T,

/
" * " *

.
* r j ii< • 5* Jit 6 rii •rSiee * % * ~
ut

; »y (#y), #y <#j
i, «y, »y), *iy (*iy), *uy («uy)

; y, y, y ;

*la (»U)
;

Ulj, Oh! ah! alas! yj} woe! (Aram. ^ ^.6,

iEth. (D£ : vce)
;

l^j, come on ! *i)l, k, 0 ! up ! come

!

[Heb.

nt&p, Aram. iTpil]; come! followed by , JU, as *SUdf ^1

D come to prayer! in composition, or '^•1 or

(^w#*- or with ,yi or and also with y (in the

sense of Aasfc, or >>ll Awp to, or call)
;

y*A (C-e*)

come tare / ^£a corns fore, bring here! (Heb. oSil) as

come here to us
,

^JU onngr here your witnesses ; far

from it /]
;

,yk, V>*, and l»A l*a make haste ; *\y Ulj, IaIj, 0!
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excellent! bravo!
£*, £i, £i, £t, p £), etc., well done! bravo! A

capita!!
£», £] ; J\, Jl, J, jf, jf, Jf, uf, ill, ugh! faugh ! fie!

f1 huih 1 w&B<!e '
CiJ be silent

! give up ! ii, ai, stop / ^ /

Ut atone!
*f\' 90 on! proceed! say on!-Here too may be

mentioned: (a) calls to domestic animals; e.g. in driving horses,

; mules,
; camels, or ^a, yjl, ,W

;
in making camels B

kneel, or £*a, £i; in calling camels to water, c^.; in driving

sheep or goats, Ji; in calling a dog, i„ driving a dog away,

£-a, Lj ; (/?) words imitative of cries and sounds
; e.g. ,U (the

bleat of an antelope), JU (the croak of a raven), y*S, (the sound

made by the lips of a camel in drinking), (laughter),
^| C

°r £* & (vomiting), Jli
(a blow), (the stroke of a sword), JL

(the sound of a falling stone), jle (the splash of a frog), etc.

Rem. a. £ is often written defectively
; as 4)7 0 Apostle

of God! 0 my brother! JfL 0 son of my uncle!—

y has a feminine l^l, but the masc. form is ofteu used even with
feminine nouns.

Rem. b. The noun that follows ij [and oh /] not unfrequently D
takes, instead of the usual terminations, the ending L, in pause 111
[called ajidl JjJ] ;

as ij, or «|JJjj |j, OA ,j

ofos for the Commander of the Believers! It the noun
ends in ftlif maksura (^'), the ^ is changed into I, and a simple .

added, as ij, OA Afom/ though^ ,j or

also be used. Instead of \1 we sometimes find^ as ij, or
Oh my gritf/
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Rim. c. From (to which suffixes may be appended, as

woe to thee!) are formed the inteijectional nouns and

whence we can say, for example, jpji uljy, jJj

'**•"*> ***.}. ** Jo. AJ aJ iLUj, etc. The

,
*1 • a •til *•- riila

expression or a**') .Lj is contracted into usually

written thus in one word.—Rarer interjectional nouns are v*4.)>
• f i / |Im a I

cri*

y

and . A poet allows himself to say I

(//uwilm *»v).

Rem. «f. [Many interjections have, by origin or use, a certain

verbal force and are called therefore *U*>I, that is, they are
0

either originally Imperatives, as OU give here (§ 45, rem. d), or

equivalent to Imperatives (comp. Vol. ii. § 35, 6, 8, rem. b), and, in

some cases, admitting its construction and inflection. Accordingly]

some of the Arabs decline vJjk like an Imperative
;

e.g. sing. fem.

dual OU, plur. masc. fem. (compare the

Gothic Air*, du. hirjatt, pi. hirjith).— takes the suffix of the
^ 0

***** * • * i*
2nd pers., or and is said to form a dual and plur., I**,

i-
l^e*.—U may be joined with the pronominal suffixes of the second

person, in which case it is equivalent to the Imperative of jX.1
;
as

ty^U take her l Or a hfemza may be substituted for the j), and

the word declined as follows : Bing. m. tla, f. ,U ; dual L*yla,

pi. m. >yU, f. yji^U ; as >^la, take, read mg book.

Other varieties are

:

0. f- etc.
;
,U (like jt\\j),

f. etc.; and ii<U, f. ,*hU, etc.

PAEAEIGMS

OF THE

VERBS.

w. 38
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FIRST OR SIMPLE FORM

TABLE I. ACTIVE.

Perfect.
Imperfect.

Indio. Subj. Jusrive. Energ. 1. Energ. II.

Sing. 3. in. Jil Jbi JiL cA£
• r*i'
O*^

f. ciil Jib J^Li
tit/
jJb cAib

• /it/

2. in. SB Jib Jib
• tt/

Jib
•S /it/ * I

i>U£i

f. cJUi
-

,

Uua3
* .*•'

l. c. oiii Jb I jai
till

Jill
S .id
cA^t

• /it*^1
Dual 3. in. B 0*ilib

/iL
*5^!

?>•/ « /it/0^ . . .

f. litil
/it/

0*5tiu • •

2. c. C&3
*

SLiii
* /it/

Pli r. 3. in. I^Ul i ii»/

O&i
f. cJui cA% cA£ ou£&

2. m.^itil i»bb i*tib Ijiib cBj o&S
t IB iAib cBi o\Bs

1. c. util j£ii Jib
»i#/
Jib && o&

iV. Ap. A". Verbi. Imperative.

Simple. En. i. En. ii.

Sing. m. Jjll Ja Sing. 2.

•in
in. Jiil

* i 1*1 • .in
cAai

f. iJbil f.

5 j •>

oJUii
+

obit
1

Dual. 2. c. B\
«t ; t*i

0*31 . . .

Plur. 2. m. iAaf iiat JA^i

i

!

1

1
f. oiiit ^utiii

299
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TABLE III. DERIVED FORMS

II. hi. IV. V. VI.

Active Perf. Jll Jju JiW Jitfi

Imperf. JOi* Jsiii X
Imperat. Jii

• ^

J3U Jfc Jiui

N. Ag. JSu JjtU JiL Jail
* *

N. Verbi. jui
*

Juii Jks JjUJ

iilii
*

itfUu

Passive Perf. Jil x / *1

J31
f-ii

J=»
\

J3>ii
*

Imperf.
i/ /i ' >5 / •*>

Jiui»

Nom. Pat JlL* Jj'iii J*U
0 &** »

Jiutu

TABLE IV. THE QUADRI-

i.

Active.

ii. III. IV.

Perf. A** X* << /

A^< X*
Imperf. A*,*,

i-'
JL *SrJ Xa i /!/AA

Imperat. X* Xa JX*!

N. Ag. Jja»L» A**^*

N. Verbi. X* X* juJJi

301

OP THE STRONG VERB. A
VII. VIII. IX. z. XI.

Jiist
* J3i Jslsli

*
jult

*

i

J&
0 0*0*

*

• * •

Jiiil
* -«

JJSil
^ *

0*0
JJ&

1

J=i£it
* *

Jjuil B

Jj&u
* J=t

4,.x
JJkJU Jaili jui:

Ju*.
« / 1

Jlsll J*3I
* <

jWi

* X*i f *J#4
JmaZm«I c

J *0* 0

J

JJaU ^MU

LITERAL VERB.

Passive.

L ir. III. IV. D
Perf. XI 000

XOi
*

S. JO
A*Ji

Imperf. jMi
i{ 0* 0*00 if 'O

A***

N. Pat *u *
j t

J 0* 0*00
y • 1 Xu
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A TABLE V. a. FIRST FORM OF THE

Active.

Perfect. Imperfect.

Indie. Sub/. Jussive. Energ. I. Energ. u.

•
0 *

Sing. 3. m. jm
ii/
.**

A»*
•**

A A # o' 2 riAo • 0 A o'

r i
5 '

f. OaM
4 A o' 2 A oo

JL*3
A #00 0 Ate

CM^3
A 0A"
CJ^3

B 2. m. Co***
ii.
•**3

0 A O'

J*0
• A A o' a a A"

0**-*3
A 0 A-

O**3

f. Ojju*
o Hi A o'

O****3*

« A o'

i£«**3

4 Ao- 0 *A A"

OJ^3
A m t e

0**J
* • < /

1. C. COJLo
3 *
J*\

A if

Ju*l
• A At 0 0 At

o»**i
» ao<

Dual. 3. m. Ija*
A |o

O'****
•ii' 5 A O' -» 0 A'

*
. . .

* Z *

f. UJL4
5 A/

oh**3
*

A A"

'.*0
5 A-.

U#4
•* 0 A"

tiW ...

+ J9 * +

2. c. UJjja*
A A o'ow • f A/

*U*J
A A o' •* 0 A'ow •

J,
0 Plur. 3. in. tjja*

. 1..

OJ«**i
4 A «o

•>***
J 0,

l>*-H
0 4 A o' A 4 A/

o>**<

f. ot*
/ ( J»'
0>«*** ot*o

' • A#o

0**"*i i

•A o'# A A o»

• • •

• a A - o'

2. I

, Jo,
oa***3

Jo,
l>**3

J o.

IjJ^3
a Jo,
O**^3

A 4 A o>

o»**3
A A# " o'

f. JpAJL*
/ # # •'

O***3
' • i »o

O*-**3
/ • A »o

O*.**3 ,

M o' A A •/

. » .

1. c. Uajl*
J J ,

.**j
0 A o' A A •<

>%X*j
0 0 A O'

|>A-»o
A 0 A o'

u**^3

D #. A0. AT. Fir&i. /mperative.

Simple. En. i. fti. it.

3 .

Sing. m. >U ! i; Sing. 2.

• A »i

rn. 3J»*t
0 > i #A • " A AA

*0 -

f. SjU f.

0 A #A A AAA

OA^t
*

Dual. 2. C. [I>JL#1]

W O' A AA *

Plur. 2. in. [IjjjloI]
0 A A #A

UAJaol
A A A AA

UiJaal

1
f.

' • A «A

OAJaol
* "• A *A
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VERBUM MEDIJE RAD. GEMINAT2E.

Passive.

PerMt-
j

Imperfect.

+ A A

2. in. C*jju

Indie. Subj. Jussive. £». i. En. n.

4 o' A A /A • , *0 a s ,o • a,o
•**< AJ^» 0***rf OJ*i
4 o' A 0 o' A

JAi
* , • oW 0 0 o' A

OJ*3
. a ,o

O***3 B
J -0 A eej

J*3
0 o 0 0W 0 0 o* A

O***3
A 0 o» A

O'**3
o' «t 0*A

vX**^3
A/A

C5***3
A o'

A

iJJ+3
0 «* "A

O***3
A A oi

O***3

if
AA
J^l

" *J

JJUl
0 0 O'

4

o***i :
;

lO'**'

O f<A^!
0 o-A 0 o' J

(o**d
J 0 "A

O>o**o

0 "AOM 0 O' A

IaX^J
0 o' Aw 0O 0 o-AuW

0 O' A

Oh**3
*

0 o' A

t«x^i
0 o' A - 0 o' A

o'***3*
.

. c

Plar. 3. m. ^ ^ ^
f

' *
.

' ' * ' •* ' • ' '•> - ,0 , »o
*' 0>«**4 0»***rf O'3*-** . . .

it/ it?

ow iw ...

i. c. at; £j to '

iti it*
Woot. iW. Sing. m. j>t*, f. ijjjLU.

Other forms of the Perf., Imperf., Jussive, and Imperat. Act.

Perf Imperf. Jussive. Imperat.

Sing. a i. z i, I a , 3 ,

3. m.
• or j-h

I

A*orA.
4 ^ * • ' it * rn » • I 2 —^ <>r^ >*, or ji

a (
(2. in.

) ,

T: J" tr *' f" !" '" a.

A # J/

H or
fiA 4

or ju

I ^ * m * A A 0 *A At jAt<At- m At jA*>A< nT A

^JUU) I

^ *^*!! ’ J**’ or 4** J**l> J*> or S*
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A TABLE V.b. DERIVED FORMS OF THE VERBUM
MEDIJE RAD. GEMINAT2E.

III. IV. VI. VII. VIII. X.

Active Perf. 44U
A rf

jmI »u?
A00
JJu\

a. «

JbMl
+ 000
Jt.Ml

0

or >U or 4U?

Imperf. uc.
0

4 4

Om4 jiii
4...

^M!
4 000

V'or or

Imperat.
* ..

»u
* <1

MmI
• / / 0

JUui
* *

« . *

40mI
* M

0 000

MM-mI
M *

a *

or jmI
s< *

or j£*t
0

M
or jmmI

*

N. Ag.
* , ' *

i)U*
0

J j

4.* 44Wm
J.li
4»‘««

3 jji 4

V'or >Um
?.

'

or 4mm
N. Verbi.

• 4

>ljM
« 4 a

>IjmJ

i 0 * 00

»u? JjuJl
* ^

4<JmI|
• / a a

M *

• // 0 * §A 0 *

*-wW* or ?>Um
a ,,

or 4W?

Passive Perf. *yy
a 4

JmI
0

0 44

44**?
M4ti

J43I
A* 0 *

jumI
A *0*

»* »»-<l
0

Imperf. iiUd
it 0 * * 0 00 J

»U^i J^rf
4/.j it 00 0 *

j

4
or 4W or

N. Pat. »Um
l.i
JMM JiU

a.* i i/.i j

V '

or >V«
a

or 4mm

D The remaining forms present no irregularity ; e.g.

Per/. Imperf. Imperat. N. Ag. et Pat. N. Verbi.

J wt,J *«« t J • »*
II. Act. 4JM 4JMrf Mm MMM J*JM?

0 0 0

0 + * * A00 ffi//
PjtBfl * * t . > a a . ^

0

0 A 00 0 A 00 %+ 00 *

V. Act. >*+J
0

0 mt **

Pass, mm?
#

i A 00S % A 00 *

• a—
mm?
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TABLE VI. VERBUM PRIMiE R.VD. HAMZAT.®.

11. ni. nr. v.

Active Perf. j-d ^3l jjf jfu j5o or J5£j

Imperf. j-l' ^ # & & or

Imperat. 'j~A )3jl Jft' or Jj# B

N. Ag. ^ ^ or

N. Verbi. P jjij Jdj Jli, jfo >5 or jjipN. Verbi.

f i

Passive Perf. j~t\

Imperf. JjJ*

P) jty jfrp* j3y3 or j3)yi C

j3yi J&k j&i or

*i t * J '<* ' •if'-r •sr'-r *r " »

jj>. >?!>. >?> ^itu or >Jl>U

Perf. Imperf. Imperat. N. Ag. et Pat. N. Verbi.

VIII. Act. j£j 1 jzk
0 0

j£i \

0 0
j£y* J&d D

0 0

Pass.
0 00$ *

J3**
£

X. Act. ^jLuel VIT Jjtwt
0 0

• l/i *

^}Utn4

_ f lit

l

Pass.
4 A* 0 *

The seventh form is wanting in verbs of this class, according to

§ 113.

w. 39
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TABLE VII. VERBUM MEDLE RAD. HEMZAm

t. n. III. IV.

Active Perf. jt
+ *

v**t >•91

Imperf. A M 4 1#*

U**!i
J (*/4

*
A'*

J—

i

if*.
>—

i

Imperat. ju • f *

jL»l y?
* *8

>»»
</

J-1
*«.

1

N. Ag. Jsu
• »»
j2L*

f ^ JX
*

yy
*

N. Verbi.
.»

,

jr*
•?- A5 ii.Su >•9}

Passive Perf. Jit
/ J , *1

>31

Imperf. JCJ
£

4

>»**/ A'A
N. Pat. JA •»/ J

y$-*
« r/ J

ju’hu

V. VI. VII. VIII. X.

•3

Active Perf.
/ ^ /I / •

AU,JI >1at
/!</•
>>i-i

Imperf.
J / 0/

* A' M-*:

(»/ /

Imperat.
/

•

>»i
• • / •

J&Lt

N. Ag.
Vf-'J

vvJ’fcU
*

4 / *4
^>^

4 4

*

N. Verbi. >>&
• < 4

>U3I
«» /

a

Passive Perf. >^sb
+

zp ^ 4 #4 / 4»i

>*31
.* • J *4

AS

Imperf. >*9>^
4

J*'**
it . f> if/OJ

j»uL
j*»' .

j

>*5U-j

N. Pat. JSui >*Su» JsU
«{»«•« J

807

TABLE VIII. VERBUM TERTIiB RAD. HAMZATAS. A

1 XL m.

Active Perf. 3. s.

1/^
m.

|fi L*
ii/ $A>

W
,

bW

f.

» f// 4 4a ^

oiW.
» Ij/
c»y>

. U/
Oljl#

2. 8. m.
,1,,
Ol^

' %"ou .».!u^.
* 1 1+

Ojj*
Jfl/
**»!* oijW

Imperf.
1-.- i .*

wt*1* lu;
4j .< 1 «4*J 4

tX>w

Imperat.
t.» 4 .

1^*1
t, .

Uk^.1
*

tin
>^1

1 ..

<£H
< .

UfjW B

N. Ag.

•

iXjV
* , 1-,.

\£f**

* ,~
lSjU»

N. Verbi. S* *0* tu. itUi Ufi
4 / / 4

JijL.

• 44

h*>>
*

Passive Perf.
i j

iJs*
+

t J

14* A 8 *4

<JW
1 J

U?JX
/»

Imperf.
j/#4W & (m 2 3/4

!**
f',

"

•jW c

N. Pat.
J4/

*X>**

44 /

?>v* >>I«|U
f,
•#/ J r ,,

1/4*

IV. V. VI. VII. VIII. z.

Active Perf. !*>

(A//

IjLJ
8-» -• •

U^jI
f/4/ 4

Imperf.
i . j

tXfrf

Ii///

14V*4 fe'
I / 4/

L5T^
4 ...

L3T*1*

i 4/4/

Imperat.
1 *8

cX^ 1

Ia//

w»
4, „
IjVJ

1 /4

cjHI
1 4/4

D

N. Ag.
i »,

lXw-»

*
4 iri// 4

CXjUU cgjWi*
/ / 44 •

• /4 4 4 4/ 4 4

ij£jA—

N. Verbi.
»*/ 4

**!^1

44~
A>U

•
*4 / / 7" •

}L-JI
/ 4

tUJkl
/• /•

s>/4 4

+ *

Passive Perf.
* .4 8 i<44

lX>U
t j. 8 4 44 8 444

i^r*1

t 4444

Imperf.
I/4J

Lr*

Ia«-/ >

4

4-

fjLij
|//44
U»mO

i/4 / * 4

N. Pat.
4-4 J

’>u
•A/ - J

<4*U
t* ,, j

IjLi.
J//4 J

Uy#
j/4/4 4
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TABLE IX. VERBA PRIALE

I.

RAD. j ET

Active Perf.
- - r

w*
-

£-*4
A-

*4

“ 1

^ /

J—

i

Imperf.
J /

h

*

i /<*

e* Jiii
4,, * i.

Imperat.
•

J*
• -

fr* —

• *

—

0

J—j!

N. Verbi.
• • - i.

>4
«*.
4—t!

• /

tj*
+ M- la

Passive Perf.
r J

/
/ J

C?3
01

>5
. j

4*“<
—

Imperf.
Or 0

**ot
4-4
p*

4,,

>*!

Or J

o-oi

N. Pat.
• 4 0-

*o*o* i* '£0*0*
• it ^

>4>>*
0 J 0 +

JO~e*

C IV. VIII. X.

Active Perf.
- - Of -- Of

J—il

+ + s
jjQ\

r

r r S

JftnJ t

r

r r 0 + 0

1

Imperf.
1 J

S-*>!
J J

j^yi
J Sr

jjCj
0 Sr 4 » -

J£>y~+l

Imperat.
• *1 * a

t-fS JJUt
o S

Jrr+J 1

0 0+0
teA£ywl

N. Ag.
• J • J • A j

JuCU
• A i 4 i

N. Verbi. vViJ
« -

,L*I
« .««

aU3l
rr

• - «t « / 0

Passive Perf.
- 1

v-^41

- l , i.

JJU\
- ii
y-JI

- iOi
1

Imperf.
i i i J x i

i-'ii

J r SO

JJc»
i / fii

JrmrJ
O r Or 0 0

N. Pat.
1 . J *. >

0*0*
l^i 0 r S 0 9-4-0 j

- + 0+0

/ it I

J +0+OI

TABLE X. VERBUM MEDIAE RAD. 5

Activb Voice of the Fiest Form.

A

Perfect.

Indie.

Sing. 3. m. Jli

f. cLlU JJj
* Or

2. m. cJU Jyju

C

i «i i if

1. c. cJU jyi

Dual. 3. m. oVo**

f. l£M O^O**
—

/ifi / i/
2 . c. l*i£j o’io**

Plur. 3. in. ty(i 00*0*4

N. Ag. N. Verbi.

Sing. m. Jili Jp

f. Hits

Imperfect.

Subj. Jussive. £n. i. En. ii.

+ Or

Jo*t
A - 4-

cPy*
* - 4-

Ji5
A - 4-

iliJo*3
• / 4-

J>15 J*
Sr Or

0*0*3 oJji5 B
S Or

6*0** 0*0*3
- if

jyt
Oil

JJI
Sr if

Oipi
- j - - Or

^0*i
* - 4-

—
. . .

r Or

Vy**
0/4/
oS|>i3
—

• . •

- 4- - 4- so r Or

oto**
r

• . •

4 i/

•jW
So or

O*o*i
0 0 Or

O*o*i C

616 0&k , , t

•y**
4 4 -

•yyo
So Or

0*0**
0 4 4-

0*0*3

oJU5 oula . . .

Jii
A- 4-

i>'4*
Or Or

0*0**

Imperative.

Simple. En. i. En. ii.

J* 0*0*
0-4
o*o

*

jA & 0 0

0*0*

It + r o

to* oV
—

. i £ Ai 4

vr oy 6*o*

6IS oOi ...

i

Plur. 2. m.

f.
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Perfect.

TABLE XI. VERBUM MEDLffl RAD. fj.

Active Voice op the First Form.

Imperfect.

Indie. Subj. Jtutive. En. i. En. ii.

Sing. 3. m. fit
• * * -

. ... t

jv'-'x. jvyt
0 * a «• ,

Oryi
0 * *

Ojvyt

f. Ojto
* + * *

r? j?
0 *? a < -

Or?
0 * *

Oje-O
*

B
- •

2. m. £>j*t
* + * +

t? r? ? A * *

Or?
0 * *

Or?
f.

+ * *

Oiter? iSjpr?
*

iSr?
A *•

Or?
0 *

Or?
1 0 1 t * f 0 $ a « « *

,

i
1. C. ter 1

*
1 J? J~t\ Or? Or?

Dual. 3. m. 1\fl>

* «•

* *

* *

1rtyi

* *

]r~d
*

et * *

OW~i
* *

. . .

f. ujC
+ *

Oiw-*3
•» «•

* *

^r? \jtrJ
*

u» * *

0\r? . . .

2. c. o!/<h W-J
*

tJe-3
*

^ / /

0]r~3
* *

. . .

G Plur. 3. m. IjJC
* 1 *

Olryt
1 *

*

1 *

[ttryi

A j *

Ojtyi
0 1 *

Oryi

f r
•

t. kJj**

* 0 *

Orn
* 0 *

Oryt
* 0 *

Oryi ofyryi • . .

2* m.
* 1 *

Olr? Jr?
» *

hr?
A * *

Or?
0 1 *

Or?
_ a 10
f.

* 0 *

O? * 0 *

Or?
* 0 *

Or?
rt /* /

...

1. C.

J * * *

rt—

>

*

0 *

J*meJ

A * *

Ore-**

0 * *

Or?
D N.Ag. N.Verbi. Imperative.

Simple. En. i. En. ii.

Sing. m. jSLt
00*

jer Sing. 2. m.
•

K
A r

Ory
• <

Ojtf

{. SjsC f. \Sry
A

Ore*
* +

0

Ojt?

Dual. 2. c. !ry
«rf *

O^jty . . .

Plur. 2. m.
j

'j\ry
a j

Ory
• 1

Oj*->
*

f.

* 0

Ory
* *

0

0?ry . . .

TABLE XII. VERBA MEDIAS RAD. ^ ET

Passive Voice of the First Form.

Perfect. Imperfect.

Indie. Subj. Juttive. Energ. 1. Energ. n.

Sing. 3. m. J? J\3u o>&
0**1
on*£

f.
*

JU3
* * 1

JU3 J*3 OJU3
0 + *i
onv B

2. m. cil JU3
* *1

JU3 Jv
A * * i

OJU3
0**1
<>JU3

f. cJti
* *

*

* JP J?
A *i

OJU3
*

0 /i

OJU3

1. c.
*

Jui JUI J* OJUI C»JUI

Dual. 3. m. M OV$l
* Mi oW • • •

f. um
* *

* * 1

^U3
* * 1

*)|U3
rt * * 1

O^U3 ... 0

2. c. Cib
*

3
* *1

yui
rt * * 1

CtfUU • • •

Plur. 3. m. W
*

* 1*1
iyuj

0 1^*1

OMi

f. ob
* oX o&**

• • •

2. m. OyUJ tyui ijiiv obii
0 1*1
OiW

f.

A 10 *0*1
olij £,i£i ... D

1. c.

*0

ULi
i *i

JUi Jiii
•.it
JSj OJlIi

0**1
v>JUi

Norn. Pat. Sing. m. JjjU, f. SjJU

• 0 *

£***> *****
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TABLE XIII. VERBA MEDIAE RAD. 3 ET

Thk Derived Forms.

IV. VII. vni. X.

Active Perf. 3. s. m. Jill Jl£j|
0

/ /•

JUI1
0

0 00*
>Uwl

*

2. s. m. cJtll
0

ci£li

*

0

C< »i"rfl
*

Imperf. St&
*

9 /•/ 9 -C * *

Imperat. J? Jiil J£it
• /•

N.Ag. JX
0

Jliu jui:
• J

N. Verbi. SilSj JCiJl
«* ^ /

Passive Perf. J4
'

0 *

Imperf. j* ju&; J»&~4

N. Pat. Jiil JiiJu Ji& j|UIm4

n. in. v. VL

Active Perf. jjl JjU Jjfc Jjtfj j,'LJ

Imperf. J# J^uj Jjl* jlub'

D N. Verbi. Jejii Sjd.' £C.' jJjS _£j JJui jjui

Pwrive Perf. J? £ Jffj jpj ^
IX. Perf. iy* 1 Imperf. N. Verbi.

XI. >1y~i y\juiyl\

818

TABLE XIV. VERBUM TERTLE RAD.
MEDIJE RAD. F&THAT.E.

Activk Voicb op the First Form.

Sing. 8. m. tJJ

f. Oju

2. m. OjjJ

f. Ojjw

i •

1. C. OjjJ

Dual. 8. tn. b*>

f. UjJ

2. c.

Plur. 3. m. IjJj

f. Cy**j

Ol
2. m.

f. tS5**-*

/• //
1. C. Ujju

* J#

ob^
*

/ il .

0

/ i» /

Ob**-5-3

iV. A(/. lAT.Ferfr

Sing. m. jU

f. i^u

Imperfect.

Svbj. Jnative. En. i. En. n.
/ J#/ , 1. S -» 11/

o>*f<
* 0 9 *0

O
^ i»y

JJU3
it .

JUJ
St 0 9* 0

OjjU
*09**

/ il# j* .

JX3
j . J*.
0>wJ

*09**
B

^JU3
• .

iJ9JJ
£ # * • * 0

Cfjtiml

/ III
>Ail

1 0
Jul

a i itt

OjJjl
t , 10
OJ90I

0 9 *0

b^
*- i»o

b**5*

« / !•/

ob^ • • •

*9*0
t>*u

/

IjJUJ Ob**^ • • •

* •*» -

bjuj ijJIi
< »

*

ob***-1
. .

. C
j •/

b***
a m
O^i

* 9*0

/ 4#« - » . it,

otb^j • • *

IjJuJ
!•/

bjuj
a it. * 99 *

oj^
* 9*0
UjJ-^

-> 9*0
09^

» » <•.
(JUjjlJ • • •

9*0
0>a

d - it,

C>y9ii
• / H/
OjOAJ

Imperative. D
Simple En. i. En. 11.

Sing. 2. m.
it,

<*i\

a, it,
0>*il

* 0 9 99

03*^

f.

u a t,

0

* 99

OJj\
*

Dual. 2. c.

0 99 9

IjJUl
- / Hi
ob*^ 1

0
. . .

Plur. 2. m.
9*9

\y>i\
a 9*9
OJtil JJJI

f.

- 9*9 i»i

• • •

40
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A TABLE XV. VERBUM TERTIJE RAD. yj,

MEDL8 RAD. F&THAm
Active Voice or the Fibot Form.

Perfect. Imperfect.

Indie. Subj. Juuive. An. i. En. ii.

Sing. 3.

+ +

m. yj*J

0+ + 0* 0 + A * 0*

Ot*H
0*0*
O«**

£
0 + + #/

ur?3
+ 0 + •-V A + 0 +

O***3
0+0*
O***3

B 2. m.
+ 0 + + 0+ + 0

+

0t+ A * 0

+

O***3
0* 0*

O#**3

f.
+

+ 0*

O**P
0 +

yjV3
0 +

yjfV3
A 0

+

O**3
0 0*

o*P
1 0* + •* , »t »* a * »* 0*0

1

1. c.
L5fJ* O*** 1 Ot+f

Dual. 3.

+ + +

m. oC**
/ 0+

W** W** &V*
f. l£ij

/ •/oW / 0 +

1 C*>' oCv3
* *

2. c. W**j
/ •<

o'***3
^ #/

i**A C*P oCv3
* ^

0 Plur. 3. m. 1yj
/

Or** i

J *'

>>** i
'y*ji

A 1 0*

O**
0 10*

O**
f.

+ 0 + •*

o**j O#**
*» 0 *

Ot*n Oe*H 0^t*rt

2. m.
010 + + / i*/

or*.P
J 0 +

'>*>»

10*

IhP
A 10 *

o**3
0 10*

Ob*

f.

A10 ++
|

!

Oofr3 O***3
*• ^

O#**3
mt * 0*

o'*#**3

1. c. CJ cfV5
/ • <*

-5*
fi * 0*

o**P
0*0*
O***3

N. Ag. IV. F«r6/. Imperative.

Simple. En. I. En. ii.

D Sing. m. -jS

• 0*

\s**
Sing. 2. m.

a * 0

0***J

0*0
o**>)

f. f. u?j!
A 0

0*j\
• *

0*)J

Dual. 2. c.

+ 0

C*>]
ml * 0

OWfjJ

Plur. 2. in.
+

£ 1#

0*jj
• J*

o*j)

f.

+ 9

o**>]
* / •

^ * *

TABLE XVI. VERBA TERTIJ5 RAD. , ET A
MEDLE RAD. KARATE.

Active Voice op the First Form.

Perfect.
1

Imperfect.

Indie. Subj Juuive. En. L En. ii.

Sing. 3. m.
* 0 * *0*

<jrbi yj*ji O**^
0**0 +

O*bi
f.

0 * * '•* *0*

Ksb3 ub3 »^fp O***3
0 + +0 +

o*b?
2. m.

* +

'Z+trfj

•*' A * *0 *

i+b3 Curb3 Ot-b3 B

f.
'T*t>

^ # /«<•

O****3
0 *0* A +0*

vb3 O+b3
0 +0 +

otb3
1. c.

'•f -»* + 0f A + *0f

j » o*^* 1

0 + +0%
0#-*j*

Dual. 3. m. O^rAji

'

O'***!! • . .

f. *£*> oC4pi C^P W«*P oW*^*3 • . •

2. c. oW O'***3 • • .

Plur. 3. m. \^j
+ 0*0*
Orbi

!| <lc
!>*^ 0>-^H

• 1 +0 +

oibt 0

i
+ +

0*fj
* 0 *0*

O+bi
** • +0 +

Oebi
*0*0+ me +0 +0 +

Ovbi cM+bi • • .

2. m.
•j -

0>-*H
0 *0*
\ylj3

» /*. a > ,»,

Oy-b3
• i +0 +

Orb3

f.

S i /

Obfj
^ « «• »*

Otb3
* 0+0*

o+b3
+ 0 * 0 + me +0 + 0 +

• • •

1. c.

^ *

'*t**J

* 0*

lrb>
* 0 *

ysb3
+0+ A * +0+

u+ji Cy+bi
• « +0+

Otb3

N.Ag. N. Verbi. Imperative. D
Simple. En. i. En. ii.

Sing. m.
*

4* Sing. 2. m.
*0 A + +0

v°j\ O#*)}
0**0

o+bl

f.

%* * f ^ »

Olr-*j
*

f.

0+0 A +0

0#b[
0 +0

o*bi

Dual. 2. c. '*-*)] o^+b\ . . .

Plur. 2. m.
* A i +0

ijbl o>-»j)
0 1+0
Orb

\

I

f.

+ 0+0 + +0 +0

0#b[ 0'**^*|, . . .
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TABLE XVII. VERBA TERTIA5 RAD. j ET

Passive Voice of the First Form.

Perfect. Imperfect

Indie. Subj. Juenve. 4ki En. n.

Sing. 8. m. (jfjJ

#44 #44 <8 # #44 • # #44

B t
• / 4

W^jJ
y

y#4

\J<X2
#44

\JJ>£
#44 4 //!< 4 # #44

a. m.
y 4

y

#44
^5«a*3

#44 #44 a..ti
Oi^

4 ##44

f. C^jJ
y y

# 4 #44

o**3

• #44 4 #44 a #44

y

4 #44

1. c.

4 4

y

,•1
jut

# # #ii

C Dual 8. m. ijju
y

##44 ##44

W-»~!

- ##.#
. . .

f.

4

y

/ #44

oWj*#
y

# #44
1*JJ?

# #44
UjUJ

# # #44
Cjljjbtf . . .

2. c.

y4 4

U^»J^
y

# #44

y

y #44
LjU3

# #44
l*ju3

« # #44
Owju3 . . .

Plur. 8.

4 4

m. tjju
# 4 / 44

0>^
4#44 4 #44 24^44 4 J> #44

Oj**!

f.

A* J

\LH*j
y

# 4 #44 # 4#44

C*J*5
# 4 #44 « #4 #44

y
. . .

D 2. m.
44 J

y

- 4 #4#

0**2
4 #44
l>UJ

4 #44
ljJU3

S 4 #44 • J #44

f.

£ 4 J

y

# 4#44 / 4#44 # 4 #44 a* #4 #44

y
. . .

1. c. U^jJ
#44 # 44 #44

Jui
a # # 4 4 4 # #44

Nom. Pat Sing. m.

a • # W •'
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TABLE XVIII. VERBA TERTLE RAD. j ET . A

The Derived Forms.

II. in. IV. V. VI.

Active Perf.
6 y

cr* i#J*
s..

u-443 U-4U3

Imperf.
«t#4

LTf 1̂

* 4 a ###

LJ-
44*

y yyy

Imperat
* -

Jj
y

<>U
K

y-JI
y

a ##

*y4U3 B

N. Ag. in.

J #4
joi*

4 4

• 4

gtiMU
4

H##4
i^oJUU

4
i/eUULy

f.

f #- * # 4

3 M-f
4# #4
ie-olL.

¥#

4# 44

y

4 # # ##4

y
CfUi^

N. Verbi.
4 #> 4#
i*Ai3

• # #4
Slyl&y

SUJ
y

y # 4

lUxij
j y#

i/cutf
4

u*u5
4

Passive Perf.

u a J

L5-f* LT?**
- *l

trf* 1

y *#44 # 44

Imperf.
a #4

u-®**
# #4 a y #4

0
.

N. Pat. m.
a. j

u'®4-*

4 #4
^li.

* • *

^jAL» ^<MU4

f.

« i ; J

SuoJL*
4 # #4
SLoUU

*.' * 1

SUuU J*
•Lqju## 5UU^

Perf. Imperf. Imperat. N.Ag.etPat. iV. Ferftf

VII. Act.
y y 4

L5"
443

!

y • y -»

y y 4

#y 4

}UuUI
y y

Pass.
y 4 #4

O'443 *

y y 44 4 y#4

u-^-» D

VIII. Act.
y y#

LT^I
#•*

cr^t ,>Jlt
y y

y 44
^a#JL«

4
?uat

Pass.
y 4 44 y y 44

Lfbuij
4 y 4 4

X Act.
y 4 y 4

^sAAlwl
4# 4 # 4 y 4

^UChaft
y y

4 y 4 4

4

y 4 4

{LaAMft
y y

Pass.
y #

#4*4 y 4/14
• M _^ > 1

•

4 4# 44


